You Can Take it with You!

Macintosh Portable

Apple's Long Awaited Portable Mac Makes a Splash!

You Can Have it All!

Macintosh IIfi

Speed, 32 Bit QuickDraw, Built-in RAM Cache, and On-Board Video

Plus!

- Database Face-Off
- OCR Breakthroughs
- Non-Apple Laptops
- Bargain Hard Drives
- Slide-Maker Shoot-Out
- Optical Storage Guide
- HyperCard Alternatives
How do you explain the magnitude of Microsoft Works?

Whether you run a small business or your knowledge about computers happens to be less than monumental, Microsoft® Works 2.0 has you covered.

Microsoft Works 2.0 is actually five tools in one: word processing, spreadsheet, database, drawing and communications. But as far as you’re concerned, it’s one integrated program—so it’s easy to move between the different productivity tools and use them together.

In fact, from the moment you take it out of the box, Microsoft Works 2.0 is easy to use. It comes with an animated training program written in HyperCard® format. As well as on-line help and unlimited phone support to help answer any questions you may have about Works’ features.

No matter how varied your projects are, Microsoft Works 2.0 can handle the job. Its newest feature, the drawing module (with page layout), can take an otherwise dull, fact-filled document and turn it into one full of compelling graphics.

The word processor can create everything from a simple memo to a detailed report—and it even includes a spell-checker aimed at eliminating typos.

Of course, if your document needs to be supported with numbers, you can always jump over to the spreadsheet to compute and analyze data. And then transform it all into easy-to-read, easy-to-understand charts.

As for information that keeps your business going, the database is indispensable for keeping track of clients and orders.

And you can count on the communications module to bring information to your desktop through a modem.

If you’d like to learn more about Microsoft Works 2.0, just call (800) 541-1261, Dept. 175 for the name of your nearest dealer.

No wonder Microsoft Works 2.0 is the best selling application in its class. Aside from being a great value, Microsoft Works 2.0 is one program that can handle a myriad of business needs.

It’s that simple.

© 1989 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. Microsoft and the Microsoft logo are registered trademarks and Making it all make sense is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. HyperCard is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

Customers in Canada call (416) 673-7638, outside North America, (206) 882-8661.
Everything you see above was created using some combination of the five tools within Microsoft Works 2.0: word processing, spreadsheet, database, drawing and communication. As you can see, the real power of Microsoft Works 2.0 comes into play when all the tools are used together.
Mac to Go
BY JOHN J. ANDERSON AND JOHN RIZZO
It's here! Apple's finally unveiled its innovative portable, and it's a movable feast of advanced technology that's sure to set new standards for computing on the go: an active-matrix LCD screen, onboard static RAM, a slick new trackball, and a dedicated microprocessor to monitor power consumption. But is the Mac Portable small enough to make it big? Also, a peek at third-party alternatives to Apple's lightweight heavyweight. 96

Special Report
Two New Macs

Macintosh Icici: New Speed Champ
BY JOHN J. ANDERSON
The high end just went a little higher. If it's speed you want, Apple's new 25-megahertz Icici won't disappoint. More than half again as fast as its predecessor, the Icix, this Mac points to Apple's vision of the future: static-RAM-cache card, 8-bit color-video circuitry mounted directly on the logic board, support for up to 4 gigabytes of main memory, and the most elegant logic board that Apple has ever offered. 46

StartUp

News
EDITED BY RUSSELL ITO
Apple announces a price breakthrough for the SE, Bawamba returns with an OPEN LOOK, and Apple shares its venture-capital largesse—plus news, rumors, the hottest new products, upgrades of old favorites, and more. 46

Reviews
Plus and SuperCard offer feature-rich alternatives to HyperCard........... 60
QuickMail becomes quicker but remains quirky........................................... 62
WordMaker aims for the low-end word-processing market................. 67
atONcel delivers a powerful business-finance tool................................... 68
Streamline does auto-tracing only—but lots of it.................................. 70
StarTime/VideoShow adds portability to presentations with an unusual software/hardware combo..................... 80
Drawing Table is an inexpensive, eight-color draw program................... 82
Three budget hard drives should interest price-conscious buyers........... 87

Mail Merge
FROM THE MAC COMMUNITY
Readers solve the case of the missing MiniFinders, abandon dBASE Mac, deliver a bad Word rap, and eschew Paul Somerson's wish list. 8

DTP
EDITED BY AILEEN ABERNATHY AND JAMES BRADBURY
Fine Print
BY JAMES BRADBURY
Kerning can give your publication a professional look, but how much of it do you need to get the results you want? 223

The Well-Read Mac
BY PHILLIP ROBINSON
Remember how optical character recognition (OCR) was going to retire the typewriter? It never happened because the technology was too expensive and ordinary PCs couldn't handle its enormous computing demands. A new generation of automatic and trainable OCR programs for the Mac promises to change all that. 225
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In Single File
BY KEN LANDIS
You don't need a helicopter to cross the street, do you? So how powerful a database program do you really need? Today's flat-file databases have shed their image as computerized index cards. The new nonrelational Mac databases are more affordable, faster, and easier to set up than their relational cousins, but they still deliver plenty of muscle and features such as powerful search options, integrated graphics, and flexible report generation. 114

Letting in the Light
BY JOHN RIZZO
Optical storage may be the high-tech tsunami of the future, but it's little more than a ripple in the Mac marketplace today. Now may be the time to invest in this mass-storage medium, but which type? Erasable, write-once, or read-only? And how well does it work? Who can use it now? Will it ever be fast enough? And when will it finally catch on? We shed some light on the optical options. 132
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Currents
Now that Apple has shipped a router that implements AppleTalk Phase 2 protocols, other vendors are rushing to follow. We survey the field. 245

Finally Phase 2
BY KURT VANDERSLUIS
The next generation of AppleTalk networks has finally arrived. They're bigger and more efficient, and they talk in tokens. Is it time for you to make the leap to Phase 2? 248

Bobker's Dozen
BY STEVEN BOBKER
Quick looks at 13 no-nonsense products. Some of this month's stars: SuperGlu II, GOfer, TopDown, Word Wrapper, Mac-Invoice, and Ft. Knox. 294
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Coming Soon ............... 288
Advertiser Index .......... 290
When you're under the gun with a complicated application, effective technical support can make the difference between success and disaster. Whether it's free or not, here's how to make the technical support you get count. 188

When there something you don't like about the Finder? It's easy (and fun) to change it to the way you think it should be. 191

You see the lights flashing on your modem, but what do they mean? Get full command of your telecommunications by learning how to talk to your Hayes-compatible modem and understand what it says back. 199

Readers send in tips, tricks, and undocumented features for Word 4.0, MacroMaker, Ready, Set, Go!, Wingz, and more. 207

Corporate America will spend enough on slides this year to build 18 stealth bombers. Using service bureaus to create presentation materials has always been expensive and time-consuming, but until recently you had little choice. That could change now that film recorders let you create slides, overhead transparencies, and other materials and have them developed by a photographic lab, just as you would your vacation snaps. It's fast and cheap, and you get greater creative control, but does the quality measure up to what the big guys can deliver? MacUser Labs tested the slide-making powers of seven digital film recorders and had an expert panel scrutinize the results. How did they do? Even we were surprised. 156

What's small, quick, sporty, and the classiest chassis on the road (besides a Miata)? 27

Don't let software pirates sink your business. 33

A wisdom of fonts: Seymour's six commandments. 37

Recycling ideas: What can we learn from the NeXT? 43

Do not adjust your mind-set: You are about to enter the myth dimension. 300
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We found a measure they could both agree on.

Up on the hill it looked like another split along party lines. Both Macintosh and PC users fought for access to the same information. Until a TOPS network brought them together in bipartisan agreement, that is.

Maybe that's why TOPS has been voted the de facto standard for easy Mac-to-PC connectivity by some 600,000 users. All you have to do is install TOPS software in each Macintosh and PC on the network, add a network card to each PC, and you've got a quorum.

A polished diplomat in any arena, TOPS easily trades data from Lotus 1-2-3 to Excel, Microsoft Word PC to Word Mac and most other Mac and PC applications.

And if you're looking to discuss the issues with other networks and systems, such as Novell, AppleShare, and Sun NFS, TOPS provides the perfect forum.

No wonder, when it comes to making connections, TOPS is the people's choice. Call the TOPS Division of Sun Microsystems at 1-800-445-TOPS, ext. 306.
HIGH PERFORMANCE MS-DOS® for MACINTOSH™
with Mac286/86 2.0

PERFORMANCE THROUGH HARDWARE
The Orange Micro Mac286™ brings the power of an IBM® AT™ to your Macintosh II™. Multiprocessing of MS-DOS and Macintosh applications at the same time is now possible. Get the true speed of an IBM AT with the Mac286, the highest performance MS-DOS compatibility solution available for your Mac II. Containing its own memory and powerful 80286 processor, the Mac286 benchmarks at 8.2 on the Norton Computing Index. That’s six times faster than any software based solution.

PERFORMANCE THROUGH APPLICATION COMPATIBILITY
The Mac286 and Mac86 open up new windows of opportunity by insuring compatibility with all major MS-DOS application packages. In fact, you can use AutoCad®, Lotus 123®, Lotus Symphony® or Flight Simulator® while simultaneously executing your favorite Mac program.

PERFORMANCE THROUGH FILE SHARING
Transport files from your Mac286 or Mac86 window through the TOPS network to another Macintosh. Copy and Paste graphics from an MS-DOS charting program directly into Microsoft Word™, PageMaker™ or MacWrite™ on your Macintosh. Transport files easily back and forth between Macintosh and MS-DOS formats by using the Mac286 file utilities. With two quick steps, files as complex as AutoCad designs or as simple as text files can be transferred back and forth between the Mac286/86 and the Macintosh.

About
MacUser...

Honey, I Shrink the Mac

It was the worst of secrets, it was the best of secrets. The Macintosh Portable was the worst-kept secret in Apple’s history because everybody knew that a Mac laptop was a top priority (although it didn’t quite end up in the laptop category). After all, Apple was tooting the mythical Knowledge Navigator notebook computer as its vision of the not-too-distant future.

It was also one of the best-kept secrets, thanks to a constant stream of rumors, decoy prototypes, leaks, and so much misinformation and speculation around Silicon Valley that nobody could trust anything. So when the time came for our first peek at the real prototype, we assembled a SWAT team to examine, torture-test, and evaluate it. Armed with experience, skepticism, and a battery of benchmarks, they headed for Cupertino.

Once inside the closely guarded walls of Apple’s DeAnza 2 building, and after surviving the canned presentation (which highlighted the technological innovations and design philosophy behind the new machine), the team started hammering away at the Portable, analyzing its strengths and looking for weaknesses — such as the highly touted screen (which looked so bright in a carefully positioned spotlight but also revealed a darker side when tested in a variety of ambient-light conditions).

And how well would the Portable (and our Apple hosts) withstand the shock of our “accidentally” dropping the machine? (Hosts and machine both took the fall admirably.) As a machine aimed at desktop multimedia presentations, how well could it handle a complex HyperCard stack full of animations and a wide range of sounds? (It had crisp animations but poor audio quality when faced with a broad dynamic range of sampled sounds.) How would a shoulder feel after hauling this bulky mass around for ten minutes? (It did fine.)

After their initial introduction to the Portable, Technical Editor John Rizzo and Senior Editor John Anderson returned to Cupertino for several additional rounds of benchmark testing. Their experience with other microcomputers (John A. is a veteran of Computer Shopper and Creative Computing magazines, and John R. is a former Boeing circuit-board designer) gives them the background to put the Mac Portable in perspective. Just how clever is the motherboard? (“Very,” says JA.) Did Apple pick the right components? (“Yes,” says JR.) Did it jump the gun, releasing the Portable before the new constituent technologies had matured? (“Uh-yup,” says JA.) But will Mac users snap up Apple’s first fully portable Mac anyway, even with its hefty price tag? (“Uh-yup,” says JR.)

Of course, the questions don’t stop there: What about non-Apple portable alternatives, such as the WalkMac, DynaMac, and the hot new Wallaby? What’s in store for future heavy-weight lightweights? What kinds of users will love this new machine — and whom will it disappoint? Fortunately, John and John don’t just have questions — they’ve also uncovered answers (see this month’s cover story, “Mac to Go”).
Oracle for Mac Solves DBMS Puzzle

SQL/HyperCard Combo Produces Sophisticated Applications

By Susan Janus

Database giant Oracle Corp., of Belmont, Calif., recently rounded out the list of platforms supported by the company's relational database management system (DBMS) with the release of Oracle for Macintosh.

The new Mac DBMS teams the power of Oracle's Structured Query Language (SQL) with HyperCard's customizable and easy-to-use interface.

Oracle for Macintosh

DBMS Brings New Power and Face to Mac Application Development

WHAT CORPORATE BUYERS LIKE

• Offers SQL capabilities
• Uses HyperCard to mask complexity of database applications
• Serves as front end to relational databases on other platforms

“ORACLE for Macintosh is a well-designed product... a programmer can, with just an hour’s training, create a database on a host with a simple Macintosh interface in three minutes—honest.”

MacUser, June 1989

“ORACLE for Macintosh is exciting for companies that have Oracle (or DB2) databases on a mainframe and want a practical Mac data entry and development system.”

Mac Week, March 14, 1989

“Get yourself a copy of ORACLE for Macintosh and get a flexible toolkit that can be molded to solve just about any database problem.”

MacGuide Magazine, June 1989

This combination allows Mac developers to create sophisticated applications that appear simple to users—a unique software development opportunity unavailable on any other platform, including the PC, according to early corporate users we contacted.

In addition, users said, the network version of Oracle for the Mac allows the advantages of the HyperCard interface to serve as a front end to existing corporate relational databases residing on other platforms, such as mainframes and minicomputers.

Consequently, the Mac software has great potential for Macintosh users.

Until 10/31/89, for $299 you can access the number one SQL database from either HyperCard or 4th DIMENSION. With our 30-day money-back guarantee, you can’t lose. Call today.

$299 Two-Thumbs-Up Special Offer Ends 10/31/89

Dan Shafter

Author of HyperTalk

Programming

Guy Kawasaki

President of ACTUS

developers of 4TH DIMENSION

ORACLE

COMPATIBILITY • PORTABILITY • CONNECTABILITY

Call 1-800-ORACLE1, ext. 7669 today.

Copyright © 1989 by Oracle Corporation. ORACLE is a registered trademark of Oracle. The other companies mentioned are all numerous trademarks. TERR
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Oracle for Macintosh is a well-designed product... a programmer can, with just an hour’s training, create a database on a host with a simple Macintosh interface in three minutes—honest.”

MacUser, June 1989

“ORACLE for Macintosh is exciting for companies that have Oracle (or DB2) databases on a mainframe and want a practical Mac data entry and development system.”

Mac Week, March 14, 1989

“Get yourself a copy of ORACLE for Macintosh and get a flexible toolkit that can be molded to solve just about any database problem.”

MacGuide Magazine, June 1989

This combination allows Mac developers to create sophisticated applications that appear simple to users—a unique software development opportunity unavailable on any other platform, including the PC, according to early corporate users we contacted.

In addition, users said, the network version of Oracle for the Mac allows the advantages of the HyperCard interface to serve as a front end to existing corporate relational databases residing on other platforms, such as mainframes and minicomputers.

Consequently, the Mac software has great potential for Macintosh users.

Until 10/31/89, for $299 you can access the number one SQL database from either HyperCard or 4th DIMENSION. With our 30-day money-back guarantee, the only thing you stand to lose is a great buy. Call today.

$299 Two-Thumbs-Up Special Offer Ends 10/31/89

Dan Shafter

Author of HyperTalk

Programming

Guy Kawasaki

President of ACTUS

developers of 4TH DIMENSION

ORACLE

COMPATIBILITY • PORTABILITY • CONNECTABILITY

Call 1-800-ORACLE1, ext. 7669 today.

Copyright © 1989 by Oracle Corporation. ORACLE is a registered trademark of Oracle. The other companies mentioned are all numerous trademarks. TERR
Larry Pardue of Carlsbad, New Mexico, objects to our explanation of the difference between nanoseconds and milliseconds (StartUp, September '89). "You state that 'light travels 19 miles — or the length of Manhattan plus 6 miles — in one millisecond.' Hmm — 19,000 miles per second seems pretty slow since the accepted figure for the speed of light is around 186,000 miles per second.

Here in the clean air of New Mexico, light travels about 186 miles in a millisecond." Thank you, Larry; now we see the light.

Larry Dickerson
Sun Prairie, WI

Relax — MacUser's MiniFinders haven't gone the way of the Mac System's now-extinct MiniFinder, for which they were named. But we are experimenting with running them quarterly, to provide more space for reviewing more new products. If you'd like to see them more (or less) often than every three months, let us know. — JZ

Some Novell ideas

Thanks for a good introduction to Novell's NetWare for the Mac (September '89). You say that NetWare's performance is roughly equal to that of AppleShare's on an SE/30. But what kind of PC did you use for NetWare? You mention 286 machines frequently in the article, but you never say what type of server you actually used. I assume that all tests were run on LocalTalk, not Ethernet, even though you didn't say that.

Dave Koslur
Fullerton, CA

Thanks for giving us the chance to clarify a few things. The machine used as the NetWare server, the Compaq Deskpro 386/20 with the necessary hardware, is listed first in the costing chart. Our article covered NetWare in the context of a Mac-only network, and we explicitly...
Monochrome

More Choice
E-Machines\textsuperscript{\textregistered} gives you more with a Complete Family of monochrome, gray scale, color. Even stereo 3D displays. More choices in full page screen sizes. More compatibility with all Mac models.

More Features
Only E-Machines gives you QuickView\textsuperscript{\textregistered}, special features that let your Mac do more. Features like definable virtual screens with panning, multiple viewing resolutions, tracking menus, virtual screen previewing, software controls for brightness and contrast, plug-in memory upgrades for more room and more image definition.

MoreCare\textsuperscript{\textregistered}
E-Machines leads the industry in quality, warranty and support with MoreCare. By getting the details right we build in quality. And, we back our display systems with unsurpassed service, a full year warranty and the industry's best available extended warranty.

More Innovation
Look to E-Machines when you want more innovative display power than you can get from Apple, or anywhere else.

Gray Scale

Color

in quality, warranty and support with MoreCare. By getting the details right we build in quality. And, we back our display systems with unsurpassed service, a full year warranty and the industry's best available extended warranty.

More Innovation
Look to E-Machines when you want more innovative display power than you can get from Apple, or anywhere else.

Find out where to buy an E-Machines display. Call us today at 503-646-6699. Or, write to us at 9305 SW Gemini Drive, Beaverton, OR 97005.

Please circle 20 on reader service card.

© E-Machines 1989. E-Machines, QuickView and MoreCare are trademarks of E-Machines, Inc.
To manage a shop

What’s easy to remember, has a great rap beat, and you can dance to? Our new 800 number. Give it a 10. Actually give it a 3 then another 3 then five 4’s, because henceforth our new number is 800/334-4444.

See the red stars? They highlight companies participating in our 30 or 60 day money-back guarantee program. Which means you can return any product from these companies within 30 (or 60) days of receiving it, if, by any chance, it just doesn’t do what you need it to do. All we ask is that you save the original packaging. Because, in order to refund your money we need the whole kit and Kaboodle back—right down to the registration card. (Just make sure that, during the warranty period, the dog doesn’t run off with the packaging materials or the kids don’t start using the disks for frisbees).

We only carry the latest versions of products. Version numbers in our ads are current as of press time. Also, all of the software we sell is not copy-protected, unless indicated otherwise by (CP).

The four-digit number next to each product is the product’s ITEM NUMBER. Please refer to this number when ordering. Thank you.

1616 Professional 3-Pak ........................................ 359.
1618 Retail Business 3-Pak ....................................... 359.
\*DacEasy Software ... 60 day MBG
4502 DacEasy Light 1.0 .......................................... 42.
\*Dow Jones ... 30 day MBG
1786 Market Manager PLUS 2.0 ................................ 189.
\*Intuit ... 30 day MBG
2425 Quicken 1.5 ................................................ 36.
\*Layered ... 30 day MBG
5207 atOnce! 1.0 .................................................. 285.
2609 Insight Expert AP 2.02 ...................................... 449.
2610 Insight Expert AR 2.2 ........................................ 449.
2611 Insight Expert GL 2.1 ........................................ 449.
5643 Insight Expert Payroll 1.0 ................................... 449.
2614 Insight Expert Time Billing 2.01 ................................ 449.
\*MECA ... 60 day MBG
2796 Managing Your Money 2.0 ................................... 125.
\*Monogram ... 30 day MBG
2780 Dollars & Sense 4.1C .......................................... 81.
2779 Business Sense 4.1 ............................................ 269.
\*Nites & Associates ... 30 day MBG
5101 Grant Manager 1.75 ........................................ 249.
\*Nolo Press ... 60 day MBG
2881 WillMaker 3.0 .................................................. 32.
\*North Edge Software ... 30 day MBG
2986 Timeslips III 1.1 ............................................... 169.
\*Pro Plus Software
4310 Wall Street Investor 3.0 ...................................... 469.
\*Survivor Software ... 30 day MBG
3269 MacMoney 3.02 ............................................... 60.
4024 4th Dimension Runtime 1.06 .............................. $229.
4096 Full Impact 1.0 ............................................... 249.
1322 dBase Mac 1.0 ............................................... 295.
4318 Omnii Plus/Express 3.3 ..................................... 199.
5492 Omnii 5 ......................................................... 359.
\*BrainPower ... 60 day MBG
1532 DataScan 1.03 ................................................. 109.
1535 DesignScope 1.15 ............................................. 119.
1534 MathView Professional 1.1 ................................. 129.
1537 StatView 512 + 1.2 ........................................... 149.
3980 ArchText 1.03 .................................................. 175.
4066 The Analyzer Bundle (Includes DataScan, DesignScope, and StatView 512+) ................................ 299.
\*Bravo Technologies ... 30 day MBG
1539 MacCalc 1.2D .................................................. 83.
\*Chang Labs ... 60 day MBG
1611 C.A.T. 2.0 ....................................................... 229.
1125 MailMate 2.0 ................................................... 229.
\*DeltaPoint ... 60 day MBG
1346 Trapaze 2.1 ..................................................... special 129.
\*Fox Software ... 30 day MBG
5572 FoxBASE II/Mac .............................................. 255.
4580 FoxBASE +/Mac Runtime 2.0 ............................ 155.
4544 The Analyzer Bundle (Includes DataScan, DesignScope, and StatView 512+) ................................ 299.
4228 For the Record 1.0 ............................................ 20.
\*Odesta ... 30 day MBG
3014 GeoQuery 1.0 .................................................. 199.

ACCOUNTING & FINANCE

\*Aatrix Software ... 30 day MBG
3976 Aatrix Payroll 3.5 ........................................... 115.
3958 Aatrix Payroll PLUS 3.1 .................................... 149.
4021 Aatrix TimeCard 2.0 ........................................ 105.
4020 Aatrix TimeManager 2.1.2 ................................ 149.

Bedford Software
4977 Simply Accounting 1.04 ..................................... 219.
\*Chang Labs ... 60 day MBG
1613 Rags to Riches Ledger 3.1 ................................ 119.
1614 Rags to Riches Payables 3.1 ................................ 119.
1617 Rags to Riches Receivables 3.1 ................................ 119.
1622 Rags to Riches 3-Pak ......................................... 299.
1612 Inventory Control 2.6 ........................................ 239.
1615 Professional Billing 2.9 ....................................... 239.

NUMBERS & DATABASES

\*Abacus Concepts ... 60 day MBG
4482 StatView SE + Graphics 1.03 ................................ 225.
4481 StatView II 1.03 ................................................ 295.
\*Aatrix 30 day MBG
5618 4th Dimension 2.0 ........................................... 469.

Advanced Software ... 30 day MBG
DocuComp 1.11—Finds and tracks changes in different versions of word processing files or source code. It saves untold hours of marking paper by hand .... $89.

Quickie

Quickie 1.5—Automates routine financial tasks, delivers comprehensive financial reports, even links directly with MacIntTax. Perfect for anyone who’d rather spend their time earning money rather than keeping track of it ... $36.
or hundreds of stores,

Thunderware ... 30 day MBG

LightningScan—Hand-held scanner with the features you need for 16 levels of true gray scale, high resolution graphics. Powerful, user-friendly software lets you scan from within any application or use its image editing tools $409.

4211 DataDesk Professional 2.0 ... 289.
5621 Double Helix III ... 349.
**Paracomp ... 30 day MBG**
4664 Meta 1.0 ... 159.
**Preferred Publishers ... 30 day MBG**
4786 Database 1.12 ... 72.
**ProVUE ... 60 day MBG**
4582 Panoram 1.1 ... 205.
**Rubicon Publishing ... 60 day MBG**
3272 Dinner At Eight-Encore Edition (CP) ... 45.
Satori
3320 BulkMailer 3.25 ... 78.
3321 BulkMailer Plus 3.25 ... 189.
**Software Int'l, Inc. ... 60 day MBG**
5439 Endeavour Planner ... 99.
**Synergy ... 30 day MBG**
3129 KaleidaGraph 2.0 ... 149.

GRAPHICS & DESIGN

**Aegis Development ... 60 day MBG**
4956 Showcase F/X 1.0 ... 199.
Altsys
4830 KeyMaster 1.0 ... 51.
1194 FONtastic Plus 2.02 ... 51.
**Bright Star Technology**
3962 HyperAnimator 1.5 ... 99.
Broderbund Software
4065 PosterMaker Plus 2.5B ... 35.
1427 Print Shop 1.3 ... 35.
4501 Drawing Table 1.0 ... 75.
**Casady & Greene ... 60 day MBG**
1575 Fluent Fonts 2.0 ... 27.
Claris
1123 MacPaint II 2.0 ... 99.
1117 MacDraw II 1.1 ... 299.
4815 Smart Form Designer 1.0 ... 299.
4814 Claris CAD 1.0 ... 599.
**Cricket Software**
1667 Cricket Draw 1.1.1 ... special 139.

**Deneba Software ... 30 day MBG**
1769 Canvas 2.0 ... 169.
**DreamMaker ... 60 day MBG**
4088 MacGallery (MacPaint format) ... 27.
**Dubl-Click Software**
5069 World-Class LaserType Vol. 1 ... 42.
5070 World-Class LaserType Vol. 2 ... 42.
5071 World-Class LaserType Vol. 3 ... 42.
5072 World-Class LaserType Vol. 4 ... 42.
5073 World-Class LaserType Vol. 5 ... 42.
5074 World-Class LaserType Vol. 6 ... 42.
3972 World-Class Font! Originals ... 42.
3973 World-Class Font! Stylish ... 42.
3974 World-Class Font! Giants ... 42.
5131 World-Class Font! Triples ... 42.
3964 WetPaint Classic Clip-Art (T & T) ... 42.
3965 WetPaint For Publishing (3 & 4) ... 42.
3966 WetPaint Animal Kingdom (5 & 6) ... 42.
3967 WetPaint Special Occasions (7 & 8) ... 42.
3968 WetPaint Printer's Helper (9 & 10) ... 42.
3969 WetPaint Industrial Revol. (11 & 12) ... 42.
3970 WetPaint Old Earth Almanac (13 & 14) ... 42.
3971 WetPaint Island Life (15 & 16) ... 42.
4940 WetPaint All the People (17 & 18) ... 42.

**Electronic Arts**
5289 Studio/1.0 ... 99.
4315 Studio/8.1.0 ... 299.
**Emerald City ... 30 day MBG**
5168 Smart Art I ... 85.
5602 Smart Art II ... 85.
5603 Smart Art III ... 85.
**Enabling Technologies ... 30 day MBG**
1871 Pro3D 1.2 ... 279.
**Enzan-Hoshigumi USA**
1879 MacCalligraphy 2.0 ... 99.
**Foundation Publishing ... 60 day MBG**
2385 Comic People ... 22.
2384 Comic Strip Factory 1.6 ... 39.
**Generic Software ... 60 day MBG**
4319 Generic CADD Level 1 ... 85.

**Graphicssoft ... 30 day MBG**
4993 MiniCAD + 1.5 ... 519.
**Great Wave ... 30 day MBG**
2272 Crystal Paint 1.0 ... special 25.
**Innovative Data Design**
2417 MacDraft 1.2B ... 144.
4707 Dreams 1.0 ... 269.
**Linguist's Software ... 60 day MBG**
2636 MacKanj 0.0 ... 59.
2645 MacChinese Mandarin ... 79.
2641 Laser-Hebrew ... 79.
Over 100 language fonts ... call

Fifth Generation ... 60 day MBG

Fastback II 1.0—Backs up any HFS device including Bernoulli cartridges & external hard disks. Features unattended backups, data compression, & background compatibility. Thu Nov 30, 1989 includes free Pyro! $108.

**MacroMind ... 30 day MBG**
4953 VideoWorks II 2.0 ... 175.
4952 VideoWorks II HyperCard Driver 1.2 ... 60.
4954 VideoWorks II Accl. 1.1 ... special 99.
5087 MacroMind Director 1.0 ... 449.
**MicroMaps ... 30 day MBG**
5516 MacAtlas (Paint version) ... 45.
5514 MacAtlas (EPSF version) ... 119.
5513 MacAtlas (Professional version) ... 119.
515 MacAtlas Presentation Pack ... 119.
**Mindescape**
5768 ZING 1.0 ... 139.
**NuEquation ... 30 day MBG**
5428 NuPaint 1.0.4 ... 89.
**Paracomp ... 30 day MBG**
4597 Swivel 3D 1.1 ... 249.
**Silicon Beach ... 60 day MBG**
3504 Silicon Press 1.1 ... 52.
3506 SuperPaint 2.0 ... 128.
3980 Digital Darkroom 1.1 ... 249.
3507 Super3D 2.0 ... 319.
**Solutions Int'l ... 60 day MBG**
3446 The Curator 1.05 ... 72.
**SuperMac Software ... 60 day MBG**
3380 PixelPaint 2.0 ... 229.
5625 PixelPaint Professional ... 399.
**T/Maker ... 30 day MBG**
3632 ClickArt Business Images ... 28.

100U MacConnection

-800/334-4444

MacConnection, 14 Mill Street, Marlborough, NH 03446 1-800/334-4444 603/446-7711 FAX 603/446-7791
To see stunning graphics

 Preferred Publishers ... 30 day MBG
 Exposure 1.1—Integrated CDEV screen graphics utility program for screen capture, painting and formatting of color and gray scale images. Unique format includes built-in painting tools and fonts. $54.

3638 ClickArt Holidays ........ 28.
3642 ClickArt Publications .... 28.
3633 ClickArt Christian Images 35.

3G Graphics ... 30 day MBG
3942 Images with Impact: Graphics 1 ... 52.
4583 Images with Impact: Business 1 ... 65.

8cedor ... 60 day MBG
3986 DeskPaint & DeskDraw 2.01 ... 65.

PUBLISHING & PRESENTATIONS

Adobe Systems

5750 Adobe Type Manager ... 57.
1138 The Collector's Edition ... 79.
4816 The Collector's Edition II ... 139.
5001 ScreamLine 1.0 ... 220.
5005 True Form 1.0 ... 229.
5006 True Form Runtime ... 175.
1137 Adobe Illustrator '88 1.6 ... 289.
1142 Newsletters/Publishing Pack 1 ... 239.
4565 Forms and Schedules Pack 2 ... 288.
4566 Presentations Pack 3 ... 289.

MacConnection carries the entire Adobe Type Library (volumes 1-106). Listed below are Adobe's newest typefaces at press time.

5240 85 Gothic 13 ... 95.
5241 86 Cochin ... 125.
5242 87 ITC Bauhaus ... 125.
5243 88 Sabon ... 125.
5244 89 Hiroshige ... 125.
5245 90 Arnold Bocklin ... 125.
5246 91 Dom Casual ... 95.
5247 92 Post Antiqua ... 95.
5248 93 Folio ... 125.
5249 94 Linocriph ... 125.
5250 95 VAG Rounded ... 125.
5675 96 Azcadiens Grotesk ... 125.
5676 97 Impressum ... 95.
5673 98 Bauer Bodoni ... 125.
5672 99 New Aster ... 239.
5671 100 Adobe Garamond ... 179.
5670 101 Adobe Garamond Expert Coll ... 125.
5669 102 Candida ... 95.
5668 103 Franklin Gothic No. 2 ... 95.
5667 104 Utopia ... 179.
5666 105 Utopia Expert Collection ... 125.
5665 106 ITC Berkeley Oldstyle ... 239.

Microsoft ... 30 day MBG


1580 13 Gatsby Light ... 46.
1581 14 Micro ... 46.
1582 15 Micro Extended ... 46.
1583 16 Galileo Roman ... 46.
1584 17 Campanile-Giotto ... 46.
1585 18 Alexandria ... 46.
1586 19 Jott ... 46.
4204 20 Gazelle & Kells ... 46.
4205 21 Paladin-Abatene ... 46.
4206 22 Collegiate ... 46.
4836 23 Quill Pack (Vol. 8 & 20) ... 89.
4836 23 Headline Pack (Vol. 10-12) ... 129.
4837 23 Modern Pack (Vol. 7, 14-18) ... 189.
4834 23 Distinctive Pack (Vol. 8, 19-22) ... 189.
4833 23 Classic Pack (Vol. 3-6, 8 & 13) ... 189.

Cricket Software

1668 Cricket Graph 1.3 ... 115.
1670 Cricket Presents 2.0 ... 285.

DreamMaker ... 60 day MBG

4840 Clipitores: Business ... 85.
4841 Clipitores: Business 2 ... 85.

Farallon Computing ... 30 day MBG

4884 ScreenRecorder 1.0 ... 129.

2199 MacRecorder 2.0 ... 164.
5682 MacKarn ... 115.
2621 Ready Set, Go! 4.5 ... 275.
2619 Image Studio 1.5 ... 275.
4709 LetraStudio 1.0 ... 275.

Microsoft ... 30 day MBG

2878 PowerPoint 2.01 ... 249.

Postcard Int'l, Inc. ... 50 day MBG

3157 Laser FX 1.7 ... 92.

Preferred Publishers ... 30 day MBG

5751 Exposure 1.1 ... 54.
4621 QuarkStyle 1.0 ... 175.
3230 Quark X Press 2.1 ... 495.

Softstream Int'l, Inc. ... 60 day MBG

4966 UltraSpec 1.0 ... 95.

Springboard ... 30 day MBG

3530 Certificate Maker 2.0 ... 22.
3532 Certificate Library ... 18.
4497 Top Honors 1.01 ... 59.
4500 Springboard Publisher 1.0 ... 109.

TMaker ... 30 day MBG

3635 EPS Illustrations ... 74.
5167 EPS Business Art ... 74.

PROGRAMMING & HYPERMEDIA

Bantam Publishing

1403 Complete HyperCard Handbook ... 23.

Beacon Technical Publications

4867 HyperBible (King James) 1.0 ... 149.
4968 HyperBible (New International) 1.0 ... 179.

Borland International

1511 Turbo Pascal 1.1 ... 66.
1512 Turbo Pascal Tutor 1.0 ... 46.

Broderbund Software

5237 Whole Earth Catalog (CD-ROM) ... 89.

Digital ... 30 day MBG

5166 SmallTalk/Mac 1.1 ... 129.

DreamMaker ... 60 day MBG

4115 MacGallery (HyperCard format) ... 27.

Emerald City ... 30 day MBG

5728 LaserTalk 1.0 ... 159.

Hyperpress Publish ... 30 day MBG

5435 HyperOne 1.0 ... 29.
4233 Icon Factory 1.0 ... 29.

Datadisk ... 30 day MBG

HyperDialer—Connect your Mac speaker port to the handset port of most standard home or multi-line business phones to automatically dial HyperCard, SideKick, SuperCard, Focal Point, C.A.T., or QuickDex phone numbers. $24.
**on Mac monitors,**

- Thunderware ... 30 day MBG
  ThunderScan 5.0—Turns your Image Writer into a 32 true gray scale, high resolution scanner. Software includes PostScript printing effects, rotation, framing, captioning, shaping capabilities and image editing tools. $189.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Script Library 1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>$29.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver Screen 1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>$40.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Script Expert 1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>$45.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intelligent Developer 1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>$219.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COM Simulations</td>
<td></td>
<td>$529.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HyperTMON</td>
<td></td>
<td>$59.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMON 2.8.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>$89.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101 Scripts &amp; Buttons Hypercard 1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>$36.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AztecC</td>
<td></td>
<td>$4075.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THINK C 4.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>$3420.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THINK C 4.01</td>
<td></td>
<td>$3421.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuperCard 1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>$5100.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HyperAtlas</td>
<td></td>
<td>$5513.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AztecC D3B.69</td>
<td></td>
<td>$6731.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AztecC U1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>$6734.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AztecC MPW C 3.6B.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>$7409.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AztecC D3B.69</td>
<td></td>
<td>$99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watermark</td>
<td></td>
<td>$3420.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QuickMap</td>
<td></td>
<td>$5185.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft</td>
<td></td>
<td>$4471.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olduvai</td>
<td></td>
<td>$5446.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLUS COMBINE</td>
<td></td>
<td>$115.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWL International</td>
<td>$99.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 day MBG</td>
<td></td>
<td>$3092.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicon Beach</td>
<td>$99.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 day MBG</td>
<td></td>
<td>$5100.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuperCard 1.0</td>
<td>$129.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SmithersBarnes</td>
<td>$189.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 day MBG</td>
<td></td>
<td>$1478.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prototyper</td>
<td>$189.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Softstream Int'l., Inc.</td>
<td>60 day MBG</td>
<td>$5440.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HyperHIT 1.0</td>
<td>$125.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Practical Peripherals ... 30 day MBG**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MacIntosh Communications Package</td>
<td>1.5, External</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Focal Point II 1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>$117.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TML Systems</td>
<td>30 day MBG</td>
<td>$3458.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TML Source Code Library II 1.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>$39.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TML Pascal II 3.0 (w/o MPW)</td>
<td></td>
<td>$57.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TML Pascal II 3.0 (w/MPW)</td>
<td></td>
<td>$109.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trendware</td>
<td></td>
<td>$52.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stack Cleaner</td>
<td></td>
<td>$72.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HyperTools #1.02</td>
<td></td>
<td>$52.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HyperTools #2.03</td>
<td></td>
<td>$52.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XCAL 1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>$79.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True BASIC, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$59.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True BASIC 2.01</td>
<td></td>
<td>$59.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algebra Utilities</td>
<td></td>
<td>$35.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculus Utilities</td>
<td></td>
<td>$35.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Calculus (with Trigonometry)</td>
<td></td>
<td>$35.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientific Graphics Tool Kit</td>
<td></td>
<td>$49.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zedcor</td>
<td>60 day MBG</td>
<td>$95.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**UTILITIES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abbott Systems</td>
<td>30 day MBG</td>
<td>$5236.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CanOpener 1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>$65.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affinity Microsystems</td>
<td>60 day MBG</td>
<td>$1041.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affinifile 1.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>$45.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tempo II 1.02</td>
<td></td>
<td>$79.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berkeley Systems</td>
<td>30 day MBG</td>
<td>$5737.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After Dark 1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>$28.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stepping Out II 2.01</td>
<td></td>
<td>$50.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MenuFonts 2.02</td>
<td></td>
<td>$28.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sidekick 2.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>$68.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bravo</td>
<td>30 day MBG</td>
<td>$5404.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPAMM 1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>$49.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casady &amp; Greene</td>
<td>60 day MBG</td>
<td>$2269.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QuickDEX 1.4A</td>
<td></td>
<td>$31.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE Software</td>
<td>60 day MBG</td>
<td>$1727.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CalendarMaker 3.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>$32.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiskTop 3.0.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>$32.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Baseball**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MockPackage Plus, Utilities 4.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>$3285.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QuickKeys 1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>$65.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Central Point ... 30 day MBG</td>
<td></td>
<td>$3084.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Connectix</td>
<td></td>
<td>$24.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copy II Mac 7.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>$46.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC Tools Deluxe Mac 1.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>$46.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual 2.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>$125.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Dantz Development ... 30 day MBG</td>
<td></td>
<td>$155.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Dubl-Click Software</td>
<td></td>
<td>$46.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Electronic Arts</td>
<td></td>
<td>$31.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Fifth Generation ... 60 day MBG</td>
<td></td>
<td>$42.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Kent Marsh Ltd ... 30 day MBG</td>
<td></td>
<td>$57.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Loop Software ... 30 day MBG</td>
<td></td>
<td>$42.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Matter ... 60 day MBG</td>
<td></td>
<td>$57.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Symmetry</td>
<td></td>
<td>$49.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Microlytics ... 60 day MBG</td>
<td></td>
<td>$47.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Microseeds Pub ... 60 day MBG</td>
<td></td>
<td>$27.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MacConnection**

1-800/334-4444

MacConnection, 14 Mill Street, Marlow, NH 03456 1-800/334-4444 603/446-7711 FAX 603/446-7791
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software Name</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adobe Creative Suite</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adobe InDesign</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adobe Photoshop</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adobe Illustrator</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adobe Premiere</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adobe After Effects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adobe XD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Prices and editions may vary depending on the version and region.*
For all your Mac needs,

Adobe Systems
Adobe Type Manager—Gives your ImageWriter or Hewlett-Packard DeskWriter the professional edge by taking the jagged edge off your printed text. Also dramatically improves the text displayed on your Mac. $57.

| Adobe Type Manager | $57 |

4320 MacGolf Classic (CP) | 53. |
4321 Lunar Rescue (CP) | 34. |
4517 Road Racer (CP) | 39. |
5973 Strategic Conquest Plus 2.0 | 35. |
5974 NetTek-The Real Version | 35. |
5975 Sierra On-Line | 35. |
4761 Mother Goose (CP) | 19. |
3267 Leisure Suit Larry (CP) | 23. |
3888 King’s Quest (CP) | 29. |
3889 King’s Quest II (CP) | 29. |
3890 King’s Quest III (CP) | 29. |
3919 Police Quest (CP) | 29. |
3669 Space Quest (CP) | 29. |
3820 Space Quest II (CP) | 29. |
5900 Silicon Beach | 30 day MBG |
3501 Beyond Dark Castle | 32. |
3502 Apache Strike | 32. |
3503 Dark Castle | 32. |
5937 Color Billiards | 38. |
3347 Mac Wizardry (CP) | 35. |
3097 Softstream Int’l., Inc. | 30 day MBG |
4071 Mac-Man. | 23. |
4072 The Solitaire DA | 23. |
4995 Cribbage Tutor | 26. |
4073 Colour Billiards | 38. |
5920 Spectrum HolobYTE | 30 day MBG |
4785 Solitaire Royale (for Mac SE) | 19. |
4795 Solitaire Royale (for Mac II) | 19. |
4344 Tetris (Color Version) | 24. |
4328 Tetris (Color Version) | 24. |
4326 GATO | 26. |
3459 Falcon 2.0 | 31. |
5938 Spinnaker | 30 day MBG |
2326 Sargon IV (CP) | 29. |
3098 Hidden Agenda | 29. |
3298 SubLogic | 30 day MBG |
3486 Jet (CP) | 32. |

NETWORKS & COMMUNICATIONS

| Abaton | 30 day MBG | 4589 |
| InterFAX Modem | 269. |
| CE Software | 60 day MBG | 5636 In/Out (5 user Pak) | 129. |
| 5637 In/Out (10 user Pak) | 189. |

2872 Microsoft Mail 1.37 (5-10 users) | $325. |
2873 Microsoft Mail 1.37 (11-20 users) | 489. |
2874 Microsoft Mail 1.37 (21-32 users) | 625. |
5930 TurboNet ST (DIN-8) | 30. |
5931 TurboNet ST (DB-9) | 30. |
5932 TurboBridge | 359. |
5933 Practical Peripherals | 30 day MBG |
3300 1200 Baud External Modem | 77. |
3302 2400 Baud External Modem | 179. |
5285 2400SA MNP Modem | 209. |
3098 Mac Communications Pack 1.5 | 225. |
5934 Shiva | 30 day MBG |
3444 NetXerial X32 | 279. |
3443 NetBridge | 339. |
3442 TeleBridge | 339. |
3443 NetModem v2400 | 439. |
5940 Software Ventures | 30 day MBG |
3454 MicroPhone 1.5 | 115. |
3455 MicroPhone II 3.0 | 219. |
5945 Solutions Int’l. | 30 day MBG |
4308 BackFAX (reqs Apple FAX modem) | 125. |
5946 Synergy | 30 day MBG |
3130 VersaTerm 4.0 | 89. |
3151 VersaTerm PRO 60 day MBG | 175. |
5951 TOPS | 30 day MBG |
4188 TOPS Teleconnector (DIN-8) | 29. |
4189 TOPS Teleconnector (DB-9) | 29. |
3725 TOPS for DOS 2.1 | 115. |
4598 TOPS FlashBox | 125. |
3725 TOPS Repeater 1 | 129. |
3725 TOPS Repeater 2 | 129. |
3725 TOPS Repeater 3 | 129. |
3725 TOPS Flashcard | 129. |
3724 NetPrint 2.0 | 119. |
4714 InBox Starter Kit 2.2 | 149. |
4715 InBox Connection Mac 2.2 | 49. |
5960 Traveling Software | 60 day MBG |
3729 LAP-LINK Mac 2.0 | 83. |

INPUT/OUTPUT

| Caere | OmniPage 2.0 | 555. |
| 5607 OmniPage/Dove M.S.E Bundle | 1779. |
| Cutting Edge | 30 day MBG |
| 3958 CE 16SAD Keyboard w/QuickKeys | 135. |
| 1818 HyperDialer | 30 day MBG | 24. |

Adobe Systems
TrueForm 1.0—Two packages in one. Use Set-Up’s sample forms, forms from your drawing or page-layout program, or scanned existing forms. Fill-Out’s extensive database merging tools make completion a snap. $229.
Dear MacConnection,

MacConnection has always come through for me with its next day service, but I recently discovered another side to MacConnection: a competent and knowledgeable staff. My experience has been that in mail order, the personnel on the phone usually have an I.Q. just above room temperature—not so your staff.

I needed information on printer compatibility and cables, and the lady on the other end knew what I was talking about. A greater shock was that she was actually pleasant and offered an exchange or refund if the suggested item did not work. Someone pick me up off the floor, please!

Thanks,

C. Michael Wells, M.A.
Littleton, CO
Call us toll free:

Software Ventures ... 30 day MBG
MicroPhone II 3.0—New version of top-selling telecom software. Build graphic front-ends to remote services & corporate mainframes. Supports XCMDs & XFCNs, ZMODEM, European languages, icons, color & sound ... $219.

1819 MAC-101 Keyboard (beige) ... 139.
1820 MAC-101 Keyboard (platinum) ... 139.
1821 MAC-101 Keyboard (ADB) ... 139.
Foreign keyboards available ... call
Kensington ... 30 day MBG
2576 Turbo Mouse for Mac Plus 3.0 ... 109.
2547 Turbo Mouse ADB 3.0 ... 109.
Koala
2593 MacVision 2.0 ... 219.
Kraft Systems ... 60 day MBG
2600 3-Button QuickStik ... 39.
4082 3-Button QuickStik ADB ... 51.
Kurt
2604 IS ADB 6½" x 11" Tablet ... 255.
5161 IS ADB 12½" x 12½" Tablet ... 385.
5162 IS ADB 12½" x 17½" Tablet ... 625.
2605 Cordless 4 Button Cursor ... 65.
Logitech ... 30 day MBG
5082 ScanMan Mac ... 349.
Lynx Computer ... 30 day MBG
1211 LYNX Trackball ... 65.
1212 LYNX Trackball ADB ... 65.
Microseeds Pub. ... 60 day MBG
4843 WristMac 1.0 ... 149.
5018 WristMac Executive 1.0 ... 199.
Mobius Technologies ... 60 day MBG
4846 MultiScreen ... 315.
Nutmeg Systems ... 30 day MBG
2808 A + Mouse ... 63.
2809 A + Mouse ADB ... 83.
Orange Micro ... 30 day MBG
4488 Grapppler Spoonler ... 39.
3036 Grappler C/Mac/GS 2.0 ... 79.
4076 Grappler QL 1.5 ... 103.
4487 Grappler LS 1.0 ... 103.
PTI/DataShield ... 30 day MBG
4845 MacDirector ... 109.

Summagraphics
4298 BitPad Plus ADB ... $325.
Thunderware ... 30 day MBG
3868 ThunderScan 5.0 with PowerPort ... 189.
4994 LightningScan ... 409.
3645 Mac II Power Accessory ... 45.

MEMORY & DRIVES
1 Meg SIMMs ... call
Cutting Edge ... 30 day MBG
3989 800k External Disk Drive (platinum) ... 149.
5133 20 Meg Hard Drive ... 439.
3990 30 + Meg Hard Drive ... 499.
3991 45 + Meg Hard Drive ... 549.
5275 65 + Meg Hard Drive ... 629.
5276 90 + Meg Hard Drive ... 739.
5456 44 Meg Removable Drive ... 999.
5736 44 Meg Removable Cartridge ... 119.
Dove Computer ... 60 day MBG
1802 Dove Tool Kit ... 15.
1901 SCSI Interface/Port ... 109.
5103 Mac II Power Pack (includes Marathon $03 32MHz Accelerator, four 1 Meg SIMMs, and RAMSnap) ... 1799.
1807 MacSnap 524E ... 189.
1809 MacSnap 524S ... 239.
1811 MacSnap 548E ... 419.
1812 MacSnap 548S ... 479.
1800 MacSnap 2SE ... 319.
1797 MacSnap Plus 2 ... 319.
1804 MacSnap 2S ... 279.
1805 MacSnap 4S ... 549.

ACCELERATOR BOARDS
1793 Maraton O20 M3E1 ... 429.
1794 Maraton O20 M3E2 (1 Meg) ... 719.
1795 Maraton O20 M3E3 (math chip) ... 599.
1796 Maraton O20 M3E4 (1 Meg Chip) ... 899.
5192 Maraton O20 M3E5 (4 Meg) ... 1269.
5193 Maraton O20 M3E6 (4 Meg) ... 1449.
4663 Maraton O30 Accelerator 32 MHz ... 969.
5623 Maraton Racer ... 149.

ACCELERATORS (020) WETHERNET
5391 FastNet LAN 1 ... 1125.
5390 FastNet LAN 2 (1 Meg) ... 1499.
5389 FastNet LAN 3 (math chip) ... 1349.

5385 FastNet LAN 4 (1 Meg/chip) ... 1724.
5387 FastNet LAN 5 (4 Meg) ... 2175.
5386 FastNet LAN 6 (4 Meg/chip) ... 2399.
Epson
5132 40 Meg Raw Drive (25ms) ... 436.
5204 70 Meg Raw Drive (25ms) ... 586.

IONEGA
5552 44M Ext Single Bernoulli II Drive ... 1399.
5553 44M Ext. Dual Bernoulli II Drive ... 2199.

Connectix
Virtual 2.0—Megabytes, not megabucks. Expands your Mac II (MMU required), IIX, IIX+, or SE/30 system to as much as 14 megabytes of virtual memory using just software and hard disk space ... $125.

Kennet Tech ... 30 day MBG
5631 Rapport ... 219.
5632 Drive 2.4 ... 359.
PCPC ... 30 day MBG
3177 HD-WSI (Apple HD 20 to SCSI) ... 199.
SuperMacTech ... 30 day MBG
SuperMac drives include SuperSpool, SuperLaserSpool, Diskkit, and Manager ...
5452 Dataframe 20 ... 589.
5447 Dataframe XP 30 ... 699.
5448 Dataframe XP 60 ... 969.
5449 Dataframe XP 100 ... 1279.

STORAGE MEDIA
Double Sided Disks
Verbatim ... 30 day MBG
3772 3½" DD/DD Disks ... 15.
5035 3½" DD/DD 3 Pak ... special 39.
3297 Sony 3½" DD/DD Disks ... 15.
2792 MAXELL 3½" DS/DD Disks ... 16.

High Density Disks
Verbatim ... 30 day MBG
3773 3½" HD Disks (1.44 Meg) ... 32.
3298 Sony 3½" HD Disks (1.44 Meg) ... 32.
2793 MAXELL 3½" HD Disks (1.44 Meg) ... 32.

Tape Cartridges
3943 3M DC2000 ... 21.
3944 3M DC600A ... 29.

ACCESSORIES
Apple Computer
1113 Black ImageWriter Ribbon ... 10.
Avery ... 60 day MBG
4864 Disk Labels 3½" (Qty. 250) ... 13.
5392 Disk Labels—Laser 3½" (Qty. 630) ... 29.

Marathon Software
Dove Computer ... 60 day MBG
Marathon Racer—Step up to a new dimension of Macintosh performance. This easy-to-handle cache card gives you accelerator-like performance ... $149.
Now anything you write, from a business letter to an annual report, can be stronger and clearer. With Sensible Grammar™, a professional proof-reading program that uses artificial intelligence to check your punctuation, usage, phraseology and more.

Sensible Grammar scans your work for potential errors and automatically displays the sentences in which they appear. It explains what's wrong and even suggests corrections. Making changes is easy—a simple click of the mouse, and you can do anything from inserting proper punctuation to rewriting entire sentences using the built-in sentence editor. And your formatting remains unaffected.

Sensible Grammar compares your text against a library of over 4500 phrases to identify informal, vague, racist, sexist and other faulty language. It catches embarrassing typographical errors like misused capitalization and repeated words, and alerts you to mismatched verbs and pronouns, needlessly long sentences and more. It even provides a readability analysis.

Sensible Grammar works with WordPerfect, Microsoft Word, Works, and Write, Apple/Claris MacWrite, T/Maker WriteNow and text files. And it costs just $99.95.

So get Sensible Grammar. And be the most effective communicator you can be.

Also available: Bookends™, the reference management database and bibliography preparation system ($99.95).

Sensible Software™, Inc.
335 East Big Beaver, Suite 207
Troy, MI 48083
(313) 528-1950

---

Dear Mr. Sculley . . .

Brian Marantz of Irvine, California, suspects that “when System 7 is finally let out of its cage, the chances of Apple offering an incentive to upgrade are about as likely as hell freezing over. I hope some third-party companies offer RAM at cheaper prices so that those who want to can upgrade.”

More on warranties: “Apple’s 90-day warranty is like a car dealer’s offer of a 90-day 90,000-mile warranty, whatever comes first,” notes Jan Beekman of Cerex, California. And C. William Altman of Santa Barbara, California, has some advice for us (and you): “I cannot imagine why you believe your (justified) whining about Apple’s overpricing and underwarranting will move Mr. Sculley et al. to change policies. It won’t. Consumer complaints have leverage primarily at the cash register; if you want to be heard, you’d best strike in that direction.”

---

Speak Up

The legal battles over the “look and feel” of the Mac interface may not be completely settled, but it seems clear that other platforms — Next’s, Sun’s, and IBM’s OS/2 and Presentation Manager — have made great strides toward intuitive and consistent graphical user interfaces. Many readers note that although they prefer the Mac, they are evaluating these new options.

What must Apple do to keep users from jumping ship?

Send your thoughts to Dear Mr. Sculley, c/o MacUser, 950 Tower Lane, 18th Floor, Foster City, CA 94404.

---

Why Sensible Grammar™ is first in its class.

Now anything you write, from a business letter to an annual report, can be stronger and clearer. With Sensible Grammar™, a professional proof-reading program that uses artificial intelligence to check your punctuation, usage, phraseology and more.

Sensible Grammar scans your work for potential errors and automatically displays the sentences in which they appear. It explains what’s wrong and even suggests corrections. Making changes is easy—a simple click of the mouse, and you can do anything from inserting proper punctuation to rewriting entire sentences using the built-in sentence editor. And your formatting remains unaffected.

Sensible Grammar compares your text against a library of over 4500 phrases to identify informal, vague, racist, sexist and other faulty language. It catches embarrassing typographical errors like misused capitalization and repeated words, and alerts you to mismatched verbs and pronouns, needlessly long sentences and more. It even provides a readability analysis.

Sensible Grammar works with WordPerfect, Microsoft Word, Works, and Write, Apple/Claris MacWrite, T/Maker WriteNow and text files. And it costs just $99.95.

So get Sensible Grammar. And be the most effective communicator you can be.

Also available: Bookends™, the reference management database and bibliography preparation system ($99.95).
"I've beta-tested PSN. In my opinion, PSN could blow TOPS out of the water. In fact, it may well destroy TOPS."—ALEXIS ROSEN, President of Arete Corporation

"TOPS breaks down at high speeds. It trashes data files. It corrupts networks. In developing multi-user applications over high-speed networks, it's an absolute anathema. It has cost my clients hundreds of thousands of dollars in downtime."—PC WEEK, July, 1989


For More Information or To Order Direct, Call: 1-800-233-9993.

The Personal Server Network (PSN®) mission is simple: to provide an easy-to-use, low-cost, safe solution to networking Apple® Macintosh® computers. With PSN and the IPT® family of products, you can go Mac to Mac, Mac to Unix, Mac to PC or any other combination of these three systems. Full bi-directional connectivity is achieved while maintaining each operating system's native interface. And you never need to use a dedicated Macintosh as a server. With AppleShare® software at $799 per server and TOPS® at $249, it may come as a surprise to you that PSN can now do both jobs for less than $145 per user.

PSN is a product of Information Presentation Technologies, Inc., P.O. Box 8609, Calabasas, CA 91372 • 1-800-233-9993 • 1-818-347-7791 (within California) FAX 1-818-992-5580 • DO263 AppleLink

PSN supports the MacPlus® (client only), SE, and Macintosh II families. A Personal Server Network license is needed for each Macintosh on the network. AppleShare Client Software, shipped with each PSN order, is required for all Macintoshes, client and server.

PSN (Personal Server Network) is a registered trademark of IPT (Information Presentation Technologies, Inc.). Other brands and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders.
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If your spreadsheet is spreading you too thin, pinpoint your prospects with GeoQuery.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Store</strong></td>
<td><strong>Street</strong></td>
<td><strong>City</strong></td>
<td><strong>ZIP</strong></td>
<td><strong>Sales</strong></td>
<td><strong>1991</strong></td>
<td><strong>1992</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991 Pizza Spelled</td>
<td>11011 11th Ave. NE</td>
<td>Belize</td>
<td>96111</td>
<td>$144,466</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992 Pizza Spelled</td>
<td>11011 11th Ave. NE</td>
<td>Belize</td>
<td>96111</td>
<td>$144,466</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991 Pizza Perfected</td>
<td>102 Greenwich Avenue</td>
<td>Campbell</td>
<td>90008</td>
<td>$233,050</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992 Pizza Perfected</td>
<td>102 Greenwich Avenue</td>
<td>Campbell</td>
<td>90008</td>
<td>$233,050</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The “dueling reviewers” Russell Itto and James Finn should’ve stuck with giving detailed reviews, rather than slinging mud at each other. Their reviews of MacWrite II and WriteNow 2.0 (“Word Wretlers,” August ’89) made me wonder when one of them would let out with the classic Ackroyd-ism “Jane (James?), you ignorant slut.”

A spreadsheet can tell you where your customers are. But it can’t show you. So you lose precious hours just locating your prospects, instead of selling them.

If only you had GeoQuery. It turns your names and addresses into pushpins on a map. Using the data in most any spreadsheet or database, from a Macintosh, PC, VAX™ or mainframe.

Don’t know the client in Fresno? No problem. Click on the Fresno pushpin, and GeoQuery will tell you all about him.

Will that new territory support a field office? Ask GeoQuery. Draw a circle anywhere, and get a report on every prospect inside.

To see how GeoQuery addresses these and other pointed questions, call the toll-free number below.

And get a sharp answer every time.

Call 1-800-323-5423. In IL, 1-312-498-5615.
Great looking overheads give your plans impact, and promote you in the process. And there’s no easier way to get them than with MORE II. That’s because MORE II is designed just for managers like you. Managers who organize, plan, delegate, and report. It knows, for example, that you do meeting agendas, memo’s, to-do lists, bullet charts, org charts, and progress reports. So it formats these automatically. With a powerful outline structure that indents, spaces, and numbers your line items and paragraphs for you.

MORE II instantly turns a list of names into a full color org chart, a list of assignments into a perfectly spaced and numbered meeting agenda, and a list of your accomplishments into a stylish status report. In short, it’s the easiest way to plan, and the fastest way to create the essential materials you need to communicate.

100,000 people use the MORE manager’s system to get work done faster. It’s a proven system. For success.

FREE DEMO DISK, (800) 228-4122 Ext. 749F
To some it was just a game, intricate defense composed of moves, sublime suggestion, intricate defenses. To him, a paradigm of life. An ever pattern of Victory and Defeat - unique. Each game a sweet experience. He studied Clausewitz. He read Napoleon. He marvelled. He never stopped. He played his opponent as some would hold a lover. He hit the clock as if his life depended on it the allotted time. They called him the King of Strategy. He called himself a Student of Life.
When we introduced the Radius Full Page Display, it was the first time anyone had seen a full page view of a Macintosh.

But we didn’t stop there.

We created the Radius Two Page Display So you could see a full two-page view of your work.

Then we developed the Radius Gray Scale Display with 256 shades of gray. So you could work with two full pages of photographic-quality gray scale images.

Today, you can choose from our Full Page, Two Page or Gray Scale Displays. Or, you can work in color with our eight, sixteen or twenty-four bit Radius Color Displays.

And regardless of which Radius Display you select, you’re always assured of an unflinching, crisp, paper-like image. Consistently rated the best in the industry.

In addition, you get all the benefits of the classic RadiusWare features.

Including Tear-off Menus in every application. The ability to capture any portion of your image in a PICT file. Small or large menu bars. And direct control panel access.

So, if you’re looking for a display for your Macintosh, the first thing to do is visit a Radius Authorized Dealer. You can find one near you by calling 1-800-227-2795.

It’s clearly the best move you can make.

*If you live outside of the continental United States, call 1-408-954-6852 for the name of a Radius International Distributor.

This image was scanned with a Howick Scanmaster, processed with Digital Darkroom, imported into QuarkXpress and displayed and photographed on the Radius Two Page Display with a Radius GS/C Interface.

© 1989 Radius Inc. Radius, the Radius logo, Intelligent Hardware, Radius Full Page Display, Radius Two Page Display, Radius Gray Scale Display, Radius Color Display and RadiusWare are trademarks of Radius Inc. All other brand names and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders.
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The Right Choice...

WriteNow.

"Best New Word Processor"
MacUser Magazine, May 1989

"Readers’ Choice"
MACazine, January 1989

"Golden Gavel Award"

AWARDS & RECOGNITION
WriteNow is the highest-rated word processor in the Macintosh world. MacUser Magazine said it best—"WriteNow wins best new word processor hands down."

EASY-TO-LEARN, EASY-TO-USE
If we were to pick one word that our customers use to describe WriteNow, it’s usable. A great word processor is more than just a stockpile of features—it’s the usability of those features, how easy they are to learn and use, and how they feel under your fingertips when doing real work. Everyone claims ease-of-use, but WriteNow actually delivers it—and our awards and ratings prove it.

BUSINESS POWER & PERFORMANCE
WriteNow has all the power business users need, including: Mail merge; 100,000 word spelling dictionary; multiple columns; in-line graphics; format accelerators (style sheet equivalents); outline indenting, character and word counting, fixed and flexible line spacing, and much more. As important, WriteNow is the fastest word processor in the Mac world, whether you’ve got a small Mac 512KE or a loaded Mac IIx.

For more information:
T/Maker Company
1390 Villa Street
Mountain View • CA • 94041
Telephone: (415) 962-0195
FAX: (415) 962-0201

Please circle 29 on reader service card.
his is about image. And glamour. And glitz. It’s why executives prefer BMWs over stylish rice-rockets like Nissan’s Infiniti or Toyota’s Lexus. Or why Ferrari doesn’t have much to fear from Chevy’s benchmark-busting ZR-1.

OK, if you want to get picky, it’s also about brand loyalty and application consistency and sore trapezoid muscles. And some good old-fashioned Apple magic.

Until now, if you wanted to take your work on the road, you had three choices. You could shoehorn your files onto an external hard disk and hope you could plug into someone else’s Mac when you arrived. You could try shouldering an SE in Apple’s svetle stevedore travel case, bent over Sherpa-like, knees buckling under the load. Or you could grit your teeth and wrestle with the arcane command language of a DOS laptop.

But unless you are a salesperson, or a journalist, or another kind of itinerant professional, do you really need a portable computer? Absolutely.

When you get down to it, the notion of portability is liberating. One reason that you haven’t taken your office with you in the past is that until now it’s been next to impossible to do so. Having all your applications at your fingertips means you can work at home or in a client’s office or in a lab or library as efficiently as at your desk. And with a cellular phone you can even take your work poolside . . .

MacUser got the phone call back in July. Apple wanted to know if we’d like to attend a “new-product announcement” (otherwise referred to everywhere outside Cupertino as a “sneak”). This is like having your boss ask you if you have a valid passport. Unless your company has a branch office in Beirut, the answer is always “yes.”

Apple’s portable hadn’t exactly been a nuclear secret. The weekly trade press had already nailed down virtually every detail other than the shape of the handle. It was said to be large and heavy and expensive, with a slick monochrome screen and a trackball, and a battery that just wouldn’t quit.

But “large” compared with what? Ditto with heavy. And expensive. Compared with the first bulking DOS portables? With the early Compaq sewing machine? Would you rather spend your money on some Z80-based toy? (At $700 such a CP/M laptop may be a bargain, but the extremely capable Toshiba 1000, when combined with DataViz’s MacLinkPlus, is a far better bet.) And what’s it really worth to have a genuine Mac and all your customized software with you no matter where you go? Plenty.

For instance, NEC sells an honest laptop called the UltraLight that most DOS users would die for — an incredible machine that weighs in at just over 4 pounds, is only slightly larger than an issue of MacUser, runs faster than lots of desktop systems, houses a 2,400-bps modem and a huge nonvolatile RAM disk, has a killer of a backlight screen, and sports a vaguely Mac-like interface with pull-down menus. But it doesn’t run any Mac software. End of discussion.

So a handful of us editors accept the new-product invitation and find ourselves with a dozen other journalists, and nearly as many edgy Apple employees, standing around in a cozy meeting room making small talk. Every time one of us uses the word laptop, one of them quickly corrects it to portable. Well, so much for being able to toss it into a briefcase. It didn’t matter.

Two years of rumors were about to come true.

But first, the inevitable marketing spiel. Actually, as spiels go, this one wasn’t bad. Apple VP Randy Battat gets a distant, misty look in his eyes and talks about how Apple’s $400 million R&D effort is dedicated to “building broad-base, general-purpose, horizontal tools for people.” Sure, we all buy that.

He ticks off his fivefold goals: To reach more people. To tighten the relationship between the person and the computer. To come up with better and more-powerful applications. To understand that the whole is bigger than the sum of the parts. To expand the collective users’ reach. So far this is like when grandparents ask your kids what they want for their birthday and they say “world peace.”

Then Randy delivers the punch line. “Apple’s major objective is to expand the product line at both ends. We’re going to reach more people not by dropping prices but by building new entry-level machines at low price-points. And we’ll offer more power at the high end.”

(Pressing this guy for more details is like haggling with the Sphinx. No dice. Anyway, in a few minutes, we’ll see one of the high-end efforts — a machine that truly sizzles. And besides, contacts in the industry have peppered us with informed guesses about low-priced systems. The word on the street is that you’ll be able to snap up a brand-new lowball model next April. Good news for disenfranchised DOS users. Great news for dollar-conscious Mac sites. Sensational news for network administrators desperate for Mac data-entry terminals.)

On cue, PR types move toward cloth-draped boxes in the front of the room. We sit up gingerly, pens poised to record...
our first Portable impressions. And what happens? We get Fred Benz introducing the Ici (which he calls the “Remington”). Now don’t get me wrong, the Ici is a sensational piece of work. But so what if it proves that Apple is on the right track, initially with the II and the IIX, then with Ilex systems so popular they can’t stamp them out once fast, and now with this new high-ocante desk-scorkcer.

So what if it’s been only six months since the last hardware breakthrough and Apple is pushing the envelope again? Or that this box is up to 45 percent faster than a Ilex or 70 percent faster than a II? Or that its futuristic circuitry now tames the 68030’s burst access mode and boasts an onboard RAM-cache connector, parity-checked memory, built-in video (and an extra free NuBus slot), four gigabytes of address space (compared with the usual 16 megs), and 32-bit QuickDraw in ROM? So what if we watch side-by-side demos that make the Ilex look like a surfer on Quaaludes?

It doesn’t matter that Benz is talking about some very interesting stuff. Like what size the cache cards are going to be (32K or 64K) and who’s going to sell them (third-party vendors as well as Apple). Or that nearly a third of the standard 1 meg of 80-nanosecond RAM will be sacrificed to handle video (though you’ll get 100K back because of QuickDraw in ROM). Or that Ilex owners will be able to upgrade in October or November. Or that the CPU is soldered, which makes it tough for the third-party accelerator industry. (“We’re not sympathetic.” Benz growls. “Accelerators put an added strain on the system.”) OK, nice magic, Apple, but you know why we came.

Then suddenly Jim Cook marches to the front of the room, and there it is, under the harsh glare of a bank of miniature spotlight. A creamy-white streamlined wedge of pure technology. The only sound in the room is the pounding of several dozen hearts. In silent union, 15 journalists’ mouths involuntarily form the words “I want one.”

Cagey Apple executives sprinkled against the walls take our collective pulse. While some are there to handle pesky press probing, others no doubt have the job of setting the Portable’s price. (“Ahh, they love it. Tack on another grand.”)

Jean-Louis Gassée isn’t physically in
Built to scale

If you design on a Mac II, a screen that's too small will cramp your style. That's why you should be looking into a SilverView from Sigma Designs.

At 21", this landscape monitor offers the biggest viewing area anywhere. A full 16"x12" 2-page spread including rulers and margins.

Which means you can finally work in actual size. A fact that's also made possible by SilverView's 72 dots per inch typesetting standard.

Something else should weigh in our favor.

The gray scale.

Besides black and white, there are SilverView models offering 16 or all 256 different shades of gray. So what you used to leave up to the imagination can now be in all your work. Like subtle halftones or delicate shadings.

SilverView's also remarkably comfortable to work with. Its high contrast flat screen virtually eliminates glare and distortion. And its unusually high refresh rate delivers rock solid images that never flicker.

To find out just how much better your work can look, call Sigma Designs at (415) 770-0100 today.

Then never scale down your ideas.
the room, but his presence is clearly felt. He’s notorious for spinning endless metaphors alluding to various human body parts (the only example of which that can be mentioned here is bobbing Adam’s apples) to describe the inherent sexiness of hardware. And this is one sexy system.

Cook emphasizes that this isn’t just a niche product. “It’s for working/learning/playing/communicating anywhere.” Why was it so late in coming? “Portability was the number 2 objective — number 1 was giving it full Mac feel and functionality. It took time to come up with such details as an active-matrix screen that had the necessary speed, wide viewing angle, and enhanced (5:1) contrast.”

And why can it keep on humming long after most laptops sputter to a halt — for as many as 12 hours if you sip the Portable’s power or as few as 6 if you lean heavily on the hard disk? Apple’s high-tech power management (with a Rest

SUDDENLY THERE
IT IS — A CREAMY-WHITE STREAMLINED WEDGE OF PURE TECHNOLOGY.

mode that kicks in after 15 idle seconds and chops the normal 16-megahertz clock down to 1 megahertz, and a deeper Sleep mode that powers down everything other than the static RAM and a module that waits for the system’s wake-up call). Plus a removable lead-acid battery rather than the troublesome NiCads inside every DOS laptop. Why just a 68000? No CMOS 68030 yet. What about SE add-in boards? Timing differences (16 megahertz versus the SE’s 8), extra “am I awake or asleep” signals on the Portable bus, and a lean (3 watts versus 15) power budget.

All this in a sleek, rugged, near-bulletproof lexan polycarbonate case (“the most complex piece of plastic we’ve ever made”). With System software (version 6.0.4) and HyperCard already loaded on the hard disk and speedy power-up. Static RAM that, in Sleep mode, can freeze an application for up to a week and then reanimate it instantly at the flick of a key. Plans to work with third-party vendors and burn custom ROMs. A trackball or numeric keypad that leffies can flip to the sinister side. Even a trim little spiral-bound pocket-sized manual (that may appear soon as a HyperCard stack).

The pitch ends with a canned phrase: “The power to be your best... anywhere.” One engineer at the back of the room leans over and says it even better: “I think we hit the sweet spot.” How true.
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A lot of people bought Quicken to help manage their finances. And a lot of people are perfectly satisfied with how far it takes them. But if your idea of steering your financial future is more than just keeping your checkbook balanced, Quicken leaves you stranded. For serious financial management, you need Dollars and Sense.

TURN BACK BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE.

Dollars and Sense goes far beyond mere checkbook balancing. It offers a full two years of record keeping data. The number of records is unlimited. It performs standard double-entry bookkeeping and automates record keeping. And, of course, it does virtually everything Quicken does. And does it better.

Quicken, on the other hand, doesn't know one year from another. And it keeps data in its own special format. So when you outgrow it, you can plan on junking all your old data—unless you buy Dollars and Sense. We include a new utility to quickly import your Quicken files.

Perhaps, like a lot of financial program users, you're using Quicken to run a small business. That business is going to need a real double-entry accounting system if you're planning to make it a larger business in the future. Just ask your bookkeeper. Or your accountant.

Of course, we realize you thought you were getting all the horsepower you needed when you bought Quicken instead of Dollars and Sense. And maybe that's partly our fault for not driving home our advantages clearly enough. So we'd like to make it up to you.

IT'S QUICKEN FORGIVENESS TIME. TRADE UP TO DOLLARS AND SENSE NOW.

Now through the end of November 1989, we will give you full retail value when you trade in your original Quicken program disk (no copies), plus a discount on Dollars and Sense. Your net cost for Dollars and Sense is just $49.95.
Nation's Most Popular Macintosh Training Workshops Now On Video

DAYTONA BEACH, FL—Twenty MacAcademy™ workshops are now available on video tape. This valuable and exciting new video training series came as a result of a request from Helena, Montana.

One day we received a call from a gentleman wanting more information on our MacAcademy training locations. As you may know, MacAcademy teaches people how to use the Macintosh computer. We teach a lot of people, over 18,000 each year, in 65 major metro areas. We're proud of the fact that both beginning and advanced Macintosh users, all over the country, have found MacAcademy to be an excellent, low priced, training solution.

The gentleman wanted to know when we would be presenting MacAcademy in Montana. Sadly, I had to tell him probably never. There just aren't enough Mac users in Montana to make a workshop financially feasible. I told the caller he could attend in Denver or Salt Lake City, but he still didn't seem satisfied. Finally, he said that if we ever put the workshops on video tape he'd be glad to invest in a set. What a great idea!

Now our training videos are being used by thousands. Not just people who live in Montana, but by MacAcademy graduates, large corporations, school districts, and Mac users in all lines of work.

Our 2-hour, VHS MacAcademy Videos are now available for only $49 each. A complete list of programs can be found in the coupon below.

MacAcademy Video Training tapes offer tremendous advantages for today's Macintosh user. When using our videos you actually see the steps take place on a Macintosh screen. A small inset will show you the instructor and the mouse or keyboard. Our instructors are MacAcademy's highest rated teachers and are highly trained and effective.

Training videos offer the advantage of building a learning and reference library. If you ever want to brush up on a technique you simply go back to the video and review the technique demonstrated. Videos offer the unique flexibility of teaching both individuals or hundreds of people at one sitting.

In addition to a super $49 price, our videos also carry a 30-day satisfaction guarantee. If you're not totally satisfied, simply send the tape back for a full refund.

MacAcademy will continue offering the nation's highest rated live training courses in major cities. But in addition, you may also build your Macintosh training library.

Videos may be ordered by phone with credit card information, or by mail with check, credit card, or purchase order. You may also send orders by FAX. Your business is appreciated and your satisfaction is guaranteed.
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Piracy: The very word seems romantic, calling to mind memories of Errol Flynn movies and rides at Disneyland. Software piracy: It conjures up a subtle blending of technology and romance, evoking visions of high-tech buccaneers sailing the networked seas in search of bootable booty. That's the fantasy. The reality involves a lot of less-colorful words and phrases — such as theft, liquidated damages, intellectual property, grand larceny, agency, and punitive damages.

Software piracy is just a fancy way of saying stealing software. If you use copies of commercial software you got from a friend or colleague, you are breaking the law. If you pirate software on a company computer, not only are you breaking the law, but the company is breaking the law too. The particular laws being broken, the copyright laws, make software piracy potentially more dangerous to perpetrators than common theft, since there are criminal as well as civil penalties. Not only can you or your company be charged with a crime, but you can also be forced to pay often substantial damages to the firm whose software you've stolen. So considering damages, fines, and legal fees, that $300 you saved by using a copy of Excel can end up costing you and your company $10,000 or more. Oh, and it's likely to cost you your job too if you're the offending employee. For some reason, companies don't like to keep employees who cause legal problems and cost them large sums of money in damages and legal fees.

Why do people take the risks of pirating software? Some do it to save themselves or their company money, even though the potential penalties are far greater than the money saved. Some do it to try out software that they later buy. Some do it because it's so easy, since almost all Mac business software is not copyright-protected. Some do it out of ignorance because they don't know it's wrong, while a few do it for a thrill because they do know it's wrong. Whatever the motivation, the facts are that software piracy is wrong, it is illegal, and it can cause you and your company trouble you don't want or need.

For individuals, the solution to the piracy problem is simple: Don't do it. If you use only software that you've paid for, you won't break the law or expose your company or yourself to danger. If you have any software on your hard disk that you didn't acquire legitimately, erase it now and go out and buy a legal copy.

For managers, software piracy is a thornier problem. The first step is education. You must make — and enforce — an antipiracy policy and ensure that your employees understand that software piracy is illegal and will not be tolerated. If you're going to make it a firing offense, make sure employees know that they can be terminated for copying software.

Enforcement raises several problems. How do you police your employees to make sure they are complying with your antipiracy directives? A financial-service company in New York has a team of auditors who inspect employees' hard disks looking for pirated software and erasing it when it is uncovered. Should an employee try to hide pirated software by encrypting it or otherwise disguising it, the auditors are authorized to reformat the hard disk, and the employee is subject to termination. That is a no-nonsense antipiracy program with a strong enforcement aspect. Employees quickly learn that the company is serious about its antipiracy stance and isn't just giving it lip service. Companies may devise a less intrusive approach to enforcement, but they have to be willing to back up their antipiracy policy and follow through with appropriate and consistent penalties for its violation.

The one drawback to a strong antipiracy stance is immediate expenses (as opposed to long-term expenses such as legal fees, fines, and damages). Your software budget may have to be increased. You also should allocate funds in your budget for buying trial copies of software so employees aren't forced to use creative strategies such as piracy to try out programs. Check with the publishers of often-requested software to see if they offer site licenses that can save you money. With a site license, you pay one fee for the right to use as many copies of the software as you have computers in your business. Many software publishers offer such programs, especially if their software is the kind that needs to run on many machines to be useful (such as electronic-mail software). The larger your installation, the more money you can save with site licensing.

Software piracy is a serious problem. It's bad for software publishers, some of whom go out of business even though their...
HOW TO GET EXTRA HARD DRIVES WITHOUT PAYING FOR THEM

Imagine being able to put your hands on additional hard disks at will. It's not larceny, it's MultiDisk, the innovative disk partitioning software from ALSofit. With MultiDisk, you can divide your original disk into multiple new disks. By grouping files into separate partitions containing fewer files, you can also achieve faster access, greater file protection against directory damage and virus attack as well as improved overall disk performance. That's especially important if you're a power user with lots of files. You can also assign a separate password to each partition, plus you can assign automatic quick-encryption to any partition to achieve an even higher level of security. Ask about DiskExpress, ALSofit's Disk Optimizing Software for lightning fast defragmentation to get you organized and up to speed again. Whether you're in a large network or you're one person with a Mac and mouse, MultiDisk and DiskExpress will make a big difference. All for a very small price. Call now for orders or the dealer nearest you, 713/353-4090.

SOFTWARE PIRATES

Software pirates often go unpunished, which makes their piracy even easier the next time and slowly erodes their moral values.

bad for legitimate software purchasers, who may lose support for their programs when the publisher goes out of business or who might not get a new version because the programmer wasn't able to make enough money on the first one. So help stop software piracy now, starting with yourself and your company. You'll be doing a lot of good for a lot of people, including yourself.

Pinstripe Picks
Here are some of the most-pirated products for the Mac. Check to see if you're using any of these products without having paid for all your copies, and either pay for them or erase them.

Pyrol (Fifth Generation). Most everyone loves the fireworks of this screensaver, but not everyone pays for it.

Findswell (Working Software). This utility lets you find things when you need to the most: when the Open dialog box is confronting you. But it isn't part of Apple's system software, as some people seem to think.

MacWrite II and MacPaint 2.0 (Claris). Yes, earlier versions of these programs were free, but the latest ones are not. When Apple got out of the software business, Claris brought out the new, improved, and more expensive versions.
Announcing The

Grappler LX

Laser/24 Pin Printer Solution

✓ Leaves hair silky and bouncy
✓ Contains 100% oat bran
✓ A premium performance printer interface
✓ Cholesterol free
✓ Leaves no sticky film
✓ High speed, microprocessor driven, attractively priced

O.K., so it won't do all the above, but it is new and improved, and it will let you use the printer you want with your Macintosh™. Announcing the Grappler™ LX, the latest advance in Macintosh printer interfacing! Over the past 9 years, the Grappler name has been synonymous with innovation and excellence. This tradition has now created the pinnacle of Macintosh printer compatibility and performance.

Faster Print Speed
We've optimized the speed and efficiency of the Grappler LX to insure that you get peak performance from your laser, inkjet, or 24-pin dot matrix printer. The Grappler LX adjusts to the printer in use to provide the best possible output in the least possible time.

Includes Free Autolninstaller!
To ensure quick, trouble-free installation, the Grappler LX includes a new Autolninstaller. Just point and click, and the Grappler LX will be ready to print from any Macintosh Plus, SE, SE/30, II, Iix, or Iicx computer in just a few minutes.

Enhanced Printer Compatibility
The Grappler LX provides you with the freedom to choose which printer is used on your Macintosh. The Grappler LX supports any HP®-compatible laser printer, DeskJet™ or DeskJet Plus™, even Epson®-compatible 24 pin dot matrix printers!
With virtually all printer technologies supported, the Grappler LX can serve your every interfacing need!

More Fantastic Fonts!
Five fonts are included as standard with the Grappler LX. You'll be able to enhance documents and clarify correspondence with new emphasis and flair. You can now use Swiss, Courier, Dutch, Garamond, and Zapf Chancery Medium Italic in a variety of sizes.

OrangePort™ and other Orange Micro Products
The new OrangePort allows Grappler users to print over AppleTalk networks. Now an entire network can share Grappler-compatible printers. The Grappler 9 Pin provides owners of Epson-compatible dot matrix printers a cost-effective method of printing directly from the Macintosh. For economy-minded Hewlett-Packard LaserJet and DeskJet Plus owners, the Grappler LS provides Macintosh printer compatibility. For additional fonts, try AlphaBits, a collection of seven popular typefaces.
With nearly 1 million Apple printer interfaces sold, Orange Micro sets the pace in compatibility solutions. Call a local Apple Authorized dealer or Orange Micro today to receive additional information or to order the Grappler LX.

Orange Micro
inc.
1400 N. Lakeview Ave., Anaheim, CA 92807 (800) 223-8029, In CA (714) 779-2772

Grappler, AlphaBits and OrangePort are trademarks of Orange Micro, Inc.; Macintosh and AppleTalk are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.; DeskJet and DeskJet Plus are trademarks of The Hewlett-Packard Co.
©Orange Micro, Inc., 1989
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Software Ventures presents the all new 1990 model:

MicroPhone II version 3.0
A "Stunning" Achievement in Software Engineering

The software that takes the hassle out of telecommunications. Like a finely crafted European touring sedan, MicroPhone II offers you unsurpassed power and allows you to communicate with style and agility.

Here are seven reasons why, if you're serious about telecommunications, you should consider owning MicroPhone II:

POWER TRAIN. MicroPhone II is charged by the most powerful scripting engine for telecommunications, offering variables, string and math functions, arrays and file manipulation. You develop scripts with either the program's learn mode or its point-and-click script editor.

DESIGN. Surprisingly, with all its unparalleled power, MicroPhone II is simple to use. Menus, dialog boxes and on-screen controls are well organized and pleasant to look at. Its "outstanding" manual is easy to read, clearly laid out and contains a thorough index.

SPEED. Routinely clocked at 18,000 bits per second over ordinary telephone lines, MicroPhone II is the fastest telecom software around. Its file transfer protocols — XMODEM, 1K XMODEM, YMODEM, YMODEM-G, Kermit and ZMODEM — are all optimized to make your files fly across the country or around the world. The intelligent ZMODEM negotiates the most treacherous channels of a packet-switched network and resumes broken transfers with no loss of data.

COLOR OPTIONS. MicroPhone II lets you assign color icons to your scripts, thus turning the icon bar, shown here, into your control panel. The icon bar can be scrolled, resized and placed vertically or horizontally anywhere on the screen, awaiting your next click. Choose icons from the large collection provided with the software, or create your own.

CRUISE CONTROL. Flexible scripting means that MicroPhone II can run on automatic while you're taking care of other important business. Whether collecting your electronic mail in the background, or calling Paris at midnight to transmit the daily sales report in French, the program is always at your service, saving you time and money.

RELIABILITY. Because Software Ventures' engineers value your time on-line, they spend countless hours applying the most rigorous testing procedures to ensure that the program is crash-resistant. In the words of The Macintosh Buyer's Guide, MicroPhone II is "the most reliable of all the telecom programs we tested."

TEST DRIVE. Software Ventures so firmly believes in its superior technology that it gives you an unprecedented chance to test drive MicroPhone II for 30 days risk free. If for any reason you wish to return the program, you may do so for a full refund of your purchase price directly from Software Ventures — no questions asked.

But enough talk. Start using MicroPhone II today and find out for yourself why Jim Seymour and John Dvorak are the great communicators. After all, having invested all this money in the best hardware in the world, don't you deserve the best software?

Jim Seymour:
"... arguably the best communications software ever written."

John C. Dvorak:
"... stunning. Fast, slick; it does everything except slice bread."

MicroPhone is a trademark of Software Ventures Corporation. Copyright © 1989 Software Ventures Corporation.
2907 Claremont Avenue Berkeley California 94705 (415) 533-2522
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The Smart Type

During the last year, and especially during the last few months, we’ve seen an explosion of new fonts from new sources for PostScript printers connected to Macs. Last month I looked at some of the changes in the market for PostScript-compatible fonts for LaserWriters and their ilk, such as the apparent cracking of Adobe’s PostScript font-encryption scheme and the importance of the “hints” embedded in Adobe’s fonts to improve the type’s appearance at small point sizes. This month I’ll offer some of my own hints about choosing and using Macintosh typefaces.

Typeface availability has long been an area in which the Mac outstrips DOS machines — and lately that gap has grown even wider. It doesn’t seem likely to narrow in the foreseeable future either: Macs simply make more sense for the kind of precise work — such as typography — where subtle differences in details can make a big difference.

During this time of typographic upheaval, there’s been a lot of confusion about such things as Adobe’s much-misunderstood hinting system for getting better results in small type sizes. (Hints make a difference in 300-dpi printing of type sizes smaller than about 10 points and a big difference in sizes smaller than 6 or 7 points.)

A focus on what might be viewed as the arcane of Mac typography has clouded the more important issue for users: making intelligent and useful choices among the new fonts while avoiding unnecessary duplication or ugly documents that result from mismatched typefaces. So let’s take a look at some of the emerging ground rules for buying Mac laser-printer fonts.

- Don’t mix typefaces with the same name from different vendors. For example, avoid mixing Adobe’s Futura with Bitstream’s Futura. Each digital-type house’s PostScript interpretation of these faces (even when the faces are tightly controlled standard fonts licensed from one of the major firms such as ITC) will vary, often just enough to give your finished piece an odd look.

- Don’t miss the newcomers in the Mac type business. Although Adobe was the first player in the PostScript type business and still offers what is by far the widest range of typefaces, well translated for relatively low-resolution output devices such as 300-dpi LaserWriters, other vendors have useful typefaces too.

Bitstream eased into the Mac market earlier this year, releasing MacFontware packages from its huge library of digital typefaces. Bitstream is as big in the MS-DOS world as Adobe is in the Mac world and has been in the business of providing professional, well-designed type for some time. Both companies are now trying to take over the other’s playing ground. If Bitstream succeeds in the Macintosh market with this first wave of releases, we can expect to see a lot more new faces for the Mac.

Image Club has many of the same faces (including ITC-licensed fonts) as Adobe, plus others that are unavailable elsewhere. In addition to selling fonts individually, Image Club also offers 600 typefaces on CD-ROM. If you don’t want to pay for all of them at first, you can buy the CD-ROM and then selectively unlock faces as you need them, paying an additional sum each time. Adobe recognizes a good idea when it sees one: It now has more than 350 of its screen fonts added to the new CD-ROM Microsoft Office. I wouldn’t be surprised to see Adobe follow up with a CD-ROM of its own.

Casady & Greene have several striking display-size faces — as does Olduvai — although these fonts usually don’t work well in smaller body-copy sizes. And there are other small digital-type foundries, some offering only two or three typefaces, that have useful, attractive fonts for sale. It pays to look around.

- Look for fonts especially designed for 300-dpi output. Both Summer Stone, the type-design guru at Adobe, and Matthew Carter, his counterpart at Bitstream, have designed new typefaces that look good within the resolution constraints of laser printers. By avoiding such touches as thin serifs and tight curves, the Stone and Carter series skirt the jaggies so common in type printed on LaserWriters.

I find the Stone series — which is made up of three basic families:...
finally, internal hard drives for the Macintosh Plus

Mac SE20
$2900†

iDS20ip
$595* 

see the difference.
1.800.733.0078

iDS Systems, Inc. Koll Bayshore Bldg., 2107 N. First St. Ste. 280, San Jose, CA 95131
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Mice and Price
Buy your mouse from Hardware House

Mac IIcx 4 £4735
4mb RAM
Apple's List Price $6969

Mac IIx 4/80 £5375
4mb RAM
80mb Hard Disk
Apple's List Price $7869

Mac IIx 4/160 £6075
4mb RAM
80mb Hard Disk
Apple's List Price $8569

- 30-day money back guarantee
- Apple standard 90 day warranty
- Toll-free support hotline: 800-726-4622

Since 1986, Hardware House has supplied thousands of Macintosh users with quality Macintosh hardware. Our sales and technical support services are unsurpassed. Call for low prices on monitors, keyboards, hard drives, laser printers and other Macintosh peripherals.

Hardware House
Hardware House, Inc. • 3417 Spruce Street • Philadelphia, PA 19104
1-800-726-4622 • (215) 387-5806

MC/VISA and Money Order accepted. You will not be charged until order is shipped.
Prices subject to change without notice. Shipping via Federal Express and UPS. Open Mon.-Fri. 9-6, Sat. 10-4.
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Stone Informal, Stone Sans, and Stone Serif, with the usual Roman, bold, and italic variations in each family — among the most useful Mac fonts I own. Sometimes they look a bit heavy — an unavoidable problem with typefaces intentionally designed to avoid very thin strokes and curlicues — but as a group, they can form the core of a valuable extension to the famous 35 fonts embedded in ROM inside the LaserWriter Plus and its successors and clones.

• Buy families of typefaces, not random fonts. I cringe when I see a Mac owner’s shelf full of mismatched onesy-twosy fonts. Concentrate your dollars on families of fonts that give you compatible stroke-width and weight variations from light through book, medium, demibold, bold, and black.

Look at font packages that extend the fonts inside your laser printer in the same way. For example, buying Helvetica Light and Helvetica Black can extend the usefulness of the Helvetica Regular in your LaserWriter.

• Use weight variations supplied by vendors instead of relying on the Mac’s internal type-style variations. “Fattening up” a standard-weight font is rarely as effective as using a true demibold, bold, heavy, or black font drawn at that weight.

• Install as many sizes of the screen fonts in your System file as your type vendor supplies. And copy over Adobe’s .AFM (Adobe Font Metric) files as well. Installing all the provided screen fonts gives you much better on-screen representations than you’ll get by installing only the bare-minimum 10- and 12-point sizes.

And although not many programs presently use the data provided in .AFM files — MacWrite-format text files that tell programs the specific measurements of Adobe fonts so they can be kerned and otherwise manipulated with greater precision — more and more programs will begin using them during the next year.

Next month I’ll wrap up this look at Mac PostScript typography with some suggestions on font-management and font-manipulation programs I use and recommend — from old favorites such as Suitcase II and MasterJuggler to little-known wonders such as the former shareware gem FontDisplay and great new products such as SmartArt.
Safe choice.

Nothing protects your work like a DataFrame mass storage system.

The first. And still champion.

SuperMac® DataFrame® mass storage systems.
The first SCSI Macintosh® hard drives.
And still the first name in Macintosh mass storage.
With an all-new line of internal and external systems.
DataFrame. The safe choice to store and manage all your work.
Here's why:

We give ordinary hard disks an insecurity complex.

Only DataFrames give you automatic data encryption* to keep your work safe from even the most determined thief. Plus password protection and lockable SCSI partitioning to guard against marauding viruses and accidental deletions.

Just as important, each DataFrame is built to uncompromising standards. Using rigorously tested drive mechanisms with MTBF** ratings as high as 70,000 hours (nearly 8 years) of non-stop operation. And backed by our one-year warranty, and expert service and support.

Our utilities don't need a license to drive.

Ordinary hard disks use utilities licensed from other publishers. We give you our own. Each one the leader in its class.

Our DiskFit™ (1.5) backup and restore program lets you back up files to most any storage media. And restore them fast if needed.
SuperSpool™ and SuperLaserSpool™ print spoolers make it easy to keep working while you're printing. On any Apple-compatible printer.

There's a DataFrame that's right for your business and your budget.

Choose from a variety of internal and external DataFrame mass storage systems. In capacities from 20MB to 600MB.

To store everything from database files to true color graphics images. For personal storage. Or for networks.

So make the only choice.

See your authorized SuperMac dealer today. And make the safe choice.
A DataFrame mass storage system.

The first. And still champion.

DataFrame keep your work safe from theft and viruses. With features like our unique automatic data encryption. Password protection. And true SCSI partitioning.

485 Potrero Avenue • Sunnyvale, CA 94086
408 • 245 • 2202

© 1989 SuperMac Technology • All Rights Reserved. SuperMac, DataFrame, DiskFit, SuperSpool and SuperLaserSpool are trademarks of SuperMac Technology. Apple and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. *Available only in the United States and Canada. **Mean Time Between Failure
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End Users please circle 42 on reader service card.
The fact that you own or are considering a Macintosh II, IIX, IICX or SE/30 shows you're serious about computers. That you want to reach as far as a great system will let you. So you can reach your potential.

Well, now there's a way to go even further. By giving your system a MacSync™ color monitor from NEC.

Or, if you prefer, the MultiSync GS2A monitor, its gray-scale sibling.

Designed for the Macintosh II Video Card and compatibles, they are the direct result of some meaningful conversations with Mac users. So they have all the features you've always wanted in a monitor.

Like easier-to-use up-front controls. A 14" non-glare screen to reduce
the Macs.

fatigue. Plus a smaller footprint and a tilt-swivel base, for more comfortable viewing. What’s more, we give you a cabinet that looks as good from the back as it does from the front. As well as a HyperCard stack on-screen user reference guide called Valet™.

All at no extra cost. And if you don’t mind us saying so, that’s the least you and your Macintosh deserve.

Designed and optimized just for the Macintosh II Video Card and compatibles.

GS2A monitors. We’ve taken everything we’ve ever learned about making great monitors. And applied it to the Macs.

For literature, call 1-800-826-2255. For technical details, call NEC Home Electronics (USA) Inc. 1-800-FONE-NEC.
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"Clearly in a class by itself."
That's how MACazine judged the MAC-101, our advanced keyboard for the Macintosh:
It's not hard to see why.
With the MAC-101, you can work the same fast, simple way.

But MAC-101 can find them a real job. By using our MasterStrokes enhancement software to assign them dozens of mouse or keyboard commands.

Even functions that would otherwise need numerous keystrokes—

The MAC-101 lets you execute program commands with a keystroke—without having to reach for the mouse.

or mousestrokes—can now be assigned to just one key.

Feeling is believing.

Obviously the MAC-101 is great news for every Mac user.
But for IBM types who are feeling their way around on the Mac, the news is even greater.

Because our keyboard is laid out in a standard configuration that's identical to the IBM PC.

Which means that anyone who's used to an AT or PS/2—or a Selectric, for that matter—will instantly know the MAC-101 like the back of their hand.

And type on it accurately, with the confident touch that comes only from tactile, positive-response keys.

Please circle 138 on reader service card.

“Superb.”
That's how PC Magazine sizes up the MAC-101. While MacWEEK calls it "the most important accelerator you can buy for a Macintosh.

You can buy it for under $195—software included.
And since it carries a two-year warranty, you'll be enhancing your piece of mind right along with your Mac.

So call 800/826-5398 (in California 800/592-9602) and find out where you can lay your hands on the MAC-101.

Once you do, you won't let go.

“Function is as function does.
Since the function keys on an Apple Extended Keyboard don't relate to most Macintosh software, their only real function is to take up space.
ne of the most common characteristics of people who make their living around or through electronic technology — or those who read about it, hate it, or love it — is a virtual obsession with the future. No matter how wonderful the present state is, most of us barely take the time to appreciate it before panting after what it could be. Macintosh users are certainly no exception; in fact, we could be the rule. We tend to perceive ourselves as always sitting out there on the cutting edge with a clearer and more objective view than our less enlightened brethren. Our motto could easily be — to paraphrase a great American thinker, Walt Kelly’s Pogo — “We have seen the future and it is us.”

If we could leave it that vague, we too might be counted as great thinkers. However, there’s a sometimes regrettable tendency to get more specific and say something such as, “We have seen the future and it is the paperless office.”

This is an essay-question pop quiz; you may use both sides of the paper, and please do all calculations in the margin. Whatever became of the paperless office, anyway? For extra credit, describe any office that operates entirely — or even mostly — electronically.

Time’s up. Please put down your pencils and close your test booklets.

The failure of the paperless office is not another “failure” of technology, the Macintosh, or any other computer to either realize its “real potential” or to live up to our expectations. It is a case, in that hackneyed phrase, of operator error. It is a problem of use rather than of function. As my grandaddy used to say, it’s a poor workman who blames his tools.

One obstacle on the way to a paper-free environment is the somewhat archaic state of mailing-list programs. An informal survey has convinced me that none of the Mac programs do a merge-and-purge to eliminate duplicate names; or they can do it, but this feature is implemented in such a Byzantine way — often requiring the user to export/import between two or more programs — that no one bothers; or, simply, no one bothers. How many credit-card offers or Lillian Vernon catalogs do you need?

Given that experts are predicting that we are going to choke our planet with waste — much of it paper — by a time many of us can reasonably expect to still be around, and in view of the expense involved in duplication of effort, postage, and printing, merge-and-purge makes a lot of sense. But it just doesn’t seem to make enough sense to offset the extra effort involved. It would be nice to think that the paperless office is still a possible scenario for our computerized future, but until — at minimum — some software developer fills a niche inadvertently left empty by Microsoft and Ashton-Tate, it doesn’t seem likely.

So what do we replace it with? Many people are looking toward Steve Jobs’ NeXT machine (or perhaps just toward Steve himself) to provide that answer. Fortune has grinned wryly in my direction lately, with the result that I’ve had an opportunity to play around with an up-and-running machine from NeXT.

Here’s one person’s idiosyncratic take: It looks good in an interior-decorating sort of way; distinguishing the NeXT interface from the Mac’s seems like making a distinction without much difference. And it’s slow. (There’s some argument over this last perception. Most NeXT users — all ten of them — answer somewhat defensively, “It’s faster than UNIX.” Fine, but UNIX is not what it’s going to be compared with.)

Having said this, I admit that there is much about the NeXT machine that reeks of the future. But it is not so much a question of the existing hardware or software or of new storage devices — it is a question of concepts.

NeXT has confirmed the “standard” of a graphical user interface (GUI), which bodes well for the proliferation of computers in general and a general upturn in intelligent use of computers in particular. To get to the point where a computer can be used with intelligence and some imagination, you have to want to use it. The GUI does much to guarantee this, as any Macintosh user can — and frequently does — tell you.

It also bodes well for the Macintosh and its industry. Apple was there first with the Macintosh, and if our developers and Apple stay on their toes, there’s a very real possibility that they can stay out in front.

From this perspective, however, the best and most future-oriented aspect of the NeXT machine — and one that would behoove other computer manufacturers ( naming no names) to look at very closely — is the user interface.

NeXT also exploits a concept that is popping up throughout the Mac arena: object-oriented programming. An underlying virtue of object-oriented programming is that it puts real power into the hands of users rather than restricting it to a specially knowledgeable, small group. Software is what makes computers go and what...
SHARP ANNOUNCES ANOTHER BREAKTHROUGH IN COLOR SCANNING.

THE JX-100. COLOR AND GRAY-SCALE SCANNING FOR $995.

The Sharp JX-100 personal scanner can be summed up in one word: versatility. This revolutionary scanner features three modes of operation—color, true grayscale, and monochrome—at up to 200 dpi. Whether you’re producing B&W newsletters, color overheads, slides, or picture databases, the JX-100 fits the bill without breaking the budget.

The JX-100’s unique viewfinder system allows perfect alignment of originals. And its hands-free scanning action gives you accurate scanning the first time, every time. It comes complete with a cable and software for either the Macintosh® or IBM® PC/AT or Amiga™, giving you total control over the scanner including preview scanning and cropping.

To find out more, call the people with the outstanding track record in color scanning at 1-800-BE SHARP.

From Sharp Minds Come Sharp Products™

© 1989 Sharp Electronics Corp. $995 manufacturer’s suggested retail price.
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makes them useful. As long as software development remains the special province of a “priesthood,” you have something roughly analogous to the relation of major oil companies to gas prices and availability. (Please take this in the spirit in which it is meant: as an analogy and in no way a moral judgment of programmers or developers — or oil companies.)

HyperCard was the first real step toward end-user programmability, and the NeXT machine is another. Next Object, a powerful expert-system application for the Macintosh, incorporates object-oriented programming (see “The

O b ject-oriented programming tools transfer the power to develop applications from the software ‘priesthood’ to users.

Expert Is In,” September ’89): Mainstay was one of the first Macintosh companies to recognize its importance with Visual Interactive Programming, and some development-oriented database programs, such as ACUS’ 4th Dimension and Odesta’s Double Helix, have also picked up the cue.

If I’m right and this is a trend, we can all welcome it. And by making an easily accessible development tool part of the computer’s architecture, NeXT has given the trend a lot of impetus.

If it continues, we will no longer have to wait for developers to fill empty, useful niches such as that of mailing-list managers with an efficient merge-and-purge function. That power (and responsibility) will be where it belongs: in the hands of the users.

FINALES AND STARTUPS

This is my last appearance as a columnist in MacUser. Look for me in a new-and-improved version of our StartUp section. And keep those cards and letters coming . . .

~
Say Goodbye to Financial Hassle!

Why waste time doing your finances? Quicken slashes time and effort every month...perfectly organizes your finances...and provides instant insight into your money matters.

Breeze Through Financial Chores
Quicken takes the drudgery out of routine finances. It automates everything from bill paying to bookkeeping...reconciliation to reporting. Quicken does in minutes what used to take hours.

Quicken actually learns your regular bills. Just confirm payment amounts, and in seconds, Quicken performs 14 bookkeeping steps, categorizes expenses, and hands you printed checks addressed for mailing. And, Quicken keeps perfect records of all your handwritten checks.

A Bigger Picture with Smaller Effort
Quicken automatically organizes your finances. Imagine always knowing how much money you have...and exactly where it's going.

At the click of a button, Quicken generates financial statements such as Income and Expense, Cash Flow, Budget vs. Actual, Job Costing, and more.

Relax at Tax Time
Stop dreading tax time. Quicken keeps important tax data at your fingertips automatically. In seconds, you can print an itemized list supporting your deductions. Plus, Quicken links directly to top selling tax software like MacInTax.

Say Goodbye to Financial Hassle!

Try Quicken FREE for 30 Days
Order from the coupon below, and if you’re not completely satisfied for any reason, simply return it for a full, no-questions-asked refund. So, why wait? Say good riddance to financial hassle, and order Quicken today.

Send in the coupon, or call 1-800-624-8742 U.S. and Canada.

$59.95

Yes, I want to say goodbye to financial hassle and try Quicken. If I'm not completely satisfied, I may return it within 30 days for a full refund. Quicken Version 1.5 for Macintosh, U.S./59.95, includes free shipping by air. California residents, please add sales tax. For coupon orders, allow 10 days for delivery (longer to Canada).

Name
Address
City State Zip
Daytime Phone

Preferred payment method (check one)
☐ Check enclosed (no purchase order or COD, please)
☐ Visa ☐ MasterCard ☐ American Express
Card No. Exp. Date

Signature
Mail to:
Intuit
540 University Ave.
Palo Alto, CA 94301

Or, call: 1-800-614-8742 in U.S. and Canada for charge card orders.
Current Quicken users: Upgrade, call the 800 number above.
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Macintosh IIci: New Speed Champ

In the realm of speed, there's quick and there's fast. The Macintosh Ilcx was fast, but a new version called the Macintosh IIci renders its predecessor merely quick. At 25 megahertz, the new CPU (due to have been released in September) makes the rest in the Mac line look as if they were operating in geologic time.

In addition to its 67-percent clock-speed increase over the Ilcx, the Macintosh IIci offers a 120-pin Processor Direct slot that accommodates static-RAM-cache cards, boosting its performance even higher. A prerelease IIci equipped with a prototype cache card completed a suite of benchmark tests an average of 60 percent faster than a stock Ilcx. Without the cache card, the IIci was still 38 percent faster than a Ilcx (see "Macintosh IIci Benchmarks" chart). Cache cards are expected to be available from third-party sources when the IIci is released; Apple remains secretive about plans regarding a cache card but acknowledges that it's working on one.

The IIci also achieves new levels of functionality. The motherboard's surface-mount technology lets the IIci's 8-bit color-video circuitry be mounted directly on the logic board, driving either of Apple's 13-inch color monitors as well as its full-page display, from a built-in video port. With its onboard video, the IIci offers three NuBus expansion slots. The IIci's 80-nanosecond RAM chips let it use main RAM for screen display, eliminating the
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The Ascent of Mac: Comparing Macintosh Models

The Ideal Macintosh would have the best of everything — from a full complement of six NuBus slots, I/O ports, options for internal and external hard-disk drives and FDD floppy to a top-speed CPU, at least 8 megabytes of RAM, and the new 512K ROMs. No one machine has it all — although the IIci comes close.
need for dedicated video RAM. But users choosing the IIci’s standard 1-megabyte configuration will pay a price if they use the video in anything other than 1-bit mode — they’ll use up to 320K of main memory for a video buffer.

The IIci features a newly designed 512K ROM on its mostly surface-mounted logic board. The ROM sports 32-bit QuickDraw, support for new hardware, and 32-bit-clean design — meaning support for up to 4 gigabytes of main memory as well as for future System compatibility. More than 150 yards of trace lines appear on the logic board, which is by far the most elegant Apple has ever offered. Five new application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) — one of which (the NuBus Transceiver) replaces eight chips — lower the chip count while increasing the motherboard’s reliability. The power supply, rated at 90 watts, is the same as the IICX’s.

The IIci’s price hadn’t been set at press time, but speculation was that it would cost about $1,000 more than a comparably outfitted IICX. Apple has committed to an upgrade package for current IICX owners, but the price was undetermined. If performance is what matters to you, however, you won’t want to be without a IIci for long. — John J. Anderson

Apple Computer, 20926 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014; (408) 999-1010.

---

**Macintosh IIci Benchmarks**

**CPU Tests**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>II</th>
<th>IIc</th>
<th>IIcX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Onrhsstones</td>
<td>.61</td>
<td>.42</td>
<td>.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast Fourier transform</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td>.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Draw curves</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>.42</td>
<td>.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Application Tests**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>II</th>
<th>IIc</th>
<th>IIcX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4th Dimension sort</td>
<td>.54</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Excel</td>
<td>.59</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rezise Fredland</td>
<td>.46</td>
<td>.46</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Ward</td>
<td>.52</td>
<td>.82</td>
<td>.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scroll Ward</td>
<td>.39</td>
<td>.39</td>
<td>.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Benchmarks normalized to Mac II (less is faster, Mac II = 1.0)

Apple’s 25-megahertz Mac IIcX races past the former speed demon, the Mac IICX.

In our benchmark tests, the IICX was 38 percent faster, on average, than the IIcX.

---

**NewsLine**

**MAC-MOST**

Washington, DC — A change in the U.S. Commerce Department’s export policy now permits American computer manufacturers to sell a broader range of computer technologies to Eastern-bloc nations. The change in policy allows Apple Computer to sell the Macintosh Plus and SE, in addition to the Apple II, to the Soviet bloc. Previously, Apple was restricted to Apple II sales. Although the Commerce Department explained the shift in policy by saying that similar computers (primarily IBM clones) in Asia were already available in those countries, the Pentagon has expressed concern that the release of this American computer technology may aid the Soviet military.

**LOOK AND FEEL’ LIMITED**

San Francisco, CA — In a move that may cause the end of Apple Computer’s “look and feel” lawsuit against Microsoft and Hewlett-Packard, U.S. District Judge William Schwarzer has ruled that all but 11 of the 189 original violations claimed in Apple’s lawsuit were covered under a 1985 licensing agreement between Microsoft and Apple. Of the remaining issues, the two most important cover overlapping windows and the use of some icons. Most observers consider this a major setback for Apple that virtually settles the case, but the company is still actively pursuing the remaining issues.

**SE PRICES LOWERED**

Cupertino, CA — In a move designed to boost sales of its low-end models, Apple has announced that the Macintosh SE will be upgraded and its price will be reduced. All new SEs will include a 1.4-megabyte FDHD SuperDrive instead of an 800K unit, and the list price will be reduced by $300. The basic SE now lists for $2,999. Apple will have an upgrade for current SE owners to add FDHD SuperDrives, but its price wasn’t set at press time.

**ASHTON-TATE SCALES BACK**

Torrance, CA — Following a second-quarter loss of $19.8 million and the departure of its president, Luther Nussbaum, Ashton-Tate has laid off 15 percent of its workers. The move was part of an effort to return the company to profitability by the fourth quarter of 1989. None of Ashton-Tate’s Mac products has been as successful as the company’s MS-DOS dBASE products. While the future of A-T’s Full Impact and FullWrite Professional programs seems secure, the future of dBASE Mac is less clear. Although A-T will continue to sell and support dBASE Mac, no upgrades are planned and the next A-T database product will probably be a dBASE IV-compatible package.
Introducing software that thinks. There has never been personal computer design and drafting software this powerful, this fast or this intuitive. Vellum thinks. Its radical new technology automatically pinpoints and aligns geometry as you draw. Built-in intelligence allows you to draw virtually freehand, yet set precise dimensions at any time. Finally, the days of complex commands and weeks of training are gone. Vellum has made industrial-strength design click on the Macintosh. For a demonstration see your Ashlar dealer or call (408) 746-3900.
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Modern Carrels

In most libraries, the only things older than the reference librarian are the audio carrels, with their Edison turntables and Marconi amplifiers. So it’s refreshing to see Current Designs’ new listening stations, created for New York’s Library and Museum for the Performing Arts at Lincoln Center. The 14 sleek listening stations, which will replace the library’s existing units, all feature turntables and CD and cassette players connected to a touch-screen-equipped Mac running software that allows the librarian to monitor their use. Created as a custom project, the carrel software is being commercialized.

The librarian can choose which carrels will be timed stations. At the expiration of a specified listening period, the Mac automatically fades the audio. The Mac also shows which component (turntable, CD, or cassette) is active and alerts the librarian if the patron is trying to steal the headphones or phone cartridge. At the end of each day, the program generates an itemized report on the use of each component at each station. Current Designs can tailor the system to meet the needs of other libraries. — Russell Ito

Current Designs, 116 W. 23rd St., New York, NY 10011; (212) 493-0765.

APPLE VENTURES

When Apple sold its stake in Adobe, we were curious about who else might be sharing the rainbow-fruit company’s largess. Apple wouldn’t provide any information on its publicly traded investments, but it gave us a rundown on its venture-capital activities.

Apple’s initial venture-capital investments average from $500,000 to $1.5 million per financing round, reaching an average total investment of $3 million before the company goes public or is acquired. The five companies Apple named as venture-capital recipients were Netscape Systems, Mirus, Echelon, Sybase, and Touch Communications.

Apple wouldn’t specify how much money it had invested in each company. It is interesting that of the five, all but Mirus are involved in networking or connectivity issues, which suggests what area most interests Apple.

MUG SHOTS

BBS of the Month

If you collect anything from stamps to fruit crate labels or merely want to begin collecting, the International Collectors’ Network (ICN), a BBS for collectors, hobbyists, and pack rats, is the place to start.

You can find every possible collectibles organization on this board, which is maintained by sysop Harry Rosenfeld. The real treasure is a list of more than 150 organizations (with addresses and phone numbers) that specialize in collectibles, from the American Air Mail Society to the Winchester Arms Collectible Association.

You can also find a list of unique bulletin boards, books, and magazines on collectibles as well as collectibles news and discounts. As a member, you can place a free ad on the board, ICN, which is free, operates 24 hours a day, and you can access it at 300 to 2,400 bps—International Collectors’ Network, P.O. Box 88703, Los Angeles, CA 90009. The BBS number is (213) 204-0646.

MUG of the Month

LIMac (Long Island Mac User-Group) has a HyperCard Special Interest Group (SIG) that produces one of the best HyperCard tutorials available. Each month SIG chair Kevin Moan prepares a lecture based on a 12-session course on HyperTalk. He prepares a HyperCard tutorial that explains and illustrates his lecture, using sound, animation, and links with other stacks or scripts. The result is the LIMacSTACK disk. Along with his lecture, the stack has news on LIMac and other notes, demonstrations of other stacks, and HyperCard tricks and tips. Kevin Moan, 1776 Browning St., Baldwin, NY 11510. LIMac, Long Island MUG, P.O. Box 516, Seaford, NY 11783.

Flashwrite

FlashWrite is the best new shareware program to appear in the MUG community. It’s a text-editor INIT that lets you store up to 32K per page, ten pages at a time, for a total of 3.2 megabytes. You can use different fonts, sizes, styles, and color. Justification is supported, as are cut, copy, and paste. A special clipboard feature lets you edit text on the Clipboard — useful if you’re on-line and need to drop someone a message. A box in the lower left of the editor box provides a word count. You can configure FlashWrite to launch on any key combination, use smart quotes, and change the creator type to save in your favorite word-processing—program format.

FlashWrite is available from Andrew Welch or on-line services such as GEnie for a $10 shareware fee. Andrew Welch, 29 Grey Locks Road, Wilton, CT 06897.

Don Rittner is editor of the MUG News Service. Send him MUG news at AppleLink PE: ORITTNER.
An OPEN LOOK to the Future

A year ago we told you about a remarkable programming utility from Screenplay Systems called the Macintosh Compatibility Package (MCP) that promised to convert any program written in C for the Mac into a DOS-compatible program that would look and function just like the Mac original (see New on the Menu, October '88). At the time, Screenplay Systems had planned to begin shipments around the time of our publication. That didn't happen. After receiving ambiguous signals from Apple over "look and feel" issues, Screenplay Systems went back to work; spun off a new division, Bawamba Software; and is about to issue a new version of MCP based on the Sun Microsystems-AT&T OPEN LOOK interface.

In creating this new version, Bawamba has also changed what MCP stands for; it now means Multiplatform Compatibility Package, but the intent remains the same. MCP is a series of libraries that lets developers convert C or Pascal source code into a fully functional DOS- or OS/2-compatible version in a matter of weeks.

The OPEN LOOK interface is similar to the Mac's but differs in a few key respects: It uses pop-up instead of pull-down menus, and there are some differences in its approach to scroll bars and window sizing. On the other hand, it comes without lawyers. — Russell Ito

ETA: Fall 1989.

A whole new look and feel — Bawamba Software, a spin-off from Screenplay Systems, has now produced the Multiplatform Compatibility Package, which lets developers port source code written in Pascal or C directly to DOS or OS/2 with an AT&T OPEN LOOK interface.

Up to Date

FREEHAND, from Aldus, has been bumped up to version 2.02. The new edition's added features include an option to view a redraw of each object in a drawing, a Transparent option that makes the white areas of 1-bit TIFF or paint images transparent (so pasting them into other applications won't obscure backgrounds), improved compatibility with PageMaker Color Extensions and QuarkXPress version 2.0, and improved 32-bit-color compatibility. $495; upgrade, free to registered owners of FreeHand 2.0. Aldus, 411 First Ave., Seattle, WA 98104; (206) 626-2320.

PHOTOMAC, Avon Development Group's color-photo-retouching package, now features color stripping. Using PhotoMac 1.1, you can color-separate an entire page, including color photos, graphics, and type on a single set of negatives — no manual stripping or placing is required. PhotoMac 1.1's other improvements include improved speed for image resizing and separations, improved picture-sharpening algorithms, spooler support, and auto-tone adjustment for improved tonal balance. $795; upgrade, $50. Avon Development Group, 1000 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, MA 02138; (617) 661-1405.

MATHEMATICA, Wolfram Research's colossal math processor, has received its first Mac upgrade, to version 1.2. Among the improvements are a completely variable 3-D viewpoint selector, the ability to save Mathematica graphics as Illustrator files, an improved conversion option for turning bit maps into PostScript, the ability to perform computations in the background, and color selection with the standard Mac color wheel. $795; upgrade, $100 (free if purchased after April 30, 1989). Wolfram Research, P.O. Box 6059, Champaign, IL 61826; (217) 398-0700.

THINK C version 4.0, Symantec's latest incarnation of its C compiler, now includes object-oriented language extensions, a class library, and ANSI language and library compatibility. The THINK Class Library, written in Object C and provided in source form, is ideal both for learning object-oriented programming and for helping develop Mac applications faster. The THINK C 4.0 language has also been extended to include ANSI features such as prototype-style function declarations. THINK C version 4 isn't a C++ but provides the necessary functionality for object-oriented programming. $249; upgrades, $69 (free if purchased after July 1, 1989). Symantec, 10201 Tcrce Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014; (408) 253-9690.
Tomorrow's Upgrade For Your Mac Is Only $125*

A MacWarehouse Memory Expansion Kit will dramatically increase the power of your Mac. And our fast, reliable, overnight service will have your Kit in your hands tomorrow!

MORE BRAIN POWER FOR YOUR MAC
Never again will you have to quit your word processor just to answer a question about a spread-sheet. Install extra memory and you can leave your letter open while you refer to last month's sales figures. You can edit those monstrous scanner files with advanced graphics applications or develop your own custom HyperCard stacks. More memory means more power at your fingertips.

PLUG IN INSTALLATION
Adding memory doesn't require technicians in lab coats. You don't even need a soldering iron. Just open your Mac, slide out the main circuit board, and plug in your memory card. Complete installation instructions are included with each memory kit.

WHAT DO I NEED?
Our helpful sales and technical staff is standing by to answer any questions and take the mystery out of memory upgrades. Memory cards come with one megabyte on each card and are usually sold in pairs — (2 @ $125).

The chart explains exactly what you need to achieve the desired level of performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>To upgrade a 4-slot Mac Plus or SE to this amount of memory</th>
<th>Do this: (install in multiples of two only)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 MB</td>
<td>Remove all four existing 256K SIMMs, install two 1M SIMMs, leave two sockets for future expansion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2½ MB</td>
<td>Remove only two 256K SIMMs, install two 1M SIMMs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 MB</td>
<td>Replace all four 256K SIMMs with four 1M SIMMs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To upgrade an 8-slot Mac II, IIx, IIcx, or SE3 to this amount of memory</td>
<td>Do this: (install in multiples of four only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 MB</td>
<td>Remove all four existing 256K SIMMs, install four 1M SIMMs, leave remaining sockets for future expansion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 MB</td>
<td>Keep existing 256K SIMMs, install four 1M SIMMs in remaining sockets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 MB</td>
<td>Remove all four 256K SIMMs install eight 1M SIMMs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To open your Mac Plus or SE, you'll need a specially designed tool — it's available from us as part of a handy tool kit for just $15.

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
Memory chips come factory-installed on plug-in cards, called SIMMs (Single In-line Memory Modules). Each one megabyte SIMM card holds eight top quality, memory chips. We carry chips by all the major manufacturers like Texas Instruments, Intel and Samsung. We also carry the full line of Dove memory products.

*Prices can vary a lot, based on quality, speed and demand. At press time our price for 1MB, 100 ns Samsung kits is $125. Please call for the very latest prices and availability. Our sales staff will tell you what you need and help make your choice an easy one.

SPEED
Do you need 80, 90 or 100 Nanosecond (ns) chips? Nanoseconds are billions of a second, so an 80 ns chip responds faster than a 100 ns chip. The original Mac used relatively slow 150 ns memory chips. The 68020 processor needs 120 ns (or faster) chip, and the 68030 Macs like the speedier model.

OVERNIGHT DELIVERY
Place your order by 7:00 p.m. (E), weekdays and we'll deliver overnight for just $3.00. There's never been a better time to consider a memory upgrade. Call our toll-free number now and tomorrow morning your Mac will be off to a brand new start.

MacWAREHOUSE
1-800-255-6227
Mon - Fri 8:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m. (E)
Weekends: 8:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Inquiries: 1-201-367-0440
Fax: 1-201-905-9279

MACWAREHOUSE
30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
If, for any reason, you are dissatisfied with your MacWarehouse Memory Kit, you may return it for a full refund within thirty days of purchase. All you have to do is call us for a return authorization number and return the product, postage paid, in its original condition, with the original packaging and documentation.

ONE YEAR WARRANTY. MacWarehouse also guarantees its Memory Kits against manufacturer defects for one year from the date of purchase. We will repair the item or replace it at our discretion.

**MacWAREHOUSE**

© 1989 MacWarehouse Inc.
MacSnap 4S (Dove)
The 4S is a 4 Meg memory expansion kit that allows you to get the maximum amount of memory in the Plus and SE or a 4 meg upgrade for the Mac SE/30, II, IX or IIcx. The 4S uses state-of-the-art 1 Mb. surface mount CMOS SIMMs and guarantees that today's memory investment will continue to work and grow with you. Step by step manual for easy installation. Dove offers a toll free number for service and support. (memory) $538.

ACCESSORIES

Apple

Avery Labels (full line available)
Color Coded 3.5 Diskette .............. 4.
Laser 3.5 Diskettes.................. 24.
Laser Transparencies................ 22.

Basic Needs, Inc.
HardTop Keyboard Covers ......... 15.
HardTop ImageWriter Covers ......... 17.
Keyboard Flip ...................... 6.

Dust Covers - grey nylon Ripstop
ImageWriter or LaserWriter .......... 12.
Mac Plus and keyboard ............... 11.
Mac SE and extd. or reg. keyboard 11.
Mac II and extd. keyboard ......... 12.
Universal Laser Printer Stand ....... 26.

Computer Friends, Inc.
MacTracker (IV & IV II) .............. 41.
MacTracker Black Ink ............... 3.
Curis
Computer Tool Kit (52 pc.) ........... 49.
Quick Clip ......................... 49.
Desk Holder (holds 40) ............... 9.
Jewel Surge Suppressors ............. Call.

Ergokey
MacTul SE ......................... 58.
MacTul II-RGB ....................... 75.
Goldstein & Blair
The Macintosh Bible ................ 20.

MacSnap II Carrying Case .......... 49.
Macware IIcX Carrying Case ......... 89.
Macware II Carrying Case ......... 89.
Macware Plus Carrying Case ......... 89.
Macware SE Carrying Case .......... 75.
Monitorware Apple RGB Case .......... 79.
Ribbon black ....................... 5.
Ribbons color ...................... 5.
Kalmar
Rolltop Teak disk holder 45 ......... 14.
Rolltop Teak disk holder 90 ......... 21.
Rolltop Teak disk holder 135 ......... 31.

Kensington
Anti-Glare Filter ................... 33.
Apple Security Kit .................. 34.
Mac II Stand w/Cable Kit .......... 65.
MasterPiece Mac II ................. 105.
System Saver ....................... 64.
MacWarehouse
Mouse pad ......................... 7.
Mobius Products
Fanny Mac OT ........................ 60.
SE Silencer ......................... 39.

MacPrint (Insight Development)
Introducing MacPrint - the easy-to-use software utility that lets you use almost any Mac application on virtually any printer including HP LaserJet II and IID. MacPrint displays all your printer's fonts for true WYSIWYG performance. Prints text and graphics at your printer's maximum resolution. After the simple installation, it's completely transparent in operation. It's the cost effective print option for your Mac. (utilities) $79.

MacPrint
Smack-a-Mac .......................... 9.
SoundSight .......................... 35.
Targus, Ltd.
Deluxe Plus/SE-KB Case (black) .... 75.
ImageWriter II Case (black) ....... 49.
Mac Plus/SE Case (black) ........... 59.

ACCOUNTING AND PERSONAL FINANCES

Astrix
Checkwriter ........................ 37.
Payroll 3.5 .......................... 109.
Payroll PLUS ....................... 175.
TimeMinder ......................... 175.

Bedford (Computer Associates)
Simply Accounting .................. 200.
Brown-Wagh Publishing
MacLEDgers ....................... 159.
Service Industry Accounting ....... 200.
DAC
Easy Light ......................... 42.

Orange Micro
Grapher LQ or LS ................... 103.
Polaroid
Circular Polarizing Filter .......... 35.
Read-Write
CompuDuster ......................... 29.
Kleen & Dry CRT Pads .............. 5.
Computer Care Kit ................. 45.

MapMaker 4.0 (Select Micro Systems, Inc.)
Now includes dozens of powerful new features such as pull down menus, on-screen distance measurements, graphics tablet support, and much more. Creates publication quality color maps of the U.S. by states and counties, and the world by country. Enter or import your own data, or use the included U.S. Census statistics. Quickly displays hidden relationships in geographic data with striking presentation graphics. Mac 512K, Plus, SE and II. (graphics) $245.

Smack-a-Mac
Smack-a-mac ....................... 9.

Layered, Inc.
at Once! .......................... 36.

MECA
Managing Your Money ............... 125.

Monogram
Business Sense ..................... 269.
Dollars and Sense .................. 75.

Nolo Press
For The Record ..................... 29.
WillMaker ......................... 32.

Peachtree
Back to Basic Professional ......... 159.
Reality Technologies
WealthBuilder ....................... 269.
ShopKeeper Software ............... Call.

Sense
Survivor ........................... 99.

BLANK MEDIA

B.A.S.F. made in U.S.A
DS/DD (box of 10) .................. 15.
Return to Top of Page
WordMaker 4.0 (New Horizons)
The new high performance, personal word processor for the Macintosh.
WordMaker's intuitive design makes it easy to learn and to use. It has a fast WYSIWYG display, headers and footers for both left and right pages, multiple font selection, word wrapping, text editing, print merge, and more. With WordMaker you can even wrap text around irregularly shaped graphics. It reads and writes MacWrite files for compatibility with other programs. (word processing) $69.

Generic CADD Level 1 (Generic Software)
Easy to learn and use. Drawing tools give you true CADD capabilities, including 3D layers, floating point precision, and Bezier curves. NEW FEATURES include snap-to-grid, direct PICT file support. Symbol libraries also available. Now for a limited time, purchase a GENERIC CADD from MACWAREHOUSE and get a free symbol library, send a proof of purchase along with your choice of library to Generic Software (please reference purchase order) offer expires 1/190 (card/cash) $85.

MacGolf Classic
Road Racer
Spectrum HoloByte
Falcon 2.0
Tetris Color version
Springboard
Hidden Agenda
The Software Toolworks
Chessmaster
Life & Death
The Hunt for Red October

MacDraw
MacPaint
MacWrite
Streamline
Aegis Development, Inc.
Showcase F/X
Ai dus
Freehand 2.0
Broderbund
CasinoMaster (5 pack)
Discovery Software
Arkanoid
Electrical Arts
Chuck Yeager Adv. Flight Trainer
Miles Computing
Pool's Endless
Puzzle Gallery
Mindscape
Balance of Power, Deja Vu
The Colony or Gauntlet

RoadRacer (KOR Corp.)
Drive a high-performance 1965 Corvette through 5 environments from super-high speed desert flats to twisting mountain roads. Uses digitized sound, with spectacular scenery, obstacles, and wild crashes. Fly over hills around curves at up to 200 mph. Score points for fast, skillful driving by steering and accelerating with your mouse and using your keyboard for brakes and shifting. Each level is tougher than the last. With the most sophisticated high-speed graphics ever achieved on a personal computer. For use on the Macintosh II, Mac Plus & SE (entertainment) $33.

Generic CADD Level 1 (Generic Software)
Easy to learn and use. Drawing tools give you true CADD capabilities, including 3D layers, floating point precision and Bezier curves. NEW FEATURES include snap-to-grid, direct PICT file support. Symbol libraries also available. Now for a limited time, purchase a GENERIC CADD from MACWAREHOUSE and get a free symbol library, send a proof of purchase along with your choice of library to Generic Software (please reference purchase order) offer expires 1/190 (card/cash) $85.

MacGolf Classic
Road Racer
Spectrum HoloByte
Falcon 2.0
Tetris Color version
Springboard
Hidden Agenda
The Software Toolworks
Chessmaster
Life & Death
The Hunt for Red October

MacDraw
MacPaint
MacWrite
Streamline
Aegis Development, Inc.
Showcase F/X
Ai dus
Freehand 2.0
Broderbund
CasinoMaster (5 pack)
Discovery Software
Arkanoid
Electrical Arts
Chuck Yeager Adv. Flight Trainer
Miles Computing
Pool's Endless
Puzzle Gallery
Mindscape
Balance of Power, Deja Vu
The Colony or Gauntlet

RoadRacer (KOR Corp.)
Drive a high-performance 1965 Corvette through 5 environments from super-high speed desert flats to twisting mountain roads. Uses digitized sound, with spectacular scenery, obstacles, and wild crashes. Fly over hills around curves at up to 200 mph. Score points for fast, skillful driving by steering and accelerating with your mouse and using your keyboard for brakes and shifting. Each level is tougher than the last. With the most sophisticated high-speed graphics ever achieved on a personal computer. For use on the Macintosh II, Mac Plus & SE (entertainment) $33.

Generic CADD Level 1 (Generic Software)
Easy to learn and use. Drawing tools give you true CADD capabilities, including 3D layers, floating point precision and Bezier curves. NEW FEATURES include snap-to-grid, direct PICT file support. Symbol libraries also available. Now for a limited time, purchase a GENERIC CADD from MACWAREHOUSE and get a free symbol library, send a proof of purchase along with your choice of library to Generic Software (please reference purchase order) offer expires 1/190 (card/cash) $85.

MacGolf Classic
Road Racer
Spectrum HoloByte
Falcon 2.0
Tetris Color version
Springboard
Hidden Agenda
The Software Toolworks
Chessmaster
Life & Death
The Hunt for Red October

MacDraw
MacPaint
MacWrite
Streamline
Aegis Development, Inc.
Showcase F/X
Ai dus
Freehand 2.0
Broderbund
CasinoMaster (5 pack)
Discovery Software
Arkanoid
Electrical Arts
Chuck Yeager Adv. Flight Trainer
Miles Computing
Pool's Endless
Puzzle Gallery
Mindscape
Balance of Power, Deja Vu
The Colony or Gauntlet

RoadRacer (KOR Corp.)
Drive a high-performance 1965 Corvette through 5 environments from super-high speed desert flats to twisting mountain roads. Uses digitized sound, with spectacular scenery, obstacles, and wild crashes. Fly over hills around curves at up to 200 mph. Score points for fast, skillful driving by steering and accelerating with your mouse and using your keyboard for brakes and shifting. Each level is tougher than the last. With the most sophisticated high-speed graphics ever achieved on a personal computer. For use on the Macintosh II, Mac Plus & SE (entertainment) $33.

Generic CADD Level 1 (Generic Software)
Easy to learn and use. Drawing tools give you true CADD capabilities, including 3D layers, floating point precision and Bezier curves. NEW FEATURES include snap-to-grid, direct PICT file support. Symbol libraries also available. Now for a limited time, purchase a GENERIC CADD from MACWAREHOUSE and get a free symbol library, send a proof of purchase along with your choice of library to Generic Software (please reference purchase order) offer expires 1/190 (card/cash) $85.
Lap-Link Mac

Just connect the Lap-Link Mac universal cable to the PC and the Mac and you’re moving files in both directions. Comes with translators, cable, 3.5” and 5.25” diskettes, (communications) $83.

XTreeMac

XTreeMac simplifies disk management by displaying disk contents within its unique Directory Tree. It finds, launches, andACHE disk files, even after you’ve emptied the trash. Copies or moves files from multiple drives simultaneously. Everything that finder does and more. (utilities) $58.

World Class Leader Board FORE!

Put around and play the courses that challenge the greatest golfers or create your own. Digitized sound, practice putting greens and driving range. Choose your club and type of shot. For 1 to 4 players. (entertainment) $27.

LASER PRINTER STAND

Free up your valuable desktop space by raising your printer four inches. This lets you store two extra cartridges, supplies, or just paper work conveniently underneath your printer. It is made of long lasting steel and comes in an attractive platinum design. (accessories) $26.

DESKTOP ACCESSORIES

Casady & Greene

QuickDEX .................. 31.
JAM Software

Smart Alarms & Appointment Diary .49.
Smart Alarms (1-4 users) ... 99.
Smart Alarms (5-8 users) ... 149.
Smart Alarms (9-16 users) 199.
Preferred Publishers

Database .......................... 72.
Vantage .......................... 55.
SolutionSmart Clip & The Clipper 2.0 ... 45.

HardPac Mac

(Aristotle)

Portable hard disk drive. Store your data and just slipping this compact, self-contained unit, tucked into your briefcase, and take your data with you. The sturdy injection molded case, shock mounting, and automatic head parking protects the drive while it’s in transit. HardPac Mac is a SCSI device with an input and output port for daily chaining. The SCSI address select switch allows you to plug it in without disrupting the host system. (drives)

20 meg $496
30 meg $799

PROFESSIONAL ART LIBRARY (Multi Ad Services)

Clip Art from an Industry Leader. The Pro Art Library contains over 150 EPS illustrations in each of the three volumes (Business, Holidays, and Sports). Created by talented illustrators, these tasteful high quality images will improve the appearance of all your DTP projects. Floppy disk versions include a durable binder, with a pictorial index. $95. each, CD-ROM version $225.

ArtStudio ................................... 66.
ImageStudio ............................ 275.
Olduvai .................................. 49.
Read-It 2.1 (OCR).............. 249.
Read-It Personal .................. 99.
Read-It TS (Thunderscan) .... 79.
Quark ................................. 175.
QuarkStyle ......................... 498.
Springboard ......................... 109.
Publish-It! ......................... 245.

DISK DRIVES/BOARDS

Aristotle Industries, Inc.

HardPac Mac 20 Meg ........ 549.
HardPac Mac 40 Meg ........ 799.
HardPac Mac 80 Meg ........ 1195.
HardPac Mac 105 Meg ... 1395.
CMS .................................
MacStack 20 Meg ........... 529.
MacStack 30 Meg ........... 545.
MacStack 45 Meg ........... 625.
MacStack 60 Meg ........... 699.
MacStack 80 Meg ........... 799.

3.5" 800K External Floppy Drive ... 149.
SyQuest Removable 45 Meg ... 999.
Under the Mac 20 Meg ...... 439.
Under the Mac 30 Meg ...... 499.
Under the Mac 45 Meg ...... 549.
Under the Mac 65 Meg ...... 629.
Under the Mac 80 Meg ...... 799.

Dayna Communications

Dayna File Single 360K (5 1/4") .... 529.
Dayna File Dual 56K & 1.44MB .... 669.
Dolphin Systems Tech

Integra 20 Meg ........... 545.
Integra 30 Meg ........... 595.
Integra 40 Meg ........... 765.

EDUCATIONAL PERSONAL

BrightStart

Alphabet Blocks 3.01 ........ 30.

Macintosh SE/Plus w/Extended Keyboard Carrying Case (Targus)

Keep your Mac with a Targus carry case made of Silicone treated nylon to give you waterproof durability and an impact absorbing high-density foam layer with a soft protective liner for complete protection. Cushioned shoulder pad and handles provide extra comfort and convenience. Plus there’s room for everything from your Mac, a hard disk drive, and the extended keyboard to pockets for your mouse, floppy's, cables, and pens. (accessories) $75. Full Targus Macintosh line some available in black, blue, burgundy, and platinum.

FROM MacWAREHOUSE
THE NEXT COMPUTER

Just imagine yourself as the winner of the most powerful personal computer ever built! More RAM, more speed, incomparable CD quality sound — Steve Job's personal computer of the 1990's.

All you have to do is enter the brand new MACWAREHOUSE SUPER COMPUTER GIVEAWAY. Your name is automatically entered into the drawing when you order from MACWAREHOUSE. (Or just send in the Official Entry Coupon.)

FREE CATALOG: We carry more than 1200 Macintosh products, including all the latest releases and new versions. We pride ourselves on getting new products first. If you can't find what you need call us for a free copy of our latest catalog.

Win

1-800-255-6227

OFFICIAL ENTRY COUPON

MacWarehouse Computer Giveaway
1830 Oak Street, P.O. Box 1579, Lakewood, NJ 08701

When you order by phone or mail, you are automatically entered in the drawing. You can also mail this coupon or call our contest entry line, 1-800-367-0787.

Dreams (Innovative Data Design)

CDD, creators of MacDraw, offers a powerful precision drawing tool for professional scaled drawings, illustrations, presentations and general purpose graphics. Dreams offers zoom, rotation, layers, dimensioning, symbol libraries and a vast array of drawing tools, as well as many advanced illustration features. You can render shapes together, cut out objects using other objects, create templates, even glue lines and curves together to form unique shapes to be filled with colors or patterns. (graphics) $269.

SuperPaint 2.0 (Silicon Beach)

Award winning SuperPaint combines the spontaneity of paint and the precision of Draw in one easy-to-use program. Powerful new features include AutoTrace automatically converts Paint graphics into Draw objects, a customizable airbrush, a freestyle brush tool to quickly sketch editable better curves, and Super Bic to edit bitmaps at any resolution. Mix fonts, styles and sizes in a single text block, freely rotate, scale, or slant. (graphics) $128.

I'm Kerry, call me at:

MacWAREHOUSE
1-800-255-6227

(1-800-ALL MACS)
Inquiries: 201-367-0440
Canada: 800-255-6447
FAX # 201-905-9279

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
8 A.M. TO 11 P.M. (Eastern Time)

SATURDAY
8 A.M. TO 8 P.M. (Eastern Time)

OPEN SUNDAYS!
8 A.M. TO 8 P.M.
(Eastern Time)
Mac-101 Keyboards (Data Desk International)
Features 101 keys including a numeric keypad, a separate T-shaped cursor keypad, Cancel, Option and Command keys at both ends, definable function keys, plus scrolling, page control, and zooming keys. Manufacturer's two year warranty. International Versions also available. (input/output) $139.

PixelPoint Professional .................. 399.
Tactile Software .................. 599.
Art Clips .................................. 51.
SoundClips .................................. 49.
ZeetCode Desktop 2.0 .................. 65.

HARDWARE AND PERIPHERALS
Cambridge North America
229 Portable Computer ................. 699.
228 Pocket Modem .................. 225.
228 S12K RAM Cartridge ................. 359.
The Complete PC Page Scanner ............. 799.
DEST Dest PC Scan Plus .............. SPECIAL 749.

Silicon Beach
SuperCard .................. 129.
Softstream International .................. 125.
SpringBoard Family Matters ............. 28.

Fastkeys (SoundSight)
Speed up your computing by 50%! Using the keyboard to your fingertips. Imagine simply pressing Fastkeys on your mouse, trackball or pad to perform everything from printing to deleting. Execute mouse operations INSTANTLY! Shift Select is now a one hand operation as well as cut, paste, copy, quit, undo, open, close. Virtually anything you choose. (accessories) $35.

Virex 2.1
Virus detection and treatment software. Intended for individuals that have unusually high risk of exposure to viral infections. Includes Fortune 500 companies, and desktop publishing firms. Useful for those who use public software or networks (security) $59.

General Computing Company
WriteMove Ink Jet Printer ............ 585.
Magnavox Color Monitor 14" .......... 599.
Qume Crystal Print Publisher ........ 3745.
Seiko/Kerio America
Seiko/Kerio Printer (dot-matrix) .... 235.
Sharp The Wizard .................. 249.
Thunder/Ware LightningScan .......... 409.
Thunder/Scan 5.0 .................. 189.

HYPERWARE
Activation
Focal Point II .................. 117.
Reports for HyperCard ............. 69.
Bantam
Complete HyperCard Handbook ........ 23.
Beacon Technologies
HyperBible International Version ... 179.
HyperBible King James Version .... 149.
BrainPower
Arch/Text .......................... 175.
Bright Star Technology
Hyper/Animater 1.5.1 ............. 39.
ICOM Simulations
Hyper/MON .......................... 59.
MicroMaps
HyperAtlas .......................... 59.
PowerUp .......................... 59.
HyperTutor .......................... 29.

Symmetry
HyperDA 1.2 .................. 35.
TimeWorks HyperWorks Organizer ........ 60.
Trendware Corporation
HyperTools #1 or #2 ea. 52.
XCAL .................. 79.

INPUT/OUTPUT
Cutting Edge
GE-105 ADB Keyboard .............. 125.
MacDesk Int'l .................. 125.
Mac 101 Keyboards ............. 139.
Kensington
Now Turbo Mouse .................. 109.
Koala
MacVision 2.0 .................. 219.
ADB Joystick Premium III (SE/II) ... 51.
QuickStick .................. 39.
IS/ADB Tablet 8 1/2 x 11 ............. 255.
Mouse Systems
A+ Mouse (S12/Plus or SE/II) ........ 39.
Summographics
Bit Pad Plus .................. 325.

LANGUAGES
Digitalink, Inc.
Smalltalk/V MAC .................. 129.
Manx Software Systems
Artetc C or UnixTools ea. 65.

Microsoft
QuickBasic .................. 65.
Shana Corporation
InsideOut .................. 369.
Smethers/Barnes
Prototyper .................. 189.
Symantec
THINKS C 4.0 .................. 165.
THINKS Lightspeed Pascal ............ 89.
ZeetCode
ZBasic 5.0 .................. 95.

MEMORY UPGRADES/ACCELERATORS
1 MEG SIMMS
Low Profile, 100ns High Quality
Single In-Line Memory Modules
for MacPlus, SE, II, Ix , IIx.
2 yr. Warranty New low price $125.

Dove (full line available)
MaraThon O39 Accelerator ........ 969.
MaraThon O39X .................. 959.
MaraThon Racer .................. 162.
MacSnap 2S .................. 319.
MacSnap 4S .................. 638.
MacSnap 8S .................. 1276.
MacSnap 524E .................. 187.
MacSnap 524S .................. 249.
MacSnap 546S .................. 479.

Acta Advantage (Symmetry)
With Acta, you can jot down your ideas whenever they occur. Later you can export the outline to a word processor or spreadsheet for more serious work. Acta outlines lists of things to do, items needed, people, projects, appointments, name and address books, or any set of data you need to keep handy. Acta can sort, find, replace, expand, and narrow within topics, and accepts graphics too. (word processors) $65.

CAN OPENER
CanOpenner
The information retrieval utility for the Mac. Search anywhere and lets you retrieve just about anything, including text, pictures and sounds. It even locates text inside pictures, and gives you the whole picture. Anything retrieved can be stored in it's library, so the next time you need it, it's just a click away. (utility) $65.
MACKNOWLEDGE (Prometheus Products, Inc.)
MACKNOWLEDGE is the latest communications software available for your Macintosh. Icon based scripts provide instant access to all major online services with just the click of your mouse. The TAL scripting language provides all the capabilities for customizing and automating your own online sessions or the record function will watch your session and create an icon based script automatically. Also provides support of 9600 bps and MNP4 modems (communications) $149.

MODEMS/FAX
Ablation
InterFax12/48
Best Data Products
SmartOne 2400/1200
Hayes
Smartmodem 1200
Smartmodem 2400
Smartmodem 9600 (V series)
Orchid
MacFax
Prometheus
Profomodem 2400 SE Int.
Supra
Supra Modem 2400
US Robotics
Courier 2880 Modem

NETWORKING PRODUCTS
Connect Inc.
MacNet
Dove
FastNet SCSI
FastNet II
FastNet III
FastNet SE or SE/30
Farallon
Timbuktu 3.0
Timbuktu Remote 1.0.1
TrafficWatch
PhoneNET PLUS
PhoneNET Repeater
PhoneNET Star Controller
Microcom Software
Carbon Copy Mac
Shiva
NetBridge
NetSerial X232
TOPS
NetPrint
FlashBox
FlashCard
Repeater
Teleconnectors
TOPS
TOPS DOS

MUSIC AND SOUND
Altec
Begas Productions
Super Studio Session 2.0
Coda
MIDI Interface
Finale
MacDrums
MacUser
First Byte
SmoothTalker
Great Wave
Concertware+MIDI 4.0
HIP Software
Harmony Grid
Intelligent Music
Or paylaş
Passport Designs
Master Tracks Pro 3.0
NoteWriter
Passport M3 Disc
Primera Software
Different Drummer
Resonics
Music Publisher
Resonate
Listen 2.0

Checkwriter (Aatria)
Enter recurring transactions and it reminds you to write checks and enter deposits. Pay your own bills, debts/credits and tax sheltered transactions. Unlimited number of checking accounts and transactions per account. Lets you design your own check format and will write them too! $37.

Payroll Plus
Made for large companies: will handle many employees plus special accounting for restaurants, contractors, and commissioned sales people. Can manage payroll from up to 10 income sources. Prints checks, itemsizes, accumulates O/T and can provide sick/vacation pay. (accounting) $175.

HyperBible

Casino Master (Centron) Become a Master of Casino Gambling! Five separate casino games include BlackJack Ace, Crapsmaster, Roulette Master, Pockermaster, and Backer Master. Exact table simulation, betting, bankroll, stored win/lose statistics and manual included. Now in dazzling color on the Mac II! Recommended and used by professional gamblers! (entertainment) $27 each game. 5 game Casino Master Package for $95. Deluxe Mac II color version for $55.

SECURITY AND VIRUS PROTECTION
ASD Software, Inc.
FileGuard 2.0
TWINS
HAC Software, Inc.
Virus 2.1
Kent Marsh
MacSafe or NightWatch
Quicklock
Mainstay
AntiToxin
Symantec Corporation

SPELLING/DICTIONARY THESAURUS CHECKERS
Deneba Software
Big Thesaurus
Stapling Coach Pro
Electronic Arts
Thunder II
Lexpertise
MacProof 3.2.1
Microlytics
Electronic Word Finder
Word Finder 2.0
Sensible Software
BookEnds or Sensible Grammar

POLAROID Circular Polarizing Filter (Polaroid)
Improve contrast and reduce glare on virtually any computer monitor. It suppresses up to 99% of reflected light and is more effective than other kinds of filters for improving contrast. So you see clearly and with less effort. Fits directly over your Mac and attaches with velcro pads. With the purchase of a filter you get FREE POLAROID SUNGLASSES, a $16.95 value (accessory) $35.

Checkwriter (Aatria)
Enter recurring transactions and it reminds you to write checks and enter deposits. Pay your own bills, debts/credits and tax sheltered transactions. Unlimited number of checking accounts and transactions per account. Lets you design your own check format and will write them too! $37.

Payroll Plus
Made for large companies: will handle many employees plus special accounting for restaurants, contractors, and commissioned sales people. Can manage payroll from up to 10 income sources. Prints checks, itemsizes, accumulates O/T and can provide sick/vacation pay. (accounting) $175.

HyperBible

Casino Master (Centron) Become a Master of Casino Gambling! Five separate casino games include BlackJack Ace, Crapsmaster, Roulette Master, Pockermaster, and Backer Master. Exact table simulation, betting, bankroll, stored win/lose statistics and manual included. Now in dazzling color on the Mac II! Recommended and used by professional gamblers! (entertainment) $27 each game. 5 game Casino Master Package for $95. Deluxe Mac II color version for $55.

SECURITY AND VIRUS PROTECTION
ASD Software, Inc.
FileGuard 2.0
TWINS
HAC Software, Inc.
Virus 2.1
Kent Marsh
MacSafe or NightWatch
Quicklock
Mainstay
AntiToxin
Symantec Corporation

SPELLING/DICTIONARY THESAURUS CHECKERS
Deneba Software
Big Thesaurus
Stapling Coach Pro
Electronic Arts
Thunder II
Lexpertise
MacProof 3.2.1
Microlytics
Electronic Word Finder
Word Finder 2.0
Sensible Software
BookEnds or Sensible Grammar

POLAROID Circular Polarizing Filter (Polaroid)
Improve contrast and reduce glare on virtually any computer monitor. It suppresses up to 99% of reflected light and is more effective than other kinds of filters for improving contrast. So you see clearly and with less effort. Fits directly over your Mac and attaches with velcro pads. With the purchase of a filter you get FREE POLAROID SUNGLASSES, a $16.95 value (accessory) $35.
You can now contact MacWAREHOUSE or place orders with us in the Electronic Mall on CompuServe. The MacWAREHOUSE GO code is GO MW. As always, you'll get fast, dependable overnight service and you can leave messages for Kerry or any of our support staff.

**STATISTICAL ANALYSIS**

**Word Processors and Outliners**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MasterDisk</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Juggler</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berkeley System Design, Inc.</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stepping Out II</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE Software</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiskTop 3.0</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QuickKeys 1.2</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caree Omnigraphic</td>
<td>559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Point Software</td>
<td>559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk II Mac (with MacTools)</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC Tools Deluxe For Mac</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dantz Development</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retrospool</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerald City Software</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaserTak 1.0</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fifth Generation</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FastBack II</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PowerStation 2.5</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyro</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitcase II</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO Technologies</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mainstay Capture</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microlytics</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olduvai MultiClip</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPCC</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFS Backup 3.0</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peripherals</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TurboBack</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TurboCache or Turbo Spool</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TurboCatcher</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preferred Publishers</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuperMac</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiskIt 1.5 or SuperSpool 5.0</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentinel 2.0</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuperlaserSpool 2.0</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symantec Corporation</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUM II</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tactical Software</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ClipShare</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FontShare 2.0</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams &amp; Associates</td>
<td>249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiskFinder</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>myDiskLabeler</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sticky Business 1.0</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XTreme Company</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XTreme Mac</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**UTILITIES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abbott Systems</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call-System</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affinity</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tempo II</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aladdin</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programmer's Assistant</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call-Shortcut</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call-ALSoft</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiskExpress II</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Font/DA Juggler</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DISKFIT**

- DiskFit 1.5 (SuperMac)
  - A handy utility for backing up your hard disk on a series of floppies. It saves time because it backs up only those files which have had changes since the last backup. DiskFit can verify each floppy after copying files onto it, so you know that your files are safe. DiskFit also discards old versions of files so your backup set doesn't keep growing. Version 1.5 supports a variety of cartridge tape drives, including the Apple tape backup system. (utilities) $89.

**CONTEST RULES**

1. Entries must be received on or before October 31, 1990. All entries must be submitted in a postcard form. The winners will be chosen by random drawing by alouders for MicroWareHouse Inc. (MWI), whose decisions are final. 2. Use of Computer prize is subject to availability. MWI reserves the right to substitute wholesale value up to $19,000.00. 3. Taxes are the responsibility of the winner. 4. Odds of winning depend on number of entries. All prizes will be awarded in the event of a winner. 5. MWI reserves the right to change the prize or withdraw the contest at the discretion of MWI. If unable to contact any winner, an alternate will be selected by random drawing. 6. Contest is open to US residents, except where prohibited by law. Employees of MWI and suppliers are not eligible. 7. Prizes are not transferable. Please circle 31 on reader service card.

**NEW!**

Price breakthrough! Under the Mac Drives (Cutting Edge)

The Cutting Edge Under the Mac Drive hard disk drives are quiet and reliable with access time down to 20 milliseconds making it almost three times faster than most Mac drives. Push button external SCSI address switch and removable SCA terminators allow easy daisy chaining up to 7 SCSI devices. Sizes available 20 mgs to 90 mgs (disk drives) 20 mg only $439 $35 mg only $499 $45 mg only $549 $65 mg only $629 80 mg only $739.

**BOOK Drive**

The Cutting Edge 800K drive's attractive styling, quiet performance, and high-speed reliability make it our most popular floppy drive. Features an LED light to indicate disk access and a hinged door over the disk insertion slot. Keeps the mechanism clean. One year manufacturer's warranty (disk drives) $149.

**STOP PRESS**
**Plus and SuperCard**

With new commands, hot effects, and color, two 'extensions' to HyperCard boldly take you where no ordinary stack has gone before.

It takes chutzpah to set out to improve on HyperCard when that means competing with the company that builds the machine your product runs on, and that company bundles its product with every machine, and the product's designers can violate the company's user-interface guidelines, but you can't, except where they have, and then you must.

Silicon Beach had the chutzpah. Early prerelease reports on SuperCard were ecstatic, saying it did everything that HyperCard should but didn't — adding color, full-screen windows, and more. Independent developers held their breath. Would increasingly litigious Apple sue Silicon Beach?

No. With grace and astute self-interest, Apple Computer encouraged and aided the development of HyperCard extensions, and Silicon Beach plowed ahead toward release.

Meanwhile, in West Germany, a small team of programmers was working on Plus, another gutsy HyperCard enhancement. This summer, Format Software GmbH was able to secure American distribution through Olduvai, and the 1.1 releases of Plus and SuperCard were virtually in a dead heat.

SuperCard's extended objects let you create an unlimited number of windows of various types, add menus, and create graphic objects. The graphic objects can be based on paint bit maps or draw-type graphics and can have scripts associated with them. An auto-trace tool makes it easy to automatically trace the polygonal outline of a bit-mapped image — from a HyperCard stack, for example—and turn it into a memory-efficient draw graphic.

You can trace the graphic from either the outside or the inside. The latter method works in the same way as the paintbucket tool does when it fills objects. Silicon Beach includes some tools for animating graphics, such as the capability to use a drawn polygon to specify a path for a graphic to follow as it moves.

Plus adds paint and draw objects as well as a choice of field types. It doesn't permit the creation of new windows or menus, but it does allow the resizing of the main window independently of the card size. The Plus database fields perform data validation, checking for valid date formats, for example; the word-processing fields allow richer text styling than do HyperCard's fields. SuperCard's fields permit more than one text style in a field but offer only one choice for alignment and vertical spacing — a halfway measure that facilitates, for example, italicizing words for emphasis but not centering a title over uncentered text.

Silicon Beach and Format/Olduvai both claim that the programming languages embedded in their products are supersets of HyperTalk, which is a fairly harmless exaggeration. Chiefly, the companies have maintained HyperTalk's syntax and vocabulary, extending them to control color, windows, graphic objects, and (in the case of SuperTalk) menus. Stacks imported from HyperCard may not run immediately under SuperCard or Plus, but a few changes such as deleting references to the Home Card (SuperCard doesn't have one) or replacing Open with Launch lets almost any stack do in SuperCard or Plus what it did under HyperCard. SuperCard and Plus both allow several script windows to be open simultaneously — a handy feature.

HyperTalk can be called a user language, with its English-like syntax and the ease with which you can put together useful programs. The language extensions of SuperCard and Plus are in this tradition, but both products also provide support for more-advanced development.
work. You can import resources, including external commands, from stacks, although it would be naive to assume that every XCMD can make the transition. SuperCard has resource editing built in, allowing you to design icons, cursors, and cluts within its environment. Both products provide a method for sharing resources among stacks (projects), although experienced programmers may find the Plus libraries more straightforward than the SuperCard shared file. Both can produce stand-alone applications that can run without SuperCard or Plus (or HyperCard) present in the system. SuperCard's stand-alone facility comes in the box, whereas Olduvai charges $33 to cover shipping and handling for a copy of its run-time module.

**How They Work** Anyone familiar with HyperCard should be immediately comfortable with Plus. The extensions hide in the product's depth, so you can begin using it as though it were HyperCard, learning new tricks as needed. There are some small quirks — for example, the Home Card is called the Master Card.

SuperCard extends HyperCard more fundamentally, which means you have more new ideas to assimilate at the outset. First, it separates editing and running into two environments: SuperEdit and SuperCard. This approach results in quite a different feel for the stack-development process. Second, there are no stacks. SuperCard creates projects, which contain windows, menus, and resources. The windows correspond most closely to HyperCard stacks because they contain the cards. Projects built with SuperCard are more complex than stacks because they are closer to real Macintosh applications. Silicon Beach put a lot of thought into access to the various levels of this complexity, with admirable results, but the edit-and-run cycle is inherently more cumbersome than HyperCard's direct development.

The SuperCard manual makes self-conscious reference to the time it takes to bake blueberry muffins. A less complimentary comparison would be to the time it takes a HyperCard stack to do its thing, and in this comparison, both SuperCard and Plus come out half-baked. The slower execution speed (compared with HyperCard's) is not surprising because these products do more than HyperCard. Color is demanding, richer text makes field updating slower, and testing was done on a (minimal for color) 2-megabyte Mac II. Some of the slowness of these products vanishes when you learn how to use them efficiently. HyperCard experience can actually get in the way here, as you'll have more to unlearn if you're a HyperCard expert.

Although you can import HyperCard stacks into either of these products, you generally get far superior performance from projects developed from scratch for Plus or SuperCard. HyperCard's bit-mapped graphics consume much more memory than do the draw graphics that these products support — except where bit maps are required, such as in scanned images and subtle shading effects, draw graphics should be used. You can effectively exploit SuperCard's support of multiple windows and menus only by designing with these features in mind. And the variant field types that Plus supports also require rethinking how you organize information into fields.

SuperCard is very well designed software; Plus has more rough edges. I was able to crash both (particularly when pushing the memory limitations). The Plus manual and on-line documentation are poorly edited, although the manual makes fewer assumptions about HyperCard knowledge than the (significantly better and larger) SuperCard manual. Opening a new stack in Plus causes the image to jump annoyingly. Each product comes with a user manual, language reference, and quick-reference card.

For anyone drawn to HyperCard for its graphic and presentation capabilities, SuperCard is the logical next step. Silicon Beach learned a lot about graphics in developing SuperPaint and has put some of SuperPaint's graphics capability into SuperCard. The graphic objects, color handling, and animation effects are well handled.

Those attracted to HyperCard as a simple programming language, a flexible database engine, or an infinitestably reconfigurable tool for simple text applications such as to-do lists and appointment calendars may find Plus a more logical extension. The manual, although unprofessional, is still better than the one Apple provides with HyperCard, and Plus adds color and specialized fields with less learning cost than SuperCard's.

I plan to use both products — and HyperCard as well. — Michael Swaine

---

**Get Info**

**Plus \*\*\*1/2**

List Price: $199.

Published by: Olduvai Corp., 7520A Red Road, South Miami, FL 33143; (305) 685-0671.

Version: 1.1.

Requires: 1 megabyte; 2-megabyte Mac II for color.

Application Size: 540K.

Compatibility: Mac Plus or later; opens most HyperCard stacks without conversion.

**SuperCard \*\*\*1/2**

List Price: $199.

Published by: Silicon Beach Software, Inc., 9770 Carroll Center Road, Suite J, San Diego, CA 92126; (619) 695-6956.

Version: 1.1.

Requires: System 6.0.2; 750K; 1.5 megabytes and an 8-bit color card for color.

Application Size: 353K.

Compatibility: Mac Plus or later; opens most HyperCard stacks without conversion.
QuickMail

Packed with features, but still a little bit buggy, this is the current pick for Mac E-mail.

In the year or so that it's been available, CE Software's QuickMail has been a quirky contender for first place in the Mac E-mail race. QuickMail 1.0's set of features trounced the slicker InBox (from TOPS) and the leaner Intermail (now Microsoft Mail), but the program was buggy — an unacceptable trade-off.

QuickMail 2.01 fixes many — but not all — of these problems. In the process of cleaning up its act, CE has also added more features and more gateways to other systems than any other E-mail package on the Mac has, strengthening its lead. But with cc:Mail and Microsoft Mail 2.0 being released as I write, the situation may change in the near future (see the "E-Mail Horizon" sidebar).

WHAT IT IS

QuickMail is primarily a LAN-based messaging system that runs over AppleTalk. It can deliver messages and files locally — from client to client via a server or from server to server across routers — or store messages for a remote batch-send at a specified time via modem and phone or dedicated lines. Its server uses a file-sharing and -copying strategy that sets up a separate message folder for each user on a central Macintosh. (With this strategy, if a user sends a message to ten users, ten copies are replicated at the server, which results in stability at the expense of efficiency.)

The QuickMail server should be installed on a dedicated Mac (for stability), but you can run it in conjunction with an AppleShare or TOPS file server or (on smaller networks) on a Mac used as a workstation. A user DA and several Startup documents give you access to that Mac's MailCenter and to your messages. When someone sends you a message, you're notified, and the server holds it until you pick it up. You can specify how and how often you'd like to be notified. Messages can be sorted by Priority, Read/Unread, Subject, Sender, or Date Sent.

To create a message, you select a form from the pop-up menu under the New button. QuickMail includes QM Forms, a utility that lets you create custom message forms. Messages can be saved as text or in tab-delimited format for importing into other programs.

You choose message recipients by clicking on and dragging names from a directory of users on your server. You can add names to your directory from other servers and can create groups for collective sends.

Messages can be weighted for importance; for example, urgent messages can be set to always go through. You can also enclose a copy of your Clipboard's contents (text or graphics) or up to 16 files, although folders aren't supported. Users can print messages on any printer on the network. QuickMail also offers context-sensitive help to guide you through every function.

QuickMail's Conference mode lets you connect interactively with other users and exchange up to 480 characters per message while maintaining a transcript of your written conversation.

QuickMail connects to the larger world of wide-area networks and on-line services via QuickMail Remote and various software bridges, CE's misleading term for gateways. With QM Remote (or a standard telecom program), a user can upload and download messages. With CE's or third-party gateways, users can send batched messages at designated times to remote users, connecting via modem to commercial call-up services such as CompuServe, GEnie, MCI Mail, MacNET, and I.Net. CE's toolbox, Inside QuickMail, lets third-party programmers write other gateways to E-mail systems such as VINES Mail or UNIX Mail. Gateways to AppleLink, international Telex, and fax are in the works.

Since QuickMail's directories are stored at the user's station, any changes made at the server (such as a new or deleted user, a changed address, or a renamed or moved mail server) require tedious manual updating at each station.
Automatic directory propagation is essential for large mail networks.

**HOW IT WORKS** In spite of its improvements, QuickMail still has some bugs, such as occasionally losing contact with the mail server, an inconsistent interface (for example, the main directory is sorted by last name but the conference directory is sorted by first name), occasional double messages, scroll bars that sometimes won’t show you the first line as you retreat through a message, and an Unsend that doesn’t work across servers. QuickMail also gobbles up nearly 100K in RAM for each user.

Despite this, QuickMail does so many things well (and CE’s tech support is so responsive) that I recommend it. There’s plenty of room for improvement, but as of this writing, it’s the best that’s out there.

But whether or not it’s the ultimate E-mail system is another question. In spite of its improvements, QuickMail still has bugs. Even though they’re not fatal, a flawed E-mail system can seriously impair your productivity and increase your blood pressure. Nonetheless, while we continue to wait for Microsoft Mail 2.0 to ship, QuickMail is the one you should pick.

— Michael Miley

---

### The E-Mail Horizon

**As we went to press, two more E-mail systems were officially introduced:** cc:Mail and Microsoft Mail 2.0. Both support PC and Mac coexistence, and neither replicates messages at the server, but their architectures use different database systems.

cc:Mail is the most popular E-mail system for the PC. Designed to run on top of any DOS, OS/2, or AFP-compatible file server (PCs only), cc:Mail has a store-and-forward architecture that is intended to be platform-independent. All “intelligence” resides at the workstation.

cc:Mail’s features include up to 20 enclosed files with a message, and automatic graphics translation in any PC-to-Mac transfer (the reverse isn’t available). Gateway support for IBM PROFS, EasyLink, MCI, and Sprint Telemail is also available.

The transfer of compound editable documents that contain text, graphics, and sound between Macs and PCs is cc:Mail’s goal. But the current version is limited to transferring text and binary files only.

Microsoft Mail 2.0’s store-and-forward architecture differs from both cc:Mail’s and QuickMail’s in that Mail is a true database. Most of its intelligence resides on the server.

The Mail server can reside on a Mac or a VAX but not a PC. Mail’s features include custom forms, automatic data compression, keyboard loading of names, and automatic directory propagation. Gateways to AppleLink and MCI are included, and others (including X.400 and VMS Mail) are being developed. Mail also works with Microsoft Word and Excel, so messages can be sent from within those applications.

Mail’s application integration also lets it extend far beyond the capabilities of conventional messaging packages. In combination with Excel macros, for example, Mail can be used as an automatic data-collection system that can place orders, check inventory, assemble a pick list, and update sales records.

cc:Mail for Macintosh, $495 (up to 25 users); cc:Mail Expand, $595 (first addition 75 users), $595 (next additional 100 users). Requires cc:Mail for DOS, $695; cc:Mail, 385 Sherman Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94306; (415) 321-0430.

Microsoft Mail 2.0, $395 (server), $125 per node (workstation), $1,495 (20 pack). Microsoft Corp., 16011 N.E. 36th Way, P.O. Box 97017, Redmond, WA 98075-9717; (206) 882-6080.

---

*REVIEWS*

**QuickMail**

**List Price:** QuickMail, $69.95 (one user), $269.95 (five users), $399.95 (ten users); QM Remote, $49.95; Inside QuickMail, $50.

**Published by:** CE Software, 1854 Fuller Road, P.O. Box 65580, West Des Moines, IA 50265; (515) 224-1995.

**Version:** 2.01.

**Requires:** System 4.2 or later; 1 megabyte of RAM and hard disk required for server and recommended for all users.

**Application Size:** QM Administrator, 167K; QM Remote, 72K; QM Resources, 17K; QM Server, 41K; QM Forms, 86K; QuickNIT, 302K; plus assorted Help files.

QuickMail DA, 96K in RAM.

**Compatibility:** Macintosh 512KE or later.

---

*NOVEMBER 1989 MACUSER 63*

Three years ago Jasmine set the standard for value by bringing the first affordable external hard drive to the Macintosh market. Today we're pleased to celebrate our third anniversary with a spectacular savings event — Jasmania!! Buy direct from Jasmine before December 31, 1989 and save.

The Award Winning DirectDrive Series.
Jasmine continues to set the quality standard with the hard drives that swept the 1989 Macworld World Class Awards. Macworld readers selected Jasmine #1 in the "80MB or less" category, and in every single ranking (that's all 5) in the "above 80MB" category!

Jasmine DirectDrives are also the value standard. Every drive is bundled with DriveWare," Jasmine's exclusive formatting and partitioning software which insures your data by performing drive diagnostics and error corrections on the fly; SUM II by Symantec™ which lets you recover data from a mistakenly-initialized hard disk; DemoWare, a collection of demonstration versions of some of the most popular programs available; plus 5MB of public domain and shareware software.

All Jasmine DirectDrives Feature
- 2 Switched, Surge Protected, AC Outlets
- Precision Ball Bearing Fans
- Removable Air Filters
- External Push Button SCSI Switch
- Dual Power On and Data Access LED Indicator
- Hard Drive Encyclopedia
- All Cables and Connectors
- Easy Access Termination Panel

World Class Award Winner 3 Years In A Row!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Regular direct price (thru 12/31/89)</th>
<th>Jasmania direct price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20MB</td>
<td>$549</td>
<td>$399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40MB</td>
<td>$699</td>
<td>$599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80MB</td>
<td>$999</td>
<td>$849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100MB</td>
<td>$1199</td>
<td>$1099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130MB</td>
<td>$1349</td>
<td>$1199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180MB</td>
<td>$1599</td>
<td>$1499</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**DirectServe File Server.**

Now you can liberate your Macintosh from the mundane task of network file serving.

DirectServe is a combination of hardware and software that's designed specifically to be a high-performance, low-cost file server. DirectServe can support up to 255 workstations with Mac IIcx speed, for less than the cost of a Mac Plus and AppleShare software!

DirectServe plugs right into your LocalTalk™ or twisted-pair network, is 100% AppleShare/AFP 2.0 compatible, and comes complete with Installer and Administrator software. Now you can purchase DirectServe bundled with our highly-reliable (70,000-hour MTBF) DirectDrive 130 or 180 at special Jasmania direct pricing.

---

**The DirectPrint Page Printer.**

Now everyone can afford the printer MacUser called the “Best New Output Device” in their 1989 Editors’ Choice Awards. DirectPrint’s crystal shutter technology is PostScript®-compatible and provides deep velvet blacks with super sharp 300 dpi output. Thanks to a 4 MIPS RISC processor and 3MB of RAM, DirectPrint is up to 5 times faster than the competition and comes complete with 39 resident fonts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Jasmania direct price [(thru 12/31/89)]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regular direct price</td>
<td>$3495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jasmania direct price</td>
<td>$2995</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Worry-Free Ordering**

- 72 Hour Shipping Guarantee
- 30 day Money Back Guarantee
- 2 year Parts and Labor Warranty (1 year for DirectPrint)
- FREE Telephone Support
- Call 7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. (PST).
- Visa, MasterCard and American Express accepted.

---

**Jasmine**

Call 1-800-347-3228

© Jasmin Technologies, Inc. 1740 Army Street, San Francisco, CA 94114. DirectDrive, DirectPrint, DirectServe, DriveWare and DemoWare are trademarks of Jasmin Technologies. Macintosh and AppleShare are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. All other product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective manufacturers.
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The soaring prices of video cards can keep you from getting the highest graphics performance from your Macintosh.

That's why at Micron, we've brought the high price of brilliant color and outstanding resolution down to earth with our Xceed™ video cards. Now you can exceed the graphics limits of your Macintosh II, IIx, IIcx or SE/30 without exceeding your budget.

Xceed video cards give you all the performance features you expect such as 1, 2, 4 and 8 bits per pixel, 256 simultaneous colors from a palette of more than 16 million, 640 x 480 or 1024 x 768 resolutions and full Macintosh software compatibility. Plus we include 8/24-bit MacroPaint™ software and a gamma color correction desk accessory — a package worth $149.00 — absolutely free!

In fact, the only feature we don't offer is the high price tag.

And like all Micron memory products, Xceed video cards are supported by our comprehensive customer service program and toll-free hotline.

So call us today at 1-800-642-7661 for the name of your nearest Micron dealer. And enjoy brilliant color graphics without the high flying price.

Micron. Working to improve your memory.

Xceed and MacroPaint are trademarks of Micron Technology, Inc. Macintosh is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

2805 E. Columbia Road, Boise, Idaho 83706 208-386-3800
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WordMaker

An Amiga port tries to seize the empty MacWrite throne but comes up short.

For some users, the top-of-the-line word processors are more deadweight than heavyweight — cumbersome, expensive, and stuffed with superficial features. What those users need is a leaner, less expensive, and easier-to-use word processor. Enter WordMaker, New Horizons Software’s low-level to midlevel word processor, which first appeared as ProWrite on the Amiga more than a year ago.

WHAT IT IS MacWrite’s upgrade to MacWrite II created a vacuum at the lower end of the Mac word-processing spectrum, so New Horizons rushed in with a package that resembles the original MacWrite. And based on its resemblance to the original Mac word processor, WordMaker is a winner. First, at $124.95, it is the least expensive of any word processor available. Second, it’s as easy to use as Apple’s MacWrite. Even Macintosh novices should be able to master it without difficulty. Last, it is lean — WordMaker’s manual is only about 100 pages long, yet it clearly explains every feature of the program. The application itself is a mere 138K.

Despite this no-frills approach, WordMaker includes several significant enhancements. For starters, it can open up to eight documents simultaneously — beating MacWrite II by one. It can display invisible characters (spaces and return characters), has a mail-merge capability, lists word and character counts, supports color, and can even sort paragraphs alphabetically. It can save documents as “stationery” templates and allows you to customize the default settings for font and style. Finally, it employs a single ruler whose settings shift as the active paragraph changes, something that MacWrite added only with MacWrite II.

WordMaker’s hottest and most distinguishing feature is the way it handles graphics. Graphics (whether they be bit-mapped or object-oriented) are pasted into a document as a separate layer from the text, which allows total freedom in their placement. You can even overlay a graphic with text. Because there’s no way to send the graphic behind the text, however, your graphic should not contain too many solid-colored areas. Once placed, the graphic moves with the text as lines are added or deleted during editing. By setting separate margins for each line, you can even get WordMaker to wrap lines of text around an irregularly shaped graphic. This technique admittedly requires more effort than some. WordMaker can’t format in all the features of WordMaker and MacWrite added only with MacWrite II.

WordMaker’s competitors, those programs are not significantly harder to learn. And

commands, and it throws in a Command-click combination that calls a pop-up menu containing its menu bar and menus. The WordMaker disk also includes a macro file (compatible with Apple’s MacroMaker) that provides an easily editable additional set of keyboard command shortcuts. It isn’t necessary to use these macros, but if you are already comfortable with MacroMaker, they are a worthwhile addition. WordMaker is also compatible with MultiFinder; several of its functions (such as its spelling checker) even operate in the background while you work with another application.

HOW IT WORKS Unfortunately, WordMaker is slow on 68000-based Macs. Even relatively slow typists can frequently get ahead of its display buffer. And its spelling checker is occasionally agonizingly slow at suggesting alternatives to misspelled words.

Overall, WordMaker is impressive and flexible. But to be successful, it must roundly beat its competition, especially T/Maker’s WriteNow 2.0 and Claris’ MacWrite II (see “WordWrestlers,” August ’89). From this perspective, WordMaker offers too little too late.

Both WriteNow and MacWrite II have almost all the features of WordMaker and then some. WordMaker can’t format in multiple columns or create footnotes. Compared with MacWrite II, WordMaker also has a much less extensive search-and-replace function and a more awkward mail-merge capability. Finally, WordMaker has the most limited file-import and -export capabilities: It can work only with text and MacWrite formats. Despite the added features of WordMaker’s competitors, those programs are not significantly harder to learn. And

Get Info

WordMaker

List Price: $124.95
Published by: New Horizons Software, P.O. Box 43167, Austin, TX 78764; (512) 329-6950.
Version: 1.0.
Requires: System 4.1 or later; two 800K drives or hard-disk drive recommended.
Application Size: 138K.
Compatibility: Mac 512KE or later.
You need a gray scale scanner for your Mac. So you go to your ImageWriter. Pop out the ribbon cartridge. Snap in ThunderScan. Insert your artwork. And quicker than you can say Van Gogh, you’re already going.

ThunderScan lets you import quality images into all painting, drawing and desktop publishing programs. Contrast and brightness are fully adjustable. And now ThunderScan 5.0 loads TIFF files and lets you display and edit grays on your Mac II.

Priced at just $249, ThunderScan proves you can become an artist, with just a little change.

ThunderScan is compatible with the Macintosh 512K enhanced, Plus, SE and Mac II and all ImageWriter models except the IQ. Use on the Mac II requires our Power Accessory for Macintosh II. ThunderScan, Thunderware and its logo are trademarks of Thunderware, Inc. Macintosh and ImageWriter are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. ©1989 Thunderware, Inc.
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START UP

though they are more expensive, they’re still below the top price range of Macintosh word processors.

If you’ve been fairly happy with MacWrite but would like something a bit more powerful, then WordMaker is for you — provided you can put up with its slowness. It overcomes almost all of the original MacWrite’s deficiencies at a bargain-basement price. But for a little extra money, you can get an even more powerful program that’s almost as easy to use (WriteNow, for instance, lists for $70 more than WordMaker, but the difference in actual street price is more likely to be $25 or so). WordMaker is a good program — a year or two ago, I might have said it was a great program. Unfortunately, the current competition offers better values.

— Ted Landau

BUSINESS ACCOUNTING

atOnce!

With an established accounting system for big businesses, Layered has now turned with equal success to smaller operations.

If your company offered one of the market’s leading integrated accounting systems for high-transaction businesses, a logical product-expansion strategy would be to take what you’d learned and build a similar system for small businesses. That’s exactly what Layered, the publisher of the Insight accounting series, has done with atOnce!, a direct challenger to Monogram’s Business Sense (see Reviews, September ’89) and Computer Associates’ Simply Accounting (see “Accounting for Taste,” April ’89).

WHAT IT IS atOnce! is an integrated general-ledger, accounts-payable, accounts-receivable, and payroll system for small businesses. The system is designed to work in stand-alone mode for businesses with up to approximately $10 million in annual sales.

atOnce! achieves its integration through automatic posting routines — any infor-
mation entered into one of the modules is automatically reflected throughout the system. You can open many modules at once, so you can simultaneously enter invoices into accounts receivable and switch to accounts payable without closing out your receivables.

The system offers the requisite minimum multilevel password protection for protecting the integrity of your business information. Output can be directed to the screen, to the printer, or to a print queue for larger batch-printing jobs.

A helpful feature in atOnce! is Inquire, which lets you keep lists of your general-ledger accounts, customers, invoices, bills, employees, and the like on your desktop as a reference guide outside the accounting system. The system is driven by an icon-based application palette that controls your navigation through the four modules.

In the general ledger, atOnce! offers a flexible fiscal calendar that can have 12 or 13 periods per fiscal year with up to 26 open periods stored on-line. Each period can have its own starting and ending date. The general ledger tracks actual versus budget performance for all income and expense accounts, and it is able to accommodate up to 20 customized checkbooks.

For account numbering, the general ledger can use user-definable account numbers of two to eight digits. The ledger can handle up to 100 departments and divisions, and it supports auto-reversing and recurring entries. In short, the general ledger does just about everything Insight does, but for a smaller business.

The general ledger includes a standard set of accounting reports as well as a custom report writer for creating tailored financial statements.

The accounts-receivable module uses the open-item or the balance-forward accounting method for the entire company or for a specific customer's account, as you choose. Automatic discount and sales-tax calculations are supported, as are flexible account-aging periods and recurring invoices. Each customer can have a unique alphanumeric customer ID. atOnce!'s accounts-receivable module supports custom invoices and statement forms through its intelligent formatting and printing system.

The accounts-payable module offers the same features as does the accountsreceivable module. In addition, atOnce!'s accounts-receivable module has a recording feature for handwritten checks, and it can also print checks. The two capabilities can be used in tandem. For small businesses, where cash flow is a concern, atOnce! has a powerful and flexible payment-selection function that helps manage disbursements.

Finally, the payroll module is a full function payroll system that can handle any number of employees. It can accommodate after-the-fact payrolls and can accommodate one-time payroll changes.

The system offers the requisite minimum multilevel password protection for protecting the integrity of your business information. Output can be directed to the screen, to the printer, or to a print queue for larger batch-printing jobs.

A helpful feature in atOnce! is Inquire, which lets you keep lists of your general-ledger accounts, customers, invoices, bills, employees, and the like on your desktop as a reference guide outside the accounting system. The system is driven by an icon-based application palette that controls your navigation through the four modules.

In the general ledger, atOnce! offers a flexible fiscal calendar that can have 12 or 13 periods per fiscal year with up to 26 open periods stored on-line. Each period can have its own starting and ending date. The general ledger tracks actual versus budget performance for all income and expense accounts, and it is able to accommodate up to 20 customized checkbooks.

For account numbering, the general ledger can use user-definable account numbers of two to eight digits. The ledger can handle up to 100 departments and divisions, and it supports auto-reversing and recurring entries. In short, the general ledger does just about everything Insight does, but for a smaller business.

The general ledger includes a standard set of accounting reports as well as a custom report writer for creating tailored financial statements.

The accounts-receivable module uses the open-item or the balance-forward accounting method for the entire company or for a specific customer's account, as you choose. Automatic discount and sales-tax calculations are supported, as are flexible account-aging periods and recurring invoices. Each customer can have a unique alphanumeric customer ID. atOnce!'s accounts-receivable module supports custom invoices and statement forms through its intelligent formatting and printing system.

The accounts-payable module offers the same features as does the accountsreceivable module. In addition, atOnce!'s accounts-receivable module has a recording feature for handwritten checks, and it can also print checks. The two capabilities can be used in tandem. For small businesses, where cash flow is a concern, atOnce! has a powerful and flexible payment-selection function that helps manage disbursements.

Finally, the payroll module is a full function payroll system that can handle any number of employees. It can accommodate after-the-fact payrolls and can accommodate one-time payroll changes.

The system offers the requisite minimum multilevel password protection for protecting the integrity of your business information. Output can be directed to the screen, to the printer, or to a print queue for larger batch-printing jobs.

A helpful feature in atOnce! is Inquire, which lets you keep lists of your general-ledger accounts, customers, invoices, bills, employees, and the like on your desktop as a reference guide outside the accounting system. The system is driven by an icon-based application palette that controls your navigation through the four modules.

In the general ledger, atOnce! offers a flexible fiscal calendar that can have 12 or 13 periods per fiscal year with up to 26 open periods stored on-line. Each period can have its own starting and ending date. The general ledger tracks actual versus budget performance for all income and expense accounts, and it is able to accommodate up to 20 customized checkbooks.

For account numbering, the general ledger can use user-definable account numbers of two to eight digits. The ledger can handle up to 100 departments and divisions, and it supports auto-reversing and recurring entries. In short, the general ledger does just about everything Insight does, but for a smaller business.

The general ledger includes a standard set of accounting reports as well as a custom report writer for creating tailored financial statements.

The accounts-receivable module uses the open-item or the balance-forward accounting method for the entire company or for a specific customer's account, as you choose. Automatic discount and sales-tax calculations are supported, as are flexible account-aging periods and recurring invoices. Each customer can have a unique alphanumeric customer ID. atOnce!'s accounts-receivable module supports custom invoices and statement forms through its intelligent formatting and printing system.

The accounts-payable module offers the same features as does the accountsreceivable module. In addition, atOnce!'s accounts-receivable module has a recording feature for handwritten checks, and it can also print checks. The two capabilities can be used in tandem. For small businesses, where cash flow is a concern, atOnce! has a powerful and flexible payment-selection function that helps manage disbursements.

Finally, the payroll module is a full function payroll system that can handle any number of employees. It can accommodate after-the-fact payrolls and can accommodate one-time payroll changes.

The system offers the requisite minimum multilevel password protection for protecting the integrity of your business information. Output can be directed to the screen, to the printer, or to a print queue for larger batch-printing jobs.

A helpful feature in atOnce! is Inquire, which lets you keep lists of your general-ledger accounts, customers, invoices, bills, employees, and the like on your desktop as a reference guide outside the accounting system. The system is driven by an icon-based application palette that controls your navigation through the four modules.

In the general ledger, atOnce! offers a flexible fiscal calendar that can have 12 or 13 periods per fiscal year with up to 26 open periods stored on-line. Each period can have its own starting and ending date. The general ledger tracks actual versus budget performance for all income and expense accounts, and it is able to accommodate up to 20 customized checkbooks.

For account numbering, the general ledger can use user-definable account numbers of two to eight digits. The ledger can handle up to 100 departments and divisions, and it supports auto-reversing and recurring entries. In short, the general ledger does just about everything Insight does, but for a smaller business.

The general ledger includes a standard set of accounting reports as well as a custom report writer for creating tailored financial statements.

The accounts-receivable module uses the open-item or the balance-forward accounting method for the entire company or for a specific customer's account, as you choose. Automatic discount and sales-tax calculations are supported, as are flexible account-aging periods and recurring invoices. Each customer can have a unique alphanumeric customer ID. atOnce!'s accounts-receivable module supports custom invoices and statement forms through its intelligent formatting and printing system.

The accounts-payable module offers the same features as does the accountsreceivable module. In addition, atOnce!'s accounts-receivable module has a recording feature for handwritten checks, and it can also print checks. The two capabilities can be used in tandem. For small businesses, where cash flow is a concern, atOnce! has a powerful and flexible payment-selection function that helps manage disbursements.

Finally, the payroll module is a full function payroll system that can handle any number of employees. It can accommodate after-the-fact payrolls and can accommodate one-time payroll changes.
The next best thing to a portable Macintosh.

Author Danny Goodman calls the Liberty Portable Hard Disk "everything I hoped it would be: compact, lightweight, quiet, fast, and durable enough to ride with me in my briefcase to demonstrations and talks."

With Liberty, you're ready to work anywhere there's a Mac. Use it to send large documents and graphics between locations. Create a multimedia show and take it on the road. Daisy-chain several drives together for expandable, instantly-accessible mass storage. There's no end to the uses you'll find for this small wonder.

The Liberty is the only portable with all the features you'd expect in a full-size drive: super-reliable, high-performance Quantum and Conner drive mechanisms; a built-in power supply; and memory up to 200 MB. Yet it measures only 2"x5"x7", weighs under 3 pounds, and costs less than comparable full-size drives.

Once you spend a month with a Liberty portable hard disk, you'll wonder how you got along without it.

Call us today for your free 30-day trial.
(408) 983-1127

The Affordable Portable.
120 Saratoga Ave., Ste. 82, Santa Clara, CA 95051
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COPY II®
for Apple Macintosh

Copy II for the Macintosh is a collection of three utility programs and a new desk accessory. Locate, Copy II combines powerful utilities which enable you to: maintain and repair your floppy and hard disks, create archival backups and allow you to install applications directly onto your hard disk.

Here is what the experts say: "It's a well-rounded collection of useful disk utilities that no Macintosh user should be without." - John Gillett

Macworld 5/89

and

"...Copy II is now a utilities package whose components are powerful, useful, and, best of all, easy to use." - Jake Paden

MacUser 3/69

SEARCH AND FIND
Locate is a fast information finder in a desk accessory. You can search for full or partial file names, up to three key words, or both. Once found, Locate displays the information and under Multifinder will launch the application.

Requirements: Mac 512e, Mac Plus, Mac SE, Mac II. Supports H.F.S., M.F.S., 400K and 800K disks, 1 or 2 drives, hard disks and all available memory.

To Order: see your local dealer.

$39.95

Central Point Software

GRAPHICS

Streamline

PostScript auto-tracing is all you get for $395. But for those who need it, it's worth it.

Illustrator 88 already auto-traces, so why would Adobe now market a stand-alone auto-tracing application? Streamline is a utility that does nothing but auto-trace bit-mapped and PICT images. But it does it pretty well.

WHAT IT IS Anyone who has ever printed MacPaint (72 dpi) graphics on a
the number of dots per inch), graphic it's printing, the product will usually look jagged.

The best answer to this problem has been PostScript. Because PostScript describes shapes geometrically (independently of the number of dots per inch), any PostScript-compatible printer can print graphics at its maximum resolution, minimizing jaggies. Auto-tracing converts bit-mapped and PICT images to PostScript, which is perfect for converting scanner output and bit-mapped clip art.

There's much to like about Streamline. The manual is only 24 pages long. Streamline's only commands are on the File menu, and it does its job with little human help. The menu choices improve results in specific circumstances. Adobe points out that the higher the resolution of the original graphic, the more accurate the results. High-resolution TIFF or PICT files yield better results than 72-dpi MacPaint graphics, and black-and-white line art auto-traces better than halftones.

Streamline provides three methods of tracing: Outline (the default), Centerline, and Centerline & Outline. It traces the outline of each shape that makes up a finished image and fills it with either black or white. A letter O ends up as a black-filled oval with a smaller, white-filled oval layered on top. The Outline method is best for freehand art with changing line widths and shapes. Outline tracings contain only filled shapes, no single lines. The Centerline method locates the center of each line that makes up the picture and draws a single trace line along it. The letter O becomes a single oval. This method is better for detailed drawings with even line widths and no filled areas, such as parts diagrams and CAD or architectural drawings. In the Centerline & Outline method, Streamline uses Outline on areas it decides are large, filled shapes and Centerline on areas thinner than a specified line width.

Streamline gives you some latitude in selecting how closely it will follow the edges of a bit map. More tolerance smooths the finished product; too much tolerance loses detail. You can also tell Streamline to ignore shapes smaller than a certain number of pixels, which is useful for scanner output, which often contains a few extraneous dots from dirt on originals or the scanner glass. The default settings seem to work fairly well, but they can be fine-tuned to produce print-

The original from which these tracings were made was a 72-dpi MacPaint line document. The Streamline trace (below) required only a few setting adjustments. The finished area of the incomplete Illustrator 88 trace (left) was done by hand and took several times longer than the entire Streamline trace.

LaserWriter knows that they suffer from the jaggies (stair-stepped edges, especially on curved or diagonal lines). TIFF (300-dpi) graphics don't. If your printer's resolution is much higher than that of the graphic it's printing, the product will usually look jagged.

They're much to like about Streamline. The manual is only 24 pages long. Streamline's only commands are on the File menu, and it does its job with little human help. The menu choices improve results in specific circumstances. Adobe points out that the higher the resolution of the original graphic, the more accurate the results. High-resolution TIFF or PICT files yield better results than 72-dpi MacPaint graphics, and black-and-white line art auto-traces better than halftones.

Streamline provides three methods of tracing: Outline (the default), Centerline, and Centerline & Outline. It traces the outline of each shape that makes up a finished image and fills it with either black or white. A letter O ends up as a black-filled oval with a smaller, white-filled oval layered on top. The Outline method is best for freehand art with changing line widths and shapes. Outline tracings contain only filled shapes, no single lines. The Centerline method locates the center of each line that makes up the picture and draws a single trace line along it. The letter O becomes a single oval. This method is better for detailed drawings with even line widths and no filled areas, such as parts diagrams and CAD or architectural drawings. In the Centerline & Outline method, Streamline uses Outline on areas it decides are large, filled shapes and Centerline on areas thinner than a specified line width.

Streamline gives you some latitude in selecting how closely it will follow the edges of a bit map. More tolerance smooths the finished product; too much tolerance loses detail. You can also tell Streamline to ignore shapes smaller than a certain number of pixels, which is useful for scanner output, which often contains a few extraneous dots from dirt on originals or the scanner glass. The default settings seem to work fairly well, but they can be fine-tuned to produce print-
### PROGRAMS PLUS

**CALL MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 9 AM - 9 PM SATURDAY 9 AM - 6 PM (EASTERN TIME)**

### MAC-101 Keyboard by DataDesk
Replace your Mac's keyboard with the **MAC-101** by DataDesk. The positive tactile, firm feel 101 includes a full numeric keypad, 15 function keys, 6 page control keys, and a T-style cursor pad. Includes 101-Key desk accessory software, a powerful macro utility that allows you to exploit the full power of the function keys in almost any Mac application. Available in ADB and non-ADB versions. **$139.**

### WORD PROCESSORS & DESKTOP PUBLISHING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology/Software</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access Technology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MindWrite</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MindWrite Express</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Software</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DocuComp</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegis</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Showcase FX</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allan Bonadio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expressionist 2.0</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aldus Corporation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Extension</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aldus Persuasion</td>
<td>375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PageMaker 3.01</td>
<td>389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashton Tate</td>
<td>249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FullWrite Professional</td>
<td>249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broderbund</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTP Advisor</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ELECTRONIC ART by Metro ImageBase
High quality, 300dpi, electronic art created by leading professional illustrators. 4 times sharper than "clip art," enhances brochures, menus, newsletters, reports and presentations. One large image per file (100 files per package). Volumes include Newsletter Maker; Computers & Technology; Business Graphics; Report Maker; Four Seasons; Nine to Five; Art Deco; Borders & Boxes; People; Exercise & Fitness; Team Sports; Weekend Sports; Travel; Food. **$85 ea.**

### Networking Software & Hardware

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software/Equipment</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CE Software In/Out (5 user pak)</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InOut (10 user pak)</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quick Mail 1-5 users</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quick Mail 1-10 users 2.0</td>
<td>259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TurboNet (68k or DB9)</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TurboBridge</td>
<td>319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oldsmall Software ClipShare</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Exposure & Direct Mail by Preferred Publishers
**Exposure ($55) is an integrated CDEV screen graphics utility for screen capture, painting and formatting of color and gray scale images. Unique format includes built-in painting tools and fonts. Direct Mail ($55) is the complete correspondence solution for labels, envelopes, addresses, form letters and telephone dialing. Easily searches, sorts and mails address files for select mailing, merging or exporting. Available as DA or application.**

### C-A-T Version 3 by Chang Labs
Placing a new definition on "personal productivity"! **C-A-T** combines a relational database with an integrated word processor, drawing program, forms generation, and on-line calendar, that files each document by person, type and date/time of creation for instant retrieval. And the multi-user/sharing/database publishing feature allows extension of this productivity to an entire group. **$225.**

### Address Book Plus by Power Up
**Address Book Plus** is the most complete, ready-to-use solution for managing names, addresses, phone numbers and other vital information. The program makes it easy to print top quality address book pages, mailing labels, rotary-file cards, index cards, envelopes, and phone lists. It also provides searching and automatic dialing capability in a separate Desk Accessory. **$85.**
MacInteriors by Microsspot

MacInteriors is for all of us who have ever wanted to do our own interior design. Now for the price of a typical 2D package you can have 3D space-planning software that lets you work and examine creations in several views (inc. perspective and bird’s-eye), then print it out to a laser printer or plotter. You can create your own objects or use the ones provided. Soon you’ll be designing everything from bedrooms to buildings. $199.

Macinware Carrying Cases by I/O Design

Features a tear and soil resistant Cordura outer shell and ultra-high density foam. Compartments which hold mouse, cords, extended keyboard and external hard drive. Comes in navy, platinum and black.

DESK ACCESSORY PROGRAMS

**Affinity Microsystems**
- Tempo II - Special 75
- Affinife "45
- Casady & Greene, Inc: QuickOlex 14A - 31
- CE Software DeskTop - 32
- Deneba Software Comment 2.0 - 59
- Icon Simulations MacKern - Special 115
- Jami Software - Smart Alarms w/ Appt. Diary - 49

**Smart Alarms Multiple User Appt. Diary**
- (1-4 users) - 99
- Smart Alarms Multiple User Appt. Diary (5-8 users) - 149
- Smart Alarms Multiple User Appt. Diary (8-15 users) - 199

**Mainstay Think’N Time**
- 55

**Solutions, International**
- Super Glue II 1/2 - 62
- SmartScrap & The Clipper V2.0 - 45

**Symmetry HyperBA (Real 39/2K)**
- 35

**Prometheus**
- Promodern 2400M Ext. (MACKNOWLEDGE & Cable) - 219
- Promodern 2400SE Int. (MACKNOWLEDGE & DA) - 209
- Promodern 2400Sit (Int., fix, fix) (MACKNOWLEDGE & DA) - 269
- Promodern 9600M Plus Ext. (MACKNOWLEDGE & Cable) - 750

**Super Corporation**
- Mac2400 (includes Excel) - 199
- Mac2400 (Hayes Compatible) - 335
- Microphone + Cable - 225

**Microsoft**
- Microsoft Office (includes Excel, Word, PowerPoint & Mail) - 529
- Odesia Double Hole III - 339
- DataDesk Professional - 285
- GeoQuery - 199
- Preferred Publishers - 65
- ProVUE Panorama - 205

**G0fer** by Microlytics

G0fer - the ultimate textfinder. As a desk accessory, G0fer is a powerful utility that searches, finds and retrieves text from anywhere on your disk. A phrase, a fact, a note, a date; if you need it, G0fer will find it in seconds. Automatically imports the section of text into the document you’re currently working in. $47.

**AIRBORNE EXPRESS $3 OVERNIGHT DELIVERY**

**DATABETSE MANAGEMENT**

- Actus 4th Dimension V2.0 - 549
- 4th Dimension Runtime - 229
- Activity
- Reports for Hypercard - 255
- Focal Point & Business Class Bundle - 49
- Apple Computer HyperCard - 42
- Blyth Software - Omnus 5 - Special 159
- Borland Relax Plus - 185
- Claris FileMaker II - 229
- Exclusus Retrieval - 255
- Fox Software FoxBase+ V2.0 - 255
- FoxBase+ Multi-User V2.0 - 155
- Generation Four
- Multiuser Business Administration Series:
  - MBA Clients - 115
  - MBA Dist. List - 115
  - MBA Doc/Ext - 115
  - MBA Inventory - 115

**THE SMARTONE 2400/1200 BY BEST DATA PRODUCTS**

The Smart One 2400/1200 - a complete package for the Mac. Includes free communication software, free cable assembly, free access to Compuserve and Con-nect Professional Information Network. 100% Hayes compatible. Two year warranty. $145.

**PROGRAMS PLUS**

**Now Toll-Free In Canada**
- 1-800-344-7753
- Monday thru Friday
- 9 a.m. - 9 p.m. (Eastern Time)
- Saturday
- 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. (Eastern Time)

**PROGRAMS PLUS**

**FAX: 203/381-9043**
**Inquiries: 203/378-3662**
**Canada: 1/800/344-7753**
**75 RESEARCH DRIVE**
**STRATFORD, CT 06697**
**1/800/832-3201**

**MacPrint 1.1 by Insight Development**

Introducing MacPrint 1.1, an easy-to-use software package that lets you use virtually any Mac application on alternative printers. Including HP LaserJet - series II, IID and compatibles and the HP DeskJet and DeskJet Plus. Use MacPrint 1.1 for true WYSIWYG performance. Four Compu-graphic font families are included with point sizes from 9 to 66. Completely transparent after installation. $79.
AIRBORNE EXPRESS
OVERNIGHT DELIVERY
$3

GRAPHICS SOFTWARE
3G Graphics
Images w/Impact Graphics & Symbols ... 52
Images w/Impact Business 1 ... 65
Adobe Systems
Adobe Illustrator 6 ... 269
Streamline ... 223
Adobe Collector's Ed. 2 ... 239
TrueForm ... 239
NovelDraw ... 239
Forms & Schedules ... 269
Presentations ... 269
Alias Freedom ... 349
Innovative Design Art ... 279
PhotoFinishing ... 279
Graphsoft MiniCad ... 519
Blueprint ... 349
Inforo Mix Wing ... 259
MacPaint II ... 259
MathSoft MathCAD ... 309
Metro ImageBase Art Decor ... Special 85
Borders & Boxes ... Special 85
MacPaint v.2.0 ... Special 85
MacPaint Professional ... Special 85
NewWaveMaker ... Special 85
Nine to five ... Special 85
People ... Special 85
ReportMaker ... Special 85
TeamSports ... Special 85
Travel ... Special 85
Weekend Sports ... Special 85
Micro Mars ... Special 85
MacAtlas Hyper Atlas ... 59
MacPaint v.2.0 ... 45
MacPaint Professional ... 189
MacPaint Color Thermal ... 339
MacPaint DMA Electrostatic ... 1715
MacPaint DMA Color Thermal ... 889
MacPaint DMA Color Thermal ... 685
MacPen Pilot Professional ... 275
MacPen Pilot Standard ... 135
Miles Computing
Mac the Ripper or Orchestra of Fonts ... 32
People, Places Things or Taking Care of Business ... 32
Mindscape Zing ... 125
NtEquation NoMansLand ... 285
Paracom Swivel 3D ... 245
Modo Shop ... 379
Preferred Publishers
Sierra ... Special 55
Silicon Beach Software
SuperCard ... 128
SuperPaint 2.0 ... 128
SuperPaint 3.0 ... 249
SuperPaint 3.0 ... 315
SoftImage Hyperpaint ... 125
Business International
The Curator (Catalog Your Art) ... 72
Springboard Certificate Maker ... 22
Springboard Publisher ... 109
SuperMac Software
PixelPaint v.2.0 ... 225
Pixel Paint Professional ... 399
Symmetry ... 99
Taylordes Graphics Fontliner ... 79
TimeWorks Publish-It ... 239
T/Maker Christian Images ... 35
ClickEar EPS Illustrators ... 74
Zedcor DeskPaint 2.0 ... 32

Insight Expert Accounting Services
by Layered Inc.
A series of stand-alone or fully integrated accounting modules for general ledger, accounts receivable, cash, accounts payable, payroll, inventory control and time billing which gives you answers, advice and analysis. Now includes Data Import! ... $409.

Visit Us In The Electronic Mall
On Compuserve - GO PP

FileGuard Extended Ed. & FileGuard 1.0 by A.S.D.

FileGuard Extended Edition ($129)
provides your hard drives from unauthorized access (including security bypass with a system diskette), copying and erasure, applications and files from unauthorized access, deletion and/or illegal copying, desktop (including system folder) from alterations by unauthorized users. FileGuard 1.04 ($55) is for those who require file protection only (encryption/decryption that is quick and automatic).

OUR POLICY
★ VISA and MASTERCARD accepted. No surcharge.
★ Your credit card is not charged until we ship.
★ If we must ship a partial order, the shipment that completes the order is sent freight free.
★ All shipments insured; no additional charge.
★ Upon receipt and approval, personal and company checks now clear the same day for immediate shipment.
★ No sales tax except orders shipped within CT, add 8% tax.
★ COD maximum $1000, cash or certified check. COD orders ship via UPS Blue Label unless UPS Ground delivers next day.
★ 120 day limited warranty on all products. Defective software replaced immediately. Defective hardware repaired or replaced at our discretion. Prices subject to change without notice. All items subject to availability.
★ Call us anytime Monday thru Friday 9:00 to 9:00 Eastern Time, or Saturday 9:00 to 6:00 Eastern Time. You can call our business offices Monday thru Friday 9:00 to 5:30 Eastern Time at (203) 375-3560.
★ Purchase Orders accepted at our discretion, for more information call (203) 378-1926, 9:00 to 5:30 Eastern Time.

SHIPPING
★ Continental U.S.; Add $3.00 per order to cover Airborne Express Overnight, unless UPS ground delivers next day. Some areas require an additional day.
★ All (stock items) ordered by 6:00PM Eastern Time Monday thru Friday will ship that evening, barring computer failures or other catastrophes.
★ Alaska, Hawaii, outside Continental U.S., APO and FPO; call (203) 378-3662 or write for shipping information.
★ Mail-in orders (especially from foreign countries), please furnish telephone or fax number.

Enable Technology
Click’n Accents ... 57
Click’n Business ... 57
Click’n Fonts ... 57
Click’n Geography ... 57
Click’n International ... 57
Click’n Messages ... 57
Click’n People ... 57
Click’n Retail ... 57
Foundation Publishing
Comic People ... Special 22
Comic Strip Factory ... Special 39
Generic Software
Generic CAD ... 85
Basic Home Design ... 85

Click’n Accents ... 57
Click’n Business ... 57
Click’n Fonts ... 57
Click’n Geography ... 57
Click’n International ... 57
Click’n Messages ... 57
Click’n People ... 57
Click’n Retail ... 57
Foundation Publishing
Comic People ... Special 22
Comic Strip Factory ... Special 39
Generic Software
Generic CAD ... 85
Basic Home Design ... 85

DVD Express
Overnight courier delivery
$3
Red Ryder by FreeSoft

Red Ryder is the world's most popular telecommunications software. It won the 1987, 1988 and 1989 Best Communications Software Award, MacWorld; two "Macintosh 100" awards; and a 5-Mouse rackin', MacUser. $52.

BUSINESS SOFTWARE

Abacus Concepts
StatView II Mac+ SE, Ill $8820 & 6888 II $295
StatView SE+ Graphics $235
A.E.C.
FastTrack Schedule $115
AEC Information Manager $400
Ashon Tate
Full impact $249
BrainPower
Academic $169
Chang Laboratories
C.A.T. Special $225
MacCalc $83
For the Record $29
Palo Alto Software
Business Plan Toolkit $75
Paracom $150
Milo $155
Power Up Calendar Creator $38
Address Book Plus $38
(Book Binder) Special $85
Fast Forms $89
PrintSail Publishers
Direct Mail $55
Pro Plus $449

Access
World Class Leader Board Golf $27
Accolade
Hardball or Mean 18 $27
4th n Inches $27
FastBreak $27
Grand Prix Circuit $27
Cosmic Osmo $35
Activision
Universal Military Simulator or Magnate $30
Manhole CD ROM $35
Broderbund
Ancient Art of War or At Sea $27
Shuffle/Fuck Cafe $29
SimCity $29
Bullseye Software
Poker Tournament $27
Flight Simulator Special $25
P51 Mustang or Ferrari Grand Prix $32
Casady & Greene, Inc. Crystal Quest $41
Centron
Cripsmaster Roulettenmaster or Blackjack Aces $27
Powermaster or Bacrackmaster $49
Casino Master $49
Casino Master (Mac II) $55

MacKids Educational Software by Nordic Software

Make learning fun with MacKids Educational Software. MacKids is a complete series of quality educational software designed to teach and entertain kids. MacKids programs include preschool, math, spelling and more. $28 ea.

Omnis 5 by Blyth Software

Omnis 5 is a comprehensive program for developing business data management applications. It is a multiauthor, multi-platform database management system for the Macintosh and IBM compatible personal computers. $359.

atOnce! by Layered Inc.
atOnce! is the next generation in high-speed small business accounting. Included in one seamlessly integrated module are four full featured applications: General Ledger, Accounts Receivable w/Billing, Accounts Payable & Payroll. $289.

Nisus 2.0 by Paragon Concepts

With Nisus 2.0 word processing comes of age. Only Nisus has unlimited undo's, graphics within text, recordable macros. Easy Grep, effortless indexing, color search, footnotes/endnotes, hyphenation, 10 clipboards, automatic pagination, on-screen printing line numbers, intelligent spell checking, plus all the search and replace power of QUED/M. And it's not just for super-users—Nisus needs only a Mac Plus or larger. $245.

The Macintosh Bulletin Board System Software - The Official Sourcebook

Entertainment Software

Access
World Class Leader Board Golf $27
Accolade
Hardball or Mean 18 $27
4th n Inches $27
FastBreak $27
Grand Prix Circuit $27
Cosmic Osmo $35
Activision
Universal Military Simulator or Magnate $30
Manhole CD ROM $35
Broderbund
Ancient Art of War or At Sea $27
Shuffle/Fuck Cafe $29
SimCity $29
Bullseye Software
Poker Tournament $27
Flight Simulator Special $25
P51 Mustang or Ferrari Grand Prix $32
Casady & Greene, Inc. Crystal Quest $41
Centron
Cripsmaster Roulettenmaster or Blackjack Aces $27
Powermaster or Bacrackmaster $49
Casino Master $49
Casino Master (Mac II) $55

Microsoft Flight Simulator 1.02 $32
Miles Computing Inc.
Harrier Strike Mission II or The Pool's End $32
Might and Magic $35
Mindscape
Balance of Power 1990 or Crosswars Magic $30
Deja Vu or Deja Vu II $30
King Of Chicago, Shadowgate or Shoot $30
or The Uninvited $30
Captain Blood, Hostage or Guiltline $30
PCAI (XOR) $32
Macedon Lunar Rescue $34
MacCourses $20
Road Racer $39
Mac Golf Classics $53
NFL Challenge $53
Premier Technology
Strategic Conquest Plus 2.0 $35
Net Trek $35
Primera
Smash Hit Racketball II $16

Shodan Logachev
Sierra On-Line
Space Quest or Space Quest II $29
Leisure Suit Larry Slipheed or God Rush $23
Police Quest or Manhunter $29
King's Quest I or II or III $29
Silicon Beach Software
Airborne or Enchanted Cities $21
Dark Castle or Apache Strike $29
Beyond Dark Castle $29
Sir-Tech Mac Wizardry $35
SoftStream, Inc. Colour Billiards $32
Mac Man or Solitaire DA-2 $23
Software Toolworks
Chessmaster 2100 Special $32
PCAI (XOR) $32
Life & Death $32

Claris MacProject II $379
Smartform Designer $299
Individual $35
101 Macros For Excel $35
Mainstay $49
Capture $49
Mac Flow 3.0 $125
Mac Schedule $115
Meta Software
Mega Design $179
Meta Planning International Meta Plan 6.0 $325
MicroSoft
Microsoft $185
Microsoft Works 2.0 $185
Microsoft Excel 2.2 $249
Micro Trading Software Stock Watcher $185
Nolo Press WillMaker 3.0 $32
Satari Software
Bulk Maller 3.3 $78
Bulk Maller Plus $189
Select Micro Systems, Inc. $329
MapMaker v4.0 $239
SoftStream FasTrack $239
Endoujour Planner Special $99
SoftView
Meta Design $42
Form Set Business Forms $52
Symmetry $339
KeyPlan $55
Synex
Mac Envelope 41 $55
Systat Sigma 3.2 $459
(Speclay MacPlus, SE or Mac II) $165
Hyper Press Silver Screen $40

Infocon
Leather Goddesses of Photos $15
Beyond Zork or Hitchiker's Guide $15
Zork Trilogy or QuakerStaff $15
Zork Zero $20
Arthur or Journey $20
Maxis Software
Sim City Terrain Editor $18
MicroLeague Sports
Micro League Baseball $39
MicroProse Pirates $32

Farel, Inc.
Tetris (Mac II) $19
GATO Octoral or Pip-109 $24
Vetem $26
Solaire Royal (SE or II) $19
Falcon 2.0 $31
Springboard Hidden Agenda $35
SubLogic Jet $32
Toyogo, Inc.
Go Master Special $49
Jessek Tutor Special $39

Cybersoft
Sファー, Inc. Tetris $19

Oracle
DOS 5 $26

Snaker
Total Editor $21

John McPhee
Macworld $30

Boston, MA

ACCOUNTING PACKAGES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Astar Software</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Astar TimeMinder</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Astar CheckWriter v.2.0</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Astar TimeCard</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Astar Payroll v3.5</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown-Wagner Macledgers</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Industry Accounting</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Intuit**
- Quicken v1.5: $99
- QuickAccount: $49
- Quickprint: $12

**Layered**
- QuickSet: $39
- QuickCluster: $49

**Insight**
- Insight GL: $39
- Insight Int: $59

**Time Billing**
- Insight Expert: $249
- Insight Expert GL: $499

**Insolfresh GL**
- Insight GL: $399

**NECA**
- Insight GL: $399
- Insight GL: $499

**Niles & Associates**
- Grant Manager: $39

**Check Mark**
- Timeslips III: $169
- Peachtree: $199

**Computer Associates**
- Simply Accounting: $199

**Dac Software**
- DacEasy Light: $42

**Dow Jones**
- Market Manager PLUS: $189

**MECA**
- Managing Your Money: $25
- Money Magazine: $129
- Monogram Business Sense: $399
- Dollars & Sense 4.1c: $129

**Rags to Riches**
- Professional 3 pack: $355
- Professional 6 pack: $795

**Computer Associates**
- Simply Accounting: $199

**Dac Software**
- DacEasy Light: $42

**Dow Jones**
- Market Manager PLUS: $189

**HyperTMON/MacKern/On Cue by Icom Simulations**

**HyperTMON** ($59) a sophisticated debugger for HyperTalk. Brings advanced interactive debugging facilities to Hypercard. MacKern ($115) a full featured kerneling application which offers kerneling for your fonts as you wish. On Cue ($35) an easy-to-use utility that lets you move from one program to another - instantly! Avoid the desktop mess.

**Managing Your Money by MECA**

With Managing Your Money, you can write, print checks, set up a personal budget, estimate your taxes, set up a retirement plan, manage an investment portfolio, and calculate your net worth. $125.

**COMMUNICATION SOFTWARE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software Name</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compuserve</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compuserve Navigator</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DataViz MacLink Plus/Translator</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacLink Plus with Cable</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dow Jones</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News/Retrieval Membership Pack</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desktop Express</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freesoft Rect Ryder v.0.3</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes Smartcom i 11</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ADobe Fonts**

- #1 Paliare 125
- #5 ITC Bookman 125
- #43 ITC Zapf Chancery 95
- #44 ITC Avant Garde 125
- #50 New Century Sch/Bk 125
- #19 Optima 125
- #1 ITC Souvenir 125
- #23 ITC Lubat Graph 125
- #24 ITC Garamond 125
- #25 ITC American Typo 125
- #26 ITC Bengart 125
- #27 ITC Gill 125
- #28 ITC Helvetica Light/B 125
- #29 ITC Hollivica 125
- #30 Condensed 239
- #31 ITC Trump Mediaeval 125
- #32 ITC Gillard 125
- #33 ITC New Baskerville 125
- #34 ITC Korina 125
- #35 Goudy Old Style 125
- #36 Sonata 63
- #37 Century Old Slde 125
- #38 ITC Franklin Gothic 179
- #39 ITC Cheltenham 125
- #40 ITC Park Avenue 62
- #41 Bodoni 125
- #42 ITC Letter Gothic 125
- #43 ITC Prestige Elite 125
- #44 ITC Optus 95
- #45 ITC News Gothic 125
- #46 ITC Tipton 125
- #47 ITC Tiffany 199
- #48 ITC Cooper Black 95

**Practice Musica 2.1 by Ars Nova**

Your personal music tutor! Practice Musica 2.1 adds a 190-page textbook and several new activities to this award-winning ear training and music theory program. Perfect for home or school. $73.
EDUCATIONAL/CREATIVE SOFTWARE

**A Lasting Impression**
Great Wave Software

**Ars Nova**

**Baron's Alphabet**

**Baron's Math Deluxe**

**Bogas Productions**

**Brighi Star**

**Calculus**

**Physics**

**Music 2.1 Blocks World**

**or Rhyming NoteBook**

**Atlantic Associates USA**

**is Carmen Sandiego?**

**Create your own comics with Comic Strip Factory/Comic Blocks drawn characters and backgrounds make it easy. Includes tools to shape panels, assemble characters, and create dialog balloons. Comic People ($22) adds new characters.**

**Comic Strip Factory/Comic People by Foundation**

**Super/SuperLaserSpool**

**SuperLaserSpool ($59)** and **SuperLaserSpool ($389)** take control of printing in the background and return the Mac to your control in seconds. These best-selling print spoolers are the fastest available and include a special desk accessory that lets you delete documents from queue, re-order them, reroute documents to other printers (SLS) and preview or zoom in on documents.

**Kalmar Designs**

**Tealwood Rol-Top Desk Cases:**
- Micro Cabinet (holds 45 disks)...
- Micro Double Cabinet (holds 50 disks)...
- Triple Micro Cabinet (holds 135 disks)...

**Kensington**

**Mouseway (Mousepad):**
- ImageWriter or ImageWriter II Cover...
- Macintosh Plus/SE Dust Cover...
- Apple Security Kit...
- Anti-fade Polishing Filter...
- Macintosh and Cable Kit...
- Mac II Monitor Stand...
- Power Tree Surge Suppressors (10, 20, or 50)...
- Model Fax Protector...
- Modern Fax Protector...
- Printer Multifinder (82 & 132)...

**Lynx Computer**

**Turbo Trackball (Mac & Mac Plus):**
- TurboTrack Ball...

**MicroSeeds WestMac**

**Mouse Executive**

**Mouse Systems A+ Mouse (MacPlus):**
- A+ ADB Mouse (Mac SE/Mac II)...

**Moustrak MousePad 7" x 9" Size:**
- Moustrak Pad 7" x 9" Size...

**Ribbons**

**Available in Black, Blue, Brown, Green, Orange, Purple, Red, Yellow, Silver & Gold:**
- ImageWriter Ribbon...
- ImageWriter Black 6-pack...
- ImageWriter Rainbow Pack...
- (6 Colors)...
- ImageWriter LQ Black...
- ImageWriter LQ Color...
- Seiko Ribbon Black...

**Targus ImageWriter II Carry Case Bk:**
- Macintosh Plus Carry Case Bk...

**Orange Micro Grappler Spooler:**
- Grappler C/MacGS or Asphalts...
- Grappler U/O or Grappler U/L...

**First Byte**

**Dinosaur Discovery Kit, Puzzle Storybook or Rhyming Notebook:**
- Dinosaur Discovery Kit...

**Learning Company**

**Reader Rabbit:**
- Math Rabbit...

**Mindscape**

**Perfect Score SAT:**
- w/The Perfect College...

**Nordic**

**Body Works...**
- Coin Works...
- TurboMath Facts...
- Earth Works...
- Flash Works...
- Lemonade Stand...
- Naval Battle...
- PreSchool Disk 1...
- PreSchool Disk 2...
- Word Search...

**Primera Software**

**Different Drummer**
- Simon & Schuster...

**Springboard**
- Top Honors...
- Family Matters...
- Atlas Explorer...

**Super/SuperLaserSpool by SuperMac Software**

**SuperSpool ($59) and SuperLaserSpool ($389)** take control of printing in the background and return the Mac to your control in seconds. These best-selling print spoolers are the fastest available and include a special desk accessory that lets you delete documents from queue, re-order them, reroute documents to other printers (SLS) and preview or zoom in on documents.

**Comic People ($22) adds new characters.**

**Super/SuperLaserSpool by SuperMac Software**

**Pro Plus Accounting by Pro Plus**

**Pro Plus Accounting** provides GL, AR (including order entry, invoicing), AP, Inventory, Modules function independently or as an integrated system. As powerful as more expensive systems, yet costs hun dred less!

**Faronic MacRecorder Sound System**
- (Mac SE or Mac II)...

**Goldstein & Blair**

**Macintosh Bible 2nd ed...**

**Impulse Audio Digitizer w/Software...**

**I/O Design**

**Mac Luggage in Navy, Black or Plat**
- Special MacWise Plus Carrying Case...
- MacWise SE Carrying Case...
- MacWise IOW Carrying Case...
- MacWise II Carrying Case...

**Learning Company**

**Reader Rabbit**
- Math Rabbit...

**MicroSeeds WestMac**

**Mouse Systems A+ Mouse (MacPlus)**
- A+ ADB Mouse (Mac SE/Mac II)...

**Moustrak MousePad 7" x 9" Size**
- Moustrak Pad 7" x 9" Size...

**Moustrak Pad UF 7/9 x 11/2**
- Moustrak Pad UF 7/9 x 11/2...

**Orange Micro Grappler Spooler**
- Grappler C/MacGS or Asphalts...
- Grappler U/O or Grappler U/L...

**First Byte**

**Dinosaur Discovery Kit, Puzzle Storybook or Rhyming Notebook**
- Dinosaur Discovery Kit...

**Learning Company**

**Reader Rabbit**
- Math Rabbit...

**Mindscape**

**Perfect Score SAT w/The Perfect College**

**Nordic**

**Body Works...**
- Coin Works...
- TurboMath Facts...
- Earth Works...
- Flash Works...
- Lemonade Stand...
- Naval Battle...
- PreSchool Disk 1...
- PreSchool Disk 2...
- Word Search...

**Primera Software**

**Different Drummer**
- Simon & Schuster...

**Springboard**
- Top Honors...
- Family Matters...
- Atlas Explorer...

**Super/SuperLaserSpool by SuperMac Software**

**SuperSpool ($59) and SuperLaserSpool ($389)** take control of printing in the background and return the Mac to your control in seconds. These best-selling print spoolers are the fastest available and include a special desk accessory that lets you delete documents from queue, re-order them, reroute documents to other printers (SLS) and preview or zoom in on documents.

**Comic People ($22) adds new characters.**
30 DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE ON SELECTED PRODUCTS

$3 FOR AIRBORNE EXPRESS OVERNIGHT DELIVERY
FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT

Go Master & Joseki Tutor by Toyogo, Inc.
Go: the oriental strategic board game. Go Master ($49): world's strongest playing program, "one of the most extraordinary automated aids to Go instruction developed" (MacWorld June '89). Joseki Tutor ($30): advanced corner-opening study.

PRINTERS & DIGITIZERS

Apple
Micro TV 259
Digital Vision
Computer Eyes Mac 209
Computer Eyes Mac II 349
Koala Technologies Corp.
MacVision 2.0 (Digitizer) 219
Summographics
Black & White Plus 108
Kurtz
IS AOB Tablet B71x17 255
IS AOB Tablet B74x17 255

CanOpener by Abbott Systems
CanOpener is the information retrieval utility for the Mac. It will search and retrieve text, pictures, and sounds from just about anywhere. Which means you can extract information from almost any document, even if you don't have the application. Or, recover data from corrupted files. And, CanOpener will scan disks, hard drives and networks to locate missing information! $65.

UTILITY SOFTWARE

Adobe ATM 65
Abbott Systems, Inc. CanOpener 65
ALSoft Master Juggler 64
MultiDisk II 49
Disk Express II 64
Font/DA Juggler Plus 42
A.S.O. FileGuard v1.04 95
FileGuard II 129
Berkeley System Design
After Dark 25
Stepping Out II 50
Beyond Inc. Menu Fonts 2 28
Borland Sidekick 2.0 68
Bravo SPAMM 49
Central Point Software
Copy II Mac (Includes MacTools) 24
PC Tools Deluxe Mac 45

CE Software
QuickKeys (Macro Program) 65
MockPackage Plus Utilities 32
Dantz Software Development
Retrospect 155
Dub-Clock Calculator Construction Set v2.0 55
Electronic Arts Disk Tools Plus 31
Faronic Computing
Scam Recorder 128
Fifth Generation Systems Suitcase II 45
FastBack II 108
DiskLock 108
Power Stacker 33
Pylot 15
HJC Vexem 55
Icon Simulations
On Us 35
Ideoform
MacLabeler Plus 42
Insight Development
MacPrint 79
Kent Marsh QuickLock 57

MultiLedger/Payroll/Cash Ledger by CheckMark
Elegant, powerful accounting software. MultiLedger ($250) includes A/R, A/P, G/L and Inventory. Payroll ($189) calculates and tracks all employee and employer taxes. Cash Ledger ($129) provides an entry-level accounting solution.

ENDOavour Planner by SoftStream, Inc.
Endoavour Planner is project planning and a tracking application offering an easy-to-use planning alternative with a full graphical interface, for light users, working directly with a Gantt chart. $99.

SPAGENER & GRAMMAR CHECKERS

Aegis Development
Doug Clapp's Word Tools 2nd Edition 42
Denba Software
Big Thesaurus 59
Spelling Coach 3.0 Professional 115
Electronic Arts
Thunder II 52

Lundeen & Associates
WorksPlus Spell 46
Microlytics, Inc.
WordFinder (Synonym Finder) 36
Electronic Word Finder 59
Sensible Software
Sensible Grammar or BookEnds 53
Working Software
Spelwell 2.0 42

Fokker Triplane FS by Bullseye Software
This is the realistic simulation with fun in mind. You'll be able to fly and land this aircraft. No need to spend hours studying complicated instructions. Includes dogfights, bombing, balloon busting and a bridge. Runs on all Macs. $25.

PROGRAMS PLUS

Fax: 203/381-9043
Inquiries: 203/378-3662
Canada: 1/800/344-7753
75 Research Drive
Stratford, CT 06697
1/800/832-3201

Please circle 72 on reader service card.

FAX: 203/381-9043
Inquiries: 203/378-3662
Canada: 1/800/344-7753
75 Research Drive
Stratford, CT 06697
1/800/832-3201

Please circle 72 on reader service card.
ready (or nearly so) images, since Stream­
line automatically retains the original’s
blacks and whites.
Streamline has no graphics-editing
tools. It isn’t intended to produce finished
art. Adobe recommends that Streamline
files be reworked in Illustrator for two
reasons. First, Streamline can create files
that won’t print because the trace lines are
too long. Illustrator automatically breaks
those lines into a manageable size. And
second, Illustrator has the tools necessary
to work on images.
HOW IT WORKS I like Streamline. It
doesn’t require much learning time, does
its job well, and can even process a full
folder of graphics without interruption.
It handles FreeHand drawings nicely. Tech­
nical drawings, however, require too much
tinkering with the program’s settings and
still produce less-than-ideal results. Nev­
evertheless, Streamline auto-traces faster
and better than Illustrator or FreeHand.
Canvas is a capable auto-tracer, but it
can’t save documents as PostScript files.
For a separate utility, $395 is steep. If
you need to auto-trace a lot of art, you
should have Streamline. If not, Illustra­
tor, FreeHand, or Canvas will suffice,
and they’ll give you the tools for touch­
ups in the bargain.
— Darrell Lewis

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

**Software**

**Poster Draw**

**Hardware**

**General Purpose**

**Software**

**StarTime/VideoShow**

An unusual software/hardware combo adds portability
to presentations, but its limitations are hard to justify
at this price.

**Hardware**

StarTime is a secondary peripheral that lets you create color presentations on an SE.

**Software**

StarTime/VideoShow Executive is an expensive peripheral that lets you create color presentations on an SE and present them without a Mac.

Create a color slide show from a Mac Plus

WHAT IT IS StarTime accepts PICT or

PICT2 files from all the major presenta­
tion and draw packages. Once the files

have been imported into StarTime, you
can sort them, change or add background
colors, resize or crop images, combine im­
egages to form composite images, and add

transitions. The software isn’t anywhere

near as powerful or as versatile as the pro­
grams used to create the original, but it’s

not at all difficult to produce decent presen­
tations with it. Some of the com mand s

are a bit strange, but once you master the software, it’s OK.

You can preview your presentation on your Mac; when you’re satisfied with it, you

create a VideoShow disk containing the

presentation and the VOS files. The

ordinary 3.5-inch disk is a VideoShow

disk, not a Mac disk, so it must be handled

with great care. If you ever put it back

into a Mac, the Mac will want to reformat

it; that is, your presentation vanishes. Mark the VideoShow disks clearly and

keep them separate from your Mac and its
disks. If you want to convert your Star­

Time screens into slides, you need an­
other General Parametrics box — the

PhotoMetric SlideMaker (see “Graphics

on the Slide” in this issue).

StarTime has only two substantial

problems. First, it doesn’t support the

huge range of transitions and special ef­
fects of which the major presentation
packages are capable, so you must stick to
simpler effects. Second, VideoShow has

a limited selection of built-in outline

fonts, as do LaserWriters. For optimal

font spacing, you need to have the correct
screen fonts installed in your Mac; other­
wise, type won’t appear exactly where

you want it. Unfortunately, StarTime

comes with a note saying that its screen

fonts are not included in this release and

that you should substitute Apple fonts.

The Apple fonts make poor substitutes

for the real thing, however, and using

them will cost you lots of time in trial­
and-error positioning. The correct screen

fonts should be out by the time you read

this, and if they produce true WYSIWYG

results, they will greatly improve Star­

Time’s usefulness.

HOW IT WORKS I can’t get enthusiastic

about this software. It works and does

what it claims to do, but it feels chunky,
especially when it is compared with

Moric II, StandOut!, or Persuasion. Star­

Time was created to take advantage of

Get Info

**StarTime/VideoShow**

List Price: StarTime, $199;
VideoShow Model 240 (Com­
ppanion), $1,795; Model 260
(Executive), $3,995; Model 280
(Professional), $9,495.
Manufactured by: General
Parametrics, 1259 Ninth St.,
Berkeley, CA 94710; (415) 524-3950.
Version: 1.0.
Requires: System 6.0 or later;
20-megabyte hard disk, color
monitor, and presentation
software.
Application Size: 260K.
Compatibility: Mac Plus or later.
The Most Ingenious Portable Printer Since the Pencil.

Most computer printers are sentenced by their own sheer bulk to lifelong confinement on a desktop.

But now GCC Technologies has created a printer for the Macintosh with considerably more freedom than that. It's called WriteMove—a "biggest" printer ever to come in an incredibly small package.

WriteMove weighs a scant three lbs. It measures just 2" x 6 1/2" x 10 3/4". (Any smaller and you couldn't get the paper in.)

But it's the only ink jet printer of any size that gives you unlimited freedom to reduce and enlarge both type and documents. Because it's the only one with outline fonts—imaging software that provides functionality usually associated with laser printers.

High Quality Output, To Go.

As a result, you can use WriteMove to compose documents with word processing software like Microsoft Word, or Excel. And then silently print them out on cut sheet or fanfold paper at 192-dpi resolution. So, you get much higher print quality than the ImageWriter II, for not much more money.

All of this has obvious consequences for the highly mobile. Since WriteMove works off rechargeable batteries, you will get much higher print quality than the ImageWriter II, for not much more money...

One Year Warranty.

Finally, WriteMove carries a full one year warranty covering both parts and labor. We also offer repair service at any one of hundreds of GCC dealers.

WriteMove Portable Printer $579

For the name of the authorized GCC Technologies dealer nearest you, or To Order, Call 800-422-7777.

We are glad to accept MasterCard, Visa, American Express, or your company's corporate purchase order.
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Mac graphics, but not necessarily as a Mac program.

The various VideoShow models work with RGB (standard Mac color) monitors and National Television Standards Committee (NTSC, domestic) and phase-alternation-line (PAL, international) analog monitors. Check before buying a particular model to see if the unit you are considering will work with the monitor or monitors you plan to hook up. The top-of-the-line models have remote controls; the basic model has a top-mounted control panel. All of them can output to a variety of devices, including videotape and paint-jet printers.

The units can be connected to the Mac through a SCSI connection or through either serial port. You need the StarTime manual to hook up a VideoShow box correctly. Video connection requires the correct cables, which are available from CE Software, is designed to act as an in/out board.

ShuttleTools, a utility from Mansfield Systems, provides some of the interapplication communications functionality that Apple promises in System 7.0. Using ShuttleTools, you don't need separate graphics files when you're editing a layout. ShuttleTools lets you consolidate everything into one page-layout file, and if you want to edit or change a graphic, all you have to do is select it and use a menu command. ShuttleTools opens the image in its originating application, and any alterations automatically appear in the layout; you don't need the original graphics file, and you can edit the layout without rereflowing.


**REVIEWS**

**BetaWatch**

**Products on the Horizon**

In/Out, the latest network product from CE Software, is designed to look like and act as a conventional office in/out board. In/Out runs in the background on any networked Mac and automatically keeps track of who's in and who's out by recording their log-on status. Using In/Out, workers can post and check their daily calendars, schedule facilities, create special screens for separate departments and groups, and receive an automatic notification when a coworker returns to the office.

In/Out, $189.95 (five users); $299.95 (ten users). CE Software, 1354 Fuller Road, P.O. Box 65980, West Des Moines, IA 50266; (515) 224-1995.

ETA: August 1989.
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**GRAPHICS**

**Drawing Table**

*Drawing Table is an inexpensive eight-color draw program that would be an ideal alternative to MacDraw II for those who need a simpler graphics tool—were it not for maddening flaws in its interface.*

**WHAT IT IS**

Drawing Table sports all the basic drawing tools you expect in a MacDraw II competitor. The largest document it can handle is 42 x 42 inches, and the thinnest line it can draw is 1/100 inch—about half as thick as what a LaserWriter can render. You can easily make it zoom from 1/4 to 8 times normal view by using a key combination or menu command, and a panning option gives you a quick way to view neighboring areas by positioning a floating frame. At every level, Drawing Table magnifies, reduces, and renders images quickly and smoothly.

As with MacDraw II, only eight colors (red, green, blue, cyan, magenta, yellow, black, and white) are available, but any two of them can be combined in fill patterns. By varying the foreground and background colors, it's possible to produce a wide range of colors. However, Drawing Table's fill patterns can't be edited dot by dot as they can be in MacDraw II or Canvas 2.0.

Drawing Table's other noteworthy features include freely rotatable text and the ability to bind text along any path or shape. It offers bound text in four forms: left-justified; centered; right-justified; and fully justified, where the text runs from one end of a path to the other or completely around a circle or rectangle, whatever its size. You can scale anything you draw or import in Drawing Table by any factor you choose. And you can scale line thickness, text, and object dimensions in any combination. Resizing objects relies on three basic tools: One repositions points along a path, another inserts new points, and the third deletes points. You can reshape, add, or subtract points from polygons, freehand paths, ellipses, and arcs.

Drawing Table can import MacPaint, PICT, and EPSF art. To help the shy or hurried artist off to a quick start, it comes with separate libraries of object-oriented clip art, including arrows, landscaping, and chart symbols. Its duplication tool lets you copy art from one window to...
For those obsessed with performance, a hard disk that matches your obsession.

Today there are any number of peripherals designed to push the performance envelope of the Macintosh. But none pushes harder than an ingenious new series of hard disks from GCC Technologies.

Utilities package featuring data recovery, deleted file recovery, DES encryption security, and a powerful backup program.

You also get UltraWare, GCC's own software package which includes a disk management program featuring true SCSI partitioning (Disk Manager™), a rapid print spooler (QuickSpool™), and over 3 MB of selected shareware software.

In sum, to anyone obsessed with performance, UltraDrive S provides an ideal vehicle for self-expression. And at a price over 35% less than Apple's® hard disks, it even performs better as an investment.

Toll-Free, Hassle-Free, Risk-Free.

To order, call 800-422-7777 from 9 to 9 on weekdays, or 10 to 4 Saturdays. Our expertly trained staff will be glad to answer questions, provide technical support, and offer advice on choosing and getting the most out of any of our products. Ask for our free catalog. When your order is received by 8:00 PM (EST), it will be shipped the same day via overnight delivery for only $9.

What's more, we guarantee satisfaction. If after trying UltraDrive S for up to 30 days you aren't completely satisfied, just return it and we'll cheerfully refund your money, no questions asked.

Two Year Warranty.

Finally, UltraDrive S carries a full two year warranty covering both parts and labor (ask for details). But that's not the only way we ensure your peace of mind. We also offer repair service at any one of hundreds of GCC Technologies dealers.

The UltraDrive S Series.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>EXTERNAL</th>
<th>INTERNAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UltraDrive 40S</td>
<td>$799</td>
<td>$649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UltraDrive 80S</td>
<td>$1099</td>
<td>$949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UltraDrive 100S</td>
<td>$1299</td>
<td>$1149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UltraDrive 175S</td>
<td>$1799</td>
<td>$1699</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the name and location of the GCC Technologies dealer nearest you, or

To Order, Call 800-422-7777.

We are glad to accept MasterCard, Visa, American Express, or your company's corporate purchase order.

Please circle 104 on reader service card.
another simply by dragging a copy without cutting, pasting, or deactivating your working window. If you do a lot of clipping or regularly work with more than one illustration, then you can open several documents, position their windows where you choose, and save the arrangement as a project. When you want to resume work, you can open the project (instead of opening each individual document), and all the project’s documents will open, zoomed and positioned as they were originally.

**HOW IT WORKS** Drawing Table’s crucial failing is its object-selection method. The program treats every object as if it were bonded to a rectangular sheet of glass. If you click anywhere within one of these sheets—called bounding rectangles—whether or not you click on an outline, you’ll select its contained object. Unfortunately, the glass acts as an impenetrable solid, so there are no empty objects in Drawing Table. Even though you can see one object through another, you can’t just click-select it. You must first use the Selection tool and Undercommand once for each object in your way, and you must do it every time you need to reach the elusive item. This process is frustrating when you’re revising a drawing. Even if the outlines of two nearby objects don’t overlap, their bounding rectangles may, which makes it difficult to select one object without the bounding rectangle of some other object stealing the click. There’s a feature called Preselection Highlight, which encloses an object with a rectangular frame as the cursor passes over it to indicate that it would be selected if the mouse were clicked. It’s handy for identifying objects in a crowd, and it partly reduces the

---

**Rumor Manager**

**Gossip, Guesses, and Goings-On**

Look for something new in CAD/CAM software. It’ll be called Active CAD. The word active is significant. It will be intelligent software, smarter than the already-intelligent LANDesign (by Compuneering), which can finish what you start if you get close enough. Active CAD will be able to finish far more complex shapes automatically. It will be able to create and mesh—in any specific tolerance—complex gear sets based on limited sets of user-supplied parameters. Users will be able to move the brackets or center points about, and the program will not only redraw everything correctly and automatically but it will also, if the Full Active feature is toggled on, redesign the whole set to keep the specified output parameters.

Active CAD can do the same thing for most other shapes and mechanical devices. It should prove to be a major productivity enhancer for CAD/CAM users. It’s being written from the ground up for System 7.0, and current plans require at least 8 megabytes of RAM and 160 megabytes of mass storage, because Active CAD builds many huge temporary files so it can work quickly. Its price will depend to some degree on when System 7.0 actually gets going.

The next generation of 256-gray-level scanners is about to come out. Most will stick to 300- or 400-dpi resolution, but they will work much faster than current units. Speed increases by an order of magnitude or two (10 to 100 times) will be available. One innovative and expensive top-end unit is meant for scanning bound material and has a Rube Goldberg-like automatic page turner that you won’t believe until you see it in action. Built-in, quality optical-character-recognition (OCR) software is also expected to be standard.

A new type of software is sweeping Europe. Called “reading-processor software,” it turns people into more efficient readers by running a line of text across the screen at a constant, user-definable rate. It can also be used as an educational tool.

Currently, material must be preprocessed. That’s a problem that some of the new scanners mentioned above will solve. Until then, users must rely on the preprocessed material or use a slow, expensive reading-processor utility.

Here’s some material from a current European ad: "Reading-processor software works by generating a dynamic Word Face from stored text, which effectively takes the work out of reading.”

Heard any good rumors lately? If we use your rumor, we’ll send you a token of our appreciation and promise not to use your name. Anonymous contributions are also accepted.

---

**Get Info**

**Drawing Table**

**List Price:** $129.

**Published by:** Broderbund Software, 17 Paul Drive, San Rafael, CA 94903-2101; (415) 479-1700.

**Version:** 1.0.

**Requires:** System 4.1 or later; two 800K drives.

**Application Size:** 330K.

**Compatibility:** Mac Plus or later.
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**Rumor Manager**

Our U.S. Mail address is Rumor Manager, c/o MacUser, 950 Tower Lane, 18th Floor, Foster City, CA 94404. Our electronic addresses are MacUser (on MCI Mail), 74206,204 (on CompuServe), and MacUser.Edit (on AppleLink). No calls, please.
THE FUTURE OF POSTSCRIPT.
BY THE PRINTER THAT WILL TAKE IT THERE.

Two or three years from now, the typical laser printer will be a lot like the Business LaserPrinter™: small, light, with a SCSI connector for a hard disk, and inexpensive. That's how Publish! described our Business LaserPrinter (BLP), a true Adobe® PostScript® printer for Macintoshes, IBM®s and IBM compatibles. We'd only add that the future has arrived ahead of schedule.

A Better PostScript Printer.

Simply stated, the BLP is a better way to translate the language called PostScript into the graphics, words and numbers people use to communicate in the workplace.

Better because the BLP lets you—or anyone else on your AppleTalk network—produce high-quality text using 39 fonts (4 more than our nearest competitor).

Better because the BLP comes with expandable RAM (2 MB expandable to 4), which lets you increase print speed. Because it has a straight paper path that easily accommodates envelopes. And because it has a SCSI port, which lets desktop publishers extend the font storage capacity of the BLP via a hard disk.

A Better Return On Investment.

Best of all, the BLP even takes better care of your bottom line. In fact, you can buy a BLP for 34% less than a LaserWriter® II NT.

Someday, if Publish! magazine is right, other printers will offer all this. But if you prefer not to wait, use the toll-free number below to order the BLP today. Here's how.

Toll-Free, Hassle-Free, Risk-Free.

Ordering your BLP from GCC Technologies is simplicity itself. Just call 800-422-7777 between the hours of 9AM and 9PM on weekdays, or 10 AM and 4 PM on Saturdays. Our expertly trained staff will be glad to answer questions, provide technical support, and offer advice on choosing and getting the most out of any of our products. We'll also send you our free catalog.

When your order is received by 8:00 PM (EST), it will be shipped the same day via overnight delivery for only $9.

One Year Warranty.

The BLP carries a full one year warranty on parts and labor (ask for details). We also offer repair service at any Xerox® carry-in service center, or at any one of hundreds of GCC Technologies dealers.

Business LaserPrinter $3299.

For the name of the authorized GCC Technologies dealer nearest you, or

To Order, Call 800-422-7777.

We gladly accept MasterCard, Visa, American Express or your company's corporate purchase order.

Please circle 116 on reader service card.
The fastest way to learn software is to have an expert sit beside you and talk you through the program, step by step. With your hands on the keyboard, trying each new skill as it's explained, learning is a snap.

So Personal Training Systems gives you that expert—on an audio cassette. Each 90-minute tutorial contains the cassette, example files on a disk, and a quick reference card. It's like having your own private tutor...only this one works anytime, anywhere, and doesn't charge by the hour.

In addition to training on the Macintosh itself, tutorials are available for Microsoft Excel, Word and Works; Aldus PageMaker and Persuasion; Adobe Illustrator 88; and HyperCard. Since we offer beginning, intermediate and advanced levels for each software program, there's sure to be one that meets your needs.

All our tutorials are unconditionally guaranteed. You'll learn how to use your Mac or favorite software program—without opening a book or attending a class—or your money back.

So if you're looking for a fast, convenient, affordable way to learn, contact Personal Training Systems by calling 1-800-TEACH-99, or mail in the coupon below. Because we know you have better things to do with your time.
confusion caused by Drawing Table's eccentric selection rules.

But there are other problems. Although one of its four fill-pattern palettes seems to contain a generous gray-shade selection, it doesn't. Only eight of all the available fills print as true grays. The rest are ordinary fill patterns. I discovered this undocumented behavior only after comparing a laser-printed illustration with its screen version. Drawing Table's rotation tool tends to alter the dimensions of the rotated object slightly even after it's returned to its original orientation. And choosing a fill pattern or line thickness for a selected object sets those attributes for all objects you draw thereafter.

Considering the low price, special features, and clip art in this package, I might forgive Drawing Table for its idiosyncrasies, but its selection interface is such a disaster that it can make producing even a simple illustration a chore. Drawing Table should be sent back to the drawing table.

— Rebecca Parascandolo
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**HARDWARE**

**Three Budget Hard Drives**

For price-conscious buyers, here's a look at a trio of primarily direct-marketed hard-disk drives from Ehman Engineering, Microtech, and Mirror Technologies.

Let's start with the bottom line: If you've been waiting for the right time to allow the joys of disk swapping to fade into your glorious past, that time is now. Hard-disk drives are affordable and a practical necessity. Also, they make you happy.

**THE RUNDOWN**

The drives reviewed here are fast, low-cost, and built by companies that are likely to be around in a few years if the drives ever need servicing. The drives all have these three critical features:

1. They're preformatted (including necessary Apple files) and auto-booting:
   - Open box, take drive out, attach to Mac, turn on drive, let it warm up for half a minute, turn on Mac. That's it.
2. Automatic head parking: Whenever the power goes off, the head moves to a blank sector.
3. Dual SCSI ports for daisy-chaining.

What differentiates the drives are four factors: price, speed, the free software bundled with each, and the length of the warranty (see Table I). Ehman Engineering and Cutting Edge are two divisions of the same
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Simply stated, UltraPaint does everything you want it to today and tomorrow. Run it on a MacPlus or SE and experience the ultimate in high resolution black & white painting, with the help of just about every tool you can imagine. And then some.

Add depth to your compositions, using a complete set of advanced drawing tools to create up to 8 independent object-oriented layers.

Evolution's never much fun for the newly extinct. But it sure gives the rest of us better answers to our needs. In this case, a next-generation entry level graphics program that doesn't limit its users to entry level performance. Or entry level results. Or an entry level future.

Introducing UltraPaint™ from Deneba. The tough new graphics standard for the nineties.
Or open UltraPaint up on a Mac II and watch it come alive with millions of colors and enough grey scale editing power to retouch, combine, or totally recreate images captured by any scanner.

UltraPaint's ultra-compatible, too, with built-in import/export filters for MacPaint®, PICT 1/2, TIFF, Startup Screen & even MacDraw® I formats.

And thanks to its breakthrough Open Architecture design, UltraPaint lets you add new tools, filters and effects by simply dragging them into a special folder – which means you'll never be stuck waiting for upgrades again!

UltraPaint. We've made it easy. Flexible. Powerful. Infinitely expandable. And, at $199 list, definitely underpriced.

Deneba SOFTWARE
3305 Northwest 74th Avenue
Miami, Florida 33122
1-800-622-6827
In Florida: (305) 594-6965
© 1989 Deneba Systems, Inc. Please circle 80 on reader service card.

B&W PAINTING. Work with all the traditional painting tools, plus 72-600 dpi precision and sophisticated features like a true-to-life airbrush, flexible masking, and lightening/darkening filters. Keep your tools all on their own layer, if you wish.

SUPERPAINT USERS: TAKE A GIANT STEP UP THE EVOLUTIONARY LADDER FOR JUST $50.

Simply send your SuperPaint l.1. or 2.0 Master Disk to Deneba at the address shown, along with $50 (include check or credit card #, issuer, expiration date & signature). We'll send you UltraPaint. The new standard of reference.
Rewritable Optical Drive Technology at Stunning Speeds

Lightning fast, laser accurate. One third of a million pages capacity. The new Genesis 6000 removable 600 megabyte optical drive by MACsetra Technologies. The unsurpassed standard of high capacity rewritable data storage and retrieval. The accelerated solution to storage intensive applications including graphic and image processing, publishing, engineering, education, data base management, high security, government and legal.

- Bootable, plug and play device.
- Adheres to Apple's strict guidelines, assuring compatibility in disk format and "MAC-like" user interfacing.
- Operates in the A/UX operating system environment.
- Cosmetic compatibility with the Macintosh SE and II family.
- Fully removable 600 megabyte cartridges combine infinite capacity with ease of use and security.

MACsetra Technologies International Inc.
2111 Koyal Avenue
Saskatoon, Sask.
S7L 7L5, Canada
Ph. (306) 934-6044
Fax (306) 664-6888
AppleLink CDA0325

Ad produced in Quark XPress and Illustrator 88 on a Macintosh II using a Genesis 6000

Please circle 123 on reader service card.
company marketing the same drive in slightly different packages. Ehman Engineering is the manufacturer of both drives, and mechanically the two are identical. The front panels look different, but that's just cosmetic. Ehman Engineering sells directly to users, so its prices (for example, $479 for a 32-megabyte drive) are lower than those of Cutting Edge. Cutting Edge sells only to dealers. The suggested retail prices of its units are $749 for 32 megabytes and $829 for 47 megabytes. The ironic thing is that you may be able to find a volume dealer that can buy and sell the Cutting Edge units for even less than the Ehman drives.

Both drives have a flat design (the Cutting Edge drive is no longer wedge-shaped) and fit under a standard Mac as if the two were made for each other. The actual hard-disk assemblies (HDAs) are manufactured by Seagate.

The usual Apple System files are included on the disk, along with some public-domain programs. Ehman also bundles Central Point Software's PC Tools Deluxe utilities package (reviewed in the August '89 issue), which includes utilities for hard-disk backup, data recovery, and disk management. Cutting Edge doesn't include this package with its units.

The power supply on all Ehman/Cutting Edge drives is auto-switching to allow international use. The terminator is internal, but you can open a door and remove terminator packs if you're daisy-chaining a series of devices and the drive is between two terminated units. The SCSI ID is easy to set with an external rotary switch.

The Microtech unit reviewed was the Nova External Hard Drive 40, a 40-megabyte drive with a retail price of $649.

Established in 1985, Microtech was the innovator of the 800K external floppy drive disk-drive series; removable hard-disk units; and tape-backup systems, available in 60- and 150-megabyte capacities. The company provides a five-year warranty, the longest offered by any of...
REMOVABLE. ERASABLE. OPTICAL. REMARKABLE!

- REO-650 single-drive system: $4,995
- REO-1300 dual-drive system: $9,990
- 650/600 Meg optical cartridges: $250 each
- Interface kits for Macintosh
- Sun, HP, IBM-AT, XT, PS/2 and compatibles: $995 each

Pinnacle Micro delivered the first removable, erasable, optical storage systems for the Macintosh.

The REO-650 is a single drive, SCSI system. The REO-1300 is a dual-drive system. Up to 1.3 gigabytes of facts and figures at your fingertips!

Each optical cartridge holds up to 650 megabytes of precious memories.

- Graphics.
- CAD files.
- Databases.
- Images.

You can write, erase and rewrite data... file by file... a million times or more.

Interface kits give you the flexibility to use Pinnacle drives with the workstation of your choice: Macintosh, Sun, HP, IBM-XT, AT, PS/2 and compatibles.

Software provided with each kit supports a host of working environments: UNIX, Xenix, Novell Netware 2.1, and many more.


Call today for the location of your sales representative or authorized dealer.

(800) 553-7070

Pinnacle Micro
15265 Alton Parkway • Irvine, CA 92718 • In CA (714) 727-3300 • FAX (714) 727-1913

Please circle 30 on reader service card.
"I've got to get to the type shop."

"Boy, are my feet killing me."

"What do you mean the printer doesn't deliver?"

"Oh no! I'm late for my meeting with the illustrator."

"If they don't have the photo I need here I'm history."
Introducing CD-ROM Des

It lets you spend less time using you:

Now you can do all of your desktop publishing at your desk.

You’d better take a seat. Because you’re not going to believe all the things you can do. Right from where you’re sitting.

With CD-ROM desktop publishing from NEC.

All you need is a CD-ROM reader, desktop publishing and CD-ROM software and your computer. Then you’ll have the tools to put out first-rate desktop publishing. At prices that’ll knock your socks off.

You see, ROM stands for “read only memory.” So we can give you massive amounts of stock photos, type, 3D clip art and line art.

In fact, there’s so much information that you’d need over 3,000 floppies to store what we give you on six discs.

Type Gallery: If you want more typefaces, you’ll have to buy a Type Shop.

You’ll never have to wait for someone to set your type again.

Because with Type Gallery PS, you’ll have 470 typefaces from Adobe. All on a single CD-ROM disc.

You’ll start by picking your 8 favorite typeface families. But if you ever want to buy a font you don’t have, just call our toll-free number. Since the rest of the fonts are already on your disc, all we have to do is unlock the ones you want. So in a matter of seconds, you’ll be ready to set the type you want.

And, like most of our software, it’s IBM PC and Macintosh compatible, too.

If you use a LaserJet printer, there’s Type Gallery LJ. Seventy-six typefaces on one disc. Including
Type Director from AGFA Compugraphic.

Photo Gallery. It's like having a type shop right at your desk.

Photo Gallery™ and Image Folio™
The end of the stock search.

Now you can have over 1,500 black and white stock photos (from UNIPHOTO) right at your fingertips. With Photo Gallery, there's everything from people and pets to sailboats and sunsets. What's more, all the images are available in TIFF files, for easy placement.

With our Image Folio program, you'll have thousands more photos that you can retouch yourself.

There's no cutting. No pasting. And, best of all, no running to the stock house.

Clip Art 3-D and Image Gallery™

If you can use a mouse, you can be an illustrator.

Did you ever think it would be that easy to be an artist? Well, with Clip Art 3-D it is. You'll have over 2,500 images you can manipulate any way you like. If that's not enough, there's also Image Gallery. Thousands of high-quality, hand-drawn black and white images (provided by Metro ImageBase) you can scale up or down. Not only that, all the images are stored in TIFF and EPS file formats.

So it's you who'll be creating all the art. Not an illustrator.

It's almost time to get up on your feet again.

After all, you don't have CD-ROM yet so there's probably something you have to run and do. However, you should realize by now that there's only one place you really have to sprint.

Your nearest NEC dealer. Then, we promise, you can hang up your sneakers once and for all.
Don't just stand there, call NEC:
1-800-826-2255 for literature.
1-800-FONE-NEC for technical advice.
1-800-268-3997 in Canada.
the manufacturers whose drives are reviewed here.

Microtech also includes Apple’s most recent versions of the System and MultiFinder. The drive features a voltage selector and a push-button switch for SCSI address changing.

The drive inside the Nova 40 unit is made by Quantum. Its standard access time is rated at 19 milliseconds, but its DisCache feature (64K of memory) allows access times to drop to as few as 12 milliseconds. The Quantum drive has an AIRLOCK locking system that moves the heads to a dedicated “landing zone” on power-down — a step beyond a generic auto-park feature.

Bundled with each Nova drive is MacFREE Plus, which displays folders and files in a visual “tree” structure. Another utility, DS BACKUP, lets you back up to floppies, other hard drives, or removable drives (for more on this, see the July '89 issue). The free software bundle also includes a variety of public-domain programs.

Mirror Technologies is another company that has been around a relatively long time — since 1985. If its stability doesn’t fill you with enough confidence, it’ll let you try one of its drives for 30 days, with no strings. If you don’t want the drive, send it back. If it ever breaks down, the company claims to have a better-than-48-hour turnaround on repairs.

An interesting and useful bundle of software comes with Mirror’s line of drives. It includes public-domain and Apple system software. There is also a Mirror utility for reformatting the hard disk. The icing on the cake, however, is a CE Software library with modified versions of QuickKeys, DiskTop, CalendarMaker, MockPackage Plus, and MacBILLBOARD.

The VERDICT The three hard-disk drives reviewed here offer a variety of choices.

First, there’s speed. If that’s what you’re looking for, check out the numbers in Table 2.

For sheer dollar value, the Ehman drive is hard to beat, giving you 32 Seagate megabytes for $479 ($14.97 per megabyte). Mirror charges $587 for its 32-megabyte unit ($18.43 per megabyte), but it stretches the warranty to two years. Microtech seems to be aiming at buyers interested in top-quality merchandise. The Microtech unit, a 40-megabyte Quantum, compares favorably in price at $649 ($16.23 per megabyte) with the two 40-megabyte drives offered by Mirror, a unit with a slower Conner HDA ($687, or $17.18 per megabyte) or one with a Quantum HDA ($737, or $18.43 per megabyte). Microtech also gives a five-year warranty rather than Mirror’s two-year warranty.

from all three manufacturers’ complete lines of hard drives, if price were no object, and assuming the noise level were comparable to that of the models I tested, I’d prefer the Mirror unit with the Quantum 40 because it’s big, fast, and quiet. Take your pick and enjoy.

—Charles Spezzano

---

Table 2: Hard-Disk Performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Ehman/Cutting Edge 32 MB</th>
<th>Microtech Nova 40</th>
<th>Mirror Technologies M30</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disk Timer II (access time in ms)</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk Basher 1.03&quot; (in sec)</td>
<td>72.52</td>
<td>43.05</td>
<td>96.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File duplication (in min sec)</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*All times are averages.
†All tests performed on a standard, 1-megabyte SE.
‡Disk Basher simulates average use by reading and writing randomly sized blocks of data into a 1-megabyte file.
§Time to duplicate a 2.923K file.

Table 1: Hard-Disk Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cutting Edge</th>
<th>Ehman</th>
<th>Mirror</th>
<th>Microtech</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capacity (MB)</td>
<td>Seagate</td>
<td>Seagate</td>
<td>Seagate</td>
<td>Quantum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claimed access time (ms)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>$749</td>
<td>$710</td>
<td>$587</td>
<td>$649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warranty</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>5 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Get Info

**Ehman/Cutting Edge 32-Megabyte Hard Drive**

**List Price:** Ehman, $479; Cutting Edge, $749.

**Manufactured by:** Ehman Engineering, P.O. Box 2126, Evanston, WY 82931-2126; (800) 257-1666 or (307) 789-3830.

**Cutting Edge, P.O. Box 1259, Evanston, WY 82931; (800) 443-5199 or (307) 789-0582.**

**Compatibility:** Mac Plus or later.

**Microtech Nova 40**

**List Price:** $649.

**Manufactured by:** Microtech International, 29 Business Park Drive, Branford, CT 06405; (800) 325-1895 or (203) 488-7744 (in CT).

**Compatibility:** Mac Plus or later.

**Mirror Technologies M30**

**List Price:** $587.

**Manufactured by:** Mirror Technologies, 2844 Potton Road, Roseville, MN 55113; (612) 633-4450.

**Compatibility:** Mac Plus or later.
90% of Macintosh spreadsheet users have been working on this program.

To learn more, call for the Microsoft Excel 2.2 brochure: 800/641-1281, Dept. KL6. Customers in Canada, call (416) 673-0881. Outside North America, call (206) 882-8661. © Copyright 1989 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. Microsoft and the Microsoft logo are registered trademarks and Macintosh and Mac are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Financials</th>
<th>1.5 doc</th>
<th>File</th>
<th>Edit</th>
<th>Formula</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Options</th>
<th>Macro</th>
<th>Window</th>
<th>128</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Selected Five-Year Financial Data
(In thousands, except employee and per share data)

#### Revenue and Costs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Net Revenues</td>
<td>$432,806</td>
<td>$318,663</td>
<td>$399,266</td>
<td>$359,656</td>
<td>$207,907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of Revenues</td>
<td>79,309</td>
<td>165,570</td>
<td>58,344</td>
<td>40,710</td>
<td>40,215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R and D</td>
<td>79,309</td>
<td>52,361</td>
<td>33,081</td>
<td>21,420</td>
<td>20,676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales/Marketing</td>
<td>87,680</td>
<td>88,108</td>
<td>62,490</td>
<td>48,999</td>
<td>26,409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen Admin</td>
<td>27,653</td>
<td>18,537</td>
<td>12,594</td>
<td>7,306</td>
<td>4,520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>$157,855</td>
<td>$(5,913)</td>
<td>$142,756</td>
<td>$121,221</td>
<td>$116,088</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Income from Operations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-op Income</td>
<td>7,804</td>
<td>6,639</td>
<td>3,715</td>
<td>2,008</td>
<td>1,567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income Before Taxes</td>
<td>165,569</td>
<td>726</td>
<td>146,471</td>
<td>123,229</td>
<td>117,475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provision for Taxes</td>
<td>67,002</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>59,321</td>
<td>49,048</td>
<td>47,577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net Income</strong></td>
<td>$98,567</td>
<td>$132</td>
<td>$87,150</td>
<td>$73,321</td>
<td>$69,898</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Assets and Liabilities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current Assets</td>
<td>223,579</td>
<td>112,622</td>
<td>79,282</td>
<td>44,256</td>
<td>44,055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Property</td>
<td>75,468</td>
<td>73,937</td>
<td>41,209</td>
<td>24,957</td>
<td>19,374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Assets</td>
<td>5,648</td>
<td>3,764</td>
<td>3,673</td>
<td>2,402</td>
<td>1,899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Assets</strong></td>
<td>$304,690</td>
<td>$190,323</td>
<td>$124,164</td>
<td>$71,615</td>
<td>$65,327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Liabilities</td>
<td>34,423</td>
<td>18,319</td>
<td>11,599</td>
<td>5,077</td>
<td>9,940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term Liabilities</td>
<td>4,757</td>
<td>4,114</td>
<td>3,682</td>
<td>3,293</td>
<td>3,146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stockholder's Equity</td>
<td>265,530</td>
<td>167,900</td>
<td>108,964</td>
<td>63,245</td>
<td>52,242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Liabilities and Equity</strong></td>
<td>$304,690</td>
<td>$190,323</td>
<td>$124,164</td>
<td>$71,615</td>
<td>$65,327</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
So have we.

Introducing Microsoft Excel 2.2.

In 1985, not long after the Macintosh was unveiled, Microsoft Excel became the most compelling reason to buy one.

Within minutes, it became a standard on the Macintosh. Before we knew it, a full 9 out of 10 Macintosh spreadsheet users were swearing by it. Not surprisingly, they still are.

But, of course, we weren't satisfied to leave well enough alone—and Microsoft Excel version 2.2 has come to the small screen. In a big way.

In mathematical terms, 2.2 is greater than 1.5. In technical terms, your spreadsheets aren't limited to 1MB of memory—version 2.2 makes the most of even 8meg machines.

Which translates into spreadsheets of outrageous proportions.

Equally outrageous: 40% faster calculations—thanks to advanced intelligent recalc.

As for presentation? Version 2.2 also lets you highlight data in ways well worth highlighting: You can pick up to 256 different fonts per sheet, including up to six styles and eight colors. You can change row height, you can shade. And basically pack your documents with more visual punch than ever before.

Microsoft Excel version 2.2. Another improvement designed to make Mac enthusiasts even more enthusiastic.

Something 90% of you are already used to. And you other 10% easily can be.

Microsoft

Making it all make sense.
Mac
to Go

peculation has been great, expectation high, rumor rife. The existence of prototypes has been known for more than a year. Early drafts of documentation, pried loose by freelance spies, were soon made public — much to the chagrin of Apple. Tantalizing Knowledge Navigator videos from Apple built the suspense even higher with a luscious depiction of a book-sized Mac of the future. Yes, when it came to a miniaturized Macintosh, you could hear the bating of collective breath, but because of the long wait, some folks turned blue. John Sculley was adamant, though: There’d be no Mac portable before its time.

And now it’s here. After all the waiting (with the possible exception of the 1984 original, no Macintosh has been awaited so impatiently), an impudent question arises: Is this the portable Mac we’ve been waiting for (speaking from a strictly technological standpoint)? Or should we still be holding our breath? It’s true, the Portable is by far the most complex piece of machinery devised for sale by Apple. But it is rather bulky, somewhat heavy, and a tad on the expensive side. For many, though, it’s a Macintosh in every respect — and that’s the bottom line.

Whether or not Apple’s Portable fills the bill, there are five major hurdles in the design of a next-generation portable: display, power, component miniaturization, data storage, and cost. Each presents a technological challenge that must be surmounted for the product to be successful. And the solution to each problem affects the other solutions in a complex way.

By John J. Anderson and John Rizzo
"... Focal Point II, perhaps the best information manager for Mac users."

**BUSINESS WEEK**

Focal Point II is the perfect business partner for someone as busy as you. Staying on track and on-time is easy. Focal Point II manages your daily and monthly appointments, your address book and contact list. Even your endless "to do" list – which is automatically updated from one day to the next.

And you’ll never be caught without the information you need. Convenient printouts fit most daytime organizers. Whether you’re at your desk or on the road you’re always in control. So don’t waste any more of your valuable time working alone. Find out more about the business partner you can lean on, *Focal Point II*.  

See your local retailer or call 1-800-227-6900 for information and to order.

Please circle 129 on reader service card.
Apple's Portable Macintosh tapers from approximately 4 inches in the back to 2 inches in the front. As shown above, the floppy drive is accessed on the right side of the machine.

Physical Witness
The Mac Portable is basically an enhanced SE with performance close to a Mac II's. The AC- or battery-powered unit is driven by modified SE ROMs and a CMOS 68000 running at 16 megahertz, twice the clock rate of a standard SE. It sports the I/O ports of an SE and comes standard with an FDHD drive, the 1.4-megabyte DOS- and ProDOS-compatible drive that is used in all the new Macs and that is now shipping in the SE as well. A 3.5-inch, 40-megabyte internal hard-disk drive and a second floppy-disk drive are optional. The unit has a slew of special features designed to accommodate its use in the United States and abroad. And the Macintosh Portable runs every software program that an SE runs—in other words, it's 100-percent Macintosh.

As a result, the machine is larger than most users might want. With dimensions of about 15 x 15 x 4 inches (tapering to 2 inches), the Portable will be tricky to use on an airliner tray unless you're in first class. (Considering its price tag of $6,500 to $7,000, that's where the Portable is most likely to be seen anyway.) In short, this is no notebook computer—or laptop either—unless you're endowed with the ampest of laps. (A laptop computer is typically one that fits easily inside a briefcase. The Portable itself is the size of a large briefcase, and its carrying case is nearly the size of a small suitcase.)

Furthermore, the Macintosh Portable is not a machine you'll want to haul around with you any more than necessary: It weighs slightly less than 14 pounds without an internal hard drive and a bit less than 16 pounds with one. Its beautifully designed over-the-shoulder carrying case, with pockets to hold odds and ends, brings the weight up to 17.5 pounds. Still, this is less than half the weight of a similarly outfitted SE in a standard carrying case.

The machine is handsome, and it looks and feels quite rugged. It is made of polycarbonate, the type of plastic used to make motorcycle helmets and bulletproof glass. Apple didn't provide us with any stress specifications, nor did it allow our Labs representative (you may have seen him in commercials for American Tourister luggage) to torture-test prototypes on location. One of us “accidentally” dropped a closed unit from a vertical to a horizontal position on a formica desktop to simulate the kind of nondisastrous jarring the unit will often suffer in the field. The only damage was to our hosts’ peace of mind. Although the internal hard disk was not spinning at the time of the drop test, product manager Jim Cook assured us that the optional Conner hard-disk drive is as shockproof as money can buy. The incident supported his claim.

To open the Portable, push the integral carrying handle in, and the display hinges up, revealing the keyboard and a well-designed mini-trackbar. Stalwarts can still plug in an Apple Desktop Bus (ADB) mouse, provided they have access to a physical desktop. We suspect some diehards may be converted to the trackball, even when a choice is available. It can be positioned on the right or left side of the keyboard, which is great news for lefties. It can also be replaced with a custom numeric keypad, but then you'll need to use an external ADB pointing device. The keyboard is a full-sized 63-key model that is nearly identical to the Apple Standard (nonextended) Keyboard. So there is no learning curve, nor do the keys crowd each other as with other portable computers.

Screen Test
Apple tackled the technical issues with state-of-the-art technology throughout, setting new standards for portables in the areas of

At a Glance: Mac versus DOS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Mac Portable</th>
<th>Compaq SLT/286</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Price (includes 1 MB of RAM, (640K in PC) 40-MB hard-disk drive, 1.44-MB floppy-disk drive, operating system, and carrying case)</td>
<td>$6,500 to $7,000</td>
<td>$6,208 with 640K, $7,007 with 1.6 MB of RAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight with battery and hard-disk drive</td>
<td>15.75 lb</td>
<td>14 lb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery life</td>
<td>8 to 10 hours</td>
<td>1.5 to 3 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screen</td>
<td>Active-matrix LCD</td>
<td>SuperTwist backlit LCD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screen size</td>
<td>8.5 x 5.25 in</td>
<td>8 x 6 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processor</td>
<td>16-MHz CMOS 68000</td>
<td>8- or 12-MHz 80C286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of keys on keyboard</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pointing device</td>
<td>trackball (optional mouse)</td>
<td>none (optional mouse)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparing the Mac Portable with the popular Compaq SLT/286, PC Magazine’s Editor’s Choice for DOS portables, July ’89.
Macintosh® brought the power of a computer to everyone. Now the new Macintosh Portable lets you take it everywhere. Like all Macintosh computers, it runs thousands of powerful business programs that work in the same graphic, intuitive way. But because it’s a portable, it’ll run them on the run.

Portable doesn’t mean light on power. In fact, the Macintosh Portable crunches spreadsheets and draws complex graphics twice as fast as the Macintosh SE, our most popular computer.

An optional adaptor lets you show your Macintosh Portable screen on a TV screen. So you can use your hotel room for a Desktop Media presentation. And with an optional internal modem, you can send or receive information anywhere in the world. As long as you’re next to a phone.

With up to 2 megabytes of RAM, you’ll have plenty of space to run the most sophisticated programs. And with up to 40 megabytes of internal hard disk storage, you’ll be able to take a lot of them along, in very little space.

If the keyboard feels like a real Macintosh keyboard, there’s a good reason. It is. Another reflection of our design philosophy: Portability, yes. Compromises, no.
Even when there's no power.

We don't want you knocking around without a carrying case, so one comes with every Macintosh Portable. There's room for paperwork, extra disks, the battery charger, even an extra battery. We thought of everything.

Another thing you won't find in other portables is our Active Matrix display technology. The Macintosh Portable screen is the only battery-powered screen fast enough and sharp enough to display spectacular Macintosh graphics — even animation.

You could change the world in 10 hours. That's how long a battery charge typically lasts in the Macintosh Portable. That's 2-3 times longer than most other portables. A special Power Management System conserves power by putting the computer into a "sleep" mode whenever you take a break. It even has a handy little "fuel gauge" that tells you when it's time to start looking for a wall socket.

This polycarbonate shell is the same super-tough stuff used in motorcycle helmets. Appropriate protection for a precious brain.

The trackball does everything a mouse does. In less space. It allows you to control the computer without complex keyboard commands. You can even switch it to the other side of the keyboard if you're left-handed. Or if you still prefer the mouse, just plug it into the back. No other portable can give you the thoughtful details you'll find in the Macintosh Portable. Simply because no other portable is a Macintosh.

Portable is here.
The new RasterOps ColorBoard 264 rewrites the price book for 24-bit color.

Combine it with Apple’s 13” color monitor, or any Mac-compatible 640 x 480 monitor.

You get advanced, third-generation 24-bit color, allowing you to display over 300,000 colors simultaneously.

If you have an Apple 13” color monitor, then you are ready for 24-bit color.

If you are going to buy a 13” color monitor, this is the only board you should consider.

Why? For the quality design and features described in this ad.

And for real, 24-bit color.

ColorBoard 264/For Any Mac II: $995.

ColorBoard 264/SE30: $1295.

Both the Mac II family and SE/30 version of the RasterOps ColorBoard 264 are fully compatible with Apple’s 32-bit Color QuickDraw. RasterOps is an Apple licensed supplier of the Apple 60.3 System Software, including 32-bit color QuickDraw. A copy is shipped with each ColorBoard 264.

“Millions of colors for millions of people.”

RasterOps 24-bit color for MacII & SE/30

How we broke technology barriers, to deliver the world’s most advanced 24-bit color board for just $995.

RasterOps 264 Chip Set

Resulting from many man-years of engineering development time, RasterOps has reduced the large number of components needed (sometimes as many as thirty) to produce 24-bit color video display cards, to a set of two proprietary custom chips utilizing the most advanced VLSI chip design and manufacturing technology. Selecting the most advanced high density CMOS chip throughout, this board has the lowest chip count of any 24-bit card in the industry. The fewer the chips, the less the heat, and more reliable the product.

Dual Oscillators

Two separate oscillators. The left to support Apple’s 13” color monitor at a resolution of 640 x 480, and the right oscillator to output 8-bit gray scale video directly to VCRs or TV monitors. It will also output RGB NTSC video for external encoding in 24-bit True Color. When you need video, (and it’s coming fast), you’re ready.

SetGamma and DirectSetEntries

Your ColorBoard 264 directly supports Apple’s DirectSetEntries and SetGamma QuickDraw, instructions in hardware. Instantly see the effect of changes to your color image. You can watch the color tones change as you move the mouse. Without this dynamic support, you have to guess at the color correction, enter the new value, and wait for the new screen to repaint. No waiting with the 264.

300 nanosecond Bus Cycle

These 1 Megabit Video RAMs provide more memory in less space, and operate at 100 nanosecond speeds, providing the fastest possible read-write cycles available on the Macintosh, at 300 nanoseconds.

SMOBC Fabrication

We use an advanced, Solder Mask Over Bare Copper board fabrication technology and surface mounting of components through efficient, dependable robotics. Note the clean, simple appearance of this board. When you turn the board over, you will see a smooth golden surface, the trademark of a SMOBC board. It costs more and requires a greater design effort, but the benefit to you is a more reliable board.

For your nearest dealer

and literature on the most advanced Macintosh graphics products, call:

Information Hotline:

1-800-952-6300. Dept. X23
We've now seen the first of what Apple says is a line of portable Macs. Will future generations be smaller? Can Apple squeeze a real Macintosh to fit into a briefcase?

The Portable's motherboard already uses surface-mounted devices, which save a lot of board space. A surface-mounted resistor, for example, measures only .2 inch, a fraction of the size of a standard through-hole resistor. The board is also fairly crowded, with signal traces covering most of the unused space.

One thing Apple could do is add more layers to the board. The current board has four layers, with traces and parts on the two outside layers and power and ground on the inside. Some of the signal traces could be buried in internal layers, moving the parts closer together. This would also drive up the cost of the board, which is the last thing the Portable needs.

Apple could also add more application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs), which integrate multiple standard parts into a single custom chip. There are several ASICs on the board already, but it is theoretically possible to squeeze the circuitry of an entire computer onto a single chip. This would also increase the production and repair costs because you'd have to replace the whole chip if your modem port failed.

One place where space could be saved is the static RAM, which, even though it is surface-mounted, takes up quite a bit of real estate because it is soldered directly to the motherboard. We wouldn't be surprised if the next Mac portable used all daughterboard slots after vendors start producing RAM boards for the one slot on this model.

A major way to reduce weight and power consumption (and therefore battery size) would be to eliminate the hard-disk drive. This could be done by putting the System and applications on EPROMs and using floppy diskettes for files. Granted, it's not all that convenient, but a company, such as Microsoft, could offer preprogrammed EPROMs containing its suite of software.

Given Apple's determination to make the Portable a true Mac in every way, we are unlikely to see a smaller high-density floppy that can't be read by other Macs. In addition, we probably won't see a smaller, nonstandard keyboard. Currently, the Portable's width is determined by the size of the keyboard/trackball layout.

The upshot is that although the next Mac Portable could be smaller, given Apple's current design criteria, we aren't likely to see a true laptop Mac soon, at least one that doesn't cost its weight in gold.
display, battery, and power management. These advances contribute to performance and functionality as well as, unfortunately, to the high price.

One of the Portable’s most crucial components is the 10-inch diagonal screen, a black-and-white active-matrix flat-panel liquid-crystal display (LCD) that is not backlit. Apple claims the screen has up to five times the contrast of conventional LCDs. Each pixel in the display is controlled by its own on-glass transistor, making the screen reaction very swift.

The pixels themselves are black, and Apple claims the screen has up to five times the contrast of conventional LCDs. Pixel-edge fill is impressive as well, so that a black area looks solidly black. The whites leave something to be desired, however, as the screen offers an LCD-induced goldish-gray background. There is some contrast loss as you widen the angle at which you view the screen, but the acceptable range is much wider than that of any other LCD screen we’ve seen to date. The minor troubling aspect of the display is a slight mirroring problem, which comes from pixel-back reflections under certain conditions and results in a small but annoying case of double vision.

Note that the LCD screen is not backlit but reflective. In good ambient light, it’s a winner, but in poor light — sad to say — all bets are off. This was an acknowledged trade-off in a machine designed to run on a maximum of 3 watts, because backlit screens shorten battery life dramatically. Backlighting would also have increased the machine’s weight and bulk. It is true that the Mac Portable’s screen is better than any nonbacklit screen we have seen in any light. But in genuinely poor light, such as in a couch seat on a red-eye flight or in a darkened lecture hall, you’ll be in trouble.

**Power Munch**

The Portable handles power intelligently and carefully, doling out microwatts at a time, thanks in part to the CMOS technology of the 68000 processor, which requires only a fifth of the power needed by a conventional Macintosh CPU. The battery is rated to last an average of eight to ten hours between charges. The RAM also requires only low power. The most important player in the power game is a dedicated Mitsubishi 5073 microprocessor with a subset of the 6502 instruction set for monitoring power consumption.

After a period of inactivity, the Portable Mac slips into Rest mode. The processor continues to run but reduces its clock rate from 16 megahertz to 1 megahertz, which saves a lot of juice. For example, suppose you’re using a word processor and stop to think about the structure of your next paragraph. The Portable’s processor can rest until you start typing again, when it invisibly cycles back to speed — very ingenious.

After an additional user-configurable period of inactivity, the Portable goes into Sleep mode. In this mode, the CPU, screen, and hard drive shut down. But sleep is not death, since memory remains intact. If you have an application running when the Portable nods off, it will be right there when you give the machine a wake-up call by pressing any key. The optional 3.5-inch, 40-megabyte, 28-millisecond hard-disk drive won’t restart until it’s accessed. It takes the low-power spindle about five seconds to come up to speed. And, in a first for Apple, the hard-disk drive comes preformatted and sporting full system software out of the box.

An elegant, intuitive Control Panel device lets you set the inactivity durations that trigger the Rest and Sleep modes. In addition, you can specify how long the hard disk should wait before it spins down when unaccessed. This feature can save a lot of power: Even at its low-power efficiency, the hard disk is a real power guzzler when spinning.

Main power is provided by a removable, rechargeable lead-acid battery. A second cousin to the battery in your
Users Won't Know The Difference.

$699
Jasmine 40 MB

But Buyers Will.

$499
Ehman 45 MB

According to a recent article in MacWorld Magazine, "there is very little to distinguish one hard drive from another, other than speed, software, and price." We agree.

In terms of speed, only a very few milliseconds separate the Jasmine and the Ehman hard disk drives. Both come with excellent back-up and hard drive utility software programs included free. Both come with two-year warranties and a 30-day money back guarantee. And since both companies have been around almost since the time Macintosh was first introduced, both enjoy a reputation for manufacturing high-quality products.

That brings us to price.

As you can see, the Ehman 45 MB hard drive is $200 less than the Jasmine 40 MB. That's a difference users may not notice, but buyers certainly will.

The reasons for such a difference trace to our low Rocky Mountain overhead and a business philosophy centered around customer value and service. And now, for the first time, we're offering a 24-hour replacement program in the unlikely event that your Ehman drive should require repair.

But don't take our word on it. MacWorld Magazine called the Ehman drive "a real bargain." Call us today and see the difference for yourself.


HARD DRIVE PRICES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIZE (MB)</th>
<th>INTERNAL</th>
<th>EXTERNAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>$329</td>
<td>$399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30+</td>
<td>$379</td>
<td>$449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>$449</td>
<td>$499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60+</td>
<td>$499*</td>
<td>$579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80+</td>
<td>$579*</td>
<td>$649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>$799</td>
<td>$899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135</td>
<td>$899</td>
<td>$999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>$1099</td>
<td>$1199</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Good only on Macintosh II models. SE drives also available. Utility software not available on 20 MB. All product names mentioned are trademarks of their respective holders.

1-800-257-1666

Quality Peripherals for Added Value
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car, it can be charged anytime. In this respect, it is preferable to conventional NiCad (nickel-cadmium) rechargeables, which must be completely discharged before they can be fully recharged. Lead-acid batteries lose power gradually, unlike NiCads, which have been known to die suddenly.

Full battery recharge takes about four hours, and Apple claims a battery can be recharged 200 to 2,000 times, depending on usage and temperature, with the included AC adapter. A standard 9-volt alkaline battery backs up the RAM and clock when you change the lead-acid battery. An external charger accessory for the alkaline battery will be available for maintaining spares.

Apple has taken great pains to avoid sudden battery failure in its Portable. A thermometer-gauge DA shows you how much juice your battery has left. You can also power down to Sleep mode.

---

### Macintosh SE and Portable Benchmarks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Macintosh SE</th>
<th>Macintosh Portable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU tests</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dhrystones (new)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whetstones (old)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast fourier</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transform</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Draw curves</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application tests</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th Dimension sort</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Excel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restsize Freeland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Word</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scroll Word</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard-disk test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiskBasher</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Macintosh Portable is significantly faster than an SE and often shows performance closer to that of a Mac II. The Mac Portable's hard-disk drive is also an improvement over that of the SE. The Mac Portable and SE had 1 megabyte of RAM, and the II had 5 megabytes.

---

**Another Complete Ready-to-Run Macintosh System from CDA**

**Macintosh IIcx Color System**

Complete system includes:
- Macintosh IIcx Computer w/ 40 Megabyte Hard Drive
- 1 Megabyte of Memory
- Extended Keyboard & Mouse
- 1.44 Megabyte Disk Drive
- Macintosh II Video Card
- Apple RGB Hi-Res. Color Monitor
- ImageWriter II Printer w/cable
- HyperCard Software
- Dust Covers for Complete System
- Package of Computer Paper
- Box of 10 Disks & Mouse Pad

Package #X8950 (delivery 152.00)
Sugg. list $7606
CDA $5795

**Shipping Information & Policies**

Delivery charge includes shipping, handling & insurance for DHL Door to Door Express Service to the continental US, Alaska, Hawaii & PR. DHL to Canada add $20 to delivery charge. DHL worldwide call or fax for rates.

Visa, MC, Amex, and Discover Accepted.

Leasing is available to qualified business - please call (800) 526-5313 for more information.

**CDA Computer Sales, 1 CDA Plaza**
PO Box 533 Califon, NJ 07830
Outside US/IN NJ 201-832-2021 Fax (201) 832-9746
Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-6pm, Sat 9am-5pm EST
Customer Service (201) 832-9007, 9am-4pm EST
CompuServe's Electronic Mall GO CDA
CDA is not an authorized Apple dealer. Apple, Macintosh, HyperCard & ImageWriter are registered trademarks of Apple Computer Inc. All prices subject to change.

**US/Canada Call Toll Free**
800-526-5313

Call or write for our free Macintosh Users Catalog featuring a fullline of Apple Macintosh systems, hardware, software and accessories.

**What's New?**
Mac IIcx Mac Portables!
CDA's Low Prices!
Call for more information

Ad #30-11

CDA computer sales
Mailorder Exclusively Since 1980
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We don't mind telling you that the Mass Microsystems™ 45MB Removable Hard Drive is currently the best selling removable on the market. We also don't mind telling you that it features a SyQuest™ mechanism, excellent driver software and an average access speed of 25ms. We are even willing to tell you that they're available at your favorite dealer at a list price of $1,799.

Oh, and by the way, Ehman is sold direct for just $849. That's a difference that makes a difference.

Since 1985 Ehman has been adding value to the Macintosh® with a broad line of quality peripherals, and backs all its products with a 30 day, hassle free, return policy.

Call us at 1-800-257-1666 and order your 45MB Removable Hard Drive from Ehman for $849. A real deal. Or get one from a dealer and pay an extra thousand bucks.

But don’t say we didn’t tell you.

Please circle 131 on reader service card.
know how much power is left, and warning dialog boxes pop up automatically when the power begins to run low. If you’re obstinate enough to ignore all the warnings, the P o r t a b l e will sign off on its own initiative. It bids you good night and then tucks itself to Sleep when its power gets critically low, leaving you about a week to get it to a wall socket. We’re talking about recovering data in RAM, remembering, meaning the contents of unsaved applications (data on the hard disk is still intact after shutdown, as with any computer).

On-board RAM is static — 1 megabyte’s worth is sold­ered to the motherboard. (We imagine most Portables will be upgraded to 2 megabytes, which will be enough to support a minimum configuration of MultiFinder.) Unlike the dynamic RAM in nearly all desktop computers, which requires constant refreshing, static RAM can remember without refreshment and uses only a trickle of power—roughly a hundredth of that required by conven­tional dynamic random-access memory (DRAM).

One trade-off you’ll face is that the standard SIMMs found in other Macs don’t work in the single RAM-expansion slot of the Macintosh Portable. Another is that static RAM is outrageously expensive. When a new dawn in density arrives, expansion of up to 9 megabytes will be possible. How much will 9 static megabytes cost, you wonder? Look, if you have to ask . . .

Port Salute
As a full-fledged Macintosh, the Portable has all the connections to the outside world that any other Mac has, so transferring data involves the same con­nectors and the same cables. There’s a SCSI port for at­taching hard-disk drives or other peripherals, such as scanners or digitizers, and for connecting to Ethernet. A LocalTalk port (the printer port in Macspeak) lets you connect to a network, and there is a companion serial (or modem) port. The standard ADB port is for a mouse, extended keyboard, or other input device.

There are four internal bus connectors. As mentioned earlier, one is a RAM-expansion slot allowing for extra memory. Another is an accessory ROM slot that will accept future third-party ROM cards of up to 3 megabytes. At boot-up, ROM cards will appear as volumes on the

Mac to Go

"Prototyper makes the process of building a Mac application as easy as it's likely to get."

— Dan Shafer, author of HyperTalk Programming

1. Choose your windows

2. Select their controls

3. Create the menus

4. We’ll generate the code

Prototyper™ is the only completely integrated user interface builder, simulator, and code generator for the Macintosh.

With it, you’ll be able to create polished Macintosh applications in less time and with less effort than with any other tool. According to MacGuide, “Even experienced programmers with a library of standard application modules can shave hours off project time by leaving their interface to Prototyper.”

Prototyper provides a WYSIWYG design environment that allows you to “draw” the interface you want your application to have, and then simulate running it to get user feedback.

Once you have your interface exactly the way you want it, simply click a button and Prototyper will automatically generate all the ‘C’ or Pascal source code and resources required to create your application.

Which is why MacTutor called Prototyper, “one of those truly ingenious ideas whose time has come.” We think you’ll agree.

Of course, the only thing easier than using Prototyper is finding out where to get it: simply call us toll-free at 1-800-237-3611 and ask for the name of a dealer near you.

SmethersBarnes
520 S.W. Harrison St., Suite 435 Portland, OR 97201
Telephone: (503) 274-2800 Fax: (503) 274-6070
AppleLink: D1396 MacNET: S B R N E S MCI: S B R N E S
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Swivel 3D™ is the best-selling, three-dimensional Macintosh program for anyone who needs high-quality graphics for product design, scientific visualization, animation, and graphics for desktop publishing and multimedia presentations.

Easy to learn and use, Swivel 3D comes with an extensive library of 3D art including alphabets, human figures, robots and additional shapes and figures.

By instantly changing the lighting, casting a shadow, or placing 2D art over a 3D surface, Swivel 3D gives you the freedom to explore all kinds of dramatic possibilities. Quickly and easily.

What's more Swivel 3D works with your other graphic programs because it supports all the popular formats: Encapsulated PostScript® for Adobe Illustrator; PICT2 for Studio8; PixelPaint and PageMaker; PICT for MacDraw II; and the animation format — PICS — for MacroMind Director.

Express yourself. Call (415) 543-3848 today. Demo disks are available for $10.

PARACOMP

Paracomp, Inc.
123 Townsend Street, Suite 310
San Francisco, Ca 94107, 415-543-3848

Swivel 3D is a trademark of Young Horvill/VPL Research, Inc. Other brands and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. © 1989 Paracomp, Inc.
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Mac to Go

In addition to setting the stage for a backlight with an on/off switch, the Mac Portable’s desktop. There is also a Processor Direct slot for flexible expansion, similar to the slot in the Macintosh SE but much smaller. Sorry, there’s no NuBus capability in the Portable. But for data transfer to the folks back at the ranch, there is a slot for an optional internal 2,400-bps modem, which Apple will offer (no price or release date was available at press time).

The on-board speaker is serviceable; it’s certainly not hi-fi, but an 8-bit, 44-kilohertz digital-sound chip will let you hook the stereo output of the Portable to an external boom box. A video-output port requires one of a suite of external converter boxes that will let you output to a standard Apple monochrome monitor or alternatively to NTSC (the U.S. video standard) or PAL or SECAM (international video standards) television monitors. With available plug adapters, you can also recharge the Portable in any country that provides AC from 70 to 270 volts at 40 to 70 hertz.

Carried Away?

So we’ll ask the question once again: Is this the machine you’ve been waiting for? The answer depends on how badly you want it. For some the answer is badly enough to pay the hefty $6,500-to-$7,000 price. Clearly, this is not the Mac for the rest of us.

Our specific complaints? We would have liked a portable that offered its own lights when necessary—a backlight with an on/off switch. It would have been nice if the video output gave access to additional desktop space rather than to a second view of the same screen. And, to nitpick, we would have preferred more-easily-switchable keyboard components (Apple currently deems moving keyboard components a task for dealers).

On the positive side, Apple has successfully addressed the initial issues of portable technology and stabilized a new platform on which to build a miniature-Mac future. In comparison with a DOS portable such as the popular Compaq SLT, the Mac Portable fares quite well (see “At a Glance: Mac versus DOS” table). Most important, the architecture of intelligent power management has now been stabilized in a fast Macintosh on a single motherboard of the highest sophistication. In addition to setting the stage for smaller, lighter, cheaper Mac portables, some of this technology will undoubtedly appear on the desktop machines of tomorrow.

Could the Macintosh Portable have been cheaper? Possibly, but not without Apple’s sacrificing its commitment to proven, yet state-of-the-art, technology. Could it have been smaller and lighter? Possibly, but not without Apple’s sacrificing its commitment to delivering a 100-percent-Mac portable. The bottom line: There are three Mac dynasties—compact (Plus and SE series), modular (Mac II series), and now the first in what will undoubtedly be a long line of portable Macs. For corporate users, the dream of the miniature Mac may have finally come true. Everyone’s Mac portable is still on the way.

John J. Anderson is MacUser’s senior editor/electronic publishing, and John Rizzo is the magazine’s technical editor.

The Third-Party Line

Apple doesn’t allow clones, but there are some third-party Mac-portable products. Colby’s Walkmac and the DynaMac are re-packaged Mac motherboards in small cases. Weighing 15 pounds, the Walkmac SE retails for $5,598 with a hard-disk drive, and the Wallaby SE/30 costs $6,798 with a hard-disk drive. The $7,995 DynaMac with 2.5 megabytes of RAM and a 40-megabyte hard-disk drive is a re-packaged SE that weighs 18 pounds.

A big advantage of Apple’s Mac Portable over the Walkmac and DynaMac is its long battery life. While the Portable can last up to 15 hours without a hard disk and 8 to 10 hours with it, the Walkmac and DynaMac can last a charge for only 3 hours. The Portable’s screen is also superior. The Walkmac uses an LCD screen, which, although it’s backlit, has much poorer contrast, viewing angle, and speed. For instance, the cursor disappears for a few seconds as it moves across the screen. The DynaMac uses a gas-plasma screen, which is better than the Walkmac’s screen but is still no match for the Portable’s.

A new alternative to these systems, scheduled to appear early next year, will use a different approach. Instead of repackaging a Mac, the Wallaby Laptop System will use a completely new shell, except for the Apple ROM. Your Mac Plus supplies the ROM, which is reinstalled in the Wallaby.

This leaves you with a ROMmess (useless) Mac while you’re on the road. In the office, you can connect the Wallaby to a Mac Plus (and later an SE) while using the Wallaby’s 15-megahertz 68000 chip in lieu of the 8-megahertz Mac Plus chip.

An option lets you add 16 megabytes of RAM for use as a hard disk. The Wallaby can hold either a floppy-disk drive or a hard drive but not both; the hard drive is not a SCSI device. There is no SCSI port, but a $95 cable provides one.

The Wallaby comes with a device called an Inputpoint, which is controlled with the thumbs. An optional mouse is $95, but the unit cannot use a standard Mac mouse.

With a price of $3,995, a 20-megabyte hard-disk drive, and a promise to weigh less than ten pounds, the Wallaby sounds attractive. But remember, the real cost also includes the price of a Mac, unless you find used Mac Plus ROMs, which are not legal.

Colby Systems, 4723 N. Warren Ave., Fresno, CA 93705; (209) 222-4985.
Wallaby Systems, Inc., 2540 Frontier Ave., Boulder, CO 80301; (303) 444-4606.
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Now you can sell your design ideas almost as fast as you create them. ModelShop™ is powerful, yet easy-to-use architectural design software that lets you sketch your ideas in three dimensions.

With ModelShop, you can quickly explore designs from a variety of views — including fast perspectives. And significantly reduce the time spent on costly revisions and presentations.

ModelShop easily handles everything from tiny architectural details to urban planning models — all while maintaining a 1/1000-inch accuracy!

What's more, ModelShop creates letter and poster-sized prints on a standard ImageWriter or LaserWriter. Or dramatic color views on a color printer or film recorder. You can even export color views to other graphic applications for further rendering.

Take it from a higher authority. Call (415) 543-3848 today. Demo disks are available for $10.

PARACOMP
Paracomp, Inc.
123 Townsend Street, Suite 310
San Francisco, Ca 94107, 415-543-3848
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Get your modem off your desk... and into your desktop.

With an internal ProModem® for your Mac II and SE.

Modems are wonderful tools for communicating with other computers over the telephone lines. However, until now, they added to the clutter and complexity of your desk. With the ProModem 2400SE or 2400MII, you can keep your modem where it belongs, on your Mac's desktop.

If you plan to take your SE on the road, or simply want the convenience of an internal modem, a ProModem is the answer.

For the Macintosh® SE or SE/30
The ProModem 2400SE not only mounts inside your SE or SE/30 but it won't use up your only expansion slot. You will still be able to install an accelerator card or other add-on card if you like. The 2400SE takes only minutes to install with no modifications to your SE. Our unique Pass-Thru port connects other serial devices to your SE without the need for switch boxes or swapping cables. We even include an exclusive Status Lights DA that provides visual modem status just like an external modem.

For the Macintosh® II Family
For Mac II owners, our ProModem 2400MII plugs directly into one of the Mac II's NUBUS slots. With the included software, you can switch between serial devices with a simple keystroke. The 2400MII even allows you to add an extra serial port in case you have more peripherals than ports. Unlike some internal modems, the 2400MII won't lock out your Mac's modem port. Our exclusive Status Lights DA provides visual modem status just like an external modem.

Plus! 4800 BPS and Error-Free!
Our Plus series are fast and accurate with 4800 bps throughput and error free transmissions. You can purchase a ProModem 2400SE Plus, ProModem 2400MII Plus or simply buy the ProModem and add the Plus later.

Includes MAcKNOWLEDGE™ Communications Software
MAcKNOWLEDGE™ is the first telecommunications software to take full advantage of the Macintosh user interface. Simply point and click on icons to immediately logon to major online services like CompuServe, Dow Jones/News Retrieval, Genie and Delphi. A powerful scripting language, TAL, allows you to create scripts to completely automate all your online sessions.

Like all ProModems, the ProModems 2400SE and 2400MII are compatible with CCITT and Bell standards. You will also find the ProModem works with the industry-standard AT command set. Use MAcKNOWLEDGE™ software or choose any other communications software you like, they will work with Prometheus ProModems.

Prometheus has manufactured computer products since 1981. Our only business is data communications for computers. All ProModems are designed and manufactured in the US and include a 2 year warranty. Depend on Prometheus-we'll be here to answer your questions long after the warranty expires.
Neither Comes With Your Mac.

Celebrate! Because you can choose your keyboard when you buy a Macintosh® computer. And the choice is obvious: the new Professional Series MacPro ™ by Key Tronic. Now you can have a keyboard with a mile-long list of features, plus a three-year limited warranty and unlimited technical support. And at no extra charge, the MacPro comes with the most powerful Macintosh macro package, Tempo II ™ by Affinity Microsystems (a $149.95 retail value). Compare apples to apples, and see why the Key Tronic MacPro is the keyboard of choice. For a free brochure, or for the name of the MacPro dealer nearest you, call toll-free:

Key Tronic®, Key Tronic Professional Series®, and MacPro ™ are registered trademarks, and MacPro ™ is a trademark of Key Tronic. All other names are trademarks ™ or registered trademarks ® of their respective companies. Made in USA.
In Single File

Managing your data efficiently can be as simple as choosing the right software. Whether you need basic storage or spreadsheet and graphics capabilities, one of these seven flat-file managers can do the job.

A flat-file manager is an invaluable tool for any business task in which information is stored sequentially. Maybe you want to enter bill after bill into an accounts-payable system, keep tax records, or keep an organization's membership and mailing lists.

What if commercially available application-specific software doesn't exactly fit your needs? Or what if you're a tinkerer and would rather do it yourself? You can start with a programming language — such as COBOL, BASIC, Pascal, or C — and write your application from scratch, you can take the middle of the road and customize with HyperCard, or you can use a file manager as a "development kit" and have 80 percent of the work done for you.

The beauty and attraction of file

By Ken Landis
managers is that you can use your small investment, usually in the $100 to $500 range, for an unlimited number of applications rather than buying numerous programs, each for a particular task. The file managers available for the Mac offer the same basic functionality: They couple a ready-to-go information-management system with a report writer.

The Mac flat-file-database market can be divided into two categories: desk accessories and full-blown databases. In the DA market, a head-to-head competition between Database and Retriever is in progress (see “The DAs of Flat File” sidebar). The application market is a more crowded field with some familiar names: FileMaker II from Claris, Microsoft File, and RecordHolderPlus from Software Discoveries. There’s also Panorama, which replaces ProVUE’s OverVUE, and Filevision IV (see “An Objective Approach” sidebar), which replaces Marvelin’s Business Filevision.

**FileMaker II**

FileMaker II (see Quick Clicks, December ’88) is a flat-file manager in the classic style. The system uses full-screen entry and can handle multiple font sizes and styles both on-screen and in printed reports. Its excellent use of the Mac interface, combined with strong drawing and graphics-import capabilities, give FileMaker II Claris’ distinctive look and feel.

The program’s searching function is fast and can span multiple files simultaneously. In less than 2 seconds, FileMaker II can search more than 10,000 records in a single field. It attains its fast search speeds by using a series of indexes that it automatically updates in the background.

FileMaker II’s field types allow a mix of text, numbers, dates, pictures, calculations, and summary data (see Figure 1). Establishing references among fields for mathematical operations is simple, and all formulas automatically update each time a change is made. The formulas can include conditional logic, date arithmetic, and calculations on text values. To make it easier to program field calculations, FileMaker II includes 48 different financial, logical, and statistical functions, much like those used in spreadsheets.

The program provides full WYSIWYG capability for all fields and records. Reports can have automatic page numbering, headers, footers, leading, trailing, and grand summaries. Each field is limited to 32K, and storage and processing constraints are determined by the size of your hard-disk drive.

You can automate repetitive reporting or queries by using a simple, structured script file system. It combines plain-English programming with a built-in capturing mechanism. You build scripts interactively with dialog boxes — you don’t have to program or write macros.

FileMaker II includes several helpful functions such as a Refind feature, which remembers your last find.
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request, and logical searching with AND and OR statements, which makes it easier to zoom in on exactly the information you want.

The system has its own internal server logic, so it can be used with AppleShare, TOPS, or almost any other network system. It uses record locking and can import and export SYLK, text tab, and BASIC files.

FileMaker II is a solid product for day-to-day use, especially in situations where its network functionality can be exploited.

**Panorama**

The most visual flat-file manager on the market is Panorama, from ProVUE (see Quick Clicks, June '89). If it weren’t for the Mac, this program wouldn’t be possible. Panorama, like Retriever, resembles a spreadsheet program, but that’s where its similarity to Retriever ends. Like a spreadsheet program, Panorama keeps your database in memory, so all data manipulations are lightning fast.

You can have up to 25 windows and 25 databases open at a time. Of course, 25 windows are more than any mortal can handle, but it’s nice to know the capacity is there. You can redefine each window’s position and size before opening it, and you can save the window setup along with the database so the windows will reopen in the same locations every time you use the database.

The program offers a background searching technique called Clairvoyance. When you enter a piece of information such as the state name Massachusetts into a field, Clairvoyance completes the spelling of the name as soon as you have entered enough unique characters, such as Mas. You can turn Clairvoyance on and off at will. Panorama also offers input masks that automatically frame your entries — for example, standard masks for telephone numbers (parentheses around the area code and a hyphen between the prefix and suffix). In fact, the program has the most extensive set of input and formatting tools of any Mac flat-file-management system.

When it comes to analyzing data, Panorama is no slouch either. It has a strong cross-tabulation capability, which you can run on multiple columns simultaneously. The cross-tabbing system is invaluable for anyone who uses a file manager to tabulate data from surveys, interviews, and the like. In addition, the system offers a seven-level Collapse feature that can be used as an outliner.

The program includes a full-function graphics system for producing business graphics such as bar, line, column, area, pie, and scatter charts. Its superb powerful graphics functions enhance its full-featured report writer. You can overlay graphic images onto reports and then output them on a laser printer.

Panorama lets you enter the name of a graphics file in lieu of pasting the file, which means you can reference a suite of pictures frequently without eating up disk and system memory. When the appropriate view of the database is set up, the program automatically retrieves the picture you’ve specified and places it within the screen setup.

Panorama also offers a macro recorder, which remembers complex series of keystrokes and saves them in a reusable file. Forms set up within the database can even have HyperCard-like buttons added to them that automatically play back the macros (see Figure 2).

On the math side, this spreadsheetlike program can handle any financial equation. As with a spreadsheet program, Panorama has full and fast export capabilities, enabling it to load 10,000 rows of data in less than 60 seconds.

To top it all off, the program offers password protection. Panorama is a well-executed, powerful, easy-to-use, highly graphic flat-file manager that is really a flat-file manager and spreadsheet program combined.
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Microsoft File
Microsoft File is FileMaker II's major competitor. The product, which has been around as long as the Mac, offers a lot of features in a low-cost package. It has multifont WYSIWYG capability; a feature called AutoMac III for easy automation of repetitive tasks with a command-capture system; and a full-function report writer that includes headers, footers, subtotals, and totals.

The program comes with more than 100 ready-to-use office-form templates, which are designed to work
with many standard Deluxe Computer Forms & Supplies preprinted forms as well as with Avery computer forms. You can use any of the templates as is, or you can customize them with graphics developed with another application (see Figure 3). Microsoft File has no built-in graphics-generation or -editing abilities.

As you would expect, the program’s integration with Word and Excel is seamless. File provides excellent support for generating all kinds of forms and mailing labels and has full computed-field capability, field borders, and a hide-record capability that makes browsing through the database less of a strain on the eyes.

A complaint about earlier versions of File was that they were too slow. To speed up performance, Microsoft has now included a full background indexing system. Other recent enhancements include multiuser network support (file locking); window zoom boxes; date arithmetic; and a report-summary style feature that allows you to assign styles such as italics, bold, or underline to the summary sections of your reports.

Microsoft File is the old, dependable, solid product in the file-manager market. It runs faster in its new version, but it still won’t break any speed records. It has good reporting capabilities, but it doesn’t set the market standard. It’s simply a good product for a good price. Its key competitive advantage is its form-template library: That’s probably the only reason to buy it rather than any of its competitors.

Where will your electronic mail system go?

Some people see electronic mail as a simple desktop utility for shooting messages down the hall. Period.

Microsoft, however, sees it as a strategic business investment that should dramatically boost communication and productivity five minutes after installing it. And five years after running it.

Introducing Microsoft® Mail version 2.0—the only company-wide electronic mail system built so you won’t outgrow it. Now you can instantly send messages and files Mac® to Mac, Mac to PC, Mac to
An Objective Approach

Filevision IV, from Marvelin, does what Database does for graphic images, and more. It's a combination file manager, integrated imaging system, and object-oriented database. In an object-oriented database, you can look not only at the information in the traditional field-and-record format but also at objects that are connected to other objects, such as graphics to text.

Think of Filevision as a graphic database manager. Its strengths are its state-of-the-art integral graphics-generation and -editing systems and its ability to relate graphics to text (see Figure A). The application is designed to leverage the Macintosh's graphic-generation, display, and manipulation capabilities. At least 80 percent of its cost and value is in its graphics ability. Filevision pays off when you need desktop-publishing-level graphics and midrange stand-alone file management.

The program comprises a 32-layer graphic database in which each layer can be linked to its own textual database. You can create up to 32 databases within one file, and each database can have a unique record format. Each object (or group of objects) on the drawing page is connected to its own database record. A double-click accesses its record or its link to another file. Graphics can be imported or scanned.

On the text side, Filevision offers multiple computed fields, a three-level sorting system, and a range of statistical functions. Operationally, it runs smoothly and is enjoyable to work with. The system offers full on-line help screens to guide you through its plethora of functions.

Filevision IV should be the choice for applications in which the integration of text and graphics — for sales reports, personnel uses, or inventive applications such as combining shipping information with graphic representations of products — can justify the system's price.

Figure A: Filevision is a good choice for projects that require the integration of graphics and text. Here the graphic map is overlaid with the Information window. Each graphic layer can be linked to its own textual database, and one file can contain up to 32 databases.

stem be five years down the road?

VAX*, potentially Mac to whatever. And, for the first time ever, you can send and receive mail directly from Macintosh* programs like Microsoft Excel and Microsoft Word — it's never been this convenient.

Call (800) 541-1261, Dept. J84 for an eye-opening Mail 2.0 Handbook or see your dealer for a demo.

Either that, or get a less sophisticated mail system. And risk buyer's remorse.

Microsoft
Making it all make sense

*are registered trademarks and Making it all make sense is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. Macintosh and Mac are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. VAX is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.
RecordHolderPlus

RecordHolderPlus is in the middle of the road when it comes to functionality and performance. In some categories, it's a little better than its competitors; in others a little worse. Basically, the product uses full-screen entry and a standard Mac interface. Its strength is in its editing capabilities — here, RecordHolderPlus does stand alone. It offers range programming or procedural languages, but the most-powerful ones, such as 4th Dimension and Omnis 5.0. Languages let programmers automate functions, customize the interface, and give users a product that is more sharply defined to meet their particular needs. High-end relational databases add another feature that is critical in a corporate setting and that most flat-file databases (other than FileMaker II) don't have: true file- and record-locking capability. This feature makes the database truly multuser and ensures that only one copy of the database is maintained.

— Laura Johnson

Figure 4: With RecordHolderPlus a real-estate listing looks the same when it prints as it does on-screen. The Table of Contents window gives you a quick way to find files.
Managing Your Money... No other program does more for your money.
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"...Managing Your Money is the Mercedes of personal finance programs."

— Macweek, 9/13/88
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For Macintosh Plus, SE, II, 512KE. Two disk drives (one being at least 800K).
checks, alphanumeric field checks, upper-case conversions, pop-up file lists, and preset punctuation patterns.

The system performs well in standard file manipulations. Its report writer uses a WYSIWYG method, and its report-writing capabilities are on a par with those of Microsoft File—simple and effective.

To navigate the system, use the file directory, called the Table of Contents window (see Figure 4). The window shows what records are in a file and lets you enter, browse through, and find a particular record. It’s a visual directory of the file.

RecordHolderPlus offers a competitive computed-fields capability, logical-searching abilities, line and box drawing for reports, file-level password protection, multiple date formats, and a good solid manual. The system has a degree of popularity because it’s easy to use, but the ease of use comes at the expense of powerful capabilities that shouldn’t have been excluded, such as multiple-file searching and a macro capability.

Ken Landis has used Apple computers since 1978, solving problems for businesses from proprietorships to major corporations.

-- The Bottom Line --

As you've seen, the Macintosh flat-file-management market is crowded, diverse, and broad in terms of price and functionality. Which program is best for you?

FileMaker II and FileVision IV are solid development-oriented file-management systems, perfect for building entry screens, creating reports, and running queries. Its multiuser capabilities make it a natural for business tasks in which data goes in and out all day long.

If you can't decide whether you need a spreadsheet program with good data-management capabilities or a file manager with good calculation abilities, Panorama is the perfect choice. This product successfully spans both areas. Its file-management capability is exponentially greater than its spreadsheet capability, but few users will notice the missing statistical, financial, and other functions included in spreadsheets. Panorama is not for run-of-the-mill file management; it is intended for heavy analytic or presentation applications.

Microsoft File's niche is for managing information that goes onto business forms. The product's more than 100 ready-to-use office-form templates make it a natural for tracking shipping information, customer orders, and so on. For any task related to its form library, the system can't be beat. But FileMaker II is a better bet for building applications from scratch.

The main plus in RecordHolderPlus is the novel way it lets you browse through and enter a file by using the Table of Contents window. At $99, it's the least expensive of the products described here. If you need a system that offers foolproof navigation and bare-bones functions, it's a good choice. Otherwise, you're better off with FileMaker II, if you want an application, or Retriever, if you want a DA.

FileVision IV offers the most impressive integration of graphics and text of the products discussed here. In fact, its graphics capabilities border on those of desktop-publishing software. This program is the best choice for managing CAD/CAM graphic libraries, scanned images, and the like; it's not for analyzing data, creating reports, or storing information.

In the DA market, Retriever offers solid functionality as an adjunct file manager. It should be used for day-to-day information-management and retrieval tasks such as maintaining customer lists, employee information, product data sheets, and the like. Database offers the same functions as Retriever, plus graphics integration both on-screen and hard copy. It's the perfect product to use when you want visual punch or need to keep track of linked graphics and text.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Report Cards</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DAatabase</strong></td>
<td><strong>1/2</strong></td>
<td>A flat-file manager in a DA. Handles pictures, text, and numbers with ease. Supports color. Converts QuickDeX and other files. Version 1.1.2. Requires 512K or later. Preferred Publishers, 5100 Poplar Ave., Suite 706, Memphis, TN 38137; (600) 446-6393 or (901) 683-3383. Price: $195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FileMaker II</strong></td>
<td><strong>1/2</strong></td>
<td>A solid development-oriented multiuser flat-file manager, ideal for business environments. Has flexible layouts, hierarchical menus, and good searching and reporting capability. Supports color. Claris Corp., 5201 Patrick Henry Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95052-6168; (408) 967-7000. Price: $299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FileVision IV</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>A file manager that thinks in pictures more than in text. The choice for projects involving integration of graphics and text. Supports color. Doesn't stack up well in straight-text uses and wasn't meant to. Version 1.0. Requires Mac Plus or later. Marvelin Corp., 3420 Ocean Park Blvd., Suite 3020, Santa Monica, CA 90405; (213) 450-8813. Price: $495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Microsoft File</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>An old program that has been rejuvenated and is OK but not a trendsetter. Its biggest strength is its more than 100 form templates that work with standard preprinted business forms. Version 2.0. Requires 512KE or later. Microsoft Corp., 16011 N.E. 36th Way, P.O. Box 97017, Redmond, WA 98073-9717; (706) 882-8803. Price: $195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Panorama</strong></td>
<td><strong>1/2</strong></td>
<td>Replaces OverVUE. Keeps databases in RAM for speed and has spreadsheet-like data entry. Supports text, numbers, graphics, and dates as data types. Color, powerful charting function, and macros. Version 1.1.1. Requires 1 megabyte and one 800K drive. ProVUE Development, 15190 Translator Lane, Huntington Beach, CA 92649; (714) 892-8199. Price: $395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RecordHolderPlus</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>A middle-of-the-road program with average functionality that offers excellent editing functions. Good for high-volume applications in which editing is important. Supports color. Version 3.1. Requires 512K or later. Software Discoveries, Inc., 137K Kawaski Drive, South Windsor, CT 06074; (203) 872-1024. Price: $399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Retriever</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>A spreadsheet-oriented DA flat-file manager that has solid reporting and uses icons instead of menus for many functions. Has fast sorting and decent searching capabilities and a HyperCard interface. Version 1.03. Requires 512K or later. Exodus Software, 8620 Winston Road, Suite 304, Cincinnati, OH 45231; (513) 522-9011. Price: $99.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
You’ve been practicing for years.
Now it's time to play.

Introducing the HP DeskWriter printer for the Macintosh. $1195.*
The new HP DeskWriter printer for the Macintosh puts laser quality on your desktop. With its advanced inkjet technology you can print text and graphics, even scalable outline fonts, at 300 DPI. Just like a laser printer. But unlike a laser printer, the DeskWriter is priced so you can have your own. No more waiting in line for output. Or having your work scrutinized by the office busybodies.

And at a compact 15"x 17"x 8", the DeskWriter fits neatly next to your Macintosh. So call 1-800-752-0900, Ext. 688E for your nearest authorized HP dealer and see a demonstration. And keep the laser quality all to yourself. There is a better way.
Letting in the Light

Debunking the myths of optical discs and revealing the real reasons why you should be interested

By John Rizzo

Let's face it — lasers are hot. Used until recently only by scientists for things such as eye surgery, Star Wars, and ultraprecise measurement and calibration at the National Bureau of Standards, lasers are now finding their way into millions of homes through boxes that read shiny plastic discs. In 1988, audio compact discs outsold vinyl 33-rpm records by 2 to 1, much as 33s had long ago replaced 78s. The reason
for this is simple: Optical discs hold more music at a higher fidelity than do LPs, they’re small, and they’re virtually indestructible. So it seems logical that laser optical discs will soon replace the hard disks connected to our Macs, right?

Don’t put any money on it. For most users, they’re neither an alternative to hard disks nor viable backup media. It’s not that optical discs are a fad; on the contrary, optical discs are probably where audio CDs were in the music market six years ago. It’s just that claims that optical technology is taking over the market are a symptom of nearsightedness. Hard disks did not replace floppies but added a new dimension to desktop computing. Similarly, optical discs will perform new tasks not yet common on desktop computers, replacing noncomputer technologies such as microfiche. Optical discs are the last piece of a technology jigsaw puzzle that is already being used to revolutionize the way some companies operate.

Many optical technologies are in development, but three types of optical discs have hit the mainstream market: CD-ROM (compact-disc-read-only memory), WORM (write once, read many), and erasable. They’re not compatible with each other, but then, your VCR doesn’t play audiocassettes either. Each is suited for particular jobs and users, which I’ll identify as I give you a look at a representative sampling of some of the dozens of optical-disc drives available for the Mac.
Letting in the Light

CD-ROM Me First

CD-ROM is the oldest desktop optical technology and has the most-developed standards, giving CD-ROMs portability among different drives and computers. The two main standards are the High Sierra standard and the International Standards Organization (ISO) standard, which grew out of High Sierra. If drive and disc vendors implement the standards, a disc can be shared among PCs and Macs by using one set of data but two sets of header and driver information. Most CD-ROM drives can even play audio CDs, which are the same size.

Enthusiasts are excited about CD-ROM technology because it provides a great distribution medium. A disc can hold 650 megabytes of data, is compact (4.75 inches in diameter), and is an enduring storage medium. Discs are also not all that expensive to produce. A 100-disc pressing can run about $3,000, with per-disc costs decreasing with increasing production volume. On a dollar-per-megabyte basis, CD-ROM is not a bad deal for software publishers, especially if they have a lot of software to publish. These costs are likely to come down further with the appearance of CD-ROM–mastering service bureaus. For about $150,000, small businesses can offer data capture, editing, indexing, formatting, encoding, and output of CD-ROM discs by using the TOPIX CD-R system from Optical Media International of Los Gatos, California. (For information on other CD-ROM mastering systems, see “Optical Horizons,” June ’88.)

But despite all these benefits to users and disc publishers and even though drives have been on the market for several years, CD-ROM technology just hasn’t taken off yet. According to InfoTech, a consulting and research firm, there were approximately 170,000 CD-ROM drives on users’ desks last winter—that’s less than 1 drive for every 100 to 150 PCs. CD-ROM penetration is even lower on the Macintosh side, with 5,000 to 15,000 drives working with some 2.5 megabytes of data, is not a bad deal if driven fast enough.

The most important facets of a CD-ROM drive are speed, price, and size. The Toshiba TXM-3201A1–Mac CD-ROM drive is ahead of the AppleCD SC and the NEC CDR-77 on all three counts. CD-ROM drives are very slow—slower than erasable and WORM drives, slower even than floppy-disk drives. The Toshiba drive, touted as the fastest CD-ROM drive on the market, performs almost twice as fast as the NEC, the slowest of the three. My read-only benchmark consisted of opening a 4.6-megabyte HyperCard stack (using version 1.2.2 of HyperCard).

The AppleCD SC is the best drive for audio in hardware and software. All three discs can play audio CDs with the Mac running, and they come with front headphone jacks and volume control. The Toshiba drive lacks rear stereo jacks and a three-position switch for volume control, but those features are not worth paying $400 more for, for the Apple or the NEC.

The AppleCD SC is the only drive of the three designed to fit under a Mac SE. It would be a better value if the price were lower. For now, the Toshiba drive is the clear choice.

CD-ROM Products

The most important facets of a CD-ROM drive are speed, price, and size. The Toshiba TXM-3201A1–Mac CD-ROM drive is ahead of the AppleCD SC and the NEC CDR-77 on all three counts.

CD-ROM drives are very slow—slower than erasable and WORM drives, slower even than floppy-disk drives. The Toshiba drive, touted as the fastest CD-ROM drive on the market, performs almost twice as fast as the NEC, the slowest of the three. My read-only benchmark consisted of opening a 4.6-megabyte HyperCard stack (using version 1.2.2 of HyperCard).

The AppleCD SC is the best drive for audio in hardware and software. All three discs can play audio CDs with the Mac running, and they come with front headphone jacks and volume control. The Toshiba drive lacks rear stereo jacks and a three-position switch for volume control, but those features are not worth paying $400 more for, for the Apple or the NEC.

The AppleCD SC is the only drive of the three designed to fit under a Mac SE. It would be a better value if the price were lower. For now, the Toshiba drive is the clear choice.

CD-ROM Benchmarks

Read-only tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drive</th>
<th>Seconds</th>
<th>15.3 WORM (Laserdrive)</th>
<th>11.2 erasable (Pinnacle)</th>
<th>8.7 hard disk (Apple 40-ME)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AppleCD SC</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>22.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC CDR-77</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>22.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toshiba 3201</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>17.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Time taken to open a 4.7-megabyte HyperCard stack

CD-ROM Guide

AppleCD SC
Comments: AppleShare file-server support; RCA and miniheadphone stereo jacks.
Manufactured by: Apple Computer, Inc., 20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014; (408) 996-1010.
Price: $1,199.

NEC CDR-77
Comments: RCA and miniheadphone stereo jacks.
Manufactured by: NEC Home Electronics (USA), Inc., 1255 Michael Drive, Wood Dale, IL 60191; (312) 660-9500.
Price: $999; driver software, $199.

Optical Media International ProCDP
Comments: Rack-mounted metal case for music studios; 25-inch headphone stereo jacks.
Manufactured by: Optical Media International, 485 Alberto Way, Los Gatos, CA 95032; (408) 395-4332.
Price: $1,795.

Toshiba TXM-3201A1–Mac
Comments: Faster Toshiba model; miniheadphone stereo jacks.
Manufactured by: Toshiba America Information Systems, Inc., 9740 Irvine Blvd., Irvine, CA 92718; (800) 456-3475.
Price: $870.

Toshiba TXM-5100A–Mac
Comments: Slower Toshiba model; miniheadphone stereo jacks.
Manufactured by: Toshiba America Information Systems, Inc., 9740 Irvine Blvd., Irvine, CA 92718; (800) 456-3475.
Price: $650.
La Cie products are the choice of professional critics and critical professionals. But don’t take our word for it, take Macworld’s, MacUser’s and La Cie customers. You will find that La Cie creates the standards for excellence.

“Sure winners, the lightweight, silent and inexpensive Cirrus drives from La Cie come with first-rate utility software.”

Cirrus drives are fast and quiet — most models boast a 1:1 interleave and 15 ms seek time. Cirrus drives are first in speed and silence in the Macworld tests. We achieve speed by pairing the finest 3-1/2” drive technology with the best software drivers available exclusively from La Cie. Cirrus is silent because La Cie uses 1/2 speed fans — found only in Cirrus drives.

“There’s no benchmark test for hardware design, but the elegance and convenience of a drive — an external one in particular — should concern you.”

La Cie offers you mass storage solutions from 42 to 1038 megabytes. Except for the 613 and 1038, all drives weigh under 4-1/2 pounds and measure less than 3”x6”x9”. These compact units don’t clutter up your desk-top and do fit into our FREE shoulder-strapped Cordura™ carrying case or inside your briefcase for easy portability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capacity (Mb)</th>
<th>Speed (ms)</th>
<th>Price ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>137</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1,399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>182</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1,699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1,099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1,499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>172</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1,799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>613</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3,399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1038</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5,199</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“La Cie products were my favorites.”
Macworld, September 1989.

All Cirrus drives include our Silverlining™ hard-disk-management software, Silverserver™ hard-disk-sharing software and DS-Backup.

“La Cie drives include the best software we tested.”
Macworld, September 1989.

5 YEAR mfg. warranty now included.*

Silverlining performs hard-disk management tasks like formatting, partitioning, diagnostics, password protection, defragmentation and much much more.

“The best survival history of any drive purchased.”
Al Forster, Dow Chemical.

All Cirrus drives are burned in for 24 hours before shipping, include a 30 day money back guarantee, and most drives offer you the reassurance of 50,000 hours of continuous use — that’s 5.7 years!

“Our all the drives tested, we recommend La Cie’s Cirrus drives.”

So compare. You’ll find there’s really no comparison at all — just lots of good reasons to order your Cirrus drive today.

Call us now.
1-800-999-0143

La Cie LTD.

16285 SW 85th, Bldg. 306,
Tigard, OR 97224, (503) 684-0143

*5 year warranty on selected models only.
million Macintoshes, according to industry sources. What's wrong with this picture?

CD-ROM discs are read-only, but that limitation hasn't prevented audio compact discs from obtaining market success. One problem with CD-ROM drives is their performance, which is even slower than that of floppy-disk drives. Nevertheless, no one has abandoned floppy-disk drives completely, because they are still useful for loading and backing up files and programs. The main roadblock is the old chicken-and-egg syndrome that plagues any new distribution medium: Users are waiting for a reason to buy a drive (that is, published titles), and developers are waiting for a reason to publish (that is, a large installed user base). Some large companies have created their own titles, using CD-ROMs to distribute database information such as company statistics and customer lists. In fact, most drives now are being used by large companies. For a company spread out over several states, having its own CD-ROM distribution system is less expensive than creating a giant network.

It will take a good bit of innovative third-party publishing to make CD-ROM drives as common as printers in offices.

Actually, use of the drives is starting to become more widespread. CD-ROM telephone directories are sprouting up, and Digital Electronics is putting its VMS operating-system documentation onto CD-ROMs. For desktop publishers, there are discs full of clip art. There's even a disc to help you create, master, and publish CD-ROMs: CD-ROM Developers Lab from Software Mart of Austin, Texas.

CD-ROMs on the Mac offer combined text, graphics, and sound. The Whole Earth Catalog, that Sears catalog of the counterculture, is now available as a CD-ROM HyperCard stack from Broderbund of San Rafael, California. Apple advocates are using HyperCard as a front end to the large amounts of data on CD-ROMs. The Whole Earth disc features scanned photographs and diagrams from pages of how-to books, indexes by section and by word, and music. Click on a button, and you get a 60-second sample of the recording you're reading about.

For those of you in the market for conventional business applications, Microsoft has a disc for which it might be worth buying a CD-ROM drive. The Microsoft Office is a single disc containing Word, Excel, Mail, and PowerPoint. On-line documentation includes animated help sequences with sound and the ability to search disc files by word. The disc also includes a variety of third-party software, such as Excel templates from Heizer, Silicon Beach's SuperPaint, and 350 Adobe fonts. At $949, it is quite a savings over the price of the products separately.

But whether CD-ROM technology will take charge in the computer market the way its audio counterpart did in the consumer market is still a matter of speculation.

**Optical Discs at a Glance**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CD-ROM</th>
<th>WORM</th>
<th>Erasable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Best uses</strong></td>
<td>in-house data distribution&lt;br&gt;retail data and software distribution</td>
<td>on-line archiving&lt;br&gt;secondary mass storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Good points</strong></td>
<td>industry standards among vendors&lt;br&gt;holds 650 MB</td>
<td>data stable up to 100 years&lt;br&gt;writes once&lt;br&gt;holds up to 1 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bad points</strong></td>
<td>very slow</td>
<td>writes only once</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WORM and Erasable**

WORM and erasable discs are in a different market altogether. Unlike CD-ROMs, their main purpose is not to serve as distribution media but instead to be used for mass storage. They're big, removable, and stable. And you can write data to them.

Each type of optical disc comes in a 5.25-x-6-inch cartridge. Most of the double-sided cartridges hold 650 megabytes per side, and gigabyte sizes are becoming more common. Most WORM and erasable drives produced for the Mac also work with a PC, the difference being only in the driver software. However, most cartridges from different vendors are incompatible with each other and between Macs and PCs because neither of the technologies has standards such as those that CD-ROMs enjoy.

WORM is the older of the two technologies; it started on mainframes and then migrated to desktops (see "Optical Horizons," June '88). By contrast, the first erasable drives were introduced this year. Most erasable drives use optical assemblies from one of two OEMs—Ricoh and Sony. Maxtor was getting ready to ship its own assembly in August.

Last year, Steve Jobs made a big stir in the optical-drive industry by announcing that his NeXT computer would come with an erasable optical drive. Since then, the erasable market has exploded, with some 15 drives for the Mac and more on the way. Many people predicted that the advent of erasable technology would be the death knell for WORM optical drive.
It's true... We've expanded our popular Cirrus Drive family to include the security and convenience of removable drive technology. As an introduction to these exciting new drives, we're offering a FREE Mac Plus with the purchase of our new 600MB Optical Drive.* But act now, this offer is limited!

The Cirrus 600MO — The question is not whether you will buy an optical drive, it's when? Experience the future in optical data storage technology today. The Cirrus 600MO Magneto-Optical Drive (shown above right) gives you 600 megabytes of erasable, removable and affordable data storage you can hold in your hand.

Simply write, erase and rewrite your data...a million times over...one file after another. Then remove and lock up the cartridge for complete security. This is the optimal drive for high capacity storage needs like large databases, CAD applications, desktop publishing, graphic images, file serving, backup and more.

The only limit is time. Purchase a Cirrus Magneto-Optical drive now and receive a FREE Mac Plus or $1200 on any Apple product.*

The Cirrus 45R — When speed, portability, unlimited data storage and price are at the top of your priorities. This just may be the only storage device you'll ever need. The Cirrus 45 MB Removable Cartridge Drive...

Compare Removable Drive Prices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ERASABLE OPTICAL DRIVES</th>
<th>Drive</th>
<th>Cartridge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>La Cie Cirrus 600MO</td>
<td>$4995</td>
<td>$249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jasmine Direct Optical™</td>
<td>$4995</td>
<td>$298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinnacle Micro RED-650™</td>
<td>$5995</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYQUEST CARTRIDGE DRIVES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Cie Cirrus 45R</td>
<td>$999</td>
<td>$129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass Microsystems DataPak™</td>
<td>$1799</td>
<td>$149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peripheral Land Infinity 40 Turbo™</td>
<td>$1795</td>
<td>$149</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All Syquest Drives use the same drive mechanism.

FREE Software too! Purchase either Cirrus Removable Drive now and you'll also receive Silverlining™ hard disk management software and Silverserver™ disk sharing software FREE — an additional $169.90 value — "an outstanding set of utilities." MacWorld, May 1989.

Move up to removable drive technology today!

Call us now.
1-800-999-0143

LaCie, with its limitless storage capability is as convenient as a floppy and as fast as a hard disk. Which makes it ideal for organizing or backing up data quickly — or for transporting data between locations and accessing archived information instantly. Cartridges are completely interchangeable with other Syquest-type cartridges and may be used on any Syquest cartridge drive.

There is no time like the present. For a limited time we're offering a removable cartridge and a handsome Cordura™ carrying case absolutely FREE — a $168.95 value.

FREE Software too! Purchase either Cirrus Removable Drive now and you'll also receive Silverlining™ hard disk management software and Silverserver™ disk sharing software FREE — an additional $169.90 value — "an outstanding set of utilities." MacWorld, May 1989.

LaCie's prices shown are cash prices and do not include shipping. Add 3% for VISA, Mastercard. 5% for American Express. Add 10% for rush handling. LaCie, Cirrus, Silverlining and Silverserver are trademarks of LaCie, Ltd. Other product and company names shown are registered trademarks of their respective companies. Prices and specifications shown are subject to change without notice. Price comparison table taken from MacWorld, July 1989. *Call for complete details, some restrictions may apply.

Please circle 76 on reader service card.

LaCie
16285 SW 85th • Bldg. 306
Tigard, OR 97224 • (503) 684-0143
FAX: (503) 624-0919

Please circle 76 on reader service card.
The more you work with numbers, the more you'll like working with Wingz. Wingz is the fastest, easiest way to transform your raw data into eye-catching persuasive graphic presentations. What more can we say? Wingz simply has more. Which means every other spreadsheet has less.

**WINGZ HAS DRAWING TOOLS.**

The Wingz drawing tools give your work a finished look quickly and easily, without using another software application. Choose from line, arc, circle, rectangle or polygon tools. And after you've drawn the basic shapes, you can color, size, group and move them.

**WINGZ HAS 3D GRAPHICS.**

3D graphs make your data more understandable and more impressive. And Wingz is the only spreadsheet with built-in 3D graphic capabilities. Wingz features 3D bar, 3D line, 3D layer, 3D step, 3D pie and 3D combination graphs. You can change the rotation, elevation and viewing distance of your 3D graphs.

**WINGZ HAS UNLIMITED COLOR AND FONT SELECTIONS.**

Color enhances the appearance of your data. And Wingz maximizes your use of color. In fact, the number of color choices is limited only by your hardware. If you have a 24 bit color system, you'll have over 16 million color choices when you enter our custom color mixing dialog box.
**Wingz Has HyperScript.**

You don’t have to be a rocket scientist to do powerful, work-saving programming in Wingz’ HyperScript. (Although a lot of rocket scientists are using Wingz.) HyperScript unleashes the full power of the Macintosh. HyperScript uses intuitive English language commands, not abstract jargon.

For example, to hide the cell grid with Excel macros would require:

```plaintext
=DISPLAY (false, false, true, true, 0)
```

To perform the same action in HyperScript:

**HIDE CELL GRID**

It’s that simple.

**Wingz Has Happy Users.**

According to International Data Corporation (July, 1989) Wingz ranked number one in user satisfaction among Macintosh spreadsheet users.

**Wingz Has Future Users.**

The same survey found Wingz an eye-popping two-to-one favorite when users were asked which spreadsheet they intend to buy in the next six months.

**Wingz Has Buttons.**

Buttons can make your spreadsheet as easy and natural to use as the radio or the dishwasher. They’re easier and faster than menus or typing in commands. (You can also put other Macintosh controls, including radio buttons, check boxes and slide bars, directly onto the worksheet.) Just as important, buttons unleash the power of HyperScript. So you can attach lists of frequently used commands to buttons, and then execute them with the click of a mouse.

**Wingz Has Great-Looking Output.**

In fact, all the graphics in this ad were created with Wingz and QMS ColorScript 100 Printer.

And when your reports and graphs look great, so do you.

**Now If Wingz Has All This, Shouldn’t You Have Wingz?**

Just call toll-free 1-800-331-1763, Ext. 1000, to find the Wingz dealer nearest you. In Canada, call 416-566-7024.

Please circle 197 on reader service card.

©Copyright, 1989 Informix Software, Inc. Informix and HyperScript are registered trademarks and Wingz is a trademark of Informix Software Inc.; Apple and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.; all other trademarks are used for information purposes.
Letting in the Light

disks. In fact, just the opposite has happened. With erasable technology now on the frontier, WORM has become a safer bet in the minds of users, causing a spurt in the number of vendors producing WORM drives for the Mac.

WORM drives are guaranteed a place in the market because they are much better for archiving than erasable drives are. Current erasable drives all use magneto-optic technology, in which a laser heats the medium, changing its magnetic polarity. This technique gives the data an estimated life of ten years. WORM drives burn holes into the medium, giving data at least 100 years of life. In fact, WORM data can outlast modern paper, which, because of its acid content, begins to crumble after a few decades.

**Who Needs It?**

The thought of unlimited storage on gigabyte cartridges is enough to make desktop publishers and CAD users drool, but optical storage doesn't begin to look economically attractive until you require about 500 megabytes. A 650-megabyte hard disk can cost $8,000, whereas most erasable drives are currently in the $4,000-to-$6,000 range. WORM drives are less expensive than erasable drives, retailing at $2,000 to $4,000 each. Optical discs and drives are also less easily damaged when moved about than are fragile hard disks.

But don't throw away your hard-disk drive just yet. Although WORM and erasable drives are faster than CD-ROM drives, professionals currently find all optical drives too slow for running the Mac operating system. In fact, at the time of this writing, neither the Sony nor Ricoh erasable drive could be used as a startup device when a hard disk was also attached to the Mac.

There are applications for which optical media are the best choice, though. For example, WORM drives are increasingly replacing tape for mastering CD-ROM because WORM drives provide random access. Also, engineers can put erasable drives to good use for data-acquisition tasks. Parallel Geosciences of Austin, Texas, includes an erasable optical drive with its RISC-enhanced, Macintosh-based system, which collects and analyzes geophysical data for the oil industry. In this data-acquisition process, a single data set can occupy several hundred megabytes.

Vertical applications such as these may be interesting, but the biggest growth potential for optical-disc technology lies beyond the desktop.

---

**WORM-Drive Products**

Of the three WORM drives looked at for this review, the LaserDrive 820 came out slightly ahead of the Panasonic LF-5010, with the Storage Dimensions LaserStor coming in at a distant third.

WORM drives are generally slower than magneto-optical drives, but the LaserDrive 820 keeps up with erasable drives. The Panasonic LF-5010 was 12 percent slower, with the LaserStor more than twice as slow as that. LaserDrive claims to have the fastest WORM drive on the market.

But speed isn't the whole story. The LaserDrive 820 has the most Mac-like interface. You format blank discs with the same dialog box you use for blank floppies. You eject discs by dragging the icon to the trash. Utility software is necessary for mounting the disc on the desktop the first time you insert it, but the icon comes up by itself whenever you reinset a disc after that.

The Panasonic disc mounts when you push it in but does not eject when you trash the icon unless you first push the Eject button. The LaserStor disc mounts only if it is in the drive when you boot up the Mac. Otherwise, you need to run utility software every time you insert a disc. The disc does not eject when you throw away the icon.

Panasonic and Storage Dimensions use different drives, but both use similar software from Corel, which also sells its own line of WORM and erasable drives. Corel's software had the look and feel of a DOS port and was generally inferior to LaserStor's. (At press time, Storage Dimensions was replacing Corel's software with its own; the beta copy I saw was impressive.)

With all WORM drives, you can delete files in the Finder, but they remain invisibly there, which confuses both the Mac and PC operating systems about how much space is really available. To find out, you have to run the utility supplied with all three drives.

Both the LaserDrive and Panasonic units are good choices. The LaserDrive's only drawback is its size— it's nearly 16 inches tall. At press time, LaserDrive was planning to produce a smaller cabinet.

---

**WORM-Drive Benchmarks**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DiskBasher! results</th>
<th>LaserDrive 820</th>
<th>Panasonic LF-5010</th>
<th>Storage Dimensions LaserStor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50 sec</td>
<td>178.57</td>
<td>183.58</td>
<td>404.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 sec</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 sec</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 sec</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250 sec</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300 sec</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350 sec</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 sec</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450 sec</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 sec</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- LaserDrive 820
- Panasonic LF-5010
- Storage Dimensions LaserStor

40.2 hard disk (Apple 40-MB)
Although all optical-disc technology is used in desktop publishing, erasable and WORM drives combined with scanners, networks, and file servers have the potential for going far beyond desktop publishing. At an industry conference last winter, Larry Miller of Caere (producer of OmniPage optical-character-reader software) predicted that 60 percent of scanners will be used for tasks other than desktop publishing. He was talking about document processing and on-line archiving, which are made possible only by writable optical discs.

Processing Documents

Information technology in business has witnessed a progression in the past three decades from centralized data processors in the '60s and

**WORM Guide**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LaserWORM</td>
<td>CMS Enhancements</td>
<td>$5,845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corel Systems 400M</td>
<td>Corel Systems Corp.</td>
<td>$2,965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corel Systems 650M</td>
<td>Corel Systems Corp.</td>
<td>$3,975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corel Systems 800M</td>
<td>Corel Systems Corp.</td>
<td>$3,665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corel Systems 940M</td>
<td>Corel Systems Corp.</td>
<td>$3,845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage Dimensions LaserStor for Mac</td>
<td>Storage Dimensions</td>
<td>$4,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toshiba WM-5070</td>
<td>Toshiba Disk Product Division</td>
<td>$3,595</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Make Your Own Game!

Crystal Quest: $49.95
Crystal Quest & CritterEditor: $79.95

Casady & Greene Inc.
POB 223779, Carmel, CA 93922
Information: (408) 624-8716
Orders: (800) 331-4321
In CA: (800) 851-1986

Please circle 175 on reader service card.
### Software

#### 1st Aid Software

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st Aid Kit</td>
<td>60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D Graphics Images w/Impact</td>
<td>64.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business 1</td>
<td>64.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphics &amp; Symbols 1</td>
<td>52.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### A. Bonadio & Associates

| Expression 2.0               | 78.00 |
| Check Writer 2.0             | 30.00 |
| Payroll 3.5                  | 94.00 |
| Payroll Plus                 | 149.00|
| TimeCard                     | 99.00 |
| TimeMinder 2.1               | 145.00|

#### ACUS

| 4th Dimension 2.0           | 486.00|
| Adobe Illustrator 88         | 297.00|
| Streaming                   | 236.00|
| True Form                    | 248.00|
| Adobe PostScript Fonts       | 409.00|

#### AIC Management Systems

| AEC Info. Manager           | 409.00|
| FastTrack Schedule          | 125.00|

#### Alfaw Microsystems

| Affinity                    | 42.00 |
| Tempo II                    | 74.00 |

#### Aldus

| FreeHand                    | 348.00|
| PageMaker                   | 387.00|
| PageMaker Color Ed          | 149.00|
| Persuasion                  | 374.00|

#### ALSoft

| DeskExpress 1.5             | 45.00 |
| Master Juggler              | 59.00 |
| MultiDesk                   | 41.00 |

#### Altsy

| FONTastic Plus              | 51.00 |
| Fontographer                | 228.00|

#### Ashton-Tate

| dBASE Mac                    | 294.00|
| Full Impact                  | 248.00|
| FullWrite Professional       | 264.00|

#### Bedford

| Simply Accounting           | 178.00|

#### Berkeley System Design

| StepUp 2.0                  | 51.00 |

#### Biyth Software

| Omnii 5 Single User         | 379.00|

#### Bookware Software

| ResumeWriter - Pro          | 58.00 |
| ResumeWriter - Student      | 18.00 |

#### Bonial International

| Reflex Plus                 | 188.00|
| Sidekick 2.0                | 67.00 |
| Turbo Pascal 1.1            | 67.00 |
| Turbo Pascal Tutor 1.0      | 45.00 |

#### Bright Star Technology

| Hyper Animator 1.5         | 98.00 |

#### Broderbund

| PostScriptMaker Plus       | 35.00 |
| Print Shop                  | 35.00 |

#### Caoe Software

| OmniPage 2.0               | 558.00|

#### Casy & Greene

| QuickDraw                    | 31.00 |
| QuickDrawPlus                | 81.00 |

#### CE Software

| Calendarmaker 3.0           | 31.00 |
| DiskTop                     | 31.00 |

#### Charg Labs

| C.A.T.                      | 228.00|

#### Check Mark Software

| Cash Ledge                  | 124.00|
| MultiLedger 1.3             | 254.00|

#### Ciber

| Claris                      | 598.00|
| FileMaker II                | 228.00|

#### Deneba

| MacDraw II                  | 298.00|
| MacDraw 2.0                 | 97.00 |
| MacProject W 2.0            | 377.00|
| MacWrite II                 | 179.00|

#### CompoServe

| SmartForm Designer          | 259.00|

#### Connectix

| Virtual Utilities           | 198.00|
| Virtual w/PPMU (Mac II)     | 498.00|

#### Cricket Software

| Cricket Color Pen           | 169.00|
| Cricket Draw                | 167.00|
| Cricket Graph 1.3           | 114.00|
| Cricket Paint               | 65.00 |

#### Dobi-Click Software

| Calc. Construction Set 2.0  | 99.00 |
| WebPaint - two volume sets  | 43.00 |

#### Donald Software

| Cricket 3.0 & 4 For Publishing | 43.00 |

#### Dynamic Software

| 5 & 6 Animal Kingdom        | 43.00 |
| 7 & 8 Special Occasions     | 43.00 |

#### E-Pocket Software

| 9 & 10 Printer's Helper     | 43.00 |
| 11 & 12 Ind. Revolution     | 43.00 |

#### Fast Lane Software

| 13 & 14 Old Earth Alm.      | 43.00 |
| 15 & 16 Island Life         | 43.00 |

#### Fast Lane Software

| 17 & 18 All The People     | 43.00 |

#### World Class Fonts

| Vol. 1 & 2 (Originals)     | 43.00 |
| Vol. 3 & 4 (Style)         | 43.00 |

#### World Class Fonts

| Vol. 5 & 6 (Giants)        | 43.00 |
| Vol. 7 & 8 (Triples)       | 43.00 |

#### World Class Fonts

| Vol. 9 - each volume 43    | 43.00 |

#### Electronic Arts

| Drums Tools Plus           | 30.00 |
| Studio 7                   | 90.00 |
| Studio 8                   | 308.00|
| Thunder II                 | 49.00 |

#### Emerald City Software

| SmartArt 1                  | 84.00 |
| SmartArt 2                  | 88.00 |

#### E-Motion Software

| SmartArt 3                  | 88.00 |

#### Farallon Software

| Phone Net Check Net         | 68.00 |

---

**Magazine price:** $45/Exposure: $63

**Phone:** 1-800-248-0800

Our savings are huge. Our advice is free.

**Preferred Publishers:** Databox: full featured desk accessory database for use at any time.

**Database:** $45/Exposure $63
We're so excited about carrying the new Colby WalkMac that we're giving them away.

Actually, we're giving one away. The rest we're selling at terrific prices. You see, MacZone is the only mail order company offering Colby's WalkMac. The only one. And we're pretty proud of that.

Why did Colby choose MacZone? For the same reasons you should—because no mail order company knows Macs better than we do.

Our Mac expertise means we can help you with everything from selecting the right products to installing a network. Have questions about a product before you buy? Give us a call. Need help installing the SIMMs you bought from us? Dial us up. You'll get the kind of in-depth assistance you can only get from people who know Macs inside and out.

You'll also get cheerful acceptance of qualified purchase orders (such as from a university, college, school system, or government agency), $3 overnight shipping, and convenient hours.

So if you want to go portable, place an order and we'll automatically enter your name in our WalkMac SE30 contest. If you'd rather not wait for the drawing, simply order your WalkMac SE30 now. Available by mail order exclusively from the MacZone.

Fuji Diskettes: $5 Rebates!
Now's the time to stock up on diskettes. This special offer from Fuji saves you up to $10 on two boxes of high quality disks. Limit two $5 rebates per customer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Double-sided</th>
<th>Rebate</th>
<th>Final Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$13</td>
<td>$5</td>
<td>$8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High Density</th>
<th>Rebate</th>
<th>Final Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$28</td>
<td>$5</td>
<td>$23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DataStor 8000 Personal Organizer $98
Microlytics offers the portable, pocket-sized information manager that reminds, notes, files, transfers, calculates and organizes your life. Uploads and downloads directly into and out of your Macintosh.

Product Guarantees:
If you are not completely satisfied with a purchase, many of the products we sell come with a 30 to 60 day money back guarantee. Ask for details when you place your order.

1-800-248-0800
Int'l: (206) 883-1975 Canada: 800-248-0344 FAX (206) 881-3421
Our savings are huge. Our advice is free.
P.O.s accepted here.

Universities, colleges, school districts, government agencies, corporations—if your organization issues purchase orders, we'll gladly accept them (some corporate P.O.s require credit approval). Just fax or mail your P.O. for cheerful, speedy service.

MacTech 2400 ...$139/2400M ... $245

Crystal View 19” Monitor .......... $1395

MacBest Hard Disks ....... see listings

Dolphin
Our best line of storage devices, including: External hard disk drives. Flipper tape backup & 4 Mb removable drives, Sonar 600 removable read-write disk drive, and many more.

Dolphin Hard Disks ....... see listings

Teledit T-1000 9600 BPS .......... 699.
T-2500 V 32 19,000 .......... 1299.
U.S. Robotics 9600 HST Baud Modem ... 685.

SCANNERS
Abaran Scanner 300/65 (8 Bit) .... 1499.
Scanner 300/65 (4 Bit) .......... 1199.
Logitech Scan Man ............. 339.

RasterOps
TrueCapture 324 ............. 1995.
TrueCapture 324 w/Video Option ... 2398.

Sharp
JX 300 Color Scanner .......... 3599.
JX 450 Color Scanner .......... 5995.

Thunderware
Lightning Scan ................ 405.
ThunderScan 5.0 ................ 187.

Xerox - Datacopy Scanner
Datacopy 730GS ............. 1498.

HARD DISKS - EXTERNAL
Dolphin
Flipper 44 Removable .......... 975.
Flipper 159 Tape Backup ....... 995.
Integra 20 External .......... 435.
Integra 30 External .......... 515.
Integra 45 External .......... 595.
Integra 60 External .......... 695.
Integra 80 External .......... 749.
Integra 100 External .......... 855.
Integra 150 External .......... 1095.
Sonar 500 Mb Read-Write Optical Disk Drive ........ 4995.

Dolphin (Speed Drive Line)
Integra 40 D External ........ 665.
Integra 80 D External ........ 1045.
Integra 105 Q External .......... 1178.

Everex - EMAC Hardware
EMAC 200 ................ 495.
EMAC Impact 40 Plus ........ 755.
EMAC 60/80/150 Deluxe .......... 1495.
EMAC Impact 80 ........ 1095.
EMAC 60 (Jive Back) ........ 698.
EMAC Impact 150 Meg ( Tape Backup ) .... 1199.

NEC
CD ROM Drive ................ 845.

Usicom Technologies
Mac Best lets you put your most important data in a reliable drive for a great price. Available in sizes from 20 to 600 megs, internals and externals for all your hard disk storage needs.

MacBest Hard Disks ....... see listings

MouseStick ............. $59.
MouseStick (add) .... $4.
Advanced Gravis Programmable joystick for games & power users.

Contest Rules: 1) Entries must be received on or before 1/21/90. 2) Winners selected in random drawings by affiliates for Multiple Zones, Inc. (MZ), whose decisions are final. 3) Cosby computer subject to availability, MZ reserves the right to substitute wholesale cost value up to $5,000. 4) Winners responsible for taxes. Odds of winning depend on number of entries. All prizes will be awarded. If MZ will announce the winners or before 2/28/90. Winners will be notified, by mail. Dates subject to change at discretion of MZ if unable to contact any winner, an alternate will be selected by random drawing. 7) Contest open to U.S. residents, except where prohibited by law. Employees of MZ and suppliers not eligible. 8) Prices: One Mac Cosby SE/30 computer.
Talk to a Macintosh expert, free.

Not sure which product will do what you need to do? Talk to us before you place your order. You'll get the benefit of the most knowledgeable Mac people in mail order, at the only company in the business that runs entirely on Macs.

Cricket
Cricket Draw...$167/Presents....$285

Bedford
Small business accounting package with fully integrated Payables, Receivables, General Ledger, Inventory, and Jobcosting. The fastest way to get from transaction to report.

Simply Accounting.................$178

Dantz
Archiving and backup software for Macintosh. Provides a complete solution for archiving files from any Mac volume to disks, tapes, optical cartridge drives, file server volumes, etc.

Retrospect..........................$154

Trendware Corporation
Trendware XCAL...$89

1-800-248-0800
Our savings are huge. Our advice is free.

FastNet SCSI Thickwire Ethernet 849.
FastNet R-1 Ethernet LAN/ 860/20 Accelerator SE...885.
FastNet AE 1249.

Kinetics
EtherPort II 469.
EtherPort SE 469.
EtherPort SE/20 469.
Fast Path 1845.

Nuvotech
Turbo Bridge 345.
Turbo Net ST 269 or DIN 8 29.

National Semiconductor
Macaccelate A/UX 469.

Shire Corporation
NetBridge 345.
NetSerial 289.

TOPS
TOPS FlashBox 123.
TOPS Repeater 128.

TOPS TelConnect DR/4 or DIN-8 29.

MONITORS & BOARDS
NEC
MacSync 14" Color Monitor 675.
MultiSync 20" Color Mon. 2895.

RasterOps
ClearView 15" SE Monitor w/16MHz/ Accelerator 1595.

RasterOps Colorboards ColorBoard 108 1249.
ColorBoard 224 (32 bit) 3995.
ColorBoard 264 795.
ColorBoard 264 55 300 1054.

RasterOps Teletron 19" Color Monitor 3398.

Sony
14" 1304 x 1024 Color MultiScan Monitor 795.

Taxan
Crystal View II 1305.
Crystal View SE 1305.

MICROCOMMUNICATIONS
Atatus
Quickstep Page Printer 329.

Dayna Communications
DaynaFile - Single Drive DF1050 (380K) 525.
DF2020 (1.2M) 605.
DF3030 (2.2M) 605.
DF4040 (4.4M) 685.

DaynaFile - Dual Drive DF4102 (380K/1.2M) 729.
DF4103 (380K/2.2M) 729.
DF4104 (380K/3.4M) 810.
DF4102 (1.2M/4.4M) 888.

Eastman Kodak
Extalite L-5 449.

PLI (Peripheral Land, Inc.)
TurboTtepsi 1.4 325.

Benderbound
Ancient Art of War 26.
Ancient Art of War at Sea 26.
Shufflepuck Cafe 23.

SiMcity 1971 27.


Bullseye Software
Grand Ferrari Prix 31.
P-51 Mustang (Fujin Sim 31.

Cosplay & Grenewy
Crystal Quest II 25.

Crystal Quest 2.2 with Ornament Editor 41.

Crossete
Cue Master & B & W 44.

Cue Master Color 49.

Data East

Discovery Software
Backbone 26.

Electronic Arts
Bard's Tale 32.

Chuck Yeager's
Advanced Flight Trainer 31.
Panzer Battles 28.

 Patton Vs Rommel 14.

Eppmol
Sub Battle 29.

Mediotic
Might And Magic 35.

Might And Magic 38.

Quarterstaff 29.

Shanghai 19.

Universal Military Sim 29.

MicroProse
Pirates! 32.

Microsoft
Flight Simulator 1.02 32.

Miles Computing
Feel's Errand 31.

Harrier Strike Mission 31.

Puzzle Gallery 26.

Mindscapes

Gaussius & Shogun & Trivia & Betrayal & Unlimted each 29.

Origin Systems
Autodactum or Motus 3.23.

PSL Software
NetTek 34.

Strategic Conquest 2.0 34.

Shadows
Leprechaun 36.

Entertainment
Access Software
World Class Leader Board...27.
Accoutnate
4th & Inches 27.
Handball 27.
Mean 16 27.

Activation
Cosmic Osmo 45.

Manhole 30.

Manhole Version 35.

Silicon Beach Software
Apache Strike 31.

Beyond Dark Castle 31.

Dark Castle 31.

Sir Tech
Wizardry 35.

Software Toolworks
Chessmaster 2100 31.

Cribbage King/Gin King 38.

Education
Bible Research Systems
The Word (KJV, NKJV, RSV) 26.

Borland International
Eureka! The Solver 26.

Bright Star Technology
Alphabet Blocks 30.

Talking Tails 29.

Benderbound
Calculus, Geometry, or Physics each 58.

Typing Made Easy 25.

Benderbound
Math Blaster 26.

Great Wave Software
KidsTime 29.

Number Maze 26.

Learning Company
Math Rabbit 32.

Reader Rabbit 2.1 31.

Mindscapes
S.T.A.E Perfect Score 45.

Mordi
Alphabuter • BodyWorks • ClockWorks • ConWorx • EarthWorks • FlushWorks • Lemonade Stand • Naval Battle • Preschool Disk 1 • Preschool Disk 2 • Turbo Math Facts • Word Search ... each 27.

Simon & Schuster
Typing Tutor IV 34.

Software Toolworks
Mavis Beacon Teacher Typing 34.

Mindscapes
Typing Made Easy 25.

True Basics
Algebra • Arithmetic • Calculus • Discrete Mathematics • Pre-Calculus/Trig • Probability Theory • TrueSTAT 33.
Software Toolworks

Swivel 3D ................................................. $239

Paracomp
Intuitive interface for moving 3-D objects and a rich visual environment with a variety of rendering and special effects. Let Paracomp set your imagination free with the power of 3-D.

Swivel 3D ................................................. $239

Panorama ........................................................................ $202

ProVUE
From the makers of OverVue, a quantum leap in database performance. Out-searches, out-sortes, out-calculates, outperforms, and generally outclasses the competition.

Panorama ........................................................................ $202

Sonak Software, Inc.
Powerful desk accessory for HyperCards. Fast, intuitive DA makes it easy to create, modify, and print HyperTalkTM scripts—the instructions that control your HyperCard stacks.

Music

Aesthetic Engineering
Music Mouse ........................................ 49
Art Nova
Printcrafter 2.1 ........................................ 72
Age of Production
Super Studie Session 65
Studio Session 1.4 ................................ 46
Bass Country Heavy Metal Sound FX String Quartet each 13.

Bradtwarden
Janko Session 28
Code
Free 2.1.6 ........................................... 399
Mac Drums ............................................ 31
Perceve ................................................. 49

Electronic Arts
Dx Music Inspector Set 84
Deluxe Recorder ......................................... 99

Farral
MacRecorder 1.0 164.
Great Wave Software
Concerto Plus ........................................ 38
Concerto Plus MIDI ................................. 78
Mark Of The Unicorn
Professional Composer 389
Professional Performer 385

Passport Design
Clock Tracks ............................................. 309
MasterTracks Jr .................................. 238
MasterTracks Pro 3.3 159
MIDI Interface ......................................... 89
MIDI Transport ......................................... 309
Nefete Writer II ........................... 325

Primera Software
Different Drummer .............................. 58
Resonale
Listen 2.1 ............................................. 62

Accessories

Abaton
Pro Point ADB (SE & II) 79
Addison Wesley
Inside Macintosh Vol. 1, 2, 3, 4 .............. 21
Vol. 5 ................................................. 23
Inside Macintosh, X-Ref .......................... 15
Mac Prog. Secrets .................................. 19

Paragon
CoMacware
Using a standard Mac interface, Nisis is friendly for beginners and advanced users as well. There is no other word processor on the market as powerful, fast, or as easy.

Nisis ...................................................................... $255

Rastam Books
Mastering Wingz ................................. 21
The Complete HyperCard Handbook (2nd Ed.) 22

DataEditors
Mac 101 Keyboard ................................. 144
DateShield

Nemesis Go Master .............................. $47
Nemesis Joeski Tutor $28"Toyo, inc. The only program rated in human Go teammates.

MacMicro

MacDirector ............................................. 99
Ergotron
MacTilt ................................................. 90
MacCleaner 120 ................................. 10
Fuji disks
Double Sided 10 Pack .......................... 13
Double Sided Bulk ................................. 28
Fujitsu
5000 Disk Drive .................................. 155
Golden Ribbons
W II Multi Colored ................................. 7
Imagewriter II Black .............................. 3
Goldstein & Blair
Macintosh Bible .................................... 19
Kavari Designs
Disk File Field .............................. 14
Holds 45 Disks ................................... 14
Holds 90 Disks ................................... 21
Holds 135 Disks .................................. 31

Kessington Microware
Mac II With Extension Cables ............. 64
System Saver Mac Fan .......................... 64
Turbo Mouse ......................................... 109
Kraft
Quickstick ADB ................................. 49
Quickstick (512x Plus) ...................... 39

Mac Packs
Comes in Gray, Navy or Wine
Imagewriter Bag ................................. 45
Mac Plus/SE Bag ................................. 55
Mac Plus/SE Bag XT (for Extended Keyboard) 69

MacTech
Cordless Mouse ................................. CALL
Mac Zone
7 Outlet Surge Protector ............. 24
Mouse Pad ........................................... 6
SCSI Tester ........................................... 68
Mac Tool Kit ........................................ 15
Zone Cable DB-9 or DIN-8 .... 17

M-Max
15MAG Backup Tapes ................. 32
60MAG Backup Tape ................... 22

Microsoft Press
Excel in Business ................................. 20
Mobius
Fanny Mac (Platinum) ....................... 59

MSC Technologies
A Mouse, 512k & Plus .......................... 65
A Mouse ADB ................................. 79
Orange Micro
Grappler CMAC/GS ............................ 78
Grappler MAC LQ ............................... 102
Grappler MAC LS ............................... 102
Grappler Speckler ............................... 38

Sony Disks
DC 2000-40 Meg Tape .................. 23
Double Sided 10 Pack .......................... 14
Double Sided Bulk ................................. 29
High Density 10 Pack ......................... 29
High Density Bulk ................................. 29

Summersgrafs
Bit Pad Plus (ADB) ............................... 324

Tague
Deluxe MacSEE Extended Bag
Black, Gray, Navy or White 72
Imagewriter Bag Black ................. 48
MacSEE Bag Black .............................. 56

Williams & MacLax
Labels, 216 (Imagewriter) 15
Labels, 216 (LaserWriter) 18
myDiskiLabel (Imagewriter) 28
myDiskiLabel (LaserWriter) 33
Sticky Business ................................. 95

Official Entry Form
MacZone City Giveaway
18005 NE 66th St. Suite A110
Redmond, WA 98052

When you order by phone, fax or mail, you are automatically entered in the drawing. You can also enter by mailing us this coupon.

Name: .................................................................. 
Address: .................................................. Apt.
City: .................................................. State: Zip

Order 8 a.m.-1 a.m., E.S.T.

These are our exceptionally convenient phone hours (that’s 5 a.m. to 10 p.m. Pacific time). And if they’re still not convenient enough, you can always fax your order to us 24 hours a day at (206) 881-3421.

1-800-248-0800

Our savings are huge. Our advice is free.
Letting in the Light

Erasable Guide

Units with Sony Engine
Dolphin Systems Sonar-600
Manufactured by: Dolphin Systems Technology, 1701 E. Edinger Ave., Building G, Santa Ana, CA 92705; (714) 558-3220.
Price: $5,995.

Peripheral Land Infinity Optical
Comments: Includes TurboBack backup software, TurboSpool print spooler, TurboCache accelerator, TurboOptimizer disk, and defragger.
Manufactured by: Peripheral Land, Inc., 47421 Bayside Parkway, Fremont, CA 94539; (415) 657-2211.
Price: $5,695.

Peripheral Land Infinity Optical 1.2
Comments: Double drive, includes TurboBack backup software, TurboSpool print spooler, TurboCache accelerator, TurboOptimizer disk, and defragger.
Manufactured by: Peripheral Land, Inc., 47800 Westinghouse Drive, Fremont, CA 94539; (415) 657-2211.
Price: $11,995.

Pinnacle REO-650
Manufactured by: Pinnacle Micro, Inc., 15265 Alton Parkway, Irvine, CA 92716; (603) 553-7070 or (714) 727-3300.
Price: $4,995; driver software, $495.

Pinnacle REO-1300
Comments: Dual-drive unit.
Manufactured by: Pinnacle Micro, Inc., 15265 Alton Parkway, Irvine, CA 92716; (603) 553-7070 or (714) 727-3300.
Price: $9,990.

Pinnacle REO-16000
Comments: Includes 16-gigabyte jukebox, 25 discs, and 3 drives.
Manufactured by: Pinnacle Micro, Inc., 15265 Alton Parkway, Irvine, CA 92716; (603) 553-7070 or (714) 727-3300.
Price: $59,995.

Summus LightDisk 850
Manufactured by: Summus Computer Systems, 1771 Park Row, Suite 300, Houston, TX 77004; (713) 452-6611.
Price: $5,495.

Units with Ricoh Engine
FWB HammerDisk600
Manufactured by: FWB, 2040 Polk St., Suite 215, San Francisco, CA 94109; (415) 474-9055.
Price: $4,995.

Jasmine Direct Optical
Manufactured by: Jasmine, 1740 Army St., San Francisco, CA 94112; (800) 347-3228 or (415) 262-1111.
Price: $4,995.

LaCie Cirrus 600
Manufactured by: LaCie, 16285 S.W. 85th Ave., Suite 306, Tigard, OR 97224; (503) 684-2101.
Price: $4,995 (includes Mac Plus or $1,200 worth of Mac products from Businessland [for limited time]).

MACsetra Genesis 6000
Manufactured by: MACsetra, 2414 Koyl Ave., Saskatoon, Saskatchewan S7L 7L5, Canada; (306) 934-6044.
Price: $4,995.

RACET COSMOS 600
Comments: Includes Silver Lining backup, password protection, and utilities and Silver Server disk-sharing software.
Manufactured by: RACET computes, Ltd., 3150 E. Birch St., Brea, CA 92621; (714) 579-1725.
Price: $5,449.

Relax Erasable Optical Plus
Manufactured by: Relax, 3101 Whipple Road, Suite 22, Union City, CA 94587; (415) 471-6112.
Price: $4,995.

Sumo Systems RSM600-B
Manufactured by: Sumo Systems, 1580 Old Oakland Road, Suite C103, San Jose, CA 95131; (408) 453-5744.
Price: $4,500.

XYXIS XY600RW
Comments: Includes disk-partition software.
Manufactured by: XYXIS Corp., 7084 Shady Oak Road, Eden Prairie, MN 55344; (912) 944-8288.
Price: $4,995.

Unit with Maxtor Engine
Storage Dimensions MacinStor
Manufactured by: Storage Dimensions, 2145 Hamilton Ave., San Jose, CA 95125; (408) 879-0300.
Price: $7,995.

Integrated System
Micro Dynamics MARS
Manufactured by: Micro Dynamics, 6555 16th St., Silver Spring, MD 20910, (301) 589-6300.
Price: Starts at $16,000.
Of the three magneto-optical drives I looked at, the Pinnacle REO-650 edged out the Relax Erasable Optical Plus and the Jasmine Direct Optical. The Pinnacle REO-650 uses a Sony engine; the other two drives use a Ricoh.

The Pinnacle drive was faster than the other two and had the most-trouble-free software. The disk interface behaved like that of a floppy-disk drive — except for formatting. With some drives (such as MACetra's Genesis 6000), if you insert a blank disc, the Finder asks you to initialize it. The Pinnacle REO-650 also lets you do this, but the disc is not formatted properly — you're required to use its own formatting utility.

The Relax drive, designed to fit under an SE, has the best casing. Like all Relax storage devices, it comes with three AC outlets into which you can plug the Mac and peripheral devices. Each outlet has a front-panel on/off switch, and surge and spike protection is built into the unit. Unfortunately, the Relax optical software I was using didn't have all the bugs worked out of it, and I received several bug fixes for the formatting utility while reviewing the software. The Relax driver wouldn't work with an external hard drive from Priam; none of the other drives I looked at had that problem. Neither Priam nor Relax could explain it.

The Jasmine Direct Optical drive was disappointing, coming from a manufacturer of fine hard-disk drives. Besides being slower than the other two, it had a clunky interface. The disc doesn't come up in the Finder unless it is inserted before you boot up, and you must use a utility to mount the disc on the desktop each time you insert a disc.
Summus has the right answers for compact, high-capacity data storage systems for Apple Macintosh, DEC, Sun, and PC computers.

(Shown top to bottom)

GigaTape - $4,995
2.3-gigabyte unattended tape backup drive

LightDisk - $5,495
600-megabyte erasable magneto-optical drive

GigaBox-600 - $5,995
600-megabyte standalone hard disk drive

GigaBox-600/GigaTape - $70,995
Featuring 600-Mb hard disk with GigaTape backup. Also available with LightDisk erasable optical drive instead of GigaTape for $11,495

GigaBox-2400/GigaTape - $37,995
Featuring 600-Mb hard disk with GigaTape backup in pedestal configuration, tabletop or rack-mount also available

Satisfy your Mac's appetite for high-capacity helical-scan tape, erasable optical, or disk storage with a SUMMUS subsystem that guarantees connectivity and data interchange between computers.

**GigaTape – Unattended 2.3-gigabyte data backups.**

Our winning recipe GigaTape™ 8mm helical-scan drives have capacity in abundance. A single data cartridge with 2.3 gigabytes of capacity replaces up to fifteen 150-megabyte tape cartridges, at less than two cents per megabyte. Fast! More than ten megabytes per minute. Feature-rich GigaSafe™ software for the Mac, PC, and Sun computer systems allows unattended back-ups and with its unique ANSI data formatting capability, data interchange between these and other computers. Of course, AppleShare™ and Novell™ NetWare™ (PC) versions are now available.

**LightDisk – Erasable optical for the real world.**

The ultimate removable. Our new 600-megabyte rewritable magneto-optical LightDisk™ delivers high-speed performance near that of disk drives with the advantages of ruggedness and removability, and features ISO standard data formatting for media interchangeability.

**GigaBox – High-capacity hard disks for growing systems.**

Big systems and networks need big drives. Choose from a range of fast, reliable disk drives in our GigaBox™ series, from 170 megabytes to 760 megabytes in any combination up to 20 gigabytes on-line.

**Special orders are our specialty.**

With ten years of experience in custom systems integration and nationwide support, we can cook up and package almost any data storage configuration you can imagine, to fit your needs, system, and budget.

**Commitment – a single source for quality products and service.**

A full line of compatible data storage subsystems for DEC, PC, and Sun as well as Macintosh computers. Served up with award-winning support, flexible service options, and progressive upgrade plans.

**So, what are you waiting for?**

We've cooked up high-capacity, compact data storage solutions for NASA, Chevron, Georgia-Pacific, Lockheed, GE, and other hungry outfits. Call us toll-free today to see what's on the menu for you.

1-800-255-9638

Please circle 19 on reader service card.
isolated word processors in the ‘70s toward distributed networked document processing in the ‘80s. Whereas word processing deals mostly with printed text and, of late, some graphics, document processing handles both of these plus handwritten text. Typed or handwritten documents with signatures can be scanned into networks as bit-mapped images and stored on optical discs, saving time in both input and output — no data entry and no looking through shoe boxes to find a document.

On-line archiving is simply the ability to keep large amounts of information on-line. Instead of scrolling through sheets of microfiche or searching through a roomful of filing cabinets, users are able to type the name of a document or a keyword to retrieve information. Users of such on-line archiving systems — such as legal departments, medical libraries, pharmaceutical companies, and the American Institute of Physics — have found them to greatly increase research productivity.

The systems we see today use Macs and PCs as graphics workstations, often connected to bigger computers acting as centralized file servers. Optical discs can be stored in jukeboxes, which have the capacity to hold several dozen discs. American Express is one of the large companies that has installed such a system to process the millions of documents coming through its offices.

MARS, Bringer of Integration

To build a document-processing system, you can assemble the optical drives, workstations, jukeboxes, network hardware, and software yourself or buy an integrated turnkey system from a specialized vendor. Two popular systems are FileNET, based on PCs, and Wang, based on Wang hardware. IBM and DEC are planning systems that use their own minicomputers as file servers.

The Macintosh, being the archetypal intelligent graphics workstation, will most likely fit into DEC’s Compound Document Architecture system. We have already seen some of the fruits of the agreements between DEC and Apple Computer during the past year, such as Macintosh support for transmission control protocol/Internet protocol (TCP/IP),

Hammer storage systems have always utilized only the most striking technology available. Technology that is not only new, but that has impact. Our removable storage systems embody this obsession for innovation. hammerDisk600™ erasable optical drive represents the ultimate in permanent archiving and online server backup, combining random access versatility with endless storage potential. hammerTape™ dedicated backup systems, available at 150 and 300MB capacities, can store upto 250 and 500MB per cartridge at rates of 7 and 14 MB per minute. And for those who need more backup capacity, the hammerDAT™ system utilizes the latest digital tape technology to backup 1.3 gigabytes onto a single cartridge at 11 MB per minute. These removable systems are AppleShare® & A/UX® compatible. For information on our striking technology, contact your dealer or call us at (415) 474-8055.

© 1989 FWB, Inc, 2040 Polk St, Suite 215, San Francisco, CA 94110, FAX: 415 775-2125. All trademarks and registered trademarks are the sole property of their respective companies.
Since 1985 our mission has been to deliver high performance solutions at the very best prices. It all began with the ancestor of this little workhorse, the RM-8, an 800k floppy that reviewers have loved for years. We’ve continued to improve it and have dropped the price to $147! From that beginning, we’ve grown to offer four removable technologies, making us the only company that can objectively recommend the right removable for your needs.

There’s no excuse for leaving your valuable data unprotected. Our new T150 tape backup combines proven DC600 technology, our easy-to-use software, and an “excuse shattering” low price.

We’ve joined forces with our Minneapolis neighbor, Imprimis, to introduce three new drives with capacities to 580MB. We chose Imprimis drives for rock solid performance and blistering speeds to 16ms.

We were first to introduce a combination storage/backup solution in 1986. Our new generation “C” series is comprised of seven solutions based around Quantum and Imprimis drives (the slowest being 19ms!) with a choice of 42MB removable or 150MB tape for reliable backup and archiving.

Our new MirrorImage printer breaks the $3000 price barrier for PostScript® compatible Macintosh printers!

**The Right Products**

Mirrormage Printer $2997

The first PostScript® compatible printer for the Mac to break the $3000 price barrier! Look familiar? It’s based around the popular Eddy Award winning Quantum design. Loaded with 5MB RAM, 55 built-in fonts, 6 page/minute RSC technology and a 300dpi liquid crystal shutter, it runs out perform Apple’s best printers. We bundle it with our Mirror Publisher Pack and back it with a 12 month / 90 day ON-SITE warranty. Why would you buy it from anyone else? $1500 less, and they didn’t try to sell me a bunch of extra fonts I’ll never use!

—Doug Clapp, Author

40MB drive—42MB removable $1497

Our new “C” series drives are a mass storage and backup/archiving solution in a single cabinet. Industry leading Quantum and Imprimis drive mechanisms are the heart of these systems that race along at speeds to 16ms! Choose the 42MB removable or 150MB tape for a seamless backup/archiving solution: C40/42: $1497, C80/42: $1997, C100/42: $1997, C170/42: $2597, C170/150: $2597, C250/150: $3397, C500/150: $3997.

150MB tape backup $1097

The DC600 technology used in our new T150 tape drive can perform backups at 5 times the speed and with 3 1/2 times the capacity of the Apple tape solution—all at a lower price. Our custom backup software allows for automated (unattended) backups, mirror image, file-by-file, incremental or custom backups.

**The Right Prices**

Thank you MacGuide! We couldn’t have said it better ourselves. We’ve shown thousands of Macintosh users a better way to buy computer products. When you buy direct from Mirror Technologies, you get Factory Direct pricing, our 30 day Love-It-or-Return-It guarantee, solid warranties and answers direct from the source. (After all, for product information, who better to ask than its maker?) And our momentum lets us continue to drive prices down!

**Right Now!**

We’ve doubled our sales staff, established a 24 hour/7 days a week order hotline, and offer Federal Express delivery—all to make sure you never wait. So don’t—order right now by calling

1-800-654-5294.

All prices/specifications subject to change without notice. Call for current pricing, warranty, and promotional details. Mirror and Mirrormage

---

**NEW!**

---

---
“The cream of the crop... and are also among the least expensive” — MacWorld


Our internal drives save you space and money. We've got internal solutions for the Mac SE, SE50, II, and Ilfax. SE owners-keep both floppy drives (or one floppy and one hard drive) with our unique mounting system. Drives ship formatted, tested and loaded with 10MB of utilities and shareware, and are backed by our 2 year limited warranty. M20i: $577, M30i: $627, M40i: $677, M50i: $727, M60i: $777, M70i: $827, M80i: $877, M90i: $927, M100i: $977, M110i: $1027. (MP designates premium 19ms Quantum drives.)

Our VS300 and 200 scanners deliver crisp text, line art, and dithered halftones at a fraction of the cost of most scanners. The clean, elegant design means a compact footprint, fewer moving parts, 5-D capabilities, and no bulbs to replace. The simple software saves in all popular formats and operates as a Desk Accessory. We even include DeskPaint for retouching!

"If it were my money, I'd buy the Mirror... its price/performance ratio is unequalled."- Byte AND, for a limited time, we'll also include FREE Optical Character Recognition (OCR) software from Olduvai ($49.95 Value): VS200 ($200dpi): $597, VS300 (300dpi): $797.

The RM20 operates as fast as many hard drives but with the integrity of a floppy. Utilizing disk and technology from Kodak, the shock resistant media is guaranteed for life, making it perfect for archiving and backups.

"...faster (and $100 less) than the Jasmine drive."—MacUser

The 45MB removable (42MB formatted) were among the fastest backup solutions I tested.

— MacWorld

"For convenience, flexibility and speed, the 45MB removable is the clear winner."

— MacWorld

Auto head parking, self diagnosis, and a memory cache that allows optimum 1:1 interleaving on all Macs, make the RM42 the right choice -42MB/42MB (Combo). $1197.

Imagine securing your drive or file server each night by just turning a key and sliding out a hard drive module. Our KD series are removable modules containing our best scaled hard drives, with capacities to 100MB and speeds as fast as 19ms. The obvious choice for high security applications. KD50: $747, KD60: $897, KD70: $1247, KD100: $1347. (Prices include RC chassis: RJP designates premium 19ms Quantum drives.)

Dead Jasmine or Apple Drive?


Please circle 83 on reader service card.
Letting in the Light

X Window, and six new application-programmer interfaces (APIs).

But if you need a turnkey system now and don't need a mini yet, you can get MARS, a Mac-based document-processing system from Micro Dynamics. Short for Multiuser Archival and Retrieval System, MARS uses WORM erasable optical discs alone or in jukeboxes to store data from a variety of input devices — scanners, slide recorders, and even devices that scan in microfilm and X-rays. MARS can include the Calera Recognition Server to turn pictures of text into ASCII characters. Micro Dynamics sells and sets up these devices and provides the Macs, training, and support.

The heart of MARS is its specialized database, which can access millions of files, not just the thousands boasted by generic database managers. You do need to dedicate a Mac

On the Horizon

Many manufacturers of erasable optical drives are moving to provide products based on both Sony and Ricoh OEM engines, but users will soon have a third choice: Storage Dimensions' MacinStor unit uses a Maxtor Tahiti I engine. Interestingly enough, Storage Dimensions claims the new drive will perform as well as a magnetic hard-disk drive. The company also plans to charge almost as much as for a hard-disk drive ($7,995, including a 1-gigabyte disc). A beta unit I tested yielded a DiskBasher! time of 104.13 seconds, still more than twice as slow as a hard-disk drive but faster than the other erasable optical drives I tested. Shipping was planned for September.

LaserDrive is planning to release a 3.5-inch magneto-optical erasable drive sometime next year. The cartridge will hold less than half the data that today's 5.25-inch cartridges do.

Further down the line are alternatives to magneto-optical erasable discs. Several OEMs are at work developing dye-polymer and phase-change erasable discs. These methods promise to produce less expensive discs than the current magneto-optical units, but there will be a limit to the number of times you can write to them. It should be at least a year before such products appear on the market.

You can look for some OEMs to announce double-sided erasable and WORM drives by the end of the year. A double-sided drive would make both sides of the disc available to the computer at the same time. Retail vendors have not yet announced double-sided products, however.

Announcing Carbon Copy Mac. The first software package that lets you take complete control of another Macintosh — its screen, its keyboard, and even its mouse — from any other Mac anywhere. With Carbon Copy Mac running on your Macintosh network, you can tap into any resident or network resources of someone else's Mac. Perform high-speed file transfers. Provide tech support. Train dozens of users. Or
solely for the database, however. I was impressed by how quickly the database manager searched for every occurrence of the word the in a large database, taking only a few seconds.

**Optical-Disc Trends and Turns**

Because of their speed and price, writable optical discs will create a new storage category — that of direct-access secondary storage — but they will not replace hard disks. Hard disks should be used for System files and often-used applications. Most optical-disc drives will be attached to networks. Some CD-ROM drives may be used in networks, but they can also be used instead of networks, because they represent a less expensive data-distribution method than networks over a wide area. The superior data integrity and durability of WORM discs guarantee them a place beside erasable drives in the market.

**Optical discs will create a new storage category but won't replace hard disks.**

Is it time to invest in optical storage now? As far as CD-ROMs go, if you can find published discs that you can use, go ahead. The technology is solid, standards are in place, and the price is stable. But it is still not certain whether enough titles will come out to sell drives or whether enough drives will be sold to spur publishers on.

WORM drives are also solid technologically and have stable prices. They don't have the portability of CD-ROM drives, but portability is less important for random-access, online archiving.

Erasable optical-disc technology is still new, and many people will find that Mac driver software still needs to have some minor bugs worked out. Because of increasing competition, the per-megabyte cost of erasable media should decrease next year, making it more competitive with high-capacity magnetic media. Industry experts expect the price of erasable drives to stabilize to the WORM range ($2,000 to $4,000) within the next five years, with disc capacities increasing. Most people can probably afford to wait for prices to come down, but some organizations can use optical drives right now. For them, a drive will pay for itself in enhanced productivity.

John Rizzo is the technical editor of MacUser. He will miss having 6.5 gigabytes of optical storage on his desk when he returns the drives he tested for this piece.

---

**Announcing remote control for Macintosh.**

Collaborate on projects. And it's not only integrated for AppleTalk and modem use, it also has a unique windowing feature. So you can view the other Mac screen while you work on your Mac. Carbon Copy Mac. Now remote control for Macintosh is right at your fingertips.

Carbon Copy Mac is a trademark of Microcom Systems, Inc. Macintosh, Mac and AppleTalk are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
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Graphics on the Slide

MacUser Labs focuses its viewfinder on seven film recorders that help make your presentations more presentable.

The Macintosh has starred in films before, from Star Trek IV to weekly cameos on "Moonlighting." But now it's churning out the celluloid itself with the help of a peripheral device called a film recorder, which lets you turn graphics files directly into 35mm slides. Although it's often called a slide maker, film recorder is a more accurate term because you're not restricted to mounted slides for output. Color prints, overhead transparencies, and even posters are all possibilities — the output is limited only by what your local drugstore or a professional photographic lab can develop and print.

With the Mac firmly ensconced in the business world, the film recorder seems likely to become the next must-have peripheral. Corporate America has a love affair with slides, which are deemed an essential element of any important (or not-so-important) presentation. Accordingly, businesses will shell out well over $9 billion this year for around 830 million slides. That's a lot of pie charts.

Although desktop film recorders cost several thousand dollars, they pay for themselves quickly if you make lots of slides. Say you've created 30 images in-house that you need converted to slides. Having the slides produced at a service bureau such as Genigraphics or Auto- graphix will cost at least $12 per slide, for a total of $360. But if you shoot the slides yourself with a film recorder, you pay only for developing and mounting. Even if the work is done by a professional color lab, the savings can be substantial; at 75 cents apiece, the 30 slides will cost only $22.50 — a price cut of 94 percent!

The savings become even more astronomical when you tack on service-bureau charges for rush orders, taxes, and shipping costs. And if you want the service bureau to design the slides in addition to shooting them, the cost per slide skyrocket to $50 or more. Multiply that by the number of slides you need each year, and you may find that buying a film recorder and training someone to use it is an economical alternative.

Film recorders also give you more control over the slide-making process, because you make the slides yourself,
right at your desk. It's easier to make last-minute changes, so you can work closer to deadline. The slide quality can't match what you get from a $70,000 Genigraphics film recorder, but for most boardroom slide shows, it's more than adequate and much easier on the pocketbook.

Reality Check
Some aficionados claim film recorders will do for presentations what laser printers have done for desktop publishing. Is all this hoopla just good PR, or are these peripherals worthy of your attention? If you don't have the time or staff to create the images in-house, or if you need only a few slides per month, then a service bureau is your best bet, despite its high cost. But if you are producing hundreds — or even dozens — of slides per month, a film recorder can be a prudent investment.

That being the case, which one should you buy? To find out, MacUser Labs rigorously tested seven digital film recorders: the ProColor ($6,495) and SlideWriter ($11,795), both from AGFA Matrix; the Still Light ($3,995) from American Liquid Light; the Lasergraphics LFR ($9,750); the Mirus FilmPrinter ($5,895); the Bravo ($5,995), a joint effort of Polaroid and Mirus; and the Montage FR1 ($6,995) from Presentation Technologies.

The keys to slide quality are resolution and color; for the impatient user, speed is equally important. Accordingly, our test battery checked image sharpness and geometry, the quality of color and text, film exposure, and imaging times. Our test platform was a Mac IIx with 5 megabytes of RAM and System 6.0.3. The test images were created with Canvas 2.0, PowerPoint, and Visual Business No. 5. Our judges were three recognized experts in film-recorder technology (see "Acknowledgments"), who evaluated slides identified only by numbered tags. All the ratings were based on comparisons with the same images that had been sent to Genigraphics and Chartmasters (an Autographix service bureau). The results surprised even us (see Figure 1) — overall image quality was much better than expected, although there were some definite wippers.

Setting Up Shop
A film recorder is basically a lightproof box containing a camera aimed at a tiny cathode-ray tube (CRT), which displays the image to be recorded on film (see "How It Works" sidebar). There are two basic types of recorders: analog and digital. Analog film recorders are very fast, and they work with almost any application, but they produce lower-quality slides because they use the signal from the Mac's video card to create the image (see "Analog Recorders" sidebar).

In contrast, a digital film recorder receives image information as a bit stream. It reconstructs the image, pixel by pixel, and displays it on its tiny CRT. This additional processing makes digital recorders slower than their analog counterparts, but it gives them higher resolutions — sharper images — and more flexibility in image size. In theory, there's no upper limit to the resolution of a digital film recorder. Because digital models provide superior images, they account for the bulk of film-recorder purchases and are the focus of this report.

Setting up a film recorder is easy: Plug in the SCSI cable, install the software, load the camera — and you're ready for action. Only the Still Light departs from this scenario; it works via a NuBus card, which must be installed in your Mac II. All the software packages require at least 2 megabytes of RAM, and some need a few megabytes of disk space as well. Each recorder comes with a 35mm camera, or back (American Liquid Light throws in a Polaroid back with its Still Light). If you have an extra $1,000 or so, other backs are available (see "Back It Up" sidebar). The most useful ones are Polaroid backs for making proof prints and bulk-loading backs that can handle more than 36 slides at a time (for overnight batch processing).

Figure 1: Test Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AGFA Matrix</th>
<th>AGFA Matrix</th>
<th>ALL</th>
<th>Lasergraphics</th>
<th>Mirus</th>
<th>Polaroid</th>
<th>PT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2K resolution</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4K resolution</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2K text quality</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4K text quality</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image geometry</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color quality</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color gradient</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gray-scale quality</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Film exposure</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of use</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ratings: 1 = poor, 2 = fair, 3 = good, 4 = very good, and 5 = excellent. A 5 is comparable to the highest quality available from a professional service bureau. A 3 indicates flaws in the image that were noticeable to the trained eye. A 1 means major problems with the product/test in question. Overall, the LFR is the clear winner in resolvability and text quality, while the FilmPrinter claims all the color honors. The AGFA recorders are the easiest to use, but their color quality is abysmal. The Still Light has no 4K mode.
Most of the recorders have status lights — power, imaging, problem — resembling those on a LaserWriter. The SlideWriter is the most informative, with an impressive array of lights that keeps you continuously aware of all operations. In contrast, the bare-bones Still Light has only a power light.

The LFR presented our only serious setup problem. The unit displayed an annoying propensity to blow a fuse because its 100-watt power consumption was too close to the limit of the 1-amp fuse. Lasergraphics is now using larger fuses, however, so this problem has largely disappeared. Some LFR units also emit a high-pitched whine, but the company denies that this is a chronic problem and willingly exchanges noisy units.

What about connectivity with the IBM world? It’s available, for a price. Most recorders require hardware interfaces such as AGFA’s MacHarmony ($1,995). The FilmPrinter, Bravo, and Still Light are IBM-incompatible, but Mirus’ new FilmPrinter Plus will offer a software interface for only $395 (see “On the Horizon” sidebar).

Resolved: More Pixels

Image resolution depends on three things: the number of pixels, their size, and the size of the CRT. Six of the film-recorders we tested offer both 2K and 4K resolution (the Still Light has only 2K).

This number, called the addressable resolution, has nothing to do with memory or disk space but rather with the number of pixels (or lines, in industry jargon) on a single row of the recorder’s CRT. In 4K mode, a recorder has about 4,000 pixels horizontally and 2,700 vertically; 2K resolution involves about 2,000 horizontal pixels.

The 2K mode is ideal for getting out slides in a hurry, although the images have some jaggies and color transitions aren’t smooth (see Figure 2). A resolution of 4K is fine enough to eliminate the jaggies and give you sharp, smooth slides, but it takes longer to process because four times as many pixels are being imaged. The ProColor, for example, took four minutes to image a text slide at 2K but needed more than eight minutes at 4K. The difference in quality between 2K and 4K can be minor for some slides, with the focus of the slide projector having more effect on a slide’s appearance. If you’re making lots of slides on a tight deadline, the time difference may matter more than imaging resolution. (The Still Light, FilmPrinter, and Bravo offer 1K draft modes for even faster turnaround.)

Knowing the addressable resolution doesn’t tell you how sharp the slides will look, however. The main determinant of image sharpness isn’t the sheer number of pixels; rather, it’s the relationship between CRT size and pixel size. If the pixels are too large, they must overlap if 4,000 (or even 2,000) of them are to be squeezed onto one line of the CRT. Some overlap is desirable because it smooths out the image, but too much produces a fuzzy focus.

The LFR and SlideWriter offer the ideal situation, resolutionwise, with small pixels (.04 and .05 millimeters) and a large CRT (6 and 7 inches). It’s no surprise that they were the clear winners in image clarity and sharpness. Most of the other recorders have similar pixel sizes but smaller CRTs (typically around 3 inches). The two AGFA machines provide the best example of the importance of pixel size. These recorders have the same CRT size, but the ProColor’s pixels are twice as large as those of the SlideWriter. As a result, the ProColor has a softer focus and fuzzy text, both of
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UPGRADES

1MB SIMM's
Available now. Lifetime Manufacturer's Warranty!
- 256K SIMM's $59
- Magic SCSI $69
- 128K-512K Upgrade $149
- 128K-1024K Upgrade $295
- 512K-1024 Upgrade $149
- 800K Drive and ROM's $299

MAGICNET

100% Flash Box, Phone Net, Local Talk compatible
- SALE: 19.00
- STAR Controller 1149.00

MAGICMODEM

100% Hayes Compatible - Auto Dial/Auto Answer
- 2400/1200/300 Baud - 2-Year Warranty $99
- Red Ryder $54

MAGIC DRIVES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internal</th>
<th>External</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 megabyte $389 $499</td>
<td>100 mb CDC $850 $950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 megabyte $399 $599</td>
<td>150 mb CDC $1395 $1495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantum 40 $559 $639</td>
<td>300 mb CDC $1995 $2395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantum 80 $879 $879</td>
<td>600 mb CDC $3350 $3650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantum 165 $895 $979</td>
<td>60 mb Tape Backup $695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45 megabyte $519 $649</td>
<td>150 mb Tape Backup $895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45 mb Removable $999</td>
<td>600 mb Read/Write</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45 mb Cartridges, ea $95</td>
<td>Optical Drive $3750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 megabyte $599 $699</td>
<td>1.2 gig Tape Backup $2995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 megabyte $699 $799</td>
<td>2.3 gig Tape Backup $3995</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISPLAY SOLUTIONS

19" B&W Monitor - 2 Page Display. 72 dpi, 78 hz.
- Includes card for +, SE, SE/30, II, IIX, IICx $999
- 13" & 14" 100% Apple Compatible 8 bit color card $399
- 19" 8 bit color card $799
- 19" 32 bit color card $2995

SmartCACHE

- SCSI Disk Cache
- Cuts 30-50% off the access time of any SCSI hard drive
- Tracks your history and optimizes using 64 caching algorithms
- Write through cache for maximum data integrity
- $99

ACCELERATORS

020/030

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speed</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16 mhz 68020</td>
<td>$499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 mhz 68020</td>
<td>$895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68881, 68882 Co-Processor</td>
<td>$199/$299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMMU - 68851</td>
<td>$299</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

030 Coming Soon
Call For More Info

MacProducts USA
8303 Mopac Expressway • Suite 218 • Austin, Texas 78759 • USA • 1-800-622-3475
1-800-MAC-DISK
How It Works: Digital Film Recorder

1. To create a slide, open the image file from within the recorder software — either a Chooser driver or an application — and tell it to print. The software analyzes the image, replacing screen fonts with high-resolution outline fonts and separating the entire image into red, green, and blue components. Each component, or pass, is then digitized as a high-resolution bitmap.

2. Each pass is downloaded to the film recorder’s controller card. In all recorders except the Still Light, this controller is inside the film recorder’s case and the data is transferred via the SCSI port.

3. The controller converts the passes into video signals and displays them, one at a time, on a small white-phosphor CRT. Each pass is displayed for a precise amount of time that matches the film speed; slower films require a longer imaging time.

Controllers display only one line at a time; others show the whole image. Color intensity depends on either the imaging time or the beam intensity. Time modulation offers more precise control over film exposure, but complicated images take a long time. The Mirus FilmPrinter is time-modulated; it has excellent color but is very slow.

which were perceptible during our tests.

Our test slide for 2K/4K resolvability contained a star-burst pattern, overlapping color blocks, and lines of various thicknesses (see Figure 3). The LFR and SlideWriter handled this test with ease, clearly outperforming the competition at both resolutions. These recorders are excellent choices for making slides that will be projected as images larger than 6 feet. The FilmPrinter, Bravo, and Still Light had the fuzziest images.

The LFR and the Montage were the only two film recorders to resolve thin lines correctly, making them ideal for power users who want to incorporate sophisticated graphics into their slides. The other recorders fattened thin lines, making them too obvious. The FilmPrinter and Bravo not only fattened up the lines, but they also imaged them with noticeable jaggies.

We also tested geometric linearity, because a square image (figuratively speaking) is essential to slide quality. To check for geometric imperfections and distortion, we used a grid of squares enclosing circles. Only two recorders showed any irregularities: The Still Light’s images bowed slightly inward at the sides, and the LFR displayed a slight waviness in horizontal lines.

True Colors

Next to resolution, color is the most important component of a good slide. Color quality depends on the film, the number of colors that can be imaged, and the recorder’s internal color calibration. First and foremost is the type of film you use (see “In [Search of a] Decent Exposure” sidebar). Each recorder has a built-in color table fine-tuned for a particular kind of film. Some manufacturers prefer professional films; others recommend
Just before each image is put onto the CRT, the controller activates a motor that rotates a color wheel containing red, green, and blue gel filters. The appropriate filter is moved in front of the CRT, intercepting the white light and "colorizing" it. This is the key to getting colors on film.

The camera shutter opens, exposing the film. The color passes are imaged one on top of the other to create the finished picture, which is, in effect, a triple exposure. Red light exposes the cyan layer of the film, green exposes magenta, and blue exposes yellow. The result is a negative image, similar to the negatives you get from print film.

You're not finished yet—all you have is a roll of film, and you still must get it processed. If you're using print film, the resulting negatives are used to make prints. For slide film, a special process turns the negative images into positive ones; the film is then cut and mounted into slides.

Ektachrome 100 HC, available at your local drugstore. You can use regular slide film instead of professional celluloid in any of the recorders, but the colors may be slightly off because the recorder hasn't been tweaked for that film type.

You can compensate for color miscues by using balance controls to alter the levels of red, green, and blue. Only the AGFA models lack RGB controls in software: the SlideWriter has none at all, and the ProColor has hardware tuners that must be adjusted with a screwdriver. You should also look for a recorder that offers contrast and brightness controls if you plan to experiment with other films. One of the first things we checked was film exposure. We used an image with blocks of gray in 10-percent increments to see whether slides were under- or overexposed at the recorder's default settings.

So how many colors can you put onto a slide, anyway? All the film recorders now support 24-bit color in both hardware and software, so the entire palette of 16.7 million colors is available, constrained only by the number of pixels. (At press time, the Slide Light and LFR supported 8-bit color only in software, but upgraded versions were about to be released.) Manufacturers have also ensured the recorders' future compatibility with color applications by including support for 32-bit QuickDraw, Apple's new standard for color graphics.
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The Lasergraphics LFR (left) clearly has the best resolution, with crisp, thin lines that match those of our test images. The Mirus FilmPrinter, on the other hand, produces fat, jagged lines that are much thicker than in the original image.

color choices are limited to the eight basic QuickDraw colors.

We used three separate slides to evaluate color quality: a 256-level gray gradient, the standard 90-color palette from PowerPoint (which Genigraphics uses as its default palette), and a color gradient of 254 hues from red to yellow to green. All the recorders had acceptable color quality — red wasn’t orange, and green was n’t the same balance as its cousin. The Bravo, which uses high-contrast Presentation Chrome film, also had good color but wasn’t in the same ballpark as its cousin. The LaserWriter and 24-bit color, the ProColor and SlideWriter had the worst color quality of all the recorders. They displayed prominent banding on the color gradient, pastels were too saturated, and gray tones were tinged with color (see Figure 5).

Even the best-equal plans can go awry, however. Despite their use of professional film and 24-bit color, the ProColor and SlideWriter had the worst color quality of all the recorders. They displayed prominent banding on the color gradient, pastels were too saturated, and gray tones were tinged with color (see Figure 5). AGFA desperately needs to redo the color tables built into these units. The Still Light had problems as well; its colors didn’t always match PowerPoint’s default palette.

For a more objective assessment of color accuracy, we used a MacBeth Densitometer to measure the density of the film dyes at various gray levels, along with red, green, and blue at full saturation. The MacBeth results corroborated the findings of our other color tests.

Mind Your P’s and Q’s

Text usually plays a vital role in slides produced for corporate presentations, so the quality and variety of fonts is of considerable importance. Most recorders come with a basic complement of outline fonts, which provide smooth text at any size. And you can have whatever typeface you want, as long as it’s Times, Helvetica, Courier, or Symbol. The LaserWriter is the exception; its 43 fonts include outline versions of all the LaserWriter fonts plus Optima and Garamond. The LFR, FilmPrinter, and Bravo recorders offer similar font sets as pricey options, and AGFA will soon follow suit.

When an image is processed, the recorder’s software replaces each screen font with the closest outline equivalent. Fonts that don’t have matches (such as Chicago) remain as bit maps. The software for the LFR and Montage actually lets you control font substitution — you can specifically request the screen fonts or alternative outline fonts.

In (Search of a) Decent Exposure

Of all the elements in the image-recording chain, film is the strongest link. Because film has a greater resolution and contrast range than a film recorder, it has the most impact on your finished slides’ appearance. Each manufacturer calibrates its film recorder to properly expose one or more of the popular slide films, such as Kodak Ektachrome. However, film of this type is out of date or that has been subjected to excessive heat produces off-color images.

Professional film is usually kept refrigerated while in storage. Some manufacturers (AGFA and Mirus, for example) recommend using professional film instead of the cheaper consumer-grade celluloid. Professional films also list the emulsion batch number, which enables photographers to purchase several rolls from the same batch to guarantee consistency. And, in the case of negative film, they can fine-tune printing in an enlarger by using the filter factors recommended for a particular batch.

Many people have their slides processed by a professional color lab, but would a local photo shop do as well? Try both and judge for yourself. These days, even one-hour photo services have sophisticated equipment that can produce quality work; so don’t automatically turn up your nose at them. Overall, however, professional labs provide greater quality control. They use fresh chemicals and closely monitor temperatures and times. Their results have to be right, since they often process the studio work of highly paid photographers.

For the quickest results, try using Polaroid’s PolaChrome 35mm slide film, which can be developed in the compact desktop Processor without chemicals or fluids. When projected, these slides are slightly darker than Ektachrome because of the dense backing on the PolaChrome film, but this type of exposure can serve at least for quick-and-dirty proofing.

If you need multiple photographic prints, consider using negative film (such as Kodak Vericolor ASA 100) and let the local minilab process it and make prints. Expose the first few frames with a neutral gradient from white to black so the lab can adjust its printer colors to match this test pattern. Most minilabs optimize their printing for flesh tones, but computer-generated images run their own color gamut, so the gray scale is a great reference check.

You can also use self-developing print film such as Polaroid’s 339, but extra copies require extra exposures — and a special camera back is required for the film recorder. If such a back is available for your recorder, this option provides an excellent way to proof slides before final processing (see “Back It Up” sidebar).

— James F. Dunn
### Features of Digital Film Recorders

#### General

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>AGFA Matrix ProColor</th>
<th>AGFA Matrix SlideWriter</th>
<th>ALL Still Light</th>
<th>Lasergraphics LFR</th>
<th>Mirus FilmPrinter</th>
<th>Polaroid Bravo</th>
<th>PT Montage FR1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>List price</td>
<td>$6,495</td>
<td>$11,795</td>
<td>$3,995</td>
<td>$9,750</td>
<td>$5,895</td>
<td>$5,995</td>
<td>$6,995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface</td>
<td>SCSI</td>
<td>SCSI</td>
<td>SCSI</td>
<td>SCSI</td>
<td>SCSI</td>
<td>SCE</td>
<td>SCSI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mac compatibility</td>
<td>Mac II family</td>
<td>Mac II family</td>
<td>Mac II family</td>
<td>Mac Plus</td>
<td>SE/60</td>
<td>SE/60</td>
<td>SE/60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(min. system)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SE/60</td>
<td>Mac II family</td>
<td>SE/60</td>
<td>Mac II family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM compatibility (add. cost)</td>
<td>$1,995</td>
<td>$1,995</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>$1,945</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bits per pixel (dpi/full color)</td>
<td>24/24</td>
<td>24/24</td>
<td>15/24 ppm</td>
<td>21/24 ppm</td>
<td>3/24 ppm</td>
<td>3/24 ppm</td>
<td>21/24 ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2K resolution (pixels)</td>
<td>2,048 x 1,366</td>
<td>2,048 x 1,366</td>
<td>2,048 x 1,920</td>
<td>2,048 x 1,365</td>
<td>2,000 x 1,333</td>
<td>2,000 x 1,333</td>
<td>2,048 x 1,365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4K resolution (pixels)</td>
<td>4,096 x 2,732</td>
<td>4,096 x 2,732</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>4,096 x 2,731</td>
<td>4,000 x 2,666</td>
<td>4,000 x 2,666</td>
<td>4,096 x 2,731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRT diagonal size (inches)</td>
<td>7 in.</td>
<td>7 in.</td>
<td>3 in.</td>
<td>6 in.</td>
<td>2.76 in.</td>
<td>2.76 in.</td>
<td>3 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pixel size (millimeters)</td>
<td>1 mm</td>
<td>.05 mm</td>
<td>.05 mm</td>
<td>.04 mm</td>
<td>.04 mm</td>
<td>.04 mm</td>
<td>.05 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera type</td>
<td>Pentax</td>
<td>Pentax</td>
<td>Mamiya</td>
<td>Pentax</td>
<td>Konica</td>
<td>Konica</td>
<td>Pentax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rewind</td>
<td>hand crank</td>
<td>hand crank</td>
<td>motorized</td>
<td>hand crank</td>
<td>hand crank</td>
<td>hand crank</td>
<td>motorized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Film type (recommended)</td>
<td>Etalachrome 100 Pro</td>
<td>Etalachrome 100 Pro</td>
<td>Etalachrome 100 HC</td>
<td>Etalachrome 100 HC</td>
<td>Etalachrome 100 HC</td>
<td>Presentation Chrome</td>
<td>Etalachrome 100 HC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions (L x W x H, inches)</td>
<td>20 x 15 x 11</td>
<td>16 x 12 x 36</td>
<td>16 x 7.8 x 5.9</td>
<td>25.9 x 9.8 x 5.5</td>
<td>8.5 x 13.1 x 5.5</td>
<td>8.5 x 13.1 x 5.5</td>
<td>17 x 14.25 x 6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (pounds)</td>
<td>38 lb</td>
<td>42 lb</td>
<td>10 lb</td>
<td>33 lb</td>
<td>16 lb</td>
<td>16 lb</td>
<td>20 lb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warranty</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>90 days</td>
<td>90 days</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>1 year</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Image processing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>AGFA Matrix ProColor</th>
<th>AGFA Matrix SlideWriter</th>
<th>ALL Still Light</th>
<th>Lasergraphics LFR</th>
<th>Mirus FilmPrinter</th>
<th>Polaroid Bravo</th>
<th>PT Montage FR1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Software</td>
<td>Conductor 2.2</td>
<td>Conductor 2.2</td>
<td>Still Light 2.6</td>
<td>MacRasco 1.03</td>
<td>Minuimage-MAC 2.0</td>
<td>Minuimage-MAC 2.0</td>
<td>ImageQ 2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM (megabytes)</td>
<td>2–4 MB</td>
<td>2–4 MB</td>
<td>2 MB</td>
<td>2 MB</td>
<td>4 MB</td>
<td>4 MB</td>
<td>2.5–4 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard-disk space</td>
<td>4 MB</td>
<td>4 MB</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>1 MB</td>
<td>image file size</td>
<td>image file size</td>
<td>2 MB**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software interface</td>
<td>application</td>
<td>application</td>
<td>application</td>
<td>application &amp; DA</td>
<td>application &amp; DA</td>
<td>application &amp; DA</td>
<td>application &amp; DA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support for 24-bit images</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outline fonts supplied</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>none*</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color-printer support</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backgrounding in MultiFinder</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color-balance controls</td>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>RGB, brightness</td>
<td>RGB, contrast</td>
<td>RGB, brightness, contrast</td>
<td>RGB, brightness, contrast</td>
<td>RGB, contrast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image controls</td>
<td>crop, zoom, rotation</td>
<td>crop, zoom, rotation</td>
<td>zoom</td>
<td>crop, zoom</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>crop, zoom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background coloring</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coloring of object text</td>
<td>patterns, bit maps, text</td>
<td>patterns, bit maps, text</td>
<td>no patterns, text</td>
<td>no patterns, text</td>
<td>no patterns, text</td>
<td>no patterns, text</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Font-substitution control</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Film backs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Polaroid 339</th>
<th>Polaroid 650/801</th>
<th>Bulk-fed 35mm</th>
<th>Pin-registered 35mm</th>
<th>4 x 5-inch transparency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>List price</td>
<td>$1,095</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>$8,900</td>
<td>$8,900</td>
<td>$1,085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polaroid 650/801</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>included</td>
<td>$1,050</td>
<td>$1,050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulk-fed 35mm</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>$8,900</td>
<td>$6,595</td>
<td>$4,750</td>
<td>$1,050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pin-registered 35mm</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>$8,900</td>
<td>$9,550</td>
<td>$1,050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 x 5-inch transparency</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Price will drop to $4,995 when the FilmPrinter Plus ships.
**24-bit color resolution is also available.
≡Still Light 3.0, which supports 24-bit color and outline fonts, should be shipping by now.
++MacRasco 1.04, now shipping, supports 24-bit color and includes a Chooser driver.
++Recommended hard-disk space for optional Chooser driver is 10 MB.
*Bulk-loading camera is also pin-registered.
*Also included: overhead-projector adapter for 609 transparencies, drying rack with digital timer, and carrying case.
Capsule Reviews

ProColor............. ★★★½
This is a good product at a good price. Although it doesn't excel in any particular area, it's a solid performer. But it does have one crippling flaw: severe color banding and tinted grays. On the positive side, AGFA's Conductor software is a delight to use, with the best queuing options of all the software tested. You can specify resolution and font quality for each image, rearrange image order in the queue, and select output to other Matrix devices. You can even add an entire folder as a single queue entry.


AGFA Matrix
One Ramland Road
Orangeburg, NY 10962
(800) 876-7543 or (914) 365-0190
$6,495

SlideWriter.............. ★★★★★
This model is twice as sharp as the ProColor, at nearly twice the price. It uses the same Conductor software (see ProColor capsule for a description). Unfortunately, it also has the same problems with color banding. Physically, the SlideWriter is a hefty floor-standing unit equipped with wheels.


AGFA Matrix
One Ramland Road
Orangeburg, NY 10962
(800) 876-7543 or (914) 365-0190
$11,795

Still Light.............. ★★★★★
This no-frills unit has only fair performance and limited options, but it has an unbeatable price. The Still Light uses a NuBus card instead of being a SCSI device. Setup is easy. Drop in the card, connect the cable, and go. The Still Light software can open only PICT files or batch queues, but a separate utility can create PICT files from Scrapbook files and EPSF files containing PICT comments. Software settings can't be changed for individual files. Version 3.0 of the software should be available; it includes 24-bit color and PostScript outline fonts.


American Liquid Light, Inc.
2341 205th St., No. 116
Torrance, CA 90301
(213) 818-0274
$3,995

FilmPrinter.............. ★★★½
The FilmPrinter is a study in extremes. It has the best color we've seen, but it's also amazingly slow, trailed only by its sibling, the Bravo. It's the most ergonomically designed film recorder we tested. The camera points down into the unit, and film easily loads from the top. It uses both a Chooser driver and the MirrorPrint queuing application to get images onto film. The Chooser driver lets you print from within applications, but it requires too many decisions and mouse clicks along the way.

Pros: Superb color; neutral grays. Color gradients had no banding. Informative dialog box during printing process. Cons: Very slow imaging times. Fuzzy slides when projected to large sizes; small text hard to read. Thin lines

requires 2 megabytes of RAM, but it's the only one that can work with a Mac Plus. MacRascol 1.04, now shipping, supports 24-bit color and includes a Chooser driver; the upgrade is free. These new goodies make the LFR's high price tag a lot easier to swallow.


Lasergraphics, Inc.
17671 Covina Ave.
Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 660-9487
$9,750

The film recorders (clockwise from top): SlideWriter, FilmPrinter, LFR, Bravo, ProColor, Montage FR1, and Still Light.
jagged and fattened to several pixels. Awkward software interface. No image controls.

Mirus Corp.
4301 Great America Parkway
Santa Clara, CA 95054
(408) 980-8770
$5,995

Bravo ....... $$$

Like the FilmPrinter, the Bravo offers superb color — and lethal imaging times. Overnight batching is the rule here, rather than the exception. The Bravo is identical to the Mirus in basic design, setup, operation, and functionality. It uses the Mirus Chooser driver, queuing software, fonts, and manuals (see Mirus capsule for details). It also uses Polaroid Presentation Chrome film, a high-contrast film made specifically for film recorders. We had trouble finding this film; fortunately, the Bravo actually images faster if you use Extrachrome 200 Pro instead.


Cons: Absurdly slow imaging times. Fuzzy slides when projected to large sizes. Awkward software interface. No image controls. Recommended film hard to find.

Polaroid Corp.
549 Technology Square
Cambridge, MA 02139
(617) 577-2000
$5,996

Montage FR1 1 1 1/2

This unit offers sharp images and short imaging times, and it also looks good, thanks to a cover that hides the front-loading camera from sight. It uses a MacRascal work-alike software package called ImageO (see the LFR capsule for details).


Presentation Technologies, Inc.
743 N. Pastoria Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(800) 792-2543 or (408) 749-1959
$6,996

The Still Light is the only film recorder that doesn't use outline fonts. It works only with bit-mapped screen fonts, which is a severe disadvantage, textwise. However, version 3.0 of its software (which should be shipping by now) will include Bitstream's outline versions of Times, Helvetica, and Symbol, plus user control over font substitution. The upgrade should also support Bitstream's downloadable fonts. The Still Light is thus poised to become the first film recorder to support downloadable fonts, which greatly increases the number of fonts available for slide making.

To test text quality, we created an eye chart of Helvetica and Times typew in sizes from 9 to 72 points. The resulting slides were judged on sharpness, font quality, kerning, and readability of the smaller fonts. All the recorders with outline fonts produced acceptable character shapes (see Figure 6). As you might expect with their superior resolutions, the LFR and SlideWriter were the champs, with crisp type at every point size. The FilmPrinter and Bravo, on the other hand, had fuzzy text, with sizes below 24 points becoming almost unreadable. The Still Light, with its bit-mapped fonts, pulled up lame. It displayed distinct jaggies at every point size, and the smaller fonts were unreadable blobs.

Fast Forward

Imaging speed is the make-or-break point for some people. Faced with unyielding deadlines and implacable bosses, they want those slides now. Digital film recorders, unfortunately, have a deserved reputation as slugs in this respect. MacUser Labs conducted its own time trials, using three worst-case scenarios created in PowerPoint: the text eye chart, a simple bar chart, and a pie chart with a background gradient. The slides were

---

Back It Up

Back is nothing more than photographic jargon for camera. All film recorders have a 35mm back for general use, and some have optional backs for special purposes. The most common backs are the Polaroid 669/691, Polaroid 339, bulk-loading 35mm, pin-registered 35mm, and one for creating 4 x 5-inch transparencies. The LFR and Still Light recorders each offer all five backs; the LFR's backs are price options, whereas the Still Light includes the Polaroid 669/691 back with the film recorder and the Polaroid 339 costs only $395. The FilmPrinter and Bravo recorders have no back options; their 35mm Konica cameras are bolted on and can't be removed without ruining the recorder's calibration. (For additional details, see "Features of Digital Film Recorders" table.)

The Polaroid 669/691 back produces 4.25 x 3.25-inch prints and transparencies. Polaroid 669 is a professional color print film used for proofing images before printing to slide film. Polaroid 691 is a professional transparency film. Each 691 film package comes with cardboard mounts to keep the transparencies fingerprint-free, and a special adapter can make the transparency size conform to the requirements of most overhead projectors. Polaroid 669 and 691 films are pull-and-peel types that require you to wait a specified time before pulling off the negative. The process is messy; prints and transparencies take an hour to dry, and the chemicals can get on your hands and clothing.

If you want mess-free prints for proofs or handouts, choose the Polaroid 339 back. The 339 film is the more familiar SX-70 type, where the negative and developing chemicals are contained inside the print. Plus, 339 film has an ample 7/8-inch margin across the bottom of each print for easy handling and labeling.

Bulk-loading backs overcome the 35mm-exposure limit of 35mm film canisters by letting you expose up to 100 feet of film at a time. They are ideal if you need to produce several slide shows at once or want to batch-process slides overnight.

Standard 35mm cameras don't have the mechanics necessary to place each exposure exactly where it belongs on the film. Pin-registered backs overcome this deficiency by offering precise alignment from frame to frame — a necessity if you're recording images for a multiprojector show or for movie animation.

A 4 x 5-inch-transparency back creates high-quality images that can be color-separate for use in annual reports, magazines, or color brochures. The 35mm format is too small for professional printing, and graininess can obscure the clarity of printed images. A 4 x 5-inch transparency gives you a much sharper image with less grain and more-vivid color.

— Jeff Pittelkau
For a Double Helix brochure or test flight kit, call Odesta now at 1-800-323-5423. (In IL, 312-498-5615.) Current users, ask about our special upgrade offer.

Ric Honey, a project manager of new construction for Federal Express, knows a little about deadlines.

"People say to me, 'We need this building next month,' I say, 'But that's a 1-year project.' They say, 'OK, 3 months.'"

"Managing 4 or 5 projects like that can mean a paper trail of over 600 forms at a time. All with pen and paper. I knew I had to do something."

So Ric looked into a database program for his Macintosh. "I chose Double Helix because I didn't want to learn a programming language."

"I had a spreadsheet, and I knew it could do 'macros.' But I couldn't. If I could tell it in English what I wanted, fine. But I'm an awful typist. One finger. Try doing macros with that!

"When they told me about Double Helix, I said 'You mean I don't have to read anything? All I do is drag around icons, pictures? This is great!'"

Now Ric and his team run the Double Helix multi-user application he created. He reports it's already cut 25% off his paperwork time.

"I just tell Double Helix what I want. And I get it.

"I wish my whole life was like that!"
Low Cost, Easy to Store, Easy to Carry

MicroPak Transportable
SCSI Hard Disk Drives

20, 30, 40, 46, 80, 100, 105, 130, 172 and 200 MB
Fast as 15 ms Average Access!

For The Macintosh Plus, SE, SE/30, IICx and IIC
And The Macintosh Portable

Reliable, fast, cool, quiet, affordable, lightweight design that does not require a fan or an internal power supply. The MicroPak obtains its power from the Macintosh's floppy port and data from the SCSI port and they weigh less than 3 pounds and measure 2 x 5 x 9 inches.

The MicroPak design is revolutionary in size, speed, price and performance. Excellent for those who need to transport data from home to office or need to lock their data in a vault for security reasons. Uses the floppy port of the Plus, SE, SE/30, IICx and IIC for power with fast data access through the SCSI port. MicroNet offers the PowerPak, a universal power supply for use with the II and the IICx or if the floppy port is being used.

A BatteryPak option allows any MicroPak drive to be used with a Macintosh Portable for long periods of time, supplementing or backing up the Portable's internal hard drive. Each system is tested and shipped complete with all cables, one year factory warranty, disk activity LED, external SCSI ID select switch and two 50 pin connectors for daisy chaining to other devices. Optional custom designed carrying bag available.

"QUALITY YOU CAN COUNT ON"
Call for data sheets and the name of your nearest dealer. Dealer inquiries invited.

Manufactured By:
MicroNet Technology, Inc.
20 Mason \ Irvine, CA 92718 \ Tel: (714) 837-6033
FAX: (714) 837-1164 \ Connect: MicroNet
AppleLink: D1656 \ Compuserve: 76004,1611

Distributed By:
CAL-ABCO
6041 Varvel Avenue \ Woodland Hills, CA 91367
Sales: (800) 669-2226 \ (818) 704-9100 Ext 311
FAX: (818) 704-7733 \ Canada: (800) 387-4345
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Film Recorders

Color gradients are a film recorder's worst nightmare, but the Mirus FilmPrinter didn't even break a sweat. Its gradient (left) is so smooth we couldn't see any transitions. The AGFA ProColor displays heavy banding, despite its use of professional film.

Imaged at both 2K and 4K (except on the Still Light, which has only 2K), and the recorders were clocked from the instant we released the mouse button after selecting OK in the Print dialog box until we regained control of the Mac.

The good news is that most of the recorders can make a slide in less than ten minutes (see Figure 8). The bad news is that if you need to make a lot of slides, you'll have to batch them overnight or you'll never get your Mac back. Once you issue the Print command, the software takes control of the Mac until imaging is completed. If you think MultiFinder will provide you with an escape hatch, think again. All the recorders let you add images to batch queues under MultiFinder, but only the LFR and Montage process slides in the background, leaving your Mac available for other applications.

The bar chart proved to be the easiest image, while the text slide caused problems for several recorders. The results weren't uniform, however. What gave one recorder trouble was a piece of, well... pie for another. Some recorders were two or three times faster at 2K than at 4K.

If a recorder produces acceptable slides at the lower resolution, you can reduce imaging time by up to 50 percent. For some recorders, the time difference was relatively small, but even a minute here and a minute there can add up to hours when you're shooting many slides.

The undisputed speed champ was the LFR, with the Montage running a respectable second. The LFR is so fast at 2K resolution that you can process 36 slides—enough for two or three average presentations—in only 1 1/2 hours (that's

INTRODUCING SYMANTEC ANTIVIRUS FOR MACINTOSH (SAM).

A virus. It sneaks in on a floppy, by modem or over your network. At first, you see nothing. Or maybe a few glitches. Then it spreads, replicating in every file, in every folder. Possibly destroying irreplaceable data. Permanently. Left unchecked, it could ruin all of your hard disk data. And shut down your entire network.

Protect yourself with SAM.
2½ minutes per slide). It is five times faster than the Bravo, the slowest recorder. The LFR’s worst time was for producing the 4K pie chart — a mere 5:16. By comparison, the fastest time for the Bravo was 12:29 for the 2K pie chart; its worst performance was an excruciating 19:22 for the 4K text slide. The FilmPrinter didn’t fare much better, averaging almost ten minutes per slide. The AGFA recorders and the Still Light took two to ten minutes, depending on image and resolution.

The Look and Feel

Film-recorder software is a curious mixture of applications, DA’s, and Chooser drivers. All the recorders except the FilmPrinter and Bravo come with a stand-alone application that accepts PICT and PICT2 images as well as images imported through Scrapbook files or the Clipboard. None of the recorders support PostScript, but new software solutions are in the offing (see “On the Horizon” sidebar). Lasergraphics makes the software for both the LFR and Montage recorders; it includes a DA that lets you add files to a print queue without leaving your current program. You can then run the main application to select film type, resolution, and so on before exposing the film.

The FilmPrinter and Bravo use a Chooser driver, which enables you to print an image directly from an application. (The Montage has an optional Chooser driver for $495, and the newest version of MacRascol, the LFR’s software, also includes a Chooser driver.) Simply select the driver in the Chooser,

Finally, SAM runs a complete virus check every time you shut down or restart. With this three-stage method, SAM is complete protection against past, present and future viruses. From the people who brought you Symantec Utilities for Macintosh (SUM™).

Put SAM’s unparalleled virus prevention, detection and elimination power between you and attacking viruses. With SAM on guard, you may never have to worry about virus attacks again.

Symantec Corporation, 10201 Torre Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014. 408/253-9660.
SUM and SAM are trademarks of Symantec Corporation. © 1990 Symantec Corporation
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Kurta gives you an absolute alternative.

There are "relative" pointing devices—the mouse. And then there are "absolute" input devices—Kurta IS/ADB® Input Systems.

Unlike a mouse that makes you always start wherever you left off last, and makes you push it to the next position, the Kurta IS/ADBS are exact devices. When you move to the top of the screen, the screen cursor moves to the top of the screen. The pointing device and the screen cursor are in direct "absolute" relationship. So your hand and eye coordination is intuitively correct and more natural. This "absolute positioning" makes it possible to correctly accomplish freehand drawing and tracing. Get your work done absolutely faster and more comfortably.

A total "Input System" with programmable menu-strip. Kurta IS/ADBS give you a built-in "menu-strip" featuring 11 to 23 function keys. They can be loaded with time-saving, sophisticated macro commands or with simple keyboard shortcuts you create with Apple® Computer's new MacroMaker®. Kurta also gives you the option to put the macros in your hand. Because our IS/PENWORKS® for Macintosh® ADB lets you load the macros and shortcuts on your cursor keys. To execute a command, simply quick click on the function key or cursor key instead of going up and pulling down from the menu bar. Fast action, no window flashing, and exactly the same way every time.

Cordless cursors and pens with no equal. In addition to coreded models, Kurta offers award-winning cordless 4-button cursors and 3-switch pens. There are six Kurta pointing devices in all, including the new Kurta 12-button cursor for maximum application control with instant touch.

Built-in software gives you automatic ADB drive. Only Kurta ships a software interface driver in every package that makes more than 98% of all software Kurta-compatible. Kurta's IS/PENWORKS drivers for the Macintosh

ADB and serial ports feature Kurta's exclusive "dynamic scaling" to miniaturize/maximize the active area—whether you are enhancing CAD applications on AutoCAD® or VersaCAD® or others, working with desktop publishing packages, or creating graphic designs.

A time to compare, a time to act.

1-800-44-KURTA

"Nobody does it better." PC Magazine

1988 Hardware Product of the Year.

It only looks like a tablet.

KURTA®

3007 East Chambers
Phoenix, Arizona 85040
(602) 276-5533

Kurta, Color Swash, IS/ADB, and IS/PENWORKS are trademarks and registered trademarks of Kurta Corporation. IS/PENWORKS software is designed and developed by Softwave®.

Sonora Cruz, California. Softwave is a registered trademark of Softwave Corporation. VersaCAD is a registered trademark of VersaCAD Corporation. Apple, Macintosh and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer Corporation. AutoCAD is a registered trademark of AutoDesk Incorporated.
Now we have 3 easy-to-learn, easy-to-use accounting programs created especially for the Macintosh

**MULTILEDGER™**

An integrated accounting program which combines General Ledger, Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable, and Inventory tracking. Generates checks, customer invoices, customer statements, and a wide variety of financial and management reports. Prints on ImageWriters, LaserWriters, and many other printers.

**PAYROLL**

A complete payroll system for organizations with 1 to 1000 employees. Use it as a stand-alone program or integrate it with either of our ledger programs. Calculates both employee and employer taxes and deductions. All state and federal tax tables and parameters are included and all can be modified by the user.

**CASH LEDGER**

An "entry-level" General Ledger program for those who don't need payables, receivables, or inventory tracking. Shares many of the same G/L features and advantages of MultiLedger, including check-writing, bank reconciliation, and financial reports. Upgradable to MultiLedger if more features are needed in the future.

**COMMENTS FROM RECENT REVIEWS**

"My favorite all-around accounting program is CheckMark Software's MultiLedger/Payroll set. It was the simplest and most logical I examined that provided a reasonabaly full set of capabilities. Its price/performance ratio represents an excellent bargain."

*Macworld* / September 1988

"MultiLedger is ideal for the small business. It's easy to set up and use and has an amazing set of accounting features when compared to other programs that cost more and don't offer much more power."

*MACazine* / March 1989

"I don't know of any other Mac accounting software which contains so many features and modules for the price."

*Computers in Accounting* / January 1989

"A welcome and impressive bonus is the Payroll program which can be linked to MultiLedger... MultiLedger and Payroll are a bargain for companies that don't need a networked system."

*MacUser* / April 1989

"Our favorite package was MultiLedger... it's the most elegant, usable and Mac-like of all the packages we reviewed... CheckMark offers unlimited free telephone support to all users. This policy would lead to bankruptcy if the program were as confusing as others."


...You'll love what we did for small-business accounting

Easy. Powerful. If you thought they didn't go together, consider what the Macintosh did to redefine personal computing.

It let users concentrate on what they were trying to achieve or produce, while other systems forced them to focus on the operation of the computer itself. The amazing success of the Macintosh shows that when thinking people are given a choice between simplicity and power, they'll take both.

Those who created the Macintosh realized that it takes more time, more work, and more creative thinking to make something simple than it does to make something complicated. Their success has enabled us to create easy-to-use, affordable accounting programs for small and medium-sized businesses of all kinds.

To see if one or more of our programs can work for you, just give us a call. We'll send you a free demo disk of all three programs, reprints of recent reviews, and dealer names in your area.

You'll see for yourself just how easy and painless accounting on the Macintosh has become.

---

**CheckMark Software Inc.**

1520 East Mulberry / Suite 200
Putnam, Colorado 80134
Phone: 303-484-5517  Fax: 303-484-0429

Full-functioning demo disk available

1-800-444-9922  Dealer inquiries welcome

Macintosh, ImageWriter, and LaserWriter are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. MultiLedger is a trademark of CheckMark Software, Inc.
and the Print command will generate a dialog box specific to the film recorder, complete with whatever options are available. This direct approach is especially beneficial for programs such as PowerPoint and Cricket Presentations, which don’t create PICT files. Instead of fiddling with intermediary file formats, simply issue the Print command and — boom — the image is transferred to film. (Even without a Chooser driver, you can print directly from Visual Business No. 5, the only Mac program that can drive film recorders. Its Output Manager utility can print directly to all the recorders except the Still Light.)

The recorder software varied tremendously in power and ease of use. All the packages can print individual images or add the filenames to a queue for batch processing. You can always preview images before processing them, and if you don’t like what you see, some of the software programs offer tools for scaling and cropping. AGFA’s Conductor software even lets you rotate images 90 degrees. Other basic settings include resolution (2K or 4K), film type, color bits per pixel, and slide orientation (horizontal or vertical).

Our favorite software was Conductor 2.2, which graces AGFA’s ProColor and SlideWriter (see Figure 7). Its sophisticated and user-friendly interface is delightful to use, with pop-up windows for customizable settings and easy click-and-drag rearranging of files that are awaiting exposure. You can even enter an entire folder as a single queue entry. The features list includes background coloring (adding a specified color to the edges of an image when it doesn’t fill the slide), support for fractional font spacing, and the ability to convert black-and-white

---

**Film Recorders**

**Why Type It, When Any Scanner Can Read It.**

- **READ-IT! Q.C.R.**
  - Works with any scanner.
  - Minimum hardware required — Mac Plus.
  - Fast, accurate and easy to use.
  - Proven technology — over 30,000 sold.
  - Pre-trained for popular typesfaces.
  - Easy Learn "training for new typesfaces.
  - Reads columns, dot-matrix and typeset material.
  - Recognizes foreign languages.

**Presentations Plus**

General Parametrics is marketing the $4.495 PhotoMetric SlideMaker 250 for its VideoShow presentation products. This isn’t a film recorder for the Mac, per se, although it can process images imported from the Mac. Its direct link is to the VideoShow, a portable box that plugs into a monitor and is used for desktop presentations (see this month’s StartUp Reviews). When we pushed it to the limit with our standard test images, we got back slides of very poor quality, so we pulled the SlideMaker aside and looked at what it could do with the VideoShow and its StarTime software for the Macintosh.

Using a Mac Plus and Microsoft PowerPoint, we copied our simple bar chart to the Clipboard as a black-and-white image. We then opened the StarTime software; pasted the image into a blank worksheet; and used StarTime to color the lines, bars, and text. When we were satisfied with the colored slide, we downloaded it to the VideoShow and pressed a few keys, and SlideMaker imaged the slide at 4K resolution on Ektachrome 100 HC film in 5.3 minutes.

The PhotoMetric SlideMaker is definitely not for power slide users. If you’re picky about colors and like jazzy background effects, you won’t be satisfied. The VideoShow’s image-compression process also removes some fine details from slides, although StarTime warns you when it’s about to simplify an image. The SlideMaker is aimed at the installed base of VideoShow owners. It’s also ideally suited to Mac Plus or SE users who want to create simple color slides without a lot of hassle and who have access to a VideoShow setup. For more information, contact General Parametrics Corp., 1250 Ninth St., Berkeley, CA 94710; (415) 524-3950.

— Jeff Pittelkau

---

**OLDUVAI**

7520 Red Road, Suite A, South Miami, FL 33143
(305) 665-4665 · FAX (305) 665-0671

Call today for your $4 Demo Pack.
Ask film-recorder users what feature they'd most like to have, and you'll probably hear a chorus of "PostScript compatibility." PostScript graphics from programs such as Illustrator 88 and FreeHand presently can't be sent directly to film recorders. You can use only the PICT image that's embedded in the PostScript graphic — the underlying PostScript is, in effect, lost. The PICT image goes into the recorder software via the Scrapbook or the Clipboard. The quality of this PICT image will determine the quality of the finished slide; and PICT quality can vary from program to program.

But progress is being made. AGFA will soon market an Adobe PostScript RIP (raster-image processor) for its film recorders. The bad news is that the unit will list for $17,900 — more than the recorders themselves.

A less expensive alternative is Freedom of Press, a software solution for the Montage FR1 and the Lasergraphics LPR from Custom Applications, Inc. (CAI), that should be available by now. (A deal for the Still Light is in the works.) Freedom of Press has been available for a year in the PC world, bringing the power of PostScript to non-PostScript printers. The program acts as an interpreter, converting PostScript into a form the printer or film recorder can understand. The quality and sharpness of the images produced should be better than those of PICT-based ones. The Mac version of Freedom of Press costs $495 and includes 35 outline fonts plus a font-scaling system that allows arbitrary point sizes and rotation angles. Contact CAI at 900 Technology Park Drive, Building 8, Billerica, MA 01821; (508) 687-8585.

Not to be outdone, the TeleTypesetting Company is going to release a competing program called PostPrint. The software will be available in several forms for specific devices such as the LaserWriter IIc, Compugraphic imagers, and — more germane to us — the Mirus FilmPrinter. Features include a preview window, PostScript editor, and MultiFinder compatibility. PostPrint, which will include 13 outline fonts and a Quick-Draw driver, will sell for $295. The FilmPrinter module is an additional $295. The TeleTypesetting Co. is at 311 Harvard St., Brookline, MA 02146; (617) 734-9700.

Leaving the world of PostScript, Mirus has announced the FilmPrinter Plus ($5,995), which sports a fully automatic Ricoh camera, a built-in parallel interface, and more-intuitive software. In addition, it has greater IBM connectivity, thanks to special DOS and Windows versions of the MirusImage software ($395 each). It is a much simpler and cheaper way to talk to Big Blue than are the $2,000 hardware interfaces offered by other recorder manufacturers. The Polaroid Bravo will be switching to this model as well, so you should keep your eyes open.

Version 2.1 of MirusImage MAC is no longer bundled with the machine; it's now a $395 option. You can specify one film type for a batch, and the new camera works interactively with the software to keep track of available frames. If you miss an error message, a new time-out option will click on OK for you and continue the imaging process. An optional log file keeps track of errors. Finally, the FilmPrinter Plus is the first product to offer automatic rewind as a software feature; you can also have it shut your Macintosh off when a batch finishes printing.

—— Gregory Wassen and Jeff Pittelkau

If you print an Illustrator file on a film recorder such as the FilmPrinter, you'll be disappointed (top). But if you use Freedom of Press software to print a PostScript file of the same image on an LPR, you'll get an accurate image in color and with the correct fonts.

**On the Horizon**

**POWER TO YOUR CLIPBOARD**

At last! Multiple clipboards to continuously cut, copy and paste, paste and paste. All without losing any information or tediously going through the scrapbook.

This is new MultiClip, the superfast scrapbook/clipboard replacement that lets you have multiple "ClipFrames," maintain a back-up of all your clipboard activity and even edit the contents of each ClipFrame.

"An essential utility, should be standard system software. No Mac user should be without it!"

Steve Bokser, MacUser Magazine

---

**CLIPSHARE**

Introducing the fastest, easiest way to share your ideas across a network. Now you can instantly transfer clipboard contents and simple messages to any network user without using a dedicated file-server or E-Mail system.

To order see your dealer, or call toll-free:

1-800-822-0772

**OLDUVAI**

7520 Red Road, Suite A, South Miami, FL 33143

[305] 665-1455 Fax [305] 665-0671

Please circle 87 on reader service card.
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The recorders with outline fonts produced acceptable text at 4K resolution. The SlideWriter and LFR had the sharpest characters, especially at small sizes. Still Light text was jagged at each point size, because of its 2K resolution and bit-mapped fonts. These 36-point samples are 400 percent larger than their original slide size. As with the other images in this report, what you see here may not match what's projected on a screen, because the printing process alters the slides' appearance.

Other packages, particularly MacRascal (LFR) and ImageQ (Montage), offer almost as much — MacRascal supports both color thermal and ink-jet printers — but they're not as intuitive. Features are hidden in pull-down menus, and unless you read the manual, you may never see (or need) them. At the other extreme is Still Light, the no-frills package that accompanies the (you guessed it) Still Light recorder. It's easy to use, but it lacks many useful features. You can spool, preview, and process files — and that's about it. In general, settings affect the entire batch queue at once, with little

patterns and bit maps to color. Furthermore, Conductor supports color thermal printers and provides several halftone settings for optimizing the output. About the only features it lacks are controls for color balance and font substitution.

If You Can Dream It, You Can Draw It.

First, you start with ideas. And they change as you continue to refine them. You need tools that work with you. To help you realize your visions and bring them to life.

It all began with MacDraft*. Now we bring you Dreams.

With Dreams, we give you all the precision tools you'd expect like scales, zoom, rotation, area calculation, associative dimensioning and layers. But we don't stop there. Merge objects together or subtract them from each other. Use Bezier or spline curve tools to create smooth shapes. Select from an array of line editing tools and custom color patterns for infinite varieties of personal expression. Store commonly-used images in on-line libraries and easily output your drawings to Postscript® devices.

Dreams. From precision drawing and drafting to general-purpose graphics.

Of course, the best way to experience Dreams is to try it yourself.

Just see your local Macintosh® dealer. Or call us at (415) 680-6818, and we'll send you a demo disk for $9.95. Then you'll see how easy it is to get started on your dreams.
AGFA’s Conductor software (top) is a snap to use. This typical batch queue contains a combination of PICT files, multi-image Scrapbooks, and a folder of 12 images, all entered into the queue at once. Six images are headed for a color thermal printer, and a dither pattern has been selected to optimize their appearance. Each of the features — number of copies, resolution, text quality, and the like — can be individually set via pop-up menus.

The Mirus FilmPrinter (bottom) isn’t nearly as slick. It has a Chooser driver, so first you set Preferences in the Page Setup window and then make additional choices in the Print dialog box. All the settings revert to their defaults every time you begin a new Image, so you have to make the rounds anew.
Enter the latest word in Macintosh security.

The ultimate test of any Macintosh security software is this: Is it as convenient to use while you're working as it is impossible to fool when you're not? If the answer is no, don't buy it. Part-time safeguards only protect a false sense of security.

Empower is the ultimate Macintosh security measure. It ensures full security with just a user password. Performs automatic, transparent encryption and decryption without delay. And provides multiple access levels by user, group, department or organization. It's the most convenient, most capable Mac security available.

Empower your Mac to secure your secrets. A word is all it takes. Call (408) 438-5467, ext. 300 to hear more. Dealer inquiries welcome.

Send me your Guide to Macintosh Security and an Empower Information Kit.

2540 N. First St., Suite 302, San Jose, CA 95131
Fax (408) 438-0661, AppleLink: MAGNA

Name
Title
Company
Address
City State Zip
Telephone ( ) Ext.

Empower is a trademark of Magna
Magna is a registered trademark of Magna
Magna Products, Inc.
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Disposable

There are a lot of removable storage systems that work today but are expensive disposable systems tomorrow. There will probably be a lot more.

There are a lot of fly-by-night mass storage companies that are here today but gone tomorrow. There will undoubtedly be a lot more.

There are a lot of "crash and burn" "at your own risk" "unbootable" and "unreliable" storage systems out there. There will frightfully be a lot more.

Removable

But of all the removable storage systems, there is one that stands superior — The PLI Infinity 40 Turbo, "Best New Storage System of 1989."

Only the Infinity 40 Turbo includes FREE time-saving utilities ($436 retail value): TurboCache, TurboOptimizer, TurboBack and TurboSpool.

And you can rely on PLI's experience and support. PLI has been making quality drives for the Macintosh since 1985.

The PLI Infinity 40 Turbo — Don't settle for less!

For a Dealer nearest you call ...
(800) 288-8754

Peripheral Land Incorporated
47421 Bayside Parkway, Fremont California 94538
(415) 657-2211 • FAX (415) 683-9713
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Three NEW ways to keep your data from getting into the wrong hands.

QuickLock™
Automatic Password Screen Protection
QuickLock password-protects your screen and your network connections with the touch of a key or stroke of the mouse. It prevents others from viewing or altering your work, but allows background processing. QuickLock darkens the screen, protecting your screen from phosphor "burn-in;' and remains active even if the system is restarted. QuickLock's automatic lock-out feature allows it to invoke after a preselected period of inactivity.

The NightWatch™ (v 1.03)
Password Protection for Hard Disks
The NightWatch securely shuts down your hard disk. NightWatch stands guard, preventing unauthorized access or erasure of your hard disk, or even the introduction of a virus. The authorized user enters their name and password to unlock the hard disk, and every attempt to unlock is recorded. The Administrator application includes an override function in case a user has forgotten their password or lost their User disk. It even has the ability to dynamically update itself when it encounters new systems or machines.

MacSafe® 2.0
Security for Documents and Applications
MacSafe creates the functional equivalent of safes on the Macintosh desktop. You can restrict access to documents, applications, or whole folders of information across shared Macintoshes by moving your material into a "safe." New features give you Administrator override, Control Panel access, "Project Sets," the ability to move multiple files in simultaneously, and our new LightningCrypt™ encryption - now the fastest in the industry.

Kent Marsh Ltd.
1200 Post Oak Blvd. • Suite 210
Houston • Texas • 77056

Security Software You Can Count On.
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control over individual images.

In the case of the FilmPrinter and Bravo, extensive options can be an embarrassment of riches rather than a boon to users. The FilmPrinter driver has a clunky interface with too many settings that must be checked every time you spool an image. Some settings are in the Page Setup dialog box; others are part of the Print dialog box. The interface forces too many decisions on the user, and it's easy to make mistakes. For instance, you must specify the resolution, color quality, background color, and film type before you spool an image. If you forget and the wrong setting is the default, you cannot override the selection at batch-printing time.

A final note: Be careful to keep your image size in the 3:2 aspect ratio used by slides, or portions of the image will be cropped off. Presentation software that's specifically designed to create slides — Persuasion, StandOut!, More II, and so

Figure 6: Timing Is Everything

Speed demons they're not. The film recorders needed between two and ten minutes to image a slide, with things going a little faster in 2K mode. The bar chart was the easiest image to process, while the text slide proved more of a problem. The Lasergraphics LFR is the racing champion of the recorder world. It was more than five times faster than the Polaroid Bravo, which turned in a truly embarrassing performance. The Still Light does a respectable job at 2K, but it doesn't support 4K resolution.

2K resolution

4K resolution
Open The Window Of Font/DA Management Possibilities.

What you see is what you get — fonts are displayed in their own typeface in the application so you have the flexibility to be more creative and productive.

View the contents of any of your Suitcase II files so you can easily decide which files you need to have available for your applications.

Limitless access to your DAs — select from your menu or Suitcase list via mouse or keyboard.

The convenience to try your fonts before you select. See the font, style and size all in one place. Also shows the printer font file name if it's downloadable.

And Enter A Brave New World Of Word Processing.

Suitcase II expands your horizons of creative word processing because it gives you complete control of your fonts and DAs while freeing up your system files. Suitcase II removes the limits on the number of fonts, DAs, FKeys and beep sounds you have available at one time. Suitcase II can open 5,148 DAs, giving virtually unlimited access to your favorite DAs right at your fingertips. Font Harmony integrates your font family style variations under one name to eliminate font menu clutter and resolves font ID number conflicts making certain that each has a unique ID number. This powerhouse of word processing convenience can give you instant access to 99 Suitcase files and each file can contain up to 500 font sizes or 52 DAs. And Suitcase II will remember any font, DA, Sound or FKey file you open and reopen it for you next time, automatically. Font and Sound Valet compresses screen fonts and beep sound files up to 60%, saving disk space. And Suitcase II is compatible with all applications and DAs. Plus, both screen and printer fonts can be put on a file server so they can be shared across a network. With all these convenient word processing features, if you're not using Suitcase II, your system really isn't complete. And at $79 suggested retail price, it's a steal. Get Suitcase II and discover the endless creative possibilities you'll have at your fingertips.

Call 1-800-873-4384

©1988 Software Supply - All rights reserved. Distributed under exclusive license by Fifth Generation Systems, Inc.

Winner "5 Mice" Award from MacUser, June 1989
1989 World Class Award from MacWorld
Current film recorders are expensive, and they can’t deliver service-bureau quality to the desktop. So if you need only a few slides a month, stick with the service bureau. But how many presentations require professional-quality slides, anyway? If you’re doing several presentations each month, seriously consider purchasing a digital film recorder, because it will quickly pay for itself. All the recorders produce acceptable slides with good color and resolution. Factor in speed, software features, and ease of use, and then decide which combination best fits your needs.

Our overall favorite is the Lasergraphics LFR, the only machine to come out on top in three tests. Although it’s expensive ($9,750), the LFR delivers superior resolution, text quality, and blazing speed (relatively speaking). It has full-featured software (also used by the Montage) that can be used on a Mac Plus, and it backgrounds under MultiFinder—a real boon, considering the time a recorder takes to process slides.

If you like what the LFR has to offer but shudder at the price, consider Presentation Technologies’ Montage FR1 ($6,995). It performs almost as well as the LFR, uses the same software, and also backgrounds under MultiFinder. Plus, it comes with 43 fonts as opposed to the LFR’s 13. Sure, it’s a little slower and a little fuzzier, but it’s also $3,000 cheaper.

The American Liquid Light Still Light is the Hyundai of film recorders. It lacks 4K resolution. Its test performance was only average. The software is limited, and there are no outline fonts (yet). But then again, it costs only $3,995. If you really want a film recorder but the prices give you a headache, this could be your ticket. As long as you aren’t overly concerned with getting the best image, the Still Light will serve you well.

The AGFA Matrix SlideWriter has superior resolution and text quality, equaling that of the LFR. Along with its sibling, the AGFA Matrix ProColor ($6,495), it uses Conductor software, which should set a standard for intuitiveness and ease of use. Unfortunately, both recorders have serious color deficiencies, including severely banded color gradients and tinted grays. At $11,795, the SlideWriter can’t afford those kinds of defects.

We really can’t recommend the Mirus entrants, the Mirus FilmPrinter ($5,895) and the Polaroid Bravo ($5,995). Although they have the smoothest and truest colors of all the recorders, their abysmally slow imaging times overshadow everything else. Their Chooser-based software is a good idea, but its clunky interface and confusion of choices leave room for improvement.
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At Microtech, we make it our business to take care of your business. Our commitment is to offer you not only quality products, but real business solutions. Solutions you can count on. Because the more you demand, the more we deliver.

Only top-of-the-line components are used in manufacturing Microtech products to insure product solutions worth raving about. Like our NOVA 80, which Macworld rated “the cream of the crop...the fastest and least expensive external drive...”. With unprecedented reliability, NOVA hard drives can work for any business solution.

For security and unlimited storage capacity, the high performance Microtech R45 removable cartridge drive is the perfect solution. Our Tape Backup Systems provide lightning fast, reliable solutions for archiving.

And only Microtech drives come with the longest warranties in the industry at no extra cost. Like five years on our external and internal hard drives and two years on our removable and tape backups. No one else offers that kind of confidence. No one! In addition, you’ll get hundreds of dollars worth of free software, including MacTREE PLUS, DS Backup, and a number of useful public domain programs. And now all of our hard drives come with demos of 4TH DIMENSION and SHOWCASE F/X.

We understand that along with great products, great service must follow. Before and after the sale, our dedicated customer service representatives are on hand to provide you with knowledgeable and friendly support. Toll free! And for 24-hour service, our MicroLink™ BBS provides technical support and software updates. Taking customer service a step further, Microtech offers the exclusive Step-Up™ Expansion Program, an easy, affordable upgrade path designed to help you keep pace with today’s technology.

Quality products. Fantastic prices. Unequaled warranties. Dedicated customer service. These are the solutions you demand, and Microtech delivers. Takin’ care of your business is our business, too. Call Microtech today.

1-800-325-1895
## Nova Hard Drives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>External</td>
<td>20MB</td>
<td>$520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40MB</td>
<td>$649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80MB</td>
<td>$1019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100MB</td>
<td>$1099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>150MB</td>
<td>$1469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>40MB</td>
<td>$569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80MB</td>
<td>$919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100MB</td>
<td>$999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>150MB</td>
<td>$1399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>320MB</td>
<td>$2699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>650MB</td>
<td>$3430</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Tape Backup Systems

- NT60 - 60MB: $799
- NT150 - 150MB: $1099

### Removable Hard Drives

- R45 - 45MB: $1099

**FREE DEMOS!**

**Showcase FX**

© 1989 Microtech International, Inc. All product names and logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners. The 3 year limited warranty is offered on hard disk drives sold and delivered in the U.S. or Canada. Certain restrictions and exclusions apply. Terms and conditions of the 3 year warranty are available upon request. Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. MasterCard and Visa accepted at no extra charge.
1. Before Trouble Starts

Prevention is the best medicine, and being prepared can speed the cure. In other words, an apple a day keeps the Apple doctor away.

Keep your registration information updated.

The first thing you should do before calling for technical assistance is also the first thing you should do when you open your software package: Write the software’s registration and version numbers in the front and back of your manuals. Next, make sure you mail in the registration information.

Not only will you receive the latest information on program updates, but you’ll also be entitled to technical support — many software companies don’t provide technical support to customers who have not registered.

Store the registration and program information where it is accessible. Jot down the information on paper or record it on your hard drive. I have a folder in my Adobe folder entitled “89(1.8):Ad12345,” which means Adobe Illustrator 88, version 1.8, registration number Ad12345. Alternatively, type the registration and version numbers into the program’s Get Info window. (This method should be used with caution, however, because rebuilding the desktop erases any information you’ve added to the Get Info window.) If you’re on the road a lot, you might store the registration information for your applications in one file or folder that you can copy onto a disk to carry with you.

Know your Mac’s configuration.

Regardless of why (or whether) you need to call for help, you should know your Macintosh’s hardware and software configuration. Here’s a checklist of the most important items:

- **The Mac’s model.** Know whether yours is a 512K, Plus, SE, SE/30, II, IIx, or IIc.
- **The System and Finder versions.** You can find the Finder’s version by selecting About the Finder from the Apple menu. The System version is also displayed.
- **Memory capacity.** Selecting About the Finder from the Apple menu also tells you how much memory you have. A Macintosh’s RAM can range from 512 kilobytes to 8 megabytes.
- **Hard-disk capacity.** The capacity of hard-disk drives ranges from tens to hundreds of megabytes. An easy method for finding out the capacity of a hard drive is to select View by Icon (or View by Small Icon) when any desktop window associated with the drive is selected. At the top of the window, you’ll see the amount of disk space being used and, on the right, how much space is available. Adding those two values together tells you the drive’s capacity.
- **External-monitor and video-card type.** Know the size and configuration of any external monitor and video card, such as an Apple monitor with a four-color card, a two-page black-and-white SuperMac monitor, or a full-page Radius monitor.
- **Expansion-board type.** Know whether you have any expansion boards, such as accelerators and memory-expansion kits.
- **Network type.** Find out what network you use, such as AppleShare or TOPS.
- **Output-device type.** Record your printers, plotters, or other output devices, such as LaserWriters, pen plotters, thermal printers, and ImageWriters.
- **Other software.** List all system-related software, such as print spoolers; INITs, such as Capture, Pyro!, and On Cue; cdevs, such as QuickKeys, SuperClock!, and SCSI Tools; and DAs. You may have to select these programs’ icons and choose Get Info to find out their version numbers.

User groups distribute many free utilities, such as MacEnv and Mug Shot, that automatically create a list of the Mac’s attributes, including many of the ones listed above.

After you’ve obtained this information, type it into a word-processing document (or make copies of this checklist before you fill it out) and update the data as you make changes to your system. You can also paste the information into the Scrapbook, where it will be only a click away.

Need to call technical support? Here are three easy steps to make that call a success.
you word processor is on liq­uefy, your relational database has gone flat, and your tele­communications program is silent. It’s time to call technical support.

Calling a software company for technical support might seem fairly straightforward — pick up the phone, dial the number, explain the problem, and get an answer. But my experi­ence as a technical-support specialist with Cricket Software has shown that when it comes to computers — even the Macintosh — things are rarely so cut-and-dried. Getting the most from a call to technical support involves much more than the call itself.

When you need help, the following three simple steps can prevent your call from being frustrating, time-consuming, and costly.

**2. Before You Call**

Just like the TV technician who fixes countless broken sets by checking to see if they’re plugged in, you can avoid many crises by following this old dictum: When all else fails, read the directions.

**Check the documentation first.**

Read your manual. Most manuals have an index in the back to help you locate topics quickly. Many programs also pro­vide on-line help. In most cases, the inform­ation you want is already in your hands.

A common misconception is that tech­nical support is a substitute for your manual or that it is a source for free on­line training. The role of support specialist is really to solve more-complex prob­lems — to help isolate a problem, suggest a workaround, or supplement or clarify inform­ation in your manual.

**Document symptoms precisely.**

You don’t have to solve the problem yourself, but you do need to be able to describe the symptoms in as much detail as possible. Otherwise, calling for assis­tance is like phoning your mechanic and saying “my car doesn’t go” without speci­fying whether it won’t start, overheats, or has a flat tire.

Suppose you regularly experience a system bomb or your Mac’s screen freezes from time to time. It’s important to note what actions precede the problem as well as any ID number or other information that is displayed in the error message. Does the crash happen while you are choosing a particular tool or menu item? Does it happen at any other time?

**3. Making the Call**

You’ve checked the documentation, up­dated your registration and configuration data, and know more than you ever thought you needed to know about your Mac — but you still haven’t solved the problem. Here are a few guidelines to make your call fast, informative, and painless:

**Call backward.**

Even after you’ve identified the appar­ent source of the problem, it’s not always obvious which company you should call first. The choice is easy if you’re working with only one program. But suppose you can’t print a page-layout document that incorporates images from three graphics pro­grams. Assuming that the printer works with other software, there’s no obvious way to tell if the problem lies with the page-layout program or the graphics software. Instead of flipping a coin, go backward in the chain of software events to determine which company you should call first.

**Call from near your Mac.**

Use a phone next to your Mac with the problem program running and its manu­als handy. Long-distance troubleshoot­ing is an interactive process that often re­quires more than just conversation to be effective.

**Get to the heart of the matter.**

Communicate the root of the problem up front, specifying your concern first, rather than the steps that led up to it. For example, suppose that while running a spreadsheet program, you get an error message when you try to create a pie chart from some data. Relating the steps taken to enter and modify the data is much less important than reporting the error mes­sage that appears on the screen.

Once support specialists understand a problem, they can guide the remainder of the call. Chances are very good that they have seen the problem before and can offer a solution or workaround.

**Give accurate, specific, and explicit information.**

In the course of the conversation, you’ll probably be asked additional questions about the problem. It’s important that your answers be accurate and explicit, since the information you provide is all the support specialist has to work with.

Avoid using words with multiple mean­ings, particularly those that describe something about the Mac. In reference to a presentation program, “I’ve selected my text” doesn’t mean the same thing to a technical-support specialist as “I have my text highlighted,” because you could be referring to an object containing the text instead of to the text itself.

Failure to give explicit responses often results in a conversation that goes around in circles. If you don’t understand a par­ticular question or aren’t exactly sure of your answer, say so.

**Write down the name of the person with whom you spoke.**

Some technical-support centers have 100 or more staff members on-line. If you don’t note down the name of the person who helped you, you may have to start from scratch if you need to call back.

**By Randy M. Zeitman**
CMS Enhancements provides you with the solutions to your most challenging storage problems.

You don't have to experiment with trial and error to solve your Apple® mass storage problems. That's because CMS Enhancements provides you with total solutions to meet today's storage needs.

At CMS, we complement our state-of-the-art products with instant availability, competitive pricing, and the finest in service and support. No wonder we're the industry's leading supplier of complete storage solutions— with over one million hard disk drives sold, worldwide.

So contact your nearest CMS Enhancements dealer, today. And let CMS provide the perfect formula to solve your storage problems.

For the name and telephone number of your local CMS Enhancements dealer, call us at 714-259-9555.
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Inside the Finder

Most Mac users I meet seem to think that they can't modify the Finder or other System files, or that they shouldn't, because the process is dangerous and difficult. It is neither. Any Mac user can—and probably should—tweak the Finder.

This month we'll open the Finder and see what's inside. We'll see how to modify it to free up some memory you didn't know you had; teach your desktop to keep itself neat; and, if you have a color Mac, to modify the Color menu to make it easier to use color informatively. With the basic techniques covered this month, you should be able to go off on your own and examine and modify some of the more arcane features of the Finder, the System file, applications, utilities, and HyperCard stacks.

Along the way, we'll learn something about what Apple puts into its system software. Next year's arrival of System 7.0 should make some of the techniques discussed here easier, but it will also make it all the more compelling to know what's inside.

What You'll Need

You'll need one of two utilities for this month's System beating: either ResEdit or Layout. ResEdit (up to version 1.2 as of this writing) is a powerful resource editor supplied by Apple. Layout is a free but copyrighted resource-editing tool by Michael O'Connor that is available on CompuServe or MacNET (I've been using version 1.7). Layout is the easier one to use, but it limits the extent to which you can edit a resource; it lets you modify only two of the Finder resources. ResEdit, on the other hand, can modify any resource in any file.

By Michael Swaine

Resources are the building blocks of Macintosh programs. Fonts, icons, menus, cursors, patterns, pictures, and templates for dialogs, alerts, and windows are all resources. Programming with resources lets Macintosh developers package elements of their programs' functionality into plug-in modules that can be replaced without touching a program's code, shared among applications, and changed by the users of the programs.

This holds true even for System files such as the Finder, which has many user-modifiable resources. With a resource editor, you can move, copy, and edit Finder resources by clicking on radio buttons, typing text, drawing in a FatBits window, selecting colors from the Color Picker, or using whatever editing technique is appropriate. In doing so, you will be changing the functionality of the Finder and customizing Apple's system software to your needs.

We will edit two of the Finder's resources.

Warnings, Reassurances, Maps

Properly used, neither of these tools is dangerous. Although it is possible to mess things up with ResEdit and at least to make problems for yourself with Layout, nothing discussed in this month's column will damage your Finder. ResEdit is not dangerous if you follow some simple guidelines: Never work on the master copy of a file, retain an extra copy on a floppy of any file you're modifying (in our case, the Finder), and use common sense (see Tip Sheet and "Personalize Your Mac," June '89, for more background on ResEdit).

ResEdit can be mysterious, but Layout is one of the simplest and clearest applications available. And even ResEdit can be easy to use, once you get past an initial learning hurdle. If you work through the examples in this column, you'll be over that hurdle.

Free Memory and Chained Icons

On our first foray into the Finder, we will concentrate on a very useful resource called LAYO resource ID 128. LAYO 128 controls the layout of the desktop— which explains the name LAYO and also the name of the Layout...
"My boss didn't understand, until he saw my schedule..."

Introducing MacSchedule 2.0

Plan projects, fast.
MacSchedule helps you create clear, graphic schedules... fast!
Schedules that took hours to draw now take only minutes.
Revisions that meant starting from scratch now take only a few seconds. MacSchedule automatically manages a calendar and provides tools to quickly generate project task bars. Scheduling becomes so easy that you'll do schedules to keep all your projects on track.

Include financial & resource data.
Integrated spreadsheet and graphing capability ties data to schedule tasks. Budget expenditures and graphically track results against plans. Include manpower requirements and project their trend.

Track status easily.
Status tracking is also a snap. Work progress, early and late starts and schedule slips are easily handled. Hierarchical organization links tasks on top level schedules to lower level schedules.

Flexible format and output.
Schedules can be quarterly, monthly, half-monthly, weekly, daily, hourly, quarter-hourly or custom. Days to go and elapsed time are also facilitated. Export the schedule to a desktop publishing program for proposals and reports. Modify the schedule or add graphics with a graphics program.

See the big picture.
MacSchedule is for the practical, top-down thinker who wants to see the entire picture and then make sure the job gets done. A direct approach, it's not complicated project management software. You'll create your first schedule minutes after opening the program.

Order MacSchedule.
Improve your workstyle and boost productivity. Let the boss see how good you really are. See your dealer or contact Mainstay.

Mainstay
53118 Derry Avenue
Agoura Hills, CA 91301
(818) 991-6540
8-1040, Brussels, Belgium
32/703-3791
MacSchedule is a trademark of Mainstay.
Mainstay is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
POWER TOOLS

program. We’ll do two things to LAYO 128, and we’ll do them with Layout and ResEdit.

To start, we’ll lower the Max Windows value in the Finder’s LAYO resource to make more memory available for applications. The Macintosh allocates memory for a predefined maximum number (normally 13) of windows at startup, and we can trade some of these potential windows for more memory. (Alternatively, you can trade some memory for more windows by increasing the Max Windows value.) Note that if you set the Max Windows value too low, applications that open many windows may not be able to work properly.

Next we’ll turn on Always Grid Drags, another option of the Finder’s LAYO resource, which causes icons to snap to invisible grid points on the desktop when they are created or moved, keeping them from piling up in the usual haphazard way.

Using Layout, Layout doesn’t run under MultiFinder, so you need to turn MultiFinder off before you start. When you double-click on the Layout icon, you’ll see a window with document icons arranged in neat rows and columns. Choose Max Windows from the Options menu and select a value lower than 13. (The default is 13, so if you see another value, it means your Finder has already been modified.) Choose Always Grid Drags from the same menu (Always Grid Drags should now have a check mark next to it).

Choose Quit from the File menu, answering Yes to the query about saving your changes.

Using ResEdit. When you double-click on the ResEdit icon, you’ll see a file dialog box. Choose the System Folder and then the Finder, and you’ll see a window listing all the resource types in the Finder. Clicking on LAYO brings up a second window with LAYO 128, the only LAYO resource. Clicking on LAYO 128 brings up the scrolling window for the resource. Scroll

A common myth among many Mac users is that you can’t and shouldn’t modify the System or Finder. Truth is, you can — and probably should — tweak these files to make them suit your needs.

A Small Puzzler

Just how small is the standard Macintosh screen?

Assuming screen dimensions of 512 pixels horizontally by 322 vertically (the area below the menu bar on a Plus or SE), given that an icon is 32 x 32 pixels, and allowing 70 pixels horizontally by 20 vertically for each icon’s name (which is big enough to name everything “Bill Atkinson,” using a 9-point monospace font, and to reserve some space below the text), how many nonoverlapping icons can you place on the screen? That’s icons, not small icons.

The solution, which requires some exploration with ResEdit or Layout, will appear next month. As usual, there will be a T-shirt for the first solver, and as usual, I will be the sole judge.

Congratulations to Kevin Garrett of Woodland Hills, California, for his solution to September’s puzzle. The trick was to use ResEdit or Layout to set the Title Click bit in the LAYO resource in the Finder.

Send your solution to

Michael Swaine
C/O MacUser
960 Tower Lane
18th Floor
Foster City, CA 94404
Intergraph introduces MicroStation Mac—microCADD software merging the power of 2D/3D engineering design software with the ease of the Macintosh user interface.

**Multiple-screen graphics**
MicroStation Mac supports a maximum of eight separate views of a design. These are resizable and can be placed on any of up to six graphic screens, the maximum supported by the Macintosh. This allows for better display flexibility, resulting in more productivity and less design time.

**Reference files**
MicroStation supports 2D and 3D design and reference files so a user can attach up to 32 design files to the current file for reference. Reference files can reside locally or be accessed remotely over a network, thus allowing users working on the same project to view all the files simultaneously.

Fully Intergraph-compatible
Files are maintained in the same binary format on every platform so that MicroStation/IGDS files can be freely transferred between the VAX, PC, Intergraph workstation, and Macintosh with no translation required.

With over 450 commands and features to meet your design needs, MicroStation Mac exemplifies the most complete functionality of any CADD package available for the Macintosh, making MicroStation Mac your best choice for design needs.

For further information on MicroStation and the Intergraph Education Center and Reseller programs: in the U.S., call 800-345-4856; in Alabama only, call 800-345-0218; outside the U.S., contact an Intergraph sales office.
PowerDraw 3.0
The Fastest CAD on the Market
PowerDraw is designed to be fast. Lightning fast. Because we know that one thing you can never get enough of...is time. PowerDraw can make the difference in finishing the job in a couple of days...or before lunch. And PowerDraw has a lot more than just speed.
Capacity: Up to 220,000 drawing objects. Unlimited layers per file. Have up to 20 windows open simultaneously.
Flexibility: Customize PowerDraw to your needs with a built-in programming language.
Compatibility: Exchange files with other Macintosh CAD programs or with other CAD platforms using the PowerDraw DXF Translator. PICT and PICT2 formats are supported.
All this and much more packaged into a program with the shortest learning curve in the industry.

Engineered Software
P.O. Box 18344
Greensboro, NC 27419
Phone: (919) 299-4843
Fax: (919) 852-2067
Write or call for the PowerDraw dealer nearest you.

Changing your mailing address?

It's a simple procedure to ensure that your next issue of MacUser will catch up with you as soon as you move.
Please send your NEW address PLUS your current mailing label to:

MacUser
P.O. Box 56986
Boulder, Colorado 80322-6986
Please allow up to 60 days for change of address to take place.
After centuries of practice, mankind perfects engineering calculations: MathCAD.

Announcing MathCAD: A Calculating Renaissance For Your Mac.

What the historians will call it, only time will tell.
Perhaps the Century of Speed, or the Era of Ease. But whatever the name, this is the age of MathCAD, the only math package that looks and works the way you think.

MathCAD is the best selling math software in the world because it lets you perform engineering and scientific calculations in a way that's faster, more natural and less error-prone than the way you're doing them now—whether you're using a scratchpad, calculator, spreadsheet, or program that you wrote yourself. It gives you more control and more flexibility than ever before.

MathCAD's live document interface lets you enter equations anywhere on the screen, add text, and graph the results. Then print your analysis as a presentation quality document.
And it has over 120 commonly used functions built right in, for handling all kinds of equations and formulas, as well as exponentials, differentials, cubic splines, FFTs and matrices.

No matter what kind of work you do, MathCAD has a solution for you. In fact, it's used by over 50,000 engineers and scientists, including electrical, industrial, and mechanical engineers, physicists, biologists, and economists.

But don't take our word for it. Just recently MathCAD was reviewed as being "everything you have ever dreamed about in a mathematical toolbox." And when it was compared to the competition, it was "MathCAD by a mile."

And if you work with an IBM PC or compatible, there's a MathCAD version designed exclusively for you. Or if you use both Macs and PCs, don't worry: MathCAD files are completely compatible between the two.

Look for MathCAD at your local software dealer. Or call MathSoft at 1-800-MATHCAD (in MA, 617-577-1017) for more information or for a free demo disk.

MathCAD takes full advantage of the Macintosh interface, with features that make it simple to enter operators and Greek letters into equations.

MathCAD®
MathSoft, Inc. One Kendall Square, Cambridge, MA 02139

Available for Macintosh and IBM compatibles. TM and ® signify manufacturer's trademark or manufacturer's registered trademark respectively.
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down that window to the bottom, where you'll see “Max #” (of windows). Type in the number of windows you want. Scroll back up to Always Grid Drags, and click the radio button next to the numeral 1 (for on, 0 for off). Choose Quit from the File menu, answering Yes to the query about saving your changes.

Try out the changes. The increased memory won't be easy to see unless you're in a situation where this trick is your only hope for squeezing out a few more bytes. But you can easily see the effect of the icon-alignment modification by dragging any icon across the desktop; it should snap to a grid location when you release it.

You can now go back and see what other options LAYO 128 has. One LAYO option, Title Click, is the key to the solution of September's puzzle: It lets you bring up a window that you can't reach on the desktop.

**Vivid Color Icons**

If you have a color Mac, you can change the way colors are used with icons and change the colors displayed on the Color menu.

**Using Layout.** Open Layout and select Color Style from the Options menu. This will bring up two radio buttons labeled Normal Color Style and Alternate Color Style. Click on the latter for more-vivid icons. You'll also see eight color bars like the bars on the Finder's Color menu. Click on any color and use the Color Picker to change its value. Quit, saving your changes (you can reestablish the old colors later by choosing the default).

**Using ResEdit.** Open the Finder with ResEdit as above, and open the LAYO 128 resource. Scroll to the bottom of the window, and change Color Style from 0 to 1. Then close the LAYO resource and open the Finder's color lookup table resource. You'll see eight sets of boxes labeled “Part code 0” through “Part code 7,” each holding a hexadecimal number for a color. These boxes set the red, green, and blue components of the eight Color menu colors, with Part code 0 referring to the bottom color in the menu and Part code 7 referring to the top color. Here are the values I use for my system:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part code</th>
<th>Red</th>
<th>Green</th>
<th>Blue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>$FFFF</td>
<td>$FFFF</td>
<td>$FFFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$2000</td>
<td>$2000</td>
<td>$1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$0000</td>
<td>$1000</td>
<td>$FFFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$FFFF</td>
<td>$0000</td>
<td>$0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$FFFF</td>
<td>$0000</td>
<td>$FFFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$0000</td>
<td>$FFFF</td>
<td>$3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>$0000</td>
<td>$FFFF</td>
<td>$FFFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>$FFFF</td>
<td>$FFFF</td>
<td>$0000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you bother to type in these numbers, you'll understand the chief failing of ResEdit: Too often it expects you to type numbers when it should be offering you choices. You'll have a more useful set of colors, however.

Before changing any of these color codes, though, you should note the original numbers in your System. Better, experiment only on a copy of your System; trying out codes other than the default or those I've suggested may yield results you don't like.

The point of this example is not only to let you select more-pleasing desktop colors but also to let you use color more effectively. You may be color-coding your icons (for example, color might code importance or permanence of files, with one color for System files, another color for more transient applications and documents, and another for files that should definitely be removed from the hard disk as soon as possible). If so, your color coding is likely to disappear if you need to turn off color for any reason because the colors Apple supplies are not distinctive under gray scale.

But your color can be. Turn off color with the Control Panel (you can do so while using either ResEdit or Layout), and adjust the colors to be distinctive and memorable even when there is no color. If you follow the example above, you'll see a blinding display of colors. And if you turn off color, you can distinguish among the shades of gray.

One way to make color assignments memorable is to make colors darker (or lighter) as you go down the Color menu list, assigning colors higher on the list with a meaning that is higher on some dimension. The color at the top of the Color menu might be assigned to System files, for example, and colors lower on the menu could be assigned to progressively less important or less permanent files.

That's enough Finder-modifying—let's dig deeper into the Finder and other System files in the future.
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FoxBASE+/Mac: The Most Celebrated Mac DBMS
Now Includes a Powerful Report Writer!

New FoxReport!
FoxReport lets you create virtually any columnar or free-form report-without any programming! FoxReport includes:
- **Page Layout:** Designate many layout settings for your report: number of columns, left margin setting, column width, space between columns, measurement size for each page, and more!
- **Report Layout Window:** Define the different areas within your report, using FoxReport's new "band" system. Start with the default bands: Page Header, Body, and Page Footer, then bring in other bands like Title, Summary, Column Headers and Footers, etc.
- **Object Menu:** Control the Type Font, Sizes and Styles of text objects. Fill and Pen options let you change the color and shading of almost every object!
- **Page Preview:** "What-You-See-Is-What-You-Get" design ensures that the report on your screen is exactly as it will appear in print!
- **Label Generator:** Create labels of almost any size and configuration. You can even include pictures anywhere on the label space!

**New Features!**
- **Enhanced XCMD/XFCN Support:** Load up to 16 external XCMD's and XFCN's, then access them directly from within FoxBASE+/Mac 2.00 programs!
- **Language Enhancements:** Other features include: support for custom hierarchical menus, new commands to help handle resources, new system functions to improve filename and screen management, and much more!

**Perfect Connectivity!**
FoxBASE+/Mac 2.00's Multi-User version allows complete data and application sharing between networked Macs and PCs! (when used with FoxBASE+/LAN). It also runs on the most popular network systems: AppleShare, Novell and 3Com!...And It's Faster Than Ever!

**Order or Upgrade Now!**
FoxBASE+/Mac Version 2.00 is the new Leader of the Mac! And at only $495 ($695 for Multi-User), it's a phenomenal bargain! If you're already a FoxBASE+/Mac registered user, you can upgrade to Version 2.00 for just $75!

To order your copy (or ask for a FREE demo disk), call (419) 874-0162. Or visit your local quality software dealer.

After all, when it comes to the Macintosh, Nothing Runs Like a Fox!

FoxBASE, FoxBASE+/Mac, and FoxReport are trademarks of Fox Software. Macintosh is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
Modem
Speak
Demystifying
the Hayes
command set

By Kristi
Coale

mmands work with most modems billed as
"Hayes compatible," but the idea of Hayes
compatibility is something of an industrywide
misconception. Various modem manufactur­
ers implement some of the Hayes commands
correctly, alter some, and omit others. Even
Hayes uses different command sets for differ­
et generations of its own Smartmodems, and
the results of specific commands differ among
the different models.

Two things are certain in modem language:
the beginning and the end of a command string.
All commands except Escape (+++ and Again
(A) must begin with the prefix AT and end
with a carriage return. AT stands for attention.

You can type it either in uppercase (AT) or in
lowercase (at), but don't type AT or aT. Follow
this with the desired commands — you can
enter up to 58 characters — and end by pressing
the Return key. You can separate commands
with spaces for legibility.

The "Common Hayes Commands" guide
contains the most common and useful of the
Hayes commands for 2,400-bps modems. Some
of the most common deviations from Hayes
compatibility are noted in the table; consult
your modem manual to clarify how your modem
interprets these commands.

Common Hayes Commands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General commands</th>
<th>Dial modifiers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A/</strong> Again command</td>
<td>0-9, *, #, ABCD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Returning no AT prefix and no Return, this command causes the modem to repeat the previous command string. Its most common use is for redialing after a busy signal or unsuccessful connection attempt.</td>
<td>Digits, characters for dialing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>+++</strong> Escape (interruption) command</td>
<td>The asterisk ( * ), pound sign (#), and characters ABCD (for phones with these extra keys) can be included in your dialing string only if you're using touch-tone dialing. For readability, you can insert parentheses, spaces, and other characters in a dialing string — the modem ignores them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Escape command, which doesn't require AT or a Return, takes the modem off­line and returns it to the Command mode. At this point, you can issue any command, such as one to hang up or change operating parameters. Wait a few seconds after typing other characters before typing +++.*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A</strong> Answer command</td>
<td>The Answer command tells the modem to answer the phone on an incoming call (manual answering).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Answer command tells the modem to answer the phone on an incoming call (manual answering).</td>
<td>0-9, *, #, ABCD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>S0</strong> Auto-Answer command</td>
<td>Digits, characters for dialing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You can set the number of times (up to 255) the phone will ring before the modem automatically picks up the line. Type S0 followed by 0 and any number from 1 to 255. Setting S0 = 0 tells your modem not to answer the phone automatically. A sample string might look like this: ATS0=5. Auto­</td>
<td>The asterisk ( * ), pound sign (#), and characters ABCD (for phones with these extra keys) can be included in your dialing string only if you're using touch-tone dialing. For readability, you can insert parentheses, spaces, and other characters in a dialing string — the modem ignores them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D</strong> Data (on-line) mode</td>
<td>The Answer command tells the modem to use pulse dialing. You cannot use extra characters such as the asterisk or pound sign with this mode.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You are in Data mode once you've started data communication. If you want to issue a modem command, you have to leave Data mode by typing the Escape command. To return from Command mode to Data mode, use the G command.</td>
<td><strong>P</strong> Pulse Dial command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D</strong> Dial command</td>
<td>Issuing the Pulse command after AT tells the modem to use pulse dialing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATD puts the modem into Originator mode; it will then dial the dialing string that follows. This string can contain any of the following Dial modifiers.</td>
<td>The asterisk ( * ), pound sign (#), and characters ABCD (for phones with these extra keys) can be included in your dialing string only if you're using touch-tone dialing. For readability, you can insert parentheses, spaces, and other characters in a dialing string — the modem ignores them.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Voice communication. In summary, ATDT number puts the modem into Data mode for dialing another computer. ATDT number; dial and leaves the modem off-line in Command mode. ATDT number; H hangs up the modem after dialing.

| **A** Answer command | Pause before Dialing String command |
| The Answer command tells the modem to use pulse dialing. You cannot use extra characters such as the asterisk or pound sign with this mode. | If you need a delay between dialing digits in a phone number — as with calls through a PBX (private-branch exchange) or CSX (central-office exchange) office telephone system where you dial 9 and wait for connection to an outside line — use a comma. The modem waits two seconds before dialing the rest of a number. You can change the pause length by resetting the S8 register. |
| **S** Stop command | **P** Pulse Dial command | |
| If a number is dialed but no answer is received, the modem waits two seconds before dialing the rest of the number. | Issuing the Pulse command after AT tells the modem to use pulse dialing. |

Don't Use: The modem will hang up for half a second and then reconnect. This command is useful on office PBX lines for call transfer.

---

The modem ignores them.
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even on an AppleShare or TOPS network
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Offer lets you try it at NO RISK
Call NOW! 1-800-442-3272

- Compatible with all Group III FAXs.
- Higher quality transmission than standard FAX machines (200x200dpi or 200x100dpi).
- Auto Answer receives when your Macintosh is unattended or running an application.
- Transmission to multiple locations.

- Scheduled Transmission lets you send during off hours and save on long distance rates.
- On-line FAX phone directory.
- Automatic cover page generation.
- View function with flip or zoom displays FAX on screen so you only print the ones you want.

NEW Version 2.0
FAX* Pocket FAX lets you send and receive FAX messages right from your Macintosh, and because it weighs only one pound, you can take it with you, anywhere. And Version 2.0 is faster and easier to use.

Suggested Retail Price $695
For A Limited Time
PAY ONLY $445

- Export TIFF, PICT, PAINT formats.
- Automatic logging of all FAX activity.
- Simple Chooser support lets you send documents from any standard Macintosh application.
- Supports landscape printing.
- AppleShare & TOPS network support.
- Many other features you will like...
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Macintosh and AppleShare are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. TOPS is a trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc.
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POWER TOOLS

**Wait for Dial Tone command**

This command instructs the modem to wait for a dial tone before dialing a number.

**Reverse Mode command**

Helpful for reaching "original" modems that can't receive calls, this command puts your modem in Answer mode so that the modem you are dialing can operate in "dial tone" mode. Just enter R after the telephone number.

**Interface Adjustments**

**Local Echo command**

Echoes (E1, the default setting) lets you see what you're typing on-screen when in Command mode. E0 turns off the echo.

**Full Duplex command**

Similar to the Echo command, the E0 sets you into full duplex (E1, the default) or half duplex (E0) when the modem is in Data mode. Full duplex means no local echoing, so you won't see what you're typing unless the other party is echoing back — most systems are set up to do this. Half duplex gives you local echo in Data mode — if the other computer is also echoing, then each character you type will appear on-screen twice (echochlock).

**Speaker Level command**

This command sets the speaker's volume — L2 (medium) is the default setting; L0 and L1 are lower volumes, and L3 is high volume. Many modems have manual speaker volume.

**Monitor Speaker command**

This command turns the modem's speaker on or off, letting you listen to dial tones, busy signals, and voices without picking up the telephone receiver (you can type it to talk back — it's just a speaker). M0 turns off the speaker, M1 sets the speaker on for Command mode and off for Data mode. M2 leaves the speaker on in Command and Data modes so you can hear what is happening along the line. M3 leaves the speaker on after dialing, until a connection is made. M0 and M1 are the most common settings.

**Retrieve Factory Configuration command**

This command restores the modem's operating parameters and replaces them with the factory configuration stored in ROM.

**Write User Profile to Memory command**

Most modem parameters, such as echoing, can be stored in the modem's nonvolatile memory. You can save two complete sets of operating parameters as "user profiles" 0 or 1 by typing either A000 or A01. When you power-on the modem, it normally sets all parameters to profile 0. Warning: The behavior of the A0 and the C2 commands varies widely among "Hayes compatible" modems — check your manual.

**Reset (Zap) command**

This command resets all modem parameters to stored user profile 0 or 1; type 20 or Z. (A zero equals 20.) Wait a few seconds before entering another command while the modem resets. Use this command by itself or at the end of a string. Warning: Not all modems support user profiles — the Z command typically resets those that don't to their factory configurations.

**Power to Tools**

**AV View Active Configuration command**

This command displays the active configuration, user profiles 0 and 1, and any stored telephone numbers. Don't issue this command on the same line as other commands.

**AV Designate Default User Profile command**

This command designates which user profile is to be loaded automatically when you power-on the modem. The default is 0.

**Set S-Register Value command**

This command determines which user profile is to be loaded automatically when you power-on the modem. The default is 0.

**Display S-Register Value command**

If you want to know the value of an S-register (r), call it up with this command.

**Set Default S-Register command**

If you want to access one S-register (r) repeatedly, use this command to make it the "default" register. You can then read this register with AT8 and change it with AT+n.

**Store a Telephone Number command**

The modem can store up to four dialing strings in its nonvolatile memory, and each can have up to 36 characters. The memory location you want to use, n, must be a number between 0 and 3. The dialing string is s. A sample string might look like this: AT&22-9.800.321-9676.

**Dial a Stored Number command**

Use this command to dial a number you have previously stored with the "Dial a Stored" command. The variable n is the memory address and can range from 0 to 3. A dialing string might look like this: ATDT5-2.

**Result-Code Display command**

Result codes (messages such as OK or COMMAND see — the "Dialing for Results" guide) keep you up-to-date with events along the data line, but you may wish to get rid of them. D0 enables result codes (default); D1 turns them off.

**Result-Code Ferm command**

You can change the format of the result codes that the modem displays on-screen to indicate the progress of a command. V0 displays results numerically; V1, the default setting, displays them in verbose (English) form. Most telecommunication programs expect that your modem is set to D0/V1.

**Result Code Setting and Dialing Capabilities command**

This command selects which result codes the modem can display and sets some dialing capabilities: X0 selects the basic set of result codes (6-4); X1 selects result codes 0-5 and 10; X2 selects 0-6 and 10, and detects a dial tone; X3 selects 0-5, 7, and 10, and detects a busy signal; X4 selects default setting; 0-7 and 16, and detects a dial tone and busy signal.

**Dialing for Results**

Once you enter a modem command, you wait for a response. The messages you see on-screen are result codes. This guide lists the result codes common to most modems, particularly 2,400 bps modems. See the "Common Hayes Commands" guide for more on Q, V, and X commands, which control result-code displays.

**OK Command executed.**

**CONNECT Connection achieved at 300 bps.**

**RING Ring signal detected (your phone is ringing).**

**NO CARRIER Connection broken; carrier signal not detected.**

**ERROR Error in command syntax or command line is too long.**

**Red-Light District**

What do those flashing lights on your modem stand for? The eight indicator lights, positioned from left to right, give you a general report on your modem's operations.

**High Speed**

Generally, you see this light when the modem is operating at its maximum speed (2,400 bps for most modems).

**Auto-Answer**

In Auto-Answer mode, this light blinks on and off for every ring until the modem answers.

**Carrier Detect**

This light comes on at the time of connection with another modem and stays on until the carrier signal is lost.

**Off Hook**

This light comes on when the modem/phone is using the line, as when dialing a number.

**Balance command**

For non-Bell specification PBX or CBX lines, this command keeps the transmitted level at -10 decibel milliwatts (dBm). The default setting is B0. B1 makes the modem compensate for nonstandard lines by reducing the transmit level by 3 dB. Try using this command if you have trouble getting your modem to work with your phone line.

**Long-Space Disconnect command**

This command turns the modem's response to a long-space disconnect on and off. Y1 tells the modem to hang up if it receives a long-space disconnect signal from the remote modem. Y0, the default, disables the modem's response to long-space disconnect.

**Send Data**

You see this light whenever you send data or commands to your modem.

**Terminal Ready**

This light indicates that your Mac is ready to send or receive data.

**Modern Ready/ Error Correction**

This light indicates that the modem is on; it flashes when the modem is testing itself.
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MECHANICAL DESIGN. AUTOCAD® HAS THE TASK COMPLETELY IN HAND.
From initial design concepts to final production drawings, AutoCAD® is the standard for mechanical design because it covers all the applications.

As the industry's standard for computer-aided design software, AutoCAD adds value to your mechanical design every step of the way. Its sheer drawing power, compatibility with allied engineering applications, file portability to other computer systems and extensive third-party support represent a comprehensive design-through-completion solution.

Think 3-D, design 3-D.
AutoCAD's 3-D design capabilities make complex designs easier to develop and communicate to others. This allows you to explore more options and make better decisions earlier in the design process. Create freely in 3-D space, using your own coordinate system on the construction plane that you define. Powerful drawing commands, including a range of surface definition tools, help you build more complex and accurate models.

The new dynamic viewing commands help you look at your ideas from any perspective, interactively, in real-time. This gives you a firmer grasp on your design as it proceeds to the next phase.

AutoCAD in, applications out.
AutoCAD files are highly portable so your design geometry can be used in solid modeling, finite element analysis, electrical schematic verification, tolerancing...a full spectrum of design engineering applications. Handle many of these tasks with other products in the Autodesk family, like AutoSolid™ and AutoShade. Take on even more with AutoCAD software enhancements from Autodesk's network of third-party supporters...the world's largest. And still others import AutoCAD files through Autodesk's industry-standard DXF™ or IGES interfaces. The end result is that AutoCAD gets everyone speaking the same language—from designers and drafters to production planners—because everyone's using the same geometry.

Draft your designs.
AutoCAD's powerful drafting tools let you detail your designs without having to redraw them. Dimensions are fully associative and can be placed automatically with a few simple commands. Change the drawing and the dimensioning changes as well. AutoCAD's fully-associative databases allow you to link graphical entities in your drawings to the words and numbers that describe them. A file of these attributes can be output from AutoCAD for manipulation and reporting by a number of third-party programs to produce specifications tables, bills of materials and instruction manuals.

Results by the handful.
AutoCAD represents the best value for your mechanical CAD application. From its powerful drawing features to its widespread support, AutoCAD gives you as much return on your investment as you can handle. Call 800-445-5415, ext. 23, today to find the Authorized Autodesk Dealer or Training Center nearest you.

AutoCAD runs on a variety of industry-standard personal computers and engineering workstations. AutoCAD's file portability allows seamless transfer of drawings and applications between different hardware platforms and operating systems without file conversion.

**Autodesk**
2320 Maritime Way, Sausalito, CA 94965
800/445-5415, ext. 23
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MacPrint has several advantages you can easily point to.

In the dark days before MacPrint,® Mac users had only a few output options. Now your options are open. You can print virtually any Mac application on a whole range of high-quality, lower-priced printers. Including HP LaserJet IID, LaserJet Series II, DeskJet, DeskJet PLUS, and compatibles. MacPrint supports all HP internal and cartridge fonts as well as third party font cartridges including those from Pacific Data Products and Everex. You can print two sides of a page and from dual bins in legal and standard sizes.

MacPrint is a chooser-level utility. It’s exceptionally easy to use. In fact, once you choose the printer on a simple set-up screen, MacPrint is completely transparent.

MacPrint displays all your printer’s resident and cartridge fonts for true WYSIWYG performance. If it can’t find a resident font, it will create one based on the QuickDraw screen font. And MacPrint lets you print at your printer’s maximum resolution: 75, 150, or 300 dpi—in portrait or landscape orientation.

Here’s one more advantage you can point to: MacPrint costs just $149, cable included.

Call your local dealer or order direct from Insight.
800-825-4115
415-652-4115

Helping you get more from your printer.

Now available from Insight!

The best envelope-printing utility for the Macintosh!
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Dial $ for Register

The command $r=a (see the "Common Hayes Commands" guide) lets you set values for any of your modem's $ registers. It is most commonly used to set $0, the auto-answer register, but you may wish to change the values of some other registers as well. Here is a brief explanation of the more commonly used registers.

$0 Auto-answer
$0 is the number of times the phone is to ring before the modem answers. You can set $0 to any number of rings from 0 through 255. Setting $0 = 0 disables auto-answer.

$1 Ring counter
$1 keeps track of the number of times the phone has rung, up to 255.

$2 Escape character
$2 holds the ASCII code for the character used in the Escape command. It is initially set to 43, the code for a plus sign (+).

$3 Carriage-return character
$3 holds the ASCII code for the carriage-return character. It is initially set to 13.

$4 Line-feed character
$4 holds the ASCII code for the line-feed character, initially 10.

$5 Backspace character
$5 holds the ASCII code for the backspace character, initially 8. You can set it to any nonprinting-character code — values from 0 through 32, and 127.

$6 Initial wait
$6 is the time the modem waits after it picks up the phone, before it starts dialing. Initially it's set to 2 seconds, but you can set it for 9 to 255 seconds.

$7 Carrier wait
$7 is the length of time your modem waits after dialing to detect a carrier; the default time is 30 seconds. $7 can be set from 1 to 255 seconds.

$8 Pause time
$8 is the number of seconds' delay caused by inserting a comma into a dialing string. You can set it to any number from 0 to 255.

$9 Carrier-detect response time
$9 measures, in tenths of a second, how long a carrier signal must be present before the modem recognizes it. You can set $9 to any value from 1 to 255, for a range of .1 to 25.5 seconds.

$10 Disconnect timing
$10 measures, in tenths of a second, the length of time for which a carrier signal can be interrupted before the modem hangs up. It can be set from 1 to 254; (1 to 25.4 seconds); entering 255 causes the modem to assume a signal is always present. The value in $10 must be larger than that in $9; otherwise $10 will disconnect before $9 recognizes a carrier.

Telecommunications Glossary

American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) is a widely used binary-coding scheme for alphanumeric characters, developed to establish compatibility among data services.

Baud and bits per second (bps) are frequently (and carelessly) used interchangeably. Baud refers to the number of electrical values (or electrical-state changes) sent each second on a communications line; bits per second refers to the rate of data transfer. In a binary system (in which only two values — 0 and 1 — are used to code all symbols), 1 baud is equal to 1 bit per second.

Long-space disconnect is a four-second continuous break signal sent by the local modem before it disconnects from the remote modem and after it receives a disconnect signal from the remote modem.

Registers are numbered locations in a modem's memory, used to store operating parameters, timing values, counters, and other such information.

Dial $ for Register

S0 Auto-answer
S0 is the number of times the phone is to ring before the modem answers. You can set S0 to any number of rings from 0 through 255. Setting S0 = 0 disables auto-answer.

S1 Ring counter
S1 keeps track of the number of times the phone has rung, up to 255.

S2 Escape character
S2 holds the ASCII code for the character used in the Escape command. It is initially set to 43, the code for a plus sign (+).

S3 Carriage-return character
S3 holds the ASCII code for the carriage-return character. It is initially set to 13.

S4 Line-feed character
S4 holds the ASCII code for the line-feed character, initially 10.

S5 Backspace character
S5 holds the ASCII code for the backspace character, initially 8. You can set it to any nonprinting-character code — values from 0 through 32, and 127.

S6 Initial wait
S6 is the time the modem waits after it picks up the phone, before it starts dialing. Initially it's set to 2 seconds, but you can set it for 2 to 255 seconds.

S7 Carrier wait
S7 is the length of time your modem waits after dialing to detect a carrier; the default time is 30 seconds. S7 can be set from 1 to 255 seconds.

S8 Pause time
S8 is the number of seconds' delay caused by inserting a comma into a dialing string. You can set it to any number from 0 to 255.

S9 Carrier-detect response time
S9 measures, in tenths of a second, how long a carrier signal must be present before the modem recognizes it. You can set S9 to any value from 1 to 255, for a range of .1 to 25.5 seconds.

S10 Disconnect timing
S10 measures, in tenths of a second, the length of time for which a carrier signal can be interrupted before the modem hangs up. It can be set from 1 to 254; (1 to 25.4 seconds); entering 255 causes the modem to assume a signal is always present. The value in S10 must be larger than that in S9; otherwise S10 will disconnect before S9 recognizes a carrier.

Macintosh® users can finally choose from the thousands of software programs only available for the PC.

With SoftPC®

The only software package that brings true MS-DOS® compatibility to a Mac II, IIX, or 68020-accelerated SE.

SoftPC enables you to run all the PC best-sellers — Lotus® 1-2-3®, WordPerfect®, etc. — on the Mac. And those PC programs developed in-house for special purposes. You can even use PC and Mac programs at the same time, thanks to SoftPC and Apple's MultiFinder™.

COPY AND PASTE BETWEEN PC AND MACINTOSH APPLICATIONS

SEEING IS BELIEVING

Don't take our word for it. Visit the nearest computer dealer and ask for a demonstration of SoftPC. SoftPC will open a whole new universe for you. To find the dealer closest to you, call 800-848-7677.

Insignia

Insight Solutions Inc.
254 Gourley Way
Saratoga, California 95070
Tel: 408-222-7000
FAX: 408-741-0541

Macintosh is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. SoftPC and MultiFinder are registered trademarks of Softpoint, Inc.
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Create Professional Type and Logos In Minutes!

Auto-trace
Automatic PostScript Hints
Built-in Bitmap Font Editor
Width & Kern Setting
Display Fonts
Logo & Art Design

Every character you see on this page was created using Fontographer.

Whether you begin with a scanned image, an existing font template, or draw from scratch — it's easy to design fonts using Fontographer. Right from the start!

With tools like auto-trace, automatic hints, Bezier curves, and an integrated bitmap editor, Fontographer creates downloadable PostScript® fonts as precise as your drawings. Your character sets will then print on any PostScript printer, from the LaserWriter® to professional typesetting machines.

Now, you can design high-quality type and logos like these. Just add imagination.

Fontographer works with the Macintosh® Plus, SE and II family of computers. For more information on Fontographer or any of the other Altsys products, contact your favorite dealer or Altsys.

Altsys Corporation
720 Avenue F, Suite 109
Plano, Texas 75074
(214) 424-4888
Power Tools

Tip Sheet

Readers Share Their Tips and Tricks

Word 4.0

Microsoft doesn’t mention kerning anywhere in the Word manuals, but you can do rudimentary kerning with the formula command Displace, which lets you offset any character by whole points. Note the differences in the examples in Figure 1.

To kern two characters:
1. Choose Show \ from the Edit menu.
2. Place the cursor between the two characters you want to kern.
3. Press Option-Command-backslash (\), and then type the letter D (the formula code for Displace).
4. Press Option-Command-backslash again, and then type the letters BA (the formula code for Backward).
5. Enter the number of points to kern (in whole points).
6. Follow this with both open and close parentheses ( ) to end the formula.
7. Choose Show \ again or print your text, to see the difference in spacing.

If you save this formula as a Glossary item, you’ll have to enter it only once.

Andy Burns
Los Angeles, CA

Word lets you insert the date into documents through its Commands dialog box, but you’re stuck with its date formats, which include the day of the week (except for the short format — for example, 3/31/89). If you want a date such as March 31, 1989, you’ll have to suppress the weekday in the System file with ResEdit 1.2. (Try this on a copy of your System file before you change your working System file.)

1. Open the System file and scroll down to ttt1.
2. Open ittt1. Select ittt1 “US” ID=0 and open it.
3. Next, click on the Suppress Day box (see Figure 2).
4. Close ResEdit and save the changes.

Open a Word document. To get the date, make sure you’re using Full Menus and select Glossary from the Edit menu. You’ll see the following date entries: date - now - abbreviated, date - now - long, and date - now - short.

Select either the long or the abbreviated format and click on Insert. The date will appear either as March 31, 1989, or as Mar. 31, 1989, respectively.

Gerald H. Raddtz
Oakland, CA

MacroMaker

If you catch yourself making typos such as typing “th” for “the,” you’re not alone — transposing letters is one of the most common typing mistakes. Here’s a macro that fixes transposed letters with one keystroke. I use it with MacroMaker and Word, but you can use the same general procedure with AutoMac III, MindWrite, or other combinations of word processors (that support the arrow keys) and macro programs. [For more on MacroMaker and using macros, see “Macros Make Mightier Macs,” October ‘89 — Ed.]

1. If you don’t already have MacroMaker installed, put a copy of the MacroMaker file, which comes on the Macintosh Utilities Disk 2 in System 6, into your System folder. For MacroMaker to take effect, you have to restart your Mac.
2. Place the cursor immediately after any two transposed letters in your word-processing document.
Don't Choke Your Macintosh With a 3.5" Hard Drive!
An 18 ms Imprimis Half-Height MacWren Hard Drive is 66% Faster Than a 19 ms Quantum 3.5" Hard Drive.
MicroNet Offers Imprimis 5.25" Half-Height Hard Drives That Are Power Matched For The Ilcx and Ilci.
105, 173, 303 and 404 MB

Don't be fooled by access time alone. The difference between 19 ms and 18 ms is only a 1000th of a second. The ability of a hard drive to sustain high data transfer rates is far more important than access time. MacWren drives are industry known for their performance!

The MicroNet series of internal half-height hard drives are the fastest storage systems available for the Macintosh Ilcx and Ilci. Excellent for network servers, virtual memory, graphics, sound and with color separation systems. Our internal systems are shipped with easy to install brackets, cables and powerful SCSI utilities. Each system is fully tested and includes a one year warranty and is rated at 40,000 hours MTBF.

MicroNet's SCSI software is maintained by our own engineering department to be fully compatible with the latest system releases from Apple Computer. It supports up to 36 MacOS or A/UX partitions on the same drive, as well as, password protection, bad block spare, media verify and our unique overlapped seek algorithm that cuts access time in half on twin Wren drive subsystems. External systems available.

"QUALITY YOU CAN COUNT ON"
Call for data sheets and the name of your nearest dealer. Dealer inquiries invited.
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document (if you've just typed them, this is where the cursor will be anyway).

3. From the MacroMaker menu, select Start Recording.

4. Press Shift-left arrow to highlight the second of the two letters to be swapped (don’t use the mouse to highlight the letter, or the macro will operate only on this position of the screen).

5. Cut this letter (with Command-X).

6. Press the left arrow to move the cursor to the left of the first letter (again, do not use the mouse).

7. Paste (Command-V) the second letter on the left side of the first letter.

8. Press the right arrow to return the cursor to its original position following both letters.

9. Immediately select Stop Recording from the MacroMaker menu.

10. Give the macro a name, such as Swap Letters or Transpose, and assign it a keystroke.

11. Store the macro.

To use the macro, make sure the cursor is positioned immediately after the transposed letters and use the keystroke you assigned in step 10.

Thomas De Rivera
Los Angeles, CA

Ready,Set,Go! 4.5

Occasionally you may need to import a text file into Ready,Set,Go! 4.5 that displays unwanted or unknown characters on-screen. Files transferred from other computers or downloaded from bulletin boards often contain such characters. Non-Macintosh operating systems frequently use line feeds in addition to or instead of carriage returns. These unwanted characters generally appear on the Mac as little boxes.

You can get rid of these characters by using the Replace command. Select the offending box or other symbol by highlighting it. When you select Replace, the character is automatically pasted into the Find box in the dialog box. Move the cursor to the Change To box and press Option-D and then R (this specifies that you want the replacement character to be a carriage return; alternatively, you can replace the nonprinting characters with ordinary spaces or with nothing at all). Click on OK. All the symbols are replaced by carriage returns (see Figures 3a and 3b).

Michael Conley
San Diego, CA

FDHD

The high-density disks for Apple’s new FDHD drive can cause problems when you're dealing with earlier Macs. Let’s say you want to copy a file from an SE, Plus, or II and bring it home to your SE/30 or IleX, but all you have on it is a high-density disk.

The standard Apple drive can format and write onto a high-density disk as if it were a regular double-sided, double-density 800K floppy, but when you insert that disk into an FDHD drive, it warns you, “This disk is not formatted for use in this drive.” The FDHD doesn’t like a high-density disk formatted as an 800K disk because the extra square hole on the top left corner of the high-density disk tells the FDHD drive to read it as a high-density disk.

To get around this, simply cover up the square hole with a piece of tape. Then the FDHD thinks it has a standard 800K floppy and will read it.

Scott Jones
El Cerrito, CA

Wingz

Wingz offers users great control over which elements of a spreadsheet to show and print. The problem, however, is that you must hide or show each element separately, which means
Our standards are the toughest part of our 3.5" diskette.

We've got you covered. The rigid plastic jacket of our 3.5" Micro Diskette is molded to our own specifications for unsurpassed protection. And, our clipping level is 44% higher than industry standards. Call 800-343-4600 for the name of your nearest BASF supplier.

Depend on it.

BASF
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It doesn't take a computer to figure out the difference.

The difference between the GEnie™ service and CompuServe® could make a big difference to you. Here's why. GEnie's rate for 1200 baud access is just $6 per non-prime hour. That's more than twice as much. Which means that with GEnie you can stay online longer for a whole lot less.

And that means more time to enjoy more of GEnie's services. Like valuable computer RoundTables.

Exciting multi-player games. Useful financial information and much more. All at hourly rates designed to allow you to spend more time online. Not more money.

And with GEnie signing up is as easy as one, two, three.

1) Set your modem for local echo (half duplex), 300 or 1200 baud.
2) Dial 1-800-638-8369. When connected, you just enter HHH.
3) At the U# prompt simply enter XTX99631, GEnie then RETURN. And have a major credit card or your checking account number ready. For information in the U.S. or Canada, call 1-800-638-9636. Or write GE Information Services, 401 North Washington, Rockville, MD 20850.

We bring good things to life.
Big-league stats for the serious player.

When you want more data analysis power from your Macintosh, only SPSS® provides the serious player with what he needs. SPSS was specifically designed to give Macintosh users all the same analytical capabilities and features as our legendary mainframe and workstation software. With SPSS, you can:

- Access statistical procedures like time series analysis and forecasting, nonlinear regression, discriminant analysis and more.
- Create award-winning presentation graphics and tables to let you display your results.
- Use our Macintosh user interface to control data and file management.
- Eliminate outside costs of more than $75,000.
- Slash overhead costs and get more accurate results in half the time.
- Promote to Manager of corporate-wide research and strategic planning staff, in recognition of outstanding contributions to overall profits.
- Put Macs on employee desktops, dramatically boosting productivity.

So you get more ways to turn data into knowledge.

Our Macintosh user interface puts you in control of data and file management. Basic and advanced statistical procedures like time series analysis and forecasting, nonlinear regression, discriminant analysis and more. Plus award-winning presentation graphics and tables to let you display your results.

In short, you get more statistical methods and features with SPSS than with any other Mac software.

And SPSS also gives you one other vital feature: the SPSS support team that's come through for over a million users in the last 20 years.

So if you're serious about winning, don't settle for anything less than the power you need. Find out more about SPSS by calling

(312) 329-3303.

And get the knowledge to be first in your field.

SPSS Inc.
Best in the final analysis.
444 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611

SPSS International BV: Avelingen West 80,
P.O. Box 115, 4200 AC Gorinchem, The Netherlands
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you must take numerous trips to the Window menu and the Show submenu. These trips can be a nuisance when all you want to look at and print is one graph.

By using HyperScript, you can easily add Hide and Show commands to the Sheet menu. First, select New Script from the Script menu, and then type the script shown in Figure 4a into the empty window that appears (the indents are for legibility— they’re not necessary).

The Repaint Off command in this script stops Wingz from redrawing the screen after hiding each element (which would slow down the script). The No Line Border command hides the border that Wingz normally draws around every printed sheet. Figures 4b and 4c show a worksheet before and after the new Hide command has been chosen.

Lawrence C. Steedman
Fairfax, VA

Arkanoid

If you’re tired of relying on chance for the right power capsule to drop down, here’s a way to better your odds — and even make yourself a sure winner:

1. Boot up Arkanoid and begin to play as you normally would.
2. Type dsimagc.
3. Resume play. You should see a capsule called DS drifting down the screen.
5. Press the following keys to obtain the power capsule you want:
   - B = break to next round
   - C = catch
   - L = laser
   - P = player (extra life)
   - S = slow

When you press B on some earlier versions, you see a screen called Boss Coming instead of the next level.

Hirokazu Shimoda
Nesconset, NY

Wingz

select menu "sheet"
add menu separator
add menuitem "Hide" command
"repaint off"
hide sheet hide tool box hide entry bar
repaint on
repaint window"
add menuitem "Show" command
"repaint off"
show sheet show tool box show entry bar
repaint on
repaint window"

Figures 4a, 4b, and 4c: Wingz offers some powerful menu-customization routines through its HyperScript language. A custom Hide command instantly hides all of the spreadsheet except for graphic elements, making it easy to print the chart only.
So Fast, Your Imagination Will Soar.

Qume CrystalPrint Publisher™

The Publisher desktop printer is fast. Blazing fast. Faster than any other page printer in its class. That means your best, your most complex PostScript® documents are in your hands in seconds. Not minutes.

Your imagination isn't kept waiting or wanting. Because the Publisher delivers eye-dazzling, laser-crisp print from your PostScript applications. With graphics composed of fine lines, solid blacks and smoothly graduated grays. And layouts with precisely formed text. The result — elegant images not even Apple®'s top-of-the-line LaserWriter™ IIUX can match.

The Publisher's price will capture your imagination, too. It's amazingly low. You get the power of the LaserWriter IIUX for less than a LaserWriter IIINT. And that's a very big difference.

Plus, whether your preference is for Macintosh™ or IBM™ — no matter. CrystalPrint Publisher will send you to new heights in either world.

Call 1-800-223-2479 for more information, or the location of the Qume dealer nearest you.

Don't wait. Let your imagination soar. See the Qume CrystalPrint Publisher today.

Qume
The Company with Peripheral Vision.

“Best New Output Device”
1989 MacUser Magazine Editor's Choice Award

*Qume Corporation, 1989. Qume and the Qume logo are registered trademarks of Qume Corporation. CrystalPrint Publisher is a trademark of Qume Corporation. Apple is a registered trademark and LaserWriter and Macintosh are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines Corp. PostScript is a registered trademark of Adobe Systems, Inc.
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Answers to Readers' Questions

PostScript and Hard-Disk Drives

Q. Is there a way to read a PostScript font that has been downloaded to a LaserWriter or the PostScript code of a resident font from a Macintosh? Is it possible to save the font to my hard disk drive? And when an application is sending PostScript code to a LaserWriter, is it possible to print only the PostScript code without its being interpreted by the PostScript engine, so that I can see what's going to the LaserWriter?

J. H. Choi
Lansing, MI

A. No and two yeses. PostScript fonts are stored as mathematical outlines, and certain fonts have encoded hints that help them look good at small sizes. In addition, Adobe fonts are encrypted. You can, however, capture the PostScript information that goes to the LaserWriter. Typing Command-K while clicking on the OK button in the Print dialog box in any Mac application saves the PostScript output in a text file called PostScript0.

You can open and edit this PostScript file with most word processors and text editors. When you print it, you'll see the uninterpreted PostScript code.

The Game of the Name

Q. When I put a floppy into my Mac SE's internal drive, the disk's icon appears selected on the desktop, but I cannot change its name by typing a new name unless I first select something else and then select the disk again. Is this a bug in the software, or is it there by design?

Tom Gustafson
Silver Bay, MN

A. It's there by design, dating back to Finder 5.0 or so. Apple was receiving complaints from users (especially those with small children) that it was too easy to type over a filename accidentally. The old Finder interpreted any typing (even learning on the keyboard) as a desire to change the name of the selected icon. That meant that popping in a floppy disk while a book was resting on the keyboard, for example, blew away the disk name.

Now you must explicitly SCSI disk drive, you can't get much information from it, because the data is not stored in standard Macintosh HFS file format. Furthermore, Adobe fonts are encrypted.

You can, however, capture the PostScript information that goes to the LaserWriter. Typing Command-K while clicking on the OK button in the Print dialog box in any Mac application saves the PostScript output in a text file called PostScript0.

You can open and edit this PostScript file with most word processors and text editors. When you print it, you'll see the uninterpreted PostScript code.

The Game of the Name

Q. When I put a floppy into my Mac SE's internal drive, the disk's icon appears selected on the desktop, but I cannot change its name by typing a new name unless I first select something else and then select the disk again. Is this a bug in the software, or is it there by design?

Tom Gustafson
Silver Bay, MN

A. No, working with a full-page-display system will be faster than using Stepping Out. Stepping Out fools QuickDraw into thinking that the Mac's screen is bigger than it is by reserving more system memory for the screen while showing only a portion of it. When you move to the edge of the Stepping Out screen, it has to save some of the screen image back into system memory and make another saved image visible on the screen. This juggling means moving 20K or 30K of information at a time — not a large amount, but if it happens frequently enough, it can produce a noticeable lag.

It also reduces the amount of memory that's available for applications to use. Most applications make up for less system memory by saving more information on-disk. When an application needs to use the disk a lot, it's slower than when it has plenty of RAM to meet its needs. The larger the virtual screen you ask Stepping Out to create, the more pronounced these delays can be.

An external full-page-display card for the SE solves both problems. First, because all of the screen memory is actually visible, nothing needs to be moved. Once a picture is on-screen, it stays put and doesn't have to scroll around, which eliminates the lag you noticed.

Second, all external display cards come with additional screen memory, so you don't need to steal from what the system and applications want and applications can use the disk less and run faster.
Mac users in Business and Graphic Arts have long found the superior graphics of Cricket alluring. Now, Cricket Presents, Graph, and Stylist have something you'll find even more irresistible. It's the promise of greater innovation and long-term backing that comes with the name Computer Associates.

With the addition of CA-Cricket® to its roster of Macintosh products that already includes such renowned programs as Bedford Accounting software, Computer Associates makes yet a further commitment to all Mac users. It's a commitment that goes beyond giving you the best service and support in the industry. It's a commitment to back your graphics products with the same kind of innovative graphics technology we've already made available to thousands of companies throughout the world.

For more information about CA-Cricket's graphics packages and our new support program, SupportPlus™, call 1-800-531-5236. (In Canada, 1-800-663-6904.) It's sure to be food for thought.
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select the icon in order to replace its name. You don’t have to click on another icon first; just click on the disk icon and then begin typing.

**Five Megabytes and Still Hungry**

Q. I have a Mac II with a 100-megabyte hard-disk drive and 5 megabytes of RAM. My problem is a recurring dialog box that says my Mac doesn’t have enough memory to do what I want to do.

I recently converted a logo (about 35K) from FreeHand and put it into the Scrapbook. I restarted my Mac to close all unwanted applications and defragment memory. I then opened FileMaker. When I tried to paste the Scrapbook drawing into FileMaker, the dialog box appeared, saying there was not enough memory to complete the operation.

Checking the Apple menu showed that only FileMaker was open. The Finder said I had 5 megabytes of RAM with 2.9 megabytes free!

This has happened before at times when I didn’t think it should. Where has my memory gone?

Roger Bagley
San Jose, CA

A. It’s still there. It’s your application, not the Macintosh, that’s running out of memory under MultiFinder.

Each application needs a minimum amount of memory in order to run. It also has a maximum amount that you can set. You can control the maximum amount to juggle multiple applications to fit into the amount of memory you have.

Each application is restricted to using that maximum amount of memory to hold itself and its working data. The problem here is that you’re not allowing FileMaker to use as much memory as the system has available.

Close FileMaker, return to the Finder, select the FileMaker application icon, and then choose Get Info from the File menu. The Application Memory Size box at the bottom of the Get Info dialog box lets you control how much memory the application can use. Increase this memory number by a goodly amount — say 50K or so — and reopen the application.

Some applications, such as versions of Microsoft Excel up to version 2.2, are limited in the maximum amount of memory they can use, so this technique might not work for all applications — but it should clear up the problem you’re having with FileMaker.

By the way, you shouldn’t have to restart the machine to defragment memory. If all DAS, applications, and background tasks (such as PrintMonitor) are closed, your memory space is likely to be fresh and usable.

**LaserJet Sputters**

Q. I own a Macintosh Plus with a hard-disk drive. Recently, I acquired a Hewlett-Packard LaserJet Series II printer. Eager to use my Mac with the laser printer, I bought MacPrint, which supposedly allows you to use your printer with the Mac. “Allows” turns out to be an overstatement.

I was quite satisfied with the initial results. After a few rounds of printing, however, I noticed that the printer would not print a document containing more than a certain amount of data.

When I got some font cartridges for the printer (at $400 to $600 each), I thought my problems were over. But as it turns out, the printer doesn’t print special characters such as an em dash (—) or an ellipsis (…). I have been taking French since the first grade, and I thought I could impress everybody...
Introducing the first color PostScript printer priced to keep you in the black.

The QMS ColorScript 100 Model 10. Just $9995.

Show-stopping presentations, powerful projections and crystal clear calculations in hard copy or transparency form. Everything your business needs to stand out from the crowd. All in a full spectrum of color for just $9,995. The QMS ColorScript® 100 Model 10 easily connects to your Mac® or PC to add full color and the power of true Adobe® PostScript to your business — and, at this price, it helps you stay in the black! It's another first from QMS® and a breakthrough in color PostScript® printers.

Limitless Possibilities. The new QMS ColorScript 100 Model 10 allows you to have total control over the final appearance of your hard copies and transparencies. The Model 10 includes 35 resident typefaces that, thanks to PostScript, can be scaled to virtually any size and shape. Put that together with its ability to print over 16 million color variations and you'll see an entirely new dimension to composition.

Exclusive Advantages. The compact Model 10 gives you advantages you won't find with the competition. For example, PC users can put the Model 10 to work without adding any additional boards. And Mac users simply plug the Model 10 into the AppleTalk® port. The Model 10 prints at 300 dpi for near typeset quality presentations that spring to life in colors that adhere to PANTONE® Color Standards. If you need to expand your printing capabilities or memory, the Model 10 is designed to easily accept a 1 MB or 4 MB RAM upgrade. The Model 10 also features an SCSI interface that makes adding enough memory to store the entire PostScript typeface library as simple as plugging in a lamp.

1-800-523-2696. If improving your business edge is important to you, call our toll free number for the nearest Laser Connection® dealer. Your Laser Connection dealer can give you a demonstration and show you how the QMS ColorScript 100 Model 10 will add a colorful dimension to your presentations — and help keep you in the black.

©1989 Laser Connection

with a laser-printed document in French — but the laser printer doesn’t print acute or grave accents, let alone circumflexes.

Time is also a problem. A FreeHand document (a very simple one) takes half an hour to process!

This letter is about as complex a document as I can print on this printer. How can I really use my LaserJet Series II printer to its fullest extent?

Adrian Graham
Toronto, Ontario
Canada

A. You are using the LaserJet to its fullest extent. You want to use it beyond its abilities, which is what’s causing the problems. It was designed for text and limited graphics for HP Vectra and MS-DOS machines, because that’s all those machines can do.

It’s really the Mac you want to use to its fullest extent, and for that you need a printer designed for the Macintosh. One that has all the Macintosh characters in ROM. One that has a megabyte of RAM, not 512K, so it can print full pages of graphics. One that has Adobe PostScript running on a separate microprocessor so the Mac doesn’t have to spend its time scaling fonts up to 300-dot-per-inch resolution.

MacPrint was designed to give LaserJet owners some access to their printer from the Macintosh, but it won’t turn a LaserJet into a LaserWriter. [Hewlett-Packard’s DeskWriter for the Macintosh is now available for $1,195. The software driver for this QuickDraw ink-jet printer interfaces more cleanly with the Mac. — Ed.]

A Conspiracy of Fonts

Q: Is this some kind of a conspiracy? Why has no one created a Geneva font to work with my ImageWriter LQ? My computer dealer checked around and found that no such font exists. (He also failed to tell me that I couldn’t get top-quality printing with Geneva before I bought my system.) Of the fonts I use with my Mac, I have only Helvetica, Symbol, Times, and Courier LQ. Symbol is useless; Times and Courier look very good on paper, and Helvetica looks fair. But Courier is the only one of the four that’s easy to read on-screen and prints well when justified. Geneva appears to be the obvious choice to use on the LQ. It’s very readable on the screen, prints fairly well on a plain old ImageWriter, and justifies beautifully. Please let me know whether Geneva is available for my LQ.

Allen Ray Moody
San Angelo, TX

A. There’s some good news and some bad news, Allen. The bad news is that nobody — not even Apple — makes the Geneva font in the three- and four-times-normal size necessary for use with the ImageWriter LQ, AppleFax Modem, and the LaserWriter II SC. It’s not a conspiracy; rather, it’s the lack of one. The work of producing a 4x font isn’t worthwhile because of the relatively small number of printers that might use it. The good news is that Apple’s System version 7.0 will include Apple Outline Fonts, which should provide a wide choice of fonts that look great on all printers and will probably take up less space than your current LQ fonts.

Q. UNIX has two powerful programs: lex, a lexical parser; and yacc, Yet Another Compiler Compiler. Is there similar Mac software (other than A/UX)? I’ve heard that "flex" and "bison" (bigger than a yak) are available on the Amiga.

André Ouimet
Nepean, Ontario
Canada

A. The Mac environment has traditionally been weak in the text-oriented tools that are plentiful in the DOS and UNIX worlds. But the Macintosh Programmer’s Workshop (MPW) has facilities to handle these “filter” programs that take text into one end, process it, and send it out the other end. One of these programs is MacYACC, a Mac version of the common UNIX tool. MacYACC generates ANSI C source code for building assemblers, compilers, browsers, page-description/query languages, and language translators. It includes a HyperTalk Toolkit and a PostScript language engine. The Personal ($139) and Professional ($395) versions both include a lex interpreter, which lets you do lexical analysis under MPW. Contact Abraxas Software, 7033 S.W. Macadam Ave., Portland, OR 97219; (503) 244-5225.

Bison, the Free Software Foundation’s yacc replacement, has been ported to the Mac as an MPW tool and is distributed by user groups.

Work in harmony with your printer.

SuperLaserSpool™—our best-selling printing control software — lets you work and print at the same time. Automatically. Regardless of how long or detailed your documents. Or how many.

SuperLaserSpool lets you send multiple jobs to the printer. Reassign the order in which they’ll print. And determine if jobs have printed. You can even preview jobs. And zoom in on any part of a page for a close up view.

SuperLaserSpool is the industry standard. No other spoiler offers so many control features. Works faster. Or more easily.

SuperLaserSpool works with virtually all Macintosh® software including PageMaker™ And it supports all Apple® compatible printers.

Plus there’s the new SuperLaserSpool Prew Pack. And SuperSpool™ exclusively for ImageWriter® printers. Whenever you choose, you’ll see a big jump in your productivity. See them now at your SuperMac™ software retailer.

The first. And still champion.
Hard Drives International is proud to carry the

**POWERDrive™**

POWER You Want For The Drive You Need.

Power Up' and Go!

It's easy with the new external POWERDrive from Power Technologies, Inc. All units are factory-tested and pre-formatted for hassle-free setup. As an added benefit, POWERDrives are manufactured with quality Seagate hard drives featuring auto-parking heads and a super quick 28 millisecond access time. The POWERDrive case fits conveniently under your Macintosh and its contemporary design complements your entire system. Each case comes complete with power supply, cabling, partitioning software and a comprehensive reference manual. All this, plus Hard Drives International's 30-day "Worry-Free" Guarantee, Replacement Policy and, in the HDI tradition - the best buy anywhere. Guaranteed.

---

### External Drives

**for Macintosh Plus, SE & II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Access Time</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POWERDrive 20</td>
<td>20Mb</td>
<td>Seagate</td>
<td>40ms</td>
<td>$349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POWERDrive 30</td>
<td>30Mb</td>
<td>Seagate</td>
<td>40ms</td>
<td>$399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POWERDrive 45</td>
<td>45Mb</td>
<td>Seagate</td>
<td>40ms</td>
<td>$449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POWERDrive 60</td>
<td>60Mb</td>
<td>Seagate</td>
<td>40ms</td>
<td>$539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POWERDrive 80</td>
<td>80Mb</td>
<td>Seagate</td>
<td>28ms</td>
<td>$588</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Internal Kits

**for SE & II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Access Time</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20Mb Seagate</td>
<td>40ms</td>
<td>$299</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30Mb Seagate</td>
<td>40ms</td>
<td>$369</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42Mb Seagate</td>
<td>40ms</td>
<td>$439</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80Mb Quantum</td>
<td>19ms</td>
<td>$749</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**for MAC II ONLY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Access Time</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80Mb Seagate</td>
<td>28ms</td>
<td>$549</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160Mb Micropolis</td>
<td>16ms</td>
<td>$1095</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>320Mb Micropolis</td>
<td>16ms</td>
<td>$1695</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

When we win... YOU WIN!

---

HARD DRIVES

**International**

In U.S. & Canada

**(800)-234-DISK**

International orders: (602) 967-7435

24 hr. Order Status: (800) 776-3472

Never a Surcharge for Visa & MC!

Price and availability subject to change. All items are new with manufacturer's warranty. 5% surcharge for American Express and 10% orders. F.O.S. accepted from qualified buyers. 2% NST & 5% surcharge. Military Guarantee conditions: Shipping & handling charges not refundable; product must be in original condition. Add $15 shipping for Military APUSAP Express delivery. Hard Drive International is a division of Insight Distribution Network, Inc. All trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

---

MEMBER

DIRECT MARKETING ASSOCIATION

---

In U.S. & Canada

**(800)-234-DISK**

International orders: (602) 967-7435

24 hr. Order Status: (800) 776-3472

Never a Surcharge for Visa & MC!

Price and availability subject to change. All items are new with manufacturer's warranty. 5% surcharge for American Express and 10% orders. F.O.S. accepted from qualified buyers. 2% NST & 5% surcharge. Military Guarantee conditions: Shipping & handling charges not refundable; product must be in original condition. Add $15 shipping for Military APUSAP Express delivery. Hard Drive International is a division of Insight Distribution Network, Inc. All trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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INFORMATION

An alternate Insight Company

Distributor Network Inc

1912 W. Fourth Street
Tempe, A.Z. 85281

FAX: (602) 921-8312

International orders: (602) 967-7435

24 hr. Order Status: (800) 776-3472

MEMBER

DIRECT MARKETING ASSOCIATION

---

All products come with a 30 Day "Worry-Free" Guarantee and Replacement Policy.
Q. We use an ImageWriter LQ with a black ribbon. Is there an adjustment on the printer that would let us use the full height of the ribbon? Currently, the ribbon is used only in the middle range, and it would seem that it might also be used on either side.

I believe there is a way to program the printer to do this. Can you advise me?

Joan Feinberg
Winter Park, Fl.

A. First, make sure your ribbon is seated properly. You need to apply fairly strong pressure to the end of the small arms that extend from the ends of the ribbon cartridge — you'll hear a click when the ribbon is seated.

The ImageWriter LQ is designed to cycle through the ribbon in order to use all of it and to minimize wear and tear, but certain printing habits can minimize the usefulness of this feature.

The ImageWriter driver steps to the next of the four "bands" on the ribbon on each successive page of a print job. So on a four-page job, the ribbon is used equally on each band. But because the printer driver resets the printer at the start of every job, each job starts on the top band of the ribbon. If you print mostly one-page jobs, you're going to use the top band of the ribbon most. (Check the October '88 Tip Sheet for directions on inverting the ribbon to give a worn ribbon a new lease on life, and take a look at the April '89 Tip Sheet for more on the switch.)

If you're printing multiple-page documents and you still have the problem, there may possibly be a problem with your printer ribbon.

A small tab on the left side of the black-ribbon cassette depresses a switch in the ribbon carriage. This tiny switch rises up from a small piece of black plastic (which is located just above the ends of two thin wires). The figure below left indicates proper placement of the ribbon cassette. The printer uses this switch to sense whether it has a black ribbon or a color ribbon; it disables the ribbon shift if a color ribbon is present. If your black ribbons aren't depressing the switch far enough, try wrapping cellophane tape around the tab to make sure the sensor switch is depressed.

The first And still champion.

End Users please circle 46 on reader service card.
Dealers please circle 96 on reader service card.
It's No Contest!

Please. Compare Publish-It! to the Industry Standard ... PageMaker.

"...brings ease-of-use to Desktop Publishing." InfoWorld

Take a look. You'll see the difference!

PageMaker cannot rotate text, create fill patterns and slant margins. You'll need additional—and expensive—programs.

With Publish-It!—all you need is Publish-It!

Make way for the new standard in DTP software, Publish-It!—the first completely self-contained desktop publishing program for Macintosh computers. Publish-It!—with 11 DTP "firsts"—combines word processing, page layout, typesetting, graphics, and paste-up in one easy-to-master program.

What Makes Publish-It! the New Standard in Professional Business Communications?

• It integrates advanced text, page layout, editing, and complete drawing and painting features—all into one program.

• Includes 11 DTP "firsts": text and graphics rotation in 1 degree increments; patterned text; integrated bit-map graphics editing; text wrap inside any object; slanted margins; true editable thumbnails; 8 overlap modes; page magnification from 12% to 800%, and much, much more!

• Contains more integrated word processing features—like a 240,000-word thesaurus and 160,000-word spell checker. You can import text from all popular word processors.

• Allows you to edit scanned images after they're placed into your document.

• A Quick-Start Mini-Manual; 70 built-in sample layouts; a unique on-screen help reference system. You'll produce your first document in less than 90 minutes!

• It's designed specifically for the Mac. Written in Assembly language, it's faster across most functions, and requires less than half the disk and memory space of PageMaker.

• And, with all this, you'll spend a few hundred dollars less! Publish-It!'s suggested retail price is $395!

Available for Macintosh computers. Ask your dealer for a demonstration today, or call Timeworks for more information: 1-312-948-9202. FAX: 312-948-7626

444 Lake Cook Road
Deerfield, Illinois 60015-4919
312-948-9200

Please circle 122 on reader service card.
The Kerning Point

By now, anyone doing even a basic DTP job knows that kerning means more than the mere adjustment of spaces between letters. In a nutshell, kerning is that process of adjusting the space between two letters to make your type look balanced, attractive, and professional—such as the pairing of a lowercase e under a capital T. But exactly how important is kerning in a DTP job? And how much kerning do you need to do to make your publication look good? The answer depends on the output quality you desire and on how much effort you’re willing to expend to get it.

What I get from my page-layout software usually looks OK, but large type doesn’t always come out as tight as I’d like.

Publishers of digital typefaces always include a certain number of kerned pairs with their fonts. That means the fonts include information about how to space frequently used letter combinations so they’ll look their best. High-end typesetting systems come with kerned pairs for virtually all conceivable letter combinations. That’s not practical for most DTP setups, however, because that much information would make font files so large that they’d be unwieldy. As a result, digital-typeface publishers such as Adobe and Bitstream include only 100 to 600 kerned pairs with their fonts.

Another problem with using large type is that fonts are kerned to look their best at the size they’ll be used most often. If you use a font such as Times, which is designed and kerned as a body-copy font, it’ll look loose at a display-type size. Fortunately, if a kerning pair comes up that the font doesn’t handle well at large sizes, you can adjust it manually. All three of the leading programs—PageMaker, QuarkXPress, and Ready, Set, Go!—let you kern manually.

My DTP output doesn’t look as slick as the output I used to get from a dedicated typesetting system. I don’t want anyone to be able to tell that it was done on a desktop-publishing system.

The results of out-of-the-box desktop typesetting still can’t compare with what you can get from a dedicated typesetter. That’s because DTP technology sacrifices some kerning quality to obtain optimal size and speed. To recoup some of the polish that distinguishes conventional electronic typesetting from ordinary DTP output, you can buy additional kerned pairs for your fonts from companies such as Pairs Software and KerningWare Marketing, both of Toronto, Ontario, Canada, for about $15 to $25 per font (although you’ll have to buy a package containing several fonts).

My newest account is a Fortune 500 company that requires that all its publications follow a rigorous typesetting style guide. For custom typography, you need a kerning editor, a program that lets you define the kerning data for each style of each font you use. Four such editors are available: KernEdit, from Pairs Software; Kern-Rite, from The Software Shop, Bellmore, New York; LetrTuck, from EDCO Services, Tampa, Florida; and MacKern, from ICOM Simulations, Wheeling, Illinois. Because kerning information is stored in the screen-font file, you can create a suitcase file for each custom-kerned font and load it for a particular client’s job. Using a good kerning editor enables DTP publishers to match the quality of the best dedicated typesetting systems.

How much kerning you need really depends on how finicky you or your clients are. One certainty is that the availability of more-powerful kerning options has blurred the distinction between desktop and conventional typesetting.

—James Bradbury
Feel free to compare Bitstream fonts to Adobe's.
Absolutely free.

Right now, Bitstream is offering anyone who has purchased an Adobe® font a free Bitstream® typeface family for the Macintosh®. One that Adobe doesn't offer. A $180 value.

Plus a typeface that Adobe does offer, so you can compare. The design. The character spacing. The kerning. And the overall quality.

We think you'll like what you see. And the fact that Bitstream offers the largest library of typefaces for both Adobe PostScript® printers and clones. In fact, hundreds more faces than Adobe. Naturally, an offer this good is valid for a limited time only.

Call 1-800-848-8220 ext. 602 for your free typeface.

This offer is made in the U.S. and Canada only. Limit one per customer. Offer starts October 1, 1989 and expires January 15, 1990. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. © 1989 Bitstream Inc.

Bitstream is a registered trademark of Bitstream Inc. Adobe and PostScript are trademarks of Adobe Systems, Inc. Macintosh is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc.
The Well-Read Mac

Once hamstrung by the enormous technological demands it placed on software and hardware, optical character recognition is finally becoming not only possible but also practical.

Getting a computer to put something onto paper is relatively easy — all you need is a printer and the right software driver. Going in the opposite direction, however — convincing a computer to read something from paper — is a lot tougher. You need an optical scanner and OCR (optical character recognition) software. Scanners have become commonplace tools because they can grab graphics for use in desktop publishing and image processing. OCR software, though, hasn’t been as quick to catch on.

That may be because OCR programs were, until recently, impractical for most applications. Because of the complex algorithms required for “seeing” a graphic page image as letters and numbers, OCR software demanded a heaping portion of both processor performance and RAM. Only $40,000 dedicated OCR systems could dependably translate a wide variety of scanned pages into text.

During the past year, though, both the OCR market and its technology have surged. The combination of a large installed base of scanners, more Macs with fast processors and multiple megabytes of RAM, and improved algorithms from OCR-software developers has propelled OCR into the limelight.

The biggest stumbling block for microcomputer OCR has been its lack of accuracy. Few people are willing to use OCR programs that guarantee accuracy of only 90 to 95 percent. After all, with 2,000 characters on a typical typed page, 95-percent accuracy means 100 mistakes per page — a rate that would get any typist fired on the spot.

And what’s more, correcting mistakes isn’t always easy. Most OCR programs flag a character they don’t know or aren’t sure of by substituting an asterisk or some other mark for that character in the document. A spelling checker might...
catch most of those mistakes. More insidious, however, are substitution errors, where the OCR program thinks it has identified a letter, doesn’t flag it, and turns out to be wrong. These mistakes can sometimes be found in text documents, but they are often completely concealed in spreadsheet or database files.

The most primitive OCR programs recognize only their own short lists of fonts, styles, and type sizes. More advanced trainable programs aren’t paralyzed by new documents, but training takes 30 minutes to several hours for each new font or type of document. When the program shows the magnified scanned image of a letter it doesn’t know, you teach the program by pressing the corresponding key, and the program stores the match for later use. The training process takes time and patience, and it is worthwhile only if the same kind of document is going to be scanned frequently or if the original is hundreds of pages long. The newest category in OCR is the automatic program, which can teach itself, but even such a program has limitations: It can recognize and learn only a limited number of type sizes and styles.

Even trainable and automatic OCR programs can still be baffled by complex pages — with columns, integrated graphics, and headlines that throw them off the scent of an accurate translation. Desktop publishers are particularly vulnerable to this flaw because they need much more than plain ASCII files. Ideally, they want to be able to capture text with its styles, fonts, tables, and formatting intact.

Scanning Around

Half a dozen untrainable OCR programs are available for the Mac. Although they are sometimes quite fast at processing documents that they understand, I consider them too limited in the fonts and formats they can read. Besides, these packages have been around for years and have been reviewed many times.

The exciting activity in the past year has been the appearance of new versions of powerful trainable programs and the introduction of automatic programs. I tested four trainable programs and two automatic programs, using an Apple Scanner, a Mac II with 5 megabytes of RAM, and an 80-megabyte hard-disk drive. Not all the programs needed that much hardware; most of the trainable programs run on a Mac Plus or SE with 1 megabyte. The programs differ in their speed and accuracy when scanning documents of different styles and scan qualities. (Scan quality depends on such factors as the ability of the scanner and driver software to control resolution, brightness, and contrast; the type of paper; and the continuity of the ink that composes the letters.) And the differences aren’t necessarily what you’d expect. A program can have a weakness — such as an inability to read dot-matrix characters accurately — even though it does well on most other types of characters.

The programs differ in many other ways: what file formats they can save data to, how quickly they work, what control they provide over the scanning and recognition processes, and whether they let you edit the file in the OCR program. The trainable programs differ in training methods and in their libraries of trained fonts (they come equipped to read some common types). OCR programs can even differ on what kinds of files they can work on. Although they all work on a graphic image as it comes from a scanner, they don’t all work with all scanners. Some don’t even need a scanner; they can work from TIFF or other graphics files — good news for fax-modern owners.

Don’t assume that the automatic programs are the best. Although you can learn to use them faster, they demand more hardware than the trainable do. And the trainable programs can be adapted to work relatively quickly and accurately with particular documents. If you have only a few document styles that you need to read a lot or if you have one extremely long document, a trainable program can be faster and more accurate than an automatic one.

OmniPage 2.0

Caere’s OmniPage was the first automatic OCR program for the Mac. It was also the first with page-recognition capabilities, which enabled it to recognize page-layout formats and text styles as well as simple characters.
TRUE STORIES.

Oakley® Sunglass Selector

With this interactive brochure, anyone can design a custom pair of sunglasses on screen and order automatically. This multimedia standalone uses color, digitized music and voice, animation and custom menus.

CAMEO Valdez

NOAA and the U.S. Coast Guard monitored the Exxon Valdez oil spill cleanup and conducted daily briefings using this interactive information system that combines maps, graphs and databases.

Marketing Strategy Planner

This hypermedia information system was designed for boardroom presentations and strategic analysis. By clicking on the graphics, speakers can pull up relevant data and analyze it quickly in response to questions.

SuperAnimator™

SuperAnimator is a toolkit for creating animated "agents" with synchronized sound. A commercial product created in SuperCard, it incorporates the elements of a traditional Macintosh™ application.

The "Guernica" Project™

This stunning graphical interface is the interactive front end to a multimedia database related to Picasso's famous painting. Starting from Guernica, users can explore nearly any path of association imaginable.

Context Information System

Stoelzle Furniture uses this interactive multimedia presentation and electronic catalog to present their new line of modular office furniture. "Context." It incorporates Super 3D™ models and animations.

Inigo At Home

Inigo achieved fame in the HyperCard™ story stack entitled "Inigo Gets Out." Author Amanda Goodenough easily converted her charming character to SuperCard and colored his world.

Suggested Retail Price

$199

Available Now Through Your Local Dealer

SuperCard, Super 3D and the Silicon Beach Software logo are trademarks of Silicon Beach Software, Inc. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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KernEdit.
Linotype chose it as their kerning product. "There wasn't even a close second." – Vicky Perry, Linotype Co.
Only $149.

KernData.
More than 400 ready-made kerning tables for Adobe fonts. 17 packs, containing 21 – 26 tables. Only $95 each.

From Fairs Software, Inc. The Leader in Kerning Technology.
CALL (416) 467-8784
160 Vanderhoof Ave., Suite 201, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4G 4B8

OmniPage requires lots of hardware: a machine equipped with at least a 68020 processor and 4 megabytes of RAM. Version 2.0, which shipped in July, streamlines the menus, adds landscape-orientation scanning and recognition, extends recognition to ten European character sets, increases the file-format options for saving, and supports more scanner models. Caere also claims greater format retention of indentation, justification, tabs, and bold and italic text.

OmniPage recognizes text on a page in several steps: scanning, finding, and outlining text blocks; analyzing the characters; and then saving the results to a built-in editor. As it recognizes text, you can watch the progress on-screen (see Figure 1). The editor has limited power — offering only Cut, Copy, Paste, and Search-and-Replace commands. If you edit the page before saving it, however, all the formatting codes are deleted and you're left with nothing but ASCII characters. The editor doesn't show the format information that the program captures. You must save and close the file and then view it in the intended application to see the formatting.

Before you start a scan, you can tell OmniPage how to approach its structure — as multiple snaking columns (with text continuing from the bottom of one column to the top of the next) or as a single column or table. You can let OmniPage choose the order of text blocks, or you can select the order manually. You can save the settings as template files. You can't, however, intervene in the outlining of text blocks.

Suspect characters can be flagged, and statistics on accuracy can be kept for each recognized file. OmniPage can control the scanner directly or work on saved
TIFF files (but not on compressed TIFF files) of 200-dpi or greater resolution. When scanning graphics, OmniPage offers only limited scanner-tone and -resolution settings.

OmniPage was already one of the easiest OCR programs to install and run, and version 2.0 is even smoother. The manual is surprisingly brief for such a sophisticated program, and there is no on-line help. It doesn’t work well with poor-quality dot-matrix prints. Some trainability for the fonts and page layouts that it doesn’t handle well would be welcome. It should immediately save files with their formatting rather than wait for you to close the file or quit the program. OmniPage will work in the background under MultiFinder too (although after the 4 megabytes are full, your Mac probably won’t have much memory left to do anything else).

**Accutext 1.0**

Accutext broke OmniPage’s monopoly on automatic Mac OCR. This isn’t surprising, in view of Xerox’s access to its own technology as well as to that of acquired companies Datacopy (scanners) and Kurzweil (dedicated OCR). Like OmniPage, Accutext requires a 68020 machine with at least 4 megabytes of RAM. In fact, in some circumstances, Accutext wants even more than that.

Accutext is so memory hungry because it depends on half a dozen different expert-system routines and a set of “lexicons,” each of which contains 350K. The lexicons contain 50,000 words each, as well as double-letter pairs, ligature pairs, probable word beginnings and endings, and rules of grammar for words. Instead of just attempting to recognize individual characters, Accutext tries to identify entire words. After scanning a page and focusing on the text, it guesses what the characters are and then checks to see if they form reasonable words (see Figure 2). If a word is questionable, Accutext marks it and continues. After it finishes a page, the software returns to the questionable words to check if they are similar to other words on the page that it recognized. You can create your own ASCII dictionaries of up to 10,000 words for special environments and load these into the Accutext armory.

In its default Short Menus mode, Accutext is as easy to use as OmniPage and offers similar features for text scanning: It accepts TIFF and scanner input; offers Word, MacWrite, ASCII, and Excel output; and automatically blocks text areas. Accutext features finer control of the scanning resolution and brightness and several more file formats for saving scans of graphics than OmniPage.

Toggle to the Extended Menus mode, and you find several controls that OmniPage doesn’t have — for choosing the number of columns on a page; the markers for questionable characters; and whether letters, numbers, or both will be on a page. You can toggle context verification and search for italics, font size, or underlining. Accutext recognizes the special format of superscripts and subscripts; OmniPage doesn’t. Accutext keeps no statistics on its accuracy; OmniPage does, but it counts only unknown characters, not substitution errors.

If you’re not happy with the automatic process, the Preview option in Accutext lets you choose text and graphics blocks and manually set the order of text-block analysis. You set text and image zones, link text zones, zoom in and out, delete zones from the scan, and set specific recognition rules for different regions. Think of it as a reverse page-layout program — call it page breakdown. A view of the page displays during scans and recognition, showing which words and lines have been completed. There’s no built-in text editor that lets you see what has been recognized, which is a real problem because you must move to the application in which you’ll be using the data (remember, you probably don’t have room to run under MultiFinder), read the document into it, and then decide whether the scanner controls need adjusting to squeeze out additional accuracy.

In practice, Accutext can save more

---

**Figure 2:** As it scans, Accutext displays an image of the page along with boxes that display the most recently recognized words and lines.
Whether you write Ads, Articles, or Analysis, your face will match your ideas.

A is for Any expression on your face. Type is made to express feeling. The more precisely you choose your type, the better you'll tell your story.

A is for Abstract, or Awesome, or Awful - Amazing the assortment of moods an A can say.

A is for Ahead of the times. Type is to the art director what spice is to a gourmet chef.

PostScript people can breathe a sigh of relief. Now there's a typeface for every A, B, or Z you use. Linotype offers you over 130 PostScript font packages with over 550 typefaces for Macintosh and IBM PCs. And the number grows constantly. For your free reference to PostScript fonts available from Linotype, call toll-free: in the USA, 1-800-633-1900 · In Canada, 1-800-387-9553.

Linotype Library
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## OCR Features Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Automatics</th>
<th>Trainables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>General</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Version</td>
<td>Accutext 1</td>
<td>Read-It! 2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company</td>
<td>Xerox Imaging Systems</td>
<td>Olduvai Innovative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>$995</td>
<td>$995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum processor</td>
<td>68020 or 68030 Mac</td>
<td>Mac Plus Mac 512KE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum memory</td>
<td>4 MB</td>
<td>1 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum memory under MultiFinder</td>
<td>4 MB (in 5-MB system)</td>
<td>973K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background recognition under MultiFinder</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-line help</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Import files</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIFF</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PICT</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scanning controls</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrast</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brightness</td>
<td>16 steps</td>
<td>16 steps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution</td>
<td>16 steps</td>
<td>16 steps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fat-bit editing</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoom image</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landscape OK</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invert OK</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto graphics separation</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto column definition</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Character sizes</td>
<td>8 to 24 point</td>
<td>6 to 48 point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign characters</td>
<td>optional lexicons</td>
<td>trainable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trainable</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Editable type table</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold control</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generate accuracy statistics</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spelling checker</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output files</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASCII</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacWrite</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excel</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WordPerfect</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Built-in text editor</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search/replace in editor</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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format information and is more accurate than OmniPage, but it is often much slower, especially when scanning some pages that contain a mixture of text and graphics. If the graphic elements contain text, as do advertisements in a magazine, they are not rejected automatically and become the object of laborious recognition work. OmniPage doesn’t have that problem. You can use Accutext’s Preview mechanism to cut these areas out of a scan, although you have to do it for each page layout. (At least there’s on-screen help and a toll-free number for technical support to go along with the decent manual.)

Accutext’s extra scanning controls put it clearly ahead of OmniPage for use with poor-quality documents, such as the yellowed daisywheel printout I tried. But using them means more time fiddling with controls. If I hadn’t stuck to 300 dpi, default contrast, and brightness scans for the tests described in this article, Accutext probably could have reduced its recognition time and raised its accuracy. In the absence of those controls, Accutext sometimes fell behind OmniPage—even on accuracy.

Read-It! 2.1

Read-It! has been around for a while and now comes in two versions: 2.1 for standard scanners and Read-It! OCR. Personal for hand scanners. Version 2.1 packs a new Fast Entry mode for quicker training, drivers for more scanners, auto-loading of type tables, and support for landscape orientation.

The heart of Read-It! is its type tables (see Figure 3). The program comes with tables for printers such as the LaserWriter, ImageWriter, and LaserJet; for the Epson dot-matrix family; and for typewriters. It also includes tables for some newspapers. However, the documentation recommends you build your own type tables for better results.

You build type tables by training Read-It! on the sort of text you want to read. There are three training modes: Easy-Learn, Learn, and Learn-and-Recognize. Easy-Learn works with monospaced type, matching an on-disk text file with a scanned page of identical text. This is a quick way to start a type table, but even Easy-Learn type tables need fine-tuning in another mode. The Learn mode merely steps through a scanned image one character at a time, which gives you a chance to see what its guess is and to enter your own best guess. The Learn-and-Recognize mode lets the software actually get to the work of recognizing a document, while you create or improve a type table.

A table with 10 to 15 examples of each character or ligature (touching characters) can power highly accurate OCR work. Read-It! lets you see type tables and edit them (taking out examples you don’t want to use). You perfect a type table by using it, checking the accuracy, adding more examples where necessary, and rechecking the accuracy. Making reliable type tables with Read-It! is straightforward, but it takes time, probably half an hour to an hour for even an experienced user.

For recognition work, Read-It! can automatically select the best of the available type tables or ask you to load a table. Then it scans the page, and the graphic image appears in a window. Read-It! makes sharp scanned images, and the window helps you see when the scanner controls need adjusting. (Read-It! can also work on TIFF or PICT files.) Block

OCR Time Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OCR Time Comparison</th>
<th>Automatic</th>
<th>Pamphlet</th>
<th>Spreadsheet</th>
<th>Article</th>
<th>Pamphlet</th>
<th>Spreadsheet</th>
<th>Article</th>
<th>Format results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accutext</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Nearly all retained</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OmniPage</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>All retained</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trainable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TextPert</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Some retained</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TextScan</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>None retained</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read-Learn</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>None retained</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read-It!</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>None retained</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Given an easy recognition task — such as handling a page of monospaced, clearly printed text — or an unlimited training time, any OCR package can achieve accuracy of greater than 99 percent. I chose three types of test documents — a pamphlet, a spreadsheet, and an article from MacUser — specifically because they wouldn’t be easy. I also limited testing to a maximum of either one complete run through the sample text or 500 seconds, whichever was longer.

The pamphlet was a 1,509-character page from a user-group guide, printed in one font with two styles. It had small type with some thin edges. The spreadsheet was a partial page from an Apple Connectivity index printed in three fonts. It was selected because it posed a format problem and had some thin type. The MacUser article was a page from Michael Swaine’s Card Tricks column — printed almost entirely in one font and containing about 3,500 characters. It packed a lot of

Figure 3: Read-It! has the most-powerful facilities for type-table crafting, with single-character editing.

proportional text onto a single page.

All times, measured in seconds, include scanning time. For all but TextPert, the scanning time was approximately 27 seconds; for TextPert it was 62 seconds. Times don’t include the time for defining intended reading areas on the page.

Error and speed measurements of trainable packages are difficult to compare directly. The errors counted included omission, substitution, and recognition mistakes.

Tests are valuable indicators, but you should note that because OCR work differs so much from document to document, a different selection of samples might have caused different programs to show the highest error rates. Read-It!’s errors on the article, for instance, and TextPert’s problems with the thin letters of the pamphlet skewed these results.
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Our new program can take any form you like.

If your business is like most, it relies on forms to communicate, administrate and delegate.

Yet, while the thought of replacing your labor-intensive forms system with a highly-productive forms program sounds good, the thought of replacing your existing forms probably does not.

Which is why you should think about this.

Introducing TrueForm™, the Macintosh program that automates all of your existing forms. With TrueForm software, you don’t have to change the way you work, re-train personnel or replace your current stock of pre-printed forms.

Because, unlike other forms programs, you aren’t constrained by the limitations of a few built-in design tools. Instead, you can scan-in forms exactly as they are. Or you can create new forms with your own drawing or page layout programs and easily import them into the TrueForm program.

TrueForm offers complete spreadsheet features, along with the most powerful set of data-sharing capabilities of any forms program. So you can link forms to databases, accounting applications and even computers on different platforms.

And, if you use 4th Dimension database software, you can actually see how TrueForm performs for you.

For just $20 (refundable when you buy the program) we’ll send you a copy of TrueForm Try-Out, so you can actually see how TrueForm performs for you.

Along with one copy of the Set-Up and Fill-Out programs, you’ll get templates for ten common business forms and the 4th Dimension printing module.

The unique QuickForm™ tool allows users to make important notes on individual forms, just as they would by hand.

TrueForm’s extensive merging capabilities allow easy communication with virtually any database without modifying the data.

TrueForm supports all PostScript, as well as ImageWriter® and LaserWriter® printers; it prints entire forms or just the contents on pre-printed forms.

Look for this symbol on computers, printers and other products that include PostScript software from Adobe Systems Incorporated. Macintosh, ImageWriter and LaserWriter are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. MacPaint is a registered trademark of Claris Corporation. 4th Dimension is a registered trademark of Adarga, Inc. and AGI. ©1989 Adobe Systems Incorporated. All rights reserved.
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MAC IMAGE PROCESSING THAT MEASURES UP

SCIENTIFIC • MEDICAL • DEFENSE RESEARCH • INDUSTRIAL

- Mac II application for image capture, enhancement and analysis with either frame grab or PICT and TIFF image files.
- Feature extraction, gray scale, edge, vectors, area, convolution and morphology are a few techniques.
- Distance and location measurements in REAL WORLD units.
- Three levels of user interface:
  1. Click and drag for over 70 image analysis and measurement tools. Interactive and automatic sequencing.
  2. MacRAIL™ Developers Kit – An interpretive language to add your own algorithm or access our extensive imaging library. Easy interface to Apple graphical presentation format.
  3. C Libraries – For the professional imaging programmer.

IMAGE PROCESSING WORKSHOP
Introduce concepts and terminology in a hands-on clinic. Participants will set up and implement practical applications using a menu driven package. $1,100 / student; 3 days

Read-It! is one of only two OCR programs (Textread is the other) that can run its recognition work in the background under MultiFinder, freeing your Mac for other work. Read-It! also has a low price, easy training, high possible accuracy, and a good manual (although short on examples, especially concerning the advanced controls). It can’t read underlined text — a major flaw — and is relatively slow.

Although Read-It! has a Batch Recognition command for a sequence of saved scanned images, it isn’t as easy to use on multipage documents as it could be. Olduvai claims that version 3.0 will ship with added automatic abilities by the end of 1989.

ReadStar II Plus 1.06
ReadStar II Plus 1.06 is fast but can be a bit confusing to train and run. It’s also somewhat tougher than the other OCR programs to install and run because of key-disk copy protection (it’s the only copy-protected OCR package). ReadStar begins by letting you scan the entire page, before beginning the recognition work. (It can also work on TIF, or FOTO files, the old PageMaker format.) Graphics controls are provided for selecting the area to scan, the brightness and contrast, and even the half-tone pattern when you’re using a scanner that supports halftoning.

The scanned image appears in its own window next to a toolbox with icons for zooming in on the scanned image, rejecting it, erasing pixels from it (a unique
Every time INSIGHT wins another award, or tops all others in a comparative review, our users are the real winners. With each success we increase our dedication to improving and expanding our product line. Experts say the INSIGHT Accounting Series is the best modular accounting solution on Macintosh today...and thousands of users agree.
The Optical Advantage

The first mouse was free for a reason. It skips across your desktop, it seems to attract dirt and grime, it zigs when you zag.

“‘What a laser does for your printer, we do for your mouse.’”

Why live in a dot-matrix world when you can easily move up to laser printer technology. The optical technology of the Mouse Systems A+/ADB Mouse means professional results, unparalleled accuracy and uncompromising quality. Just as a laser printer uses light to print high resolutions and pin-point accuracy, the A+/ADB Mouse tracks its movement with a beam of light, instead of a rolling ball. This translates into perfect tracking, an incredibly smooth feel, and no maintenance (you’ll never have to clean another mouse ball as long as you live). All backed by the Mouse Systems reputation and a lifetime warranty.

Enhance the quality of your output by improving the quality of your input.

See Your Dealer Today!

4 Mouse Systems
47505 Seabridge Drive, Fremont, CA 94538
(415) 656-1117
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Mouse Systems logo is a registered trademark. Other brand and product names are used for identification purposes only and may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders.
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ability in these OCR packages and a nice touch for cleaning up dirty scans), selecting portions of it for recognition, and beginning the recognition process.

Before starting the recognition process, you need to tell ReadStar a few things about the document: Is it mono-spaced or proportionally spaced? Does it have tables? Is the text justified? Then you either load a font table that’s already on-disk or you teach ReadStar a new font table for this document. You can save new fonts as their own files and then group them to automatically load with a single command. (Each type style needs its own font training, so groups are often practical for complex documents.)

You can set the recognition to Automatic, Learning, or Semi-automatic. Automatic runs right through a document, using whatever knowledge of the font is already loaded. Any questionable characters are left as asterisks, so ReadStar has a low substitution-error rate.

ReadStar doesn’t isolate characters as cleanly as the slower Read-It!, but it is quick: Even while it’s showing you characters it isn’t sure of, it works ahead, finding characters it does know. The more it learns, the faster it runs, which makes for quick training and recognition. The font tables you build, however, aren’t as open to editing as in Read-It!

The Semi-automatic mode proceeds with recognition but puts characters it’s unsure of into the identification window and asks for your assistance. A Statistics window gives you details on the time and accuracy of the learning and recognition processes (see Figure 4). The recognized text then appears in a built-in Editor window, where there are typical Cut, Copy, Paste, and Search-and-Replace commands. You can save the file as ASCII text.

Innovac is working on a new OCR package for the Mac that will add “omni-font” and automatic abilities. It will use technology from ReadStar Express, an automatic PC OCR program that is already shipping, and is scheduled for release by the end of 1989.

TextPert 3.01

TextPert took longer to train than any other program I tested, but it has some impressive features that can make it a winner in some situations, especially if you do lots of scanning of a particular font or type. One advantage is fluency in many languages and alphabets. Some programs add the ability to read accented characters and then claim support for foreign languages. TextPert actually works with 6 different alphabets (including Cyrillic, Hebrew, and Greek) and 34 Indo-European languages. It doesn’t have lexicons for all of the Indo-European languages, but it does support the entire character sets. It also has one of the widest ranges of readable character sizes — TextPert works on text from 4 to 72 points.

The program has similar fluency with its input and output files; it reads PICT and TIFF files and saves in MacWrite, Word, and ASCII formats. The other trainable packages save only in ASCII format. There’s also a Financial Forms option for assigning tabs to an ASCII file so that it can read neatly into a table maker or spreadsheet program.

For some reason, TextPert takes more than a minute to scan a page. All the other packages needed only 27 seconds. That’s the first speed bump. (You can still come out ahead, though, by using TextPert’s flexible contrast and brightness controls, which allow more adjustment than the other packages’ controls. These controls can mean a better scan sooner — for a more accurate read.) You can save a bit of time because TextPert is able to define text blocks automatically on the scanned image (see Figure 5). None of the other trainable packages sports this ability.

When you get to teaching, though, TextPert is simply a sloth. It works its way from character to character, never reading ahead of you and always asking for a mouse-button click to confirm your identification. In fact, each time you identify a character, the Mac’s disk has to work. You need ten minutes or more just to identify your way through a couple of paragraphs and an hour or more for a long

![Figure 4: ReadStar is the only package that monitors the duration and accuracy of its work. It provides statistics that can help you fine-tune a type table.](image)
Do You Have The Standard...

The Infinity Optical Disk

You may not know that there is an ISO-standard for optical storage. This compatibility standard is essential for data interchangeability between second source vendors.

But some companies have jumped on the "optical band wagon" with no knowledge of removable technology and have come out with non-standard devices.

Fitting a non-standard optical disk into another drive is like fitting a square peg in a round hole.

Luckily, there is one peripheral company that has been making removable drives since 1985 — PLI. And now the removable experts at PLI have introduced the Infinity Optical according to ISO standards.

The Infinity Optical combines unlimited storage capacity and Sony reliability with optical rewritability and the convenience of removability.

"Data hungry," large scale applications are no problem with a 650 MB or 1.3 Gigabytes drive. And four FREE utilities: TurboCache, TurboBack, TurboOptimizer and TurboSpool; give you the fastest optical drive available. Also included are ACE, an integrated security application; and DOS Transfer, a utility which converts IBM files to Mac readable files.

Interface kits are available for Macintosh and IBM-XT, AT, PS/2, compatibles and AUX.

Peripheral Land Incorporated
47421 Bayside Parkway, Fremont California 94538
(415) 657-2211 • FAX (415) 683-9713
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For a Dealer nearest you call...
(800) 288-8754

Sony, IBMXT/AT/PS/2, and ACE are trademarks of their respective companies.
TextScan 3.0

At first glance, TextScan looks feeble compared with the other OCR packages. Its menus are short, containing only the most-fundamental commands. You can use it to Open and Close files, edit a text file — but there's no Search-and-Replace function — scan a page and set the brightness of the scan, check the font that's loaded, check the dictionary, and teach or recognize a file. And that appears to be it. You'll find that in some cases, the restricted feeling this program gives you proves true; in other cases, it is an illusion.

As an example of the real limitations of TextScan, the brightness check is the only scanner control you get. You can set the size and part of the page to scan, but you cannot change the resolution or contrast of the scan. Furthermore, you cannot work on inverted or landscape text or on any foreign characters.

An example of an illusionary limitation is the control of areas to be read. You can set the areas of text to be recognized and the order in which they'll be handled. You can also attach formats such as word wrap and proportional text to each block. But there aren't any tool palettes, pull-down menus, on-screen help, or other indications of how to do any of these things. You have to read the manual and learn certain key combinations (Command-W to delete a character guess, for instance) and special places to click the mouse for pop-up menus.

Some commands accomplish more than one function, which can be somewhat confusing. For instance, you load an image file, a text file, a saved type table, or a dictionary all with the same Open command. Each kind of file goes to the appropriate place in TextScan, naturally, but it is not immediately clear that this single command is the one you need to use for all of these activities.

Once an image has been loaded or scanned, you manually set up the blocks to read and either teach or run through those blocks (Run mode uses any font you've loaded from disk). You can switch from Teach to Run mode during a recognition effort (so the work done up to a certain point isn't lost) to return to the beginning of the file. During a teaching session, the program works ahead of and behind your current position, guessing at new characters and fixing old ones from new identifications. You can watch all this happen in a window on-screen (see Figure 6). The block patterns can be saved on-disk, and several pages can be
Extend the power of your word processor.
Springboard Publisher II provides everything you need to turn ordinary pages into impressive, persuasive documents.

It's easy! Start with your word processor file and then add page layout, graphics and special effects. Just point and click to put wherever you want wherever you want.

EPS, PICT and paint graphics. All the graphic tools you'll require are built right in...no need to buy extra programs or switch applications. The text tools are there; too including a speller, search and replace, hyphenation, and a unique typing window for speed.

There's more. Six SmartArt PostScript effects let you rotate text to any degree, add shadow or distance, make text arc or fade, even stretch text as big as your page. And you'll receive 500 pieces of clip art or 36 newsletter templates FREE when you buy—a $49.95 retail value!

Try before you buy. We'll send you a live, hands-on demo disk for just $99.50 refundable upon purchase. And remember: all Springboard software is satisfaction guaranteed or your money back. Call 1-800-445-4780 Ext. 6102 and discover how quick and easy great pages can be. Only $199.95
TextScan boasts the top accuracy for trainable OCR packages.

collected for reading into a single file.
As with other trainable packages, TextScan in the Teach mode asks for help in identifying characters, but TextScan goes beyond using the templates or type tables you teach it and also checks spelling with a dictionary. You can use the small or large dictionaries that are included with TextScan or create a custom dictionary to help TextScan analyze and verify character guesses. You can also add a document’s unrecognized words to the dictionary.
The more fonts you load and the larger the dictionary in memory, the slower this program will run. In fact, keeping a mixture of fonts in the library can actually impair accuracy too, according to the manual.

TextScan had the second-fastest training times in the survey, but it wasn’t as swift in the recognition competition. It boasts the top accuracy for trainable packages. These results may be due to the emphasis on feature extraction instead of matrix matching — meaning less need for multiple examples of each character in each font during training but more analysis of shapes during recognition.

The final files are saved with virtually no formatting intact, and TextScan has real trouble maintaining the spaces between words and differentiating apostrophes and commas with some fonts.

Phillip Robinson writes books and articles about computer graphics on Macs, PCs, and workstations. He is an editor for the Architect’s PC Newsletter.

---

With a name we’d better

W e believe that nothing in life should be more difficult than it has to be. And that doubly applies to computers. By adding the right tools, you can make your work both easier and more productive.

The Curator™ manages your art collection and converts artwork into different file formats.

Different paint and drawing programs store graphics in a number of ways. And unless your program speaks that file’s particular language, it can’t read it. EPS, PICT, TIFF— we shouldn’t have to memorize this alphabet soup. The Curator simplifies life for you by acting as a multi-lingual interpreter.

The Curator handles Mac EPS, IBM EPS, PostScript, TIFF, PICT, Paint, and Glue formats. But don’t worry. The Curator remembers all this for you.

While it can’t add PostScript® or objectness to a picture that doesn’t already have it, it can translate almost any standard format graphic into any other. It also catalogs all of your graphics, in these standard file formats. So you can find the artwork you need easily by thumbnail sketch, name, or keyword.

SuperGlue II™ with GlueNotes™ creates an electronic printout

---

Report Cards

Accutext 1.0
Comments: Most sophisticated Mac OCR package with context intelligence and plenty of control over scanner and recognition details. Best Feature: Intelligence through lexicons of words, letter combinations, and grammar rules. Worst Features: No built-in editor for viewing recognized text. So hungry for RAM that even 6-megabyte systems don’t have much space to run another editor alongside. List Price: $995 ($995 for European-languages version). Requires 68020-based Mac or later with 4 megabytes of RAM. Needs 5 megabytes under MultiFinder. Xerox Imaging Systems. 1215 Terra Bella Ave., Mountain View, CA 94043-1833; (415) 965-7900.

OmniPage 2.0
Comments: Simplest OCR package for the Mac because it includes page recogni-
tion and automatic action with ability to distinguish text from graphics. **Best Feature**: Handles most pages without any control adjustments. **Worst Features**: Limited control flexibility for scans, fonts, and layouts it doesn't understand. **List Price**: $795. Requires 4 megabytes of RAM and 8 megabytes of hard-disk space. Caere Corp., 100 Cooper Court, Los Gatos, CA 95030; (408) 395-7000.

**Read-It! 2.1**

**Comments**: Read-It! is easy to train, has extensive options for editing types, and features scan control, but it isn't fast or highly accurate. **Best Feature**: Background processing under MultiFinder. **Worst Feature**: Can't read underlined text. **List Price**: $495 ($29 upgrade from version 2.0). Requires Mac Plus, SE, or II with at least 1 megabyte of RAM available (2 megabytes recommended). Olduvai Corp., 7520 Red Road, Suite A, South Miami, FL 33143; (305) 665-4665.

**ReadStar II Plus 1.06**

**Comments**: ReadStar II Plus is fast once you get it going, but it is confusing to train and is limited in file import (scanned images) and export (finished text files). **Best Feature**: Fast recognition with low substitution-error rate. **Worst Feature**: Copy protection. **List Price**: $995. Requires Mac Plus or later with at least 2 megabytes of RAM. Copy-protected. **Innovatic**, Inc., 1111 N. Fort Myer Drive, Suite 708, Arlington, VA, 22209; (703) 522-3053.

**TextPert 3.01**

**Comments**: Tough-to-train package offers more file-input and -output flexibility than other trainable OCR software and has a few touches of automatic operation. **Best Feature**: Supports many languages and alphabets. **Worst Feature**: Slow training. **List Price**: $995. Requires Mac Plus or later with at least 1 megabyte of RAM. SE or II recommended. Not copy-protected in United States. **CTA**, Inc., 747 Third Ave., Third Floor, New York, NY 10017; (212) 935-2280.

**TextScan 3.0**

**Comments**: Inexpensive package that's quite accurate with only a little training. **Best Feature**: Comes with character tables and built-in dictionary to check spelling. **Worst Feature**: Hidden commands are hard to find and learn. **List Price**: $395. Requires Mac Plus or later with 1 megabyte of memory (2 megabytes recommended). Prism Enterprises, Inc., 14703E Baltimore Ave., Suite 248, Laurel, MD 20707; (301) 604-6611.

---

**SmartScrap** picks up where the Apple scrapbook left off, with multiple scrapbooks, scroll bars, a visual Table of Contents, and Marquee and Lasso. **The Clipper** provides cropping and scaling tools to any program you're using. **SmartScrap** improves upon the Apple scrapbook and **The Clipper** adds cropping and scaling tools.

---

Like Solutions, have them.

of almost any document, which can be viewed and annotated without the original application.

Let's say you've just finished a layout and submitted it for approval. You send your supervisor an electronic printout (a computer file that looks exactly as if you printed it). After review, they make comments directly on the SuperGlue file (using a computer version of Post-it® notes).

**Hail! Hail! SmartScrap & The Clipper were named best new desk accessories for 1987 by MacUser magazine.**

---

**PostScript®** is a registered trademark of Adobe Systems, Inc. **Solutions International**

Available from your dealer or Solutions International.

J0 Commerce St., Williston, VT 05495; (802) 658-5506
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Once one person starts using color, everyone will want to. Thankfully there's plenty to go around.

Because there's the Phaser CPS Color PrintStation. It's a 300-dpi thermal-wax printer with a PostScript-compatible controller, which takes care of spooling and AppleTalk networking. The CPS also expands for more printers, memory and controller cards.

Or if you have a Tek 4693DX, just add a PhaserCPS controller and you add PostScript-compatibility.

The Phaser family from Tektronix. Bringing you beautiful, living Teknicolor. Call for more information, 1-800-835-6100 Dept. 2A, or fax to (503) 682-3408.

How to color coordinate your office.

Raising Bunnies Can Be A Fertile Investment.

For just a small investment you can get started in the exciting world of rabbit breeding.

Vice President
Anna Ahrens
Dept. Manager
Don Plant
Coordinator
Cindy Tate

Copyright © 1995 Tektronix, Inc. All rights reserved. Phaser is a registered trademark of Tektronix, Inc. PostScript is a trademark of Adobe Systems Incorporated. AppleTalk is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. The documents in this ad were created by for an iMac and Macintosh Mac II with Adobe Illustrator 3.0, graphics from Postscript, © Chris Nilsen, Inc., and printed on a Tektronix Phaser CPS.
What's the best way to dress up your printed documents?

Pro-Tech Computer Paper and Film

There's no better way to brighten your brochures, rev up your reports, or add a little sparkle to your in-house newsletters, handbooks, invitations, and overhead presentations.

Pro-Tech Computer Paper and Transparency Film is available for laser, impact, ink jet and thermal transfer printers, as well as pen plotters. In a wide range of colors and special finishes. So now you and your business documents can dress for success.

Send for free samples. If you'd like a sample of the right paper for your printer, and information on how to dress up your printed documents, simply fill out this coupon and mail it to: Pro-Tech, James River Corporation, Electronic Imaging Products, 1500 Forest Ave. (R208) Richmond, VA 23288. Or call us toll-free Mon. - Fri. 9:00 - 5:00 EST at: 1-800-521-5035.

In MA 1-413-589-7592.

Name __________________________ Title __________________________
Company __________________ Telephone __________________
Address __________________ State _______ Zip ______________
City __________________________
My Computer Printer is __________________________
(Manufacturer - Make - Model No.)
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Because the right paper and film makes all the difference.
Now there's a second generation active hub that actually gives you something to get excited about.

Nuvotech TurboStar™ The only automatic AppleTalk hub. It has a Motorola 68008 32-bit processor. So it can handle 16 ports. If a problem develops, TurboStar disconnects the bad node automatically. Which makes network crashes a thing of the past. TurboStar even reconnects nodes automatically. And reconfigures itself after a power outage.

TurboStar can be configured from any Mac on the internetwork. So there's no management bus needed. We even include diagnostic software that tells you what devices are active on each port, how busy they are, and what your network's load factor is.

But with all this sophistication, TurboStar operates on standard twisted pair wire. And the whole package, complete with diagnostic software, is only $1795.

If you'd like to know more, call (800) 232-9922, or in California (415) 331-7815. We'll send you full information. And show you what all the hubbub is about.
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EtherTalk Router Roundup

Now that Apple is shipping a router that implements AppleTalk Phase 2 protocols, other router vendors are rushing to follow suit. Users of LocalTalk-to-LocalTalk routers (often incorrectly called bridges) needn’t rush to upgrade to Phase 2 (although vendors of these routers are all shipping Phase 2-compatible versions), because LocalTalk is not affected significantly by the changes in Phase 2. And there are no Phase 1 LocalTalk-to-TokenTalk routers, because AppleTalk Phase 1 didn’t support TokenTalk. But numerous Phase 1 LocalTalk-to-EtherTalk routers are installed in large corporate networks, and managers of these networks must figure out how and when to upgrade to Phase 2.

Here’s a brief rundown of what’s available in EtherTalk routers, both upgrades from vendors of Phase 1 routers and new entries into the field.

All these products will be compliant with AppleTalk Phase 2 by the time you read this or shortly thereafter. All offer some type of utility that lets you configure a mixed Phase 1/Phase 2 network, for those who either can’t or don’t want to make the transition to Phase 2 in one shot.

Apple’s software offering, the AppleTalk Internet Router ($399), runs on a Macintosh and is fully Phase 2-compliant (no surprise there), with support for LocalTalk, EtherTalk, and TokenTalk. The Internet Router can support up to eight network connections — one or two LocalTalk and the other six EtherTalk or TokenTalk.

Liaison ($295), from Infosphere, is a software router that runs on a Mac, will implement Phase 2 protocols with version 2.1. Liaison 2.1 supports two network connections, and it can be used for dial-in access to an AppleTalk network. Upgrades are free to anyone who purchased the product after April 15, 1989.

Kinetics has a large installed base of Phase 1 FastPath 4 hardware routers ($2,795). Its Phase 2 upgrade kit (software plus a new manual) costs $85. FastPath routers support TCP/IP and DECnet protocols as well as AppleTalk.

Cayman’s GatorBox ($2,795) is also a hardware router. When used with GatorShare software ($1,995), the GatorBox functions as an AFP-to-NFS gateway, which lets UNIX file servers appear on the Mac desktop, as do AppleShare servers. Upgrading a GatorBox to Phase 2 requires only software, which is available for a nominal charge.

Network Resources offers three LocalTalk-to-EtherTalk routers. The AT2000E ($995) allows a single LocalTalk device (such as a Mac or LaserWriter) to be connected directly to an EtherTalk backbone. The AT2002E ($1,295) is similar, allowing two single-device connections. The LT2000E ($1,995) enables a LocalTalk network to be joined to an EtherTalk network. All three routers can support broadband and optical-fiber EtherTalk connections as well as thick and thin coaxial cable. Network Resources implemented its own extended-addressing scheme even before Apple announced Phase 2. Its products are now Phase 2-compatible, and upgrades are free.

Two new LocalTalk-to-EtherTalk routers will also support Phase 2. Dove’s FastNet AE ($1,999) sports a SCSI port, which Dove says it plans to use but won’t say what for. Shiva will offer a router (no name or price yet) with one Ethernet connection and two serial ports, which can be used either to connect LocalTalk networks or, in conjunction with dial-up lines, to provide wide-area connections between two EtherTalk networks.
Introducing

Not an illusion! Now the PhoneNET System lets you run LocalTalk and Ethernet on ordinary twisted-pair telephone wire.

Your desktop publishing department is growing. So is your AppleTalk network. Only now you're about to produce the company's biggest ever annual report. You're right on schedule when suddenly, it feels like someone poured molasses in the network. You've got a LocalTalk logjam. Sound familiar?

You call Harrington, your network whiz. On his Macintosh, Harrington brings up Farallon's TrafficWatch software. Using TrafficWatch, he can analyze traffic patterns and check the placement of servers and routers. Everything looks fine. LocalTalk just can't handle the traffic.

Ethernet is the answer. But does everyone have to have it? And can you run Ethernet and LocalTalk together? Harrington is a smart guy. He draws a simple picture on the chalkboard. It looks easy. Looks fast. Looks affordable. How do you do it?

Combine price and performance on one network.

The PhoneNET System just got a lot faster. Farallon's PhoneNET StarController EN and PhoneNET StarConnector EN let you run Ethernet at 10 mbps over ordinary twisted-pair telephone wire.

What's even better, you can combine our Ethernet components with our LocalTalk PhoneNET StarControllers and StarConnectors to create hybrid networks that are reliable, cost-effective and easy-to-manage.

Imagine, now you can run high-performance Ethernet for people who frequently access a central database, transfer large graphics files or operate network-intensive applications, such as CAD or desktop publishing. And run low-cost LocalTalk for everyone else. All on the same wiring system.

Running two well-defined standards like Ethernet and LocalTalk also means your network is compatible with Macintoshes and IBM personal computers, NeXT and Sun workstations, laser printers and DEC VAXes. And everything will communicate using popular network software, such as AppleShare, 3Com 3+, TOPS and Novell Netware.

Your future is in the stars.

If you think hybrid networks make sense, here's an even more sensible idea: active star networks over twisted-pair telephone wire.

Stars are the standard for telephone networks, with cables running from the phone closet out to each desk. The PhoneNET System uses this same cabling for your computer network.

Which means if you already have a LocalTalk network using the PhoneNET System, then creating a hybrid LocalTalk/Ethernet network should be easy.
Manage to stay in control with StarCommand 2.0.

Of course, a larger, faster network requires more management power. Our StarControllers have been designed to make it easier and faster to isolate and fix problems without disrupting the network.

For example, our StarControllers automatically turn off jamming ports on LocalTalk and Ethernet, thus protecting the rest of the network, and turn them back on when the jam clears.

Plus, each StarController comes with StarCommand 2.0 software, which continuously monitors the network and alerts the network manager to any problems. Running under MultiFinder and password-protected, StarCommand will isolate and diagnose problems without interfering with the rest of the network. And since it works over a dedicated management bus, you can troubleshoot even if the network is down.

You say Ethernet, we say Ethernet.

Look at it this way. Even if you’re doing more things on AppleTalk than ever before, chances are only some of your people are facing critical mass. Everyone else is perfectly happy and productive. So rather than installing Ethernet everywhere, maybe you should consider running both LocalTalk and Ethernet.

At the same time. Over the same network cabling. With the PhoneNET System.

For more information or technical support, call (415) 849-2331.
Finally Phase 2

AppleTalk networks get bigger and more efficient and learn to talk in tokens.

By Kurt VanderSluis

When Apple designed the AppleTalk network system, it was thinking small. Apple envisioned work groups of six or seven users sharing a LaserWriter. But as Macs became more popular, AppleTalk networks grew.

To provide some network-strain relief, third-party vendors have developed routers, which allow two or more LocalTalk work groups to be connected to form an internet. (AppleTalk is a set of communications protocols; LocalTalk is network hardware.) Routers, when used properly, allow the size of an internet to grow without slowing network traffic to a crawl.

This approach was adequate for most small- to medium-sized business environments, but users at large corporations were still frustrated by the slow speed of LocalTalk. Apple addressed this problem by offering EtherTalk, a hybrid system that supports AppleTalk services such as access to printers and AppleShare servers over high-speed Ethernet data links (wiring and data-transmission systems).

But there were still problems. Network managers wanted to connect Macs to their already existing and very large corporate Ethernet and token-ring networks. Because of its design, however, even EtherTalk would not allow more than 254 devices to be connected to a single network. And although millions of PCs were connected in existing token-ring networks, Macs could not be connected to token rings at all.

These limitations are finally addressed by AppleTalk Phase 2, an upgraded set of AppleTalk protocols. AppleTalk Phase 2 lets Macs connect to token rings, and token rings to AppleTalk internets; it increases the node limit on EtherTalk networks from 254 to more than 16 million; and it improves the routing protocols (which deliver data from one network to another) so they don't create as much network traffic. For information on Apple's Phase 2 products, see the "Apple's Offerings" sidebar.

Phase 2 Addressing
An important change in AppleTalk Phase 2 is a new addressing scheme that...
shatters Phase 1’s limit of 254 nodes. To understand how it does this, let’s review AppleTalk addressing. An AppleTalk address has three components: a node address, which identifies a specific device on a network; a network address, which identifies a specific network on an internet; and a socket address, which identifies a specific software process running inside a node. Socket addresses are beyond the scope of this article and are not affected by Phase 2, so I’ll focus on node and network addresses.

Each network can support 256 unique node addresses. (Two are reserved, leaving 254 usable addresses for network devices.) A node is any device that can originate an AppleTalk data packet. Macintoshes, routers, LaserWriters, NetModems, and AppleShare servers are examples of nodes, as are PCs running AppleShare PC or similar software. Repeaters and StarControllers, which only repeat packets that have originated elsewhere (to prevent signal deterioration), are not nodes and do not have addresses.

A network is a group of nodes connected on the same cabling system. If routers are present, they define the boundaries of the networks that make up an internet. In AppleTalk Phase 1 internets, each network cabling system is identified by a single, unique 16-bit network number (see Figure 1).

AppleTalk Phase 2 provides extended addressing for EtherTalk and TokenTalk networks, which means you can increase the number of devices on a single network. (LocalTalk networks continue to work as they did in Phase 1.) Instead of a network’s having only one network number, a network administrator can assign a range of network numbers (logical “subnetworks”) to a Phase 2 EtherTalk or TokenTalk physical network. Each logical subnetwork can contain up to 253 nodes (see Figure 2). For example, if a Phase 2 network were assigned a range of four logical network numbers, about 1,000 devices could be attached to it. In theory, you could attach up to 16 million nodes to a Phase 2 EtherTalk or TokenTalk network.

The network administrator of a Phase 2 network has much more flexibility in establishing zones than in Phase 1. A zone is a grouping of devices on different networks so that they are displayed together in the Chooser. In a Phase 1 internet, each network is, by default, its own zone. A network manager can use router-configuration software to combine two or more networks into a single zone. The networks retain their separate network addresses, but their shareable devices (LaserWriters, servers, and so on) appear together in the Chooser. When networks are combined into zones in a Phase 1 internet, all the devices in the combined networks are assigned to the same zone. But in Phase 2, each device on an EtherTalk or TokenTalk network can be assigned individually (see Figure 2).

Phase 2 Routing

Another benefit of AppleTalk Phase 2 is its improved routing protocols, which ensure that devices on different networks can find and communicate with each other. In both Phase 1 and Phase 2 internets, routers exchange data in RTMP (Routing Table Maintenance Protocol) packets. Every ten seconds, each router broadcasts information about the configuration of the internet. This information is intended primarily for other routers, which use it to update their routing tables, but

---

**Figure 2: A Phase 2 Internet**

Macs can be attached to token-ring networks, and token rings can be attached to AppleTalk internets; PCs can be AppleTalk nodes on Ethernet and token-ring networks; each EtherTalk 2.0 or TokenTalk 2.0 network can be assigned multiple network numbers (logical subnetworks), with each logical subnetwork containing up to 253 nodes; EtherTalk 1.0 and 2.0 nodes can coexist on the same physical cable (but 1.0 nodes must be in a separate logical subnetwork); and different nodes in the same EtherTalk 2.0 or TokenTalk 2.0 subnetwork can be assigned to different zones.
Affordable PostScript Typefaces Are Here!

100 Display Typefaces

A complete
PostScript display
type library for only

$99.95

A complete collection of 100 popular
PostScript display typefaces.
A must for every graphic designer,
artist, publisher - anyone who wants to
add punch and emphasis to their work.

Until November 30, 1989, you can
own the whole TypeXpress DisplayFont
library collection for only $99.95 plus $5.00
shipping.

TypeXpress is a marketing unit of
Zipatone, manufacturers of dry transfer
lettering for more than 30 years.

Order your TypeXpress DisplayFont
library today!

920 PostScript
Text Faces $99.95

TypeXpress ProFonts are the largest
available collection of professionally
crafted PostScript typefaces.
Designed for optimal reproduction at
small point sizes, ProFonts work well in
body copy or display type applications.
ProFonts have been created by a pro-
fessional typographer - every font has
more than a thousand kerned pairs for
the ultimate in typographical appear-
ance and control.

ProFonts will scale to any size your
application supports, automatically
download to your PostScript printer and
come with 12, 24 and 48 pt. screens.
140 ProFont families are available now.
Until Nov. 30, 1989, you can buy them
for only $99.95 (plus shipping) per
family - about one third the cost of the
competition.

Free ProFont Catalog.
For a complete ProFont catalog, call
1-312-982-6080

ATTENTION DESKTOP PUBLISHERS!

FREE SAMPLE

Design studios charge as much as $10,000.00 to
design a brochure, annual report, catalog, stationery
system, or newsletter... We'll give you usable
Pagemaker 3.0x templates of each — FREE.

911 Graphics is a new concept in desktop publishing that gives
you award-winning designs and templates with style sheets.
ready to use. Imagine... your own library of great designs at your
fingertips for any design project, from layouts to final art.

For only a few dollars per layout, 911 Graphics templates for
Pagemaker 3.0x will save you countless hours of design time.
Ready to use and easy to add your own creative touch. For
details and a free disk with usable templates, write or call today.

911 Graphics, Inc.
14621 Titus St., # 229
Panorama City, CA 91402

(818) 785-5155

"The nation's only award-winning design template service for
desktop publishing and computer design.
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Changing your mailing address?

It's a simple procedure to
ensure that your next
issue of MacUser will
catch up with you as soon
as you move.

Please send your NEW
address PLUS your
current mailing label to:

MacUser
P.O. Box 56986
Boulder, Colorado
80322-6986

Please allow up to 60
days for change of
address to take place.
Introducing the new EMAC. Complete with new products, new programs, and a new attitude. A dynamic new attitude that’s reflected in our new logo and products.

We’re committed to giving you more for your Macintosh. More value. Value that stretches your computing dollars. Value that’s built on quality, performance, and support.

To prove it, we’ve intensified our research and development efforts to make you more productive today and tomorrow. We’ve beefed up our quality-assurance programs, so you can be confident that your EMAC products will work right the first time and every time. And we bolstered our support group to help you get the most out of your EMAC products.

If you liked EMAC products before, you’re going to love them now. If you haven’t tried EMAC, now’s the time. Because we’ve got serious products for serious productivity.

To see how much more value is in the new and improved EMAC, call 1-800-821-0806, Ext.2222. We’ll give you more for your Mac.
Imagine how confined your world would be without FastPath.

Kinetics FastPath is Novell's answer to Macintosh connectivity. Only FastPath lets you connect LocalTalk and Ethernet networks and manage the complex traffic of AppleTalk, TCP/IP and DECnet environments. Call us for information and a free copy of the Kinetics Network Primer, our user-oriented introduction to networking.

CALL 1-800-243-8526 FOR FASTPATH
Apple's Offerings

AppleTalk Phase 2 isn't a product; it's a set of data-communications protocols for AppleTalk networks. Apple is shipping five products that implement the Phase 2 protocols.

AppleTalk Internet Router. This $399 software router, which runs on a Macintosh, is the core product for AppleTalk Phase 2. A router allows two or more networks to be connected to form an internet and manages the flow of traffic between networks. Internet Router software can run either alone on a Mac dedicated as a router or in the background on a Mac being used for other purposes, typically as an AppleShare server.

The Internet Router can connect up to eight LocalTalk, EtherTalk, and TokenTalk networks. Both the printer and modem ports on a Mac can be used to connect LocalTalk networks. (Apple has announced a four-port serial NuBus card, but it cannot yet be used to attach additional LocalTalk networks to a Mac running the Internet Router.) NuBus slots in the Mac II family or the single-card slots in SEs and SE/30s can be used to connect EtherTalk or TokenTalk networks. The Internet Router cannot serve as a half-router for remote dial-in connections.

The router contains management software for configuring network numbers and zones, and the AppleTalk Phase 2 Upgrade Utility lets you manage mixed Phase 1/Phase 2 internets.

TokenTalk NB Card. This long-awaited NuBus card, based on Apple's intelligent-coprocessor platform, connects Macs to token-ring networks. Token ring is a popular means of networking MS-DOS machines. The TokenTalk card ($1,250) comes with TokenTalk 2.0 software and the SMB File Transfer Utility. TokenTalk lets a Mac use AppleTalk protocols to communicate over a token ring with, for example, an AppleShare server. The file utility provides a means by which a Mac can access SMB file servers on token-ring networks. The TokenTalk card (which has its own 68000 microprocessor) can also be used, when the proper software is downloaded to it, to make 3270-terminal and APPC connections to an IBM mainframe.

EtherTalk 2.0. This new version of the EtherTalk driver, shipping with Apple's EtherTalk NB card, lets a Mac function as a Phase 2 EtherTalk node. A new EtherTalk Card and 2.0 driver cost $599. For those who already have an EtherTalk card and software, all you need to do to upgrade to 2.0 is install and configure the new software. The upgrade is free. If your dealer doesn't have a new disk to trade for your old one, they can tell you where to send for one.

AppleShare PC 2.0. This upgrade enables PCs on Ethernet and token-ring networks to become AppleTalk nodes. Although Apple has supported EtherTalk on the Mac for more than a year, AppleShare PC 1.0 did not allow DOS machines on Ethernet networks to become AppleTalk nodes; it supported only LocalTalk PC connections. Version 2.0 costs $149, but Apple offers the same upgrade policy as for EtherTalk 2.0 if you own version 1.2. The upgrade for version 1.0 or 1.1 costs $50.

Managers of large corporate AppleTalk networks need the benefits of Phase 2 the most, but Apple hasn't even announced AppleTalk for VMS 3.0, which will implement the AppleTalk Phase 2 protocols on a VAX running the VMS operating system.

—Henry Bortman

Take your office on the road with Liaison.

With Liaison, you can leave your office without leaving your office behind. Liaison is the Eddy winning software "bridge" that lets you take all your network resources—AppleShare, MacServe, or TOPS servers, E-mail, and LaserWriters—with you. Wherever you go, without requiring any special hardware.

Don't call us, we'll call you!
Sleep well knowing that Liaison will isolate the company data from prying eyes and vandals. Liaison's seven layers of security—including dial-back from pre-authorized phone numbers—allow only those you authorize onto your network.

Liaison extends the reach and security of AppleTalk:
• Access file and E-mail services from home or on the road with per-user authorization
• Connect company branch offices, across town or across the world
• Integrate LocalTalk, EtherTalk, TokenTalk, etc. into cohesive nets
• Make LaserWriters available to EtherTalk users
• Operates in the background.

If you use AppleTalk you need Liaison. For information on how to order Liaison, call (800) 445-7085 today.

Liaison—recipient of the 1989 Eddy for Best New Networking Product and the only five mouse network product review, "Robust security... Works every time... A brilliant piece of programming... Look to Liaison first." MacUser, April 1989
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Aside from being a tad easier to install than a satellite, the Hayes Smartmodem 2400M™ for the Macintosh® II and Smartcom II® for the Apple® Macintosh make up the most advanced communications system you can put inside a Mac.

With this modem and software package, you can set up an extensive Macintosh work group system through a feature called HayesConnect™. HayesConnect™ allows any Mac access to the Smartmodem 2400M across an AppleTalk™ Network.

Which means all Macintosh computers on the Network will be able to communicate with or without a modem of their own. This makes for extremely efficient office communications.

The Only Communications System More Advanced Than Ours Won't Fit Inside Your Mac.

To make them even more efficient, the system offers Smartcom II for the Macintosh. It's the only software designed to take full advantage of the power and graphics capabilities of all of the computers in the Macintosh family. For example, you can program your own on-screen buttons to create a personalized user interface. You also get features like moveable icons, custom color selection and full support of ImageWriter® and LaserWriter® for incredible graphics. You can even run the system unattended using an Autopilot feature. Of course, there is much more you can do with a few simple clicks on standard, easily identifiable icons.

By now it's probably clear that whether they're just used with the Macintosh II or shared by Mac computers on an AppleTalk Network, the Smartmodem 2400M and Smartcom II make a communications system that can't be beaten. At least not by anything on this planet.
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For your nearest Hayes Advanced Systems Dealer, call 800-635-1225. Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc., P.O. Box 105203, Atlanta, GA 30348.

Apple, Macintosh, Mac, ImageWriter, LaserWriter and AppleTalk are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. © 1989 Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.
The $19.32 Modem.

Now everyone on even the biggest Macintosh network can have the power of modem communication for less per Mac than the cost of a box of floppy disks. Because the Hayes®-compatible NetModem™ V2400 can be shared, just like you share a LaserWriter®. So there's no need for the cost or complexity of multiple modems and phone lines. The NetModem V2400 is easy to set up—just plug it in and turn it on. And it's easy to use. You can hear the progress of your call, no matter where in your office the NetModem is, because it feeds familiar modem sounds back to your own Mac's speaker. It also displays a modem front-panel icon, with 'LED' status lights, in your Mac's menu bar.

If you're away from the office, you can call in through any ordinary modem and the NetModem V2400 connects you to the office network. You can access files, use TOPS®, AppleShare®, electronic mail, printers or any other network resource, just as if you were sitting in front of your office Mac. Find out how the NetModem V2400 can make your Macintosh network more productive. Call 1-800-458-3550, or write Shiva, 155 Second Street, Cambridge, MA 02141.
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workstations store a portion of the routing information as well.

What differs between Phase 1 and Phase 2 is how much routing information is stored by routers and how much by workstations. Phase 1 networks have a clear separation of responsibilities between routers and workstation nodes. All routing intelligence is kept in the routers; workstation nodes are dumb. A workstation node keeps in its memory only a small bit of routing information known as an RTMP stub. The stub contains two elements: the network number of the node's own network and the node number of the last router that broadcast an RTMP packet on the network.

Each time a router broadcasts routing information, all workstation nodes on the same network update their stubs. When a Mac gets ready to send a data packet, it compares the network number of the packet's destination with its own network number. If the numbers differ, the Mac sends the packet to the router whose node number is recorded in its RTMP stub. The router takes over from there, but there's a catch. Each router sends out information every ten seconds, and all nodes update their stubs each time. So if a Phase 1 network contains more than one router, the node number stored in RTMP stubs is constantly changing.

Consider an AppleShare server, directly connected to an Ethernet backbone, that's being accessed by Macs on several LocalTalk networks. Each LocalTalk network is connected to the backbone via a FastPath router. You send a request through your router (the only one on your network) to the server on the backbone, asking it to send you a file. The most efficient way for the server to get the file back to you is to send it directly back to your router. But the server is on a backbone, which contains several routers.

In Phase 1, the server sends the packet to whichever router last broadcast an RTMP packet. If your router wasn't last, the server will first send the packet to another router on the backbone, which in turn will send it to your router, which will then send it to you. Thus, the packet gets sent through the network twice. If you have 20 routers on the backbone, only 1 time in 20 will your packet go directly to your router. The other 19 times, it will go to another router first. As the number of routers increases, the amount of internetwork traffic may be double what is actually necessary to move the data from one network to another.

In AppleTalk Phase 2 networks, each Mac or PC that is connected to a high-speed network (EtherTalk or TokenTalk) keeps a table of which routers are attached to which networks. When a high-speed node receives a packet from a node on a different network, it remembers the node number of the router that sent it the packet. When the server sends a file back to the Mac that requested it, the server doesn't have to rely on chance to send it...
The award-winning software package that transfers and translates files between Macintosh and DOS or OS/2 programs now does the same for Sun worshippers. And for the NeXT world.

With MacLinkPlus/PC, you can now send files in either direction between Macintosh and virtually any other desktop environment. Files arrive in the new environment with the correct styles and formats in place—just as if they had been created there.

MacLinkPlus/Wang OIS and MacLinkPlus/Wang VS provide the same bi-directional connectivity between Macintosh and Wang.

TRANSFERS AND TRANSLATES

The MacLinkPlus/PC package arrives with everything you need—software, manual, a direct connect cable (a Hayes modem or compatible also works), and our full library of over 100 translators.*

If you don’t need file transfer capabilities (maybe your Macs and PCs already share a network or server), then simply order MacLinkPlus/Translators. It’s the same package without the cable and communications capabilities. And, it’s the ideal software purchase for anyone with a Macintosh FDHD SuperDrive or external drive that reads DOS disks.

INSTANT PASSPORT TO EVERYWHERE

Make incompatibility a thing of the past with the MacLinkPlus family of Databridge products. For the name of your nearest DataViz dealer, call 203-268-0030 today.

*takes advantage of special connections built into MacWrite® II from Claris®
All product names are trademarks of their manufacturers.
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The Gantt chart scheduling program that replaces DRAW programs and CPM programs for creating Gantt charts quickly and easily. FastTrack Schedule™ allows you to draw charts like these right on screen. Your scale may be viewed in hours, days, weeks, months, quarters, years, or generic units; you may compress your colorful multi-level schedules as summaries; create your own palette of start points, end points, bars, and milestones; paste wrap-around text and graphics anywhere.

You're in charge! Call your local dealer or call us directly at (800) 346-9413 or (301) 428-3694. Lists for $195.

AEC Management Systems, Inc. • (301) 428-3694

DataLink Express™

Finally, a modem for the Mac

The Mac world has waited long enough for an upgradeable, full-featured modem. Introducing the new DataLink Express™ from Applied Engineering. With the first comprehensive status light array, The first Line Engage indicator, The first upgradeable design allowing for the addition of send Fax capability and MNP error correction. And the first to offer these features affordably.

DataLink Express’ exclusive Line Engage light indicates whether the phone line is free or in use, to help line-sharing users save transmissions from time-wasting interruptions.

DataLink Express incorporates a perfectly matched Mac-platinum case, along with both Macintosh-type serial port input and a DB-25 connector for use with PCs. It's fully Hayes compatible and operates at 300, 1200 or 2400 baud. DataLink Express has non-volatile configuration memory, synchronous and asynchronous communication and separate line and phone connectors for line sharing.

Upgradeability

With our optional send-only Fax (available soon), messages can be composed at your workstation and directly faxed at 4800 baud. An MNP option automatically corrects transmission errors.

Software, too.

Unlike other modems, you don’t have to shop for separate software. Comprehensive communications software for Macintosh, MS-DOS and Apple II computers is included.

Made by the Apple enhancement experts

Best of all, DataLink Express was designed and built by Applied Engineering, long the leader in Apple enhancement products. AE brings ten years’ experience to producing feature-laden peripherals that set the standard for quality and reliability.

DataLink Express modem ........................................ $249
MNP option ..................................................... $89

Order today!

To order or for more information, see your dealer or call (214) 241-6060 today, 9am to 11pm, 7 days. Or send check or money order to Applied Engineering, MasterCard, VISA and C.O.D welcome. Texas residents add 7% sales tax. Add $10 outside U.S.A

APPLIED ENGINEERING®
The Apple enhancement experts.
A Division of AE Research Corporation.
(214) 241-6060
P.O. Box 5100, Carrollton, TX 75011

Prices subject to change without notice. Brand and product names are registered trademarks of their respective holders.
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And then... Maxell created the RD Series.

Never before has this level of Reliability and Durability been available in floppy disks. Introducing the new RD Series from Maxell. Twice the durability of the disks you’re now using. Twice the resistance to dust and dirt. And the RD Series is ten times more reliable than conventional floppy disks. The Gold Standard has always meant maximum safety for your data. Now it means even more.

THE GOLD STANDARD
to the correct router the first time. Instead, it consults its table of router and network associations. By having workstation and server nodes on high-speed Phase 2 networks store more routing information than Phase 1 nodes do, the traffic due to double transmission can be virtually eliminated.

Phase 2 also reduces the size of RTMP packets that routers exchange with each other. Each time a Phase 1 router sends an RTMP packet, it sends out information about all the routers in the internet. Each router adds 3 bytes to the length of these RTMP packets. This problem isn’t too great for a 10-router internet, but at somewhere around 50 routers, it becomes noticeable—remember, each router sends an RTMP packet every 10 seconds. At 200 routers, the situation is intolerable.

In Phase 2, using a scheme called *split horizon*, a router tells other routers on only one side of itself about the routers on the other side. For example, in a LocalTalk-to-EtherTalk router, the LocalTalk side is informed of the configuration on the EtherTalk side, and vice versa. The improvement is dramatic (see Figure 3).

**Should You Upgrade?**

If you are using LocalTalk only, Phase 2 offers no advantage, so you won’t need to bother upgrading. But if you are anxious to take advantage of EtherTalk 2.0’s extended addressing, or to connect Macs to a token ring, you will need to make the leap to Phase 2.

Be forewarned that for most medium and large networks, the migration to Phase 2 will require a considerable amount of logistical planning. Apple has tried hard to keep the network “invisible,” but Phase 2 internets are more complex than their Phase 1 predecessors. Even though most vendors of AppleTalk products are bringing their Phase 2 versions to market quickly, if you have a lot of Phase 1 routers or EtherTalk nodes or AppleTalk for VMS on your internet, you will likely have to endure a mixed network while you make the transition. And you will have to manage that transition with care. We’ll cover migration strategies in more detail in future issues.

![Figure 3: In Phase 1 internets, each router broadcasts its entire routing table (RTMP) every ten seconds, so internets with many routers are swamped by redundant RTMP data. Phase 2 uses a split-horizon technique, which dramatically reduces RTMP traffic.](image)

---

**Nisus. The best therapy for your writing.**

**Mary Pendery, Ph.D.:** Psychologist, San Diego, CA  
**Business:** Clinical and Experimental Psychology  
**Word Processor:** Nisus™

I love other Paragon programs, so when Nisus arrived, I rushed to buy. It has more depth and richness than any other word processor I’ve used. I write patient interviews, research papers and articles. With page preview, I can make everything perfect, even charts. The search and replace is without peer. Nisus gives me total control.

The merge mail feature, flexible glossary and extensive use of macros all save me so many hours that I have more time for research and my patients.

But the best part is that the Paragon people are just dying to help. After all, they’ve taken on the big guys. They’ve got to be better.

**Nisus (nɪːsəs):** Create/paste graphics in text, hyphenation, 10 clipboards, 32,000 undos, Easy Grep, footnotes/endnotes, open/close file search.

We make good ideas work.

990 Highland Dr., Suite 312, Solana Beach, CA 92075  
(619) 481-1477 Outside CA call toll-free (800) 922-2595

Please circle 107 on reader service card.
For many of you, mail order is your primary means of purchasing Macintosh products and services. That's why MacUser has put together the following special section.

It's what you've been demanding—a convenient place to quickly find the products you need from the vendors you want to buy from. MacUser's Direct Line to products is just one more reason to turn to MacUser for relevant information aimed at the serious user.
Fall Sale!

**WARNING:** Beware of money-back offers on hardware! MacLand sells only NEW, NEVER USED merchandise. We will not send you re-packaged, slightly-used hard disks.

Prices are good through November 1989

### Externals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Reg. Price</th>
<th>Sale Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cache Systems 20 65ms</td>
<td>$459.00</td>
<td>$429.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMS Enhancements 20 32ms</td>
<td>$549.00</td>
<td>$499.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACBEST 20 40ms</td>
<td>$529.00</td>
<td>$499.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SE Internals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Reg. Price</th>
<th>Sale Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cache Systems 30 28ms</td>
<td>$489.00</td>
<td>$459.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMS Enhancements 30 32ms</td>
<td>$539.00</td>
<td>$499.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACBEST 32 30ms</td>
<td>$579.00</td>
<td>$499.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 140-173 Megabyte

- Cache Systems 150 16ms: $1,499.00
- Tape 16ms: $2,490.00
- CMS Enhancements 170 18ms: $1,799.00
- MACBEST 180 18ms: $1,749.00
- Cache Systems 300 18ms: $2,349.00

### 300-600 Megabyte

- CMS Enhancements PD 300 16ms: $2,349.00
- CMS Enhancements PD 600 16ms: $2,999.00
- MACBEST 300 18ms: $2,349.00

### SE Internals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Reg. Price</th>
<th>Sale Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cache Systems 30 28ms</td>
<td>$425.00</td>
<td>$375.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMS Enhancements 30 38ms</td>
<td>$479.00</td>
<td>$389.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutting Edge 32 30ms</td>
<td>$479.00</td>
<td>$395.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACBEST 32 28ms</td>
<td>$549.00</td>
<td>$499.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 40 Megabyte

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Reg. Price</th>
<th>Sale Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cache Systems 45 28ms</td>
<td>$629.00</td>
<td>$549.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMS Enhancements 45 32ms</td>
<td>$689.00</td>
<td>$589.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutting Edge 47 30ms</td>
<td>$649.00</td>
<td>$599.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACBEST 40 28ms</td>
<td>$599.00</td>
<td>$569.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantum 40* 19ms</td>
<td>$699.00</td>
<td>$669.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 60 Megabyte

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Reg. Price</th>
<th>Sale Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cache Systems 60 28ms</td>
<td>$729.00</td>
<td>$679.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMS Enhancements 60 40ms</td>
<td>$749.00</td>
<td>$699.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutting Edge 60 28ms</td>
<td>$699.00</td>
<td>$669.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACBEST 60 28ms</td>
<td>$729.00</td>
<td>$699.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 80 Megabyte

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Reg. Price</th>
<th>Sale Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cache Systems 80 28ms</td>
<td>$879.00</td>
<td>$789.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMS Enhancements 80 32ms</td>
<td>$899.00</td>
<td>$859.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutting Edge 85 28ms</td>
<td>$725.00</td>
<td>$699.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACBEST 80 28ms</td>
<td>$849.00</td>
<td>$749.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantum 80* 19ms</td>
<td>$949.00</td>
<td>$899.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 90-100 Megabyte

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Reg. Price</th>
<th>Sale Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cache Systems 160 28ms</td>
<td>$949.00</td>
<td>$849.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMS Enhancements 81 28ms</td>
<td>$899.00</td>
<td>$849.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutting Edge 85 28ms</td>
<td>$725.00</td>
<td>$699.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACBEST 80 28ms</td>
<td>$849.00</td>
<td>$749.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantum 80* 19ms</td>
<td>$949.00</td>
<td>$899.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 150-173 Megabyte

- Cache Systems 150 16ms: $1,429.00
- CMS Enhancements PI 170 16ms: $1,999.00
- MACBEST 150 17ms: $1,649.00
- MACBEST 160 19ms: $1,599.00

### 300 Megabyte

- CMS Enhancements PI 300 16ms: $2,199.00
- MACBEST 300 17ms: $1,999.00

### 600 Megabyte

- CMS Enhancements PI 600 16ms: $2,999.00
- MACBEST 600 16ms: $3,599.00

### Mac II, IIX, IICX Internals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Reg. Price</th>
<th>Sale Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cache Systems 45 28ms</td>
<td>$499.00</td>
<td>$449.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMS Enhancements 45 32ms</td>
<td>$569.00</td>
<td>$549.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MacBEST Hard Disk Drives

- MacLand carries the full line of quality drives made by Oiscorn. All drives are complete with cables, software and a manufactures one year warranty.

### CMS Hard Disk Drives

- Hard disk drives, tape back ups, removable hard drives, high capacity drives, CMS has them all and we carry their full line.

- Cutting Edge 45 26ms: $499.00
- Quantum 40* 19ms: $599.00

- Cache Systems 105 25ms: $499.00
- Quantum 80* 19ms: $849.00

- CMS Enhancements PI 90 16ms: $999.00
- Quantum 105* 19ms: $999.00
- Connor 100 25ms: $849.00

### Standard Air which is 1 to 2 day service. COD's Shipped by UPS 2 day air. Call for shipping costs. Products purchased in error are subject to a 20% restocking fee. All prices subject to change without notice. All products subject to availability.
The Reasons You Should Buy From MacLand...

1. Price—
   Because of our multi-million dollar buying power, we purchase large volumes of quality hardware at low prices and pass the savings on to our customers.

2. Delivery—
   We offer Same Day Shipping on all in stock items if we receive your order by 3 pm Mountain Standard Time. ALL credit card orders are shipped by FEDERAL EXPRESS STANDARD AIR service which means you get your merchandise fast!

3. Technical Support—
   MacLand, Inc. has the best technical support, period. We provide you with technical support BEFORE AND AFTER your purchase. Best of all to assure you the highest quality, our trained technicians test ALL hard disk drives for quality and viruses before we ship them to you.

Quantum Hard Disk Drives
Industry leading Quantum quality, dependability and fast access speeds at affordable prices. Backed by our Two Year Warranty, all Quantum drives come complete with cables and software.

Removables Tape Back-Ups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reg. Price</th>
<th>Sale Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>44 Megabyte Removables</td>
<td>$999.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMS Enhancements 44 25ms</td>
<td>$1,149.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutting Edge 44 25ms</td>
<td>$939.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 Megabyte Tape Back-Ups</td>
<td>$799.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash 150 Tape</td>
<td>$1,199.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMS Enhancements 60</td>
<td>$749.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SyQuest Removable Cartridges (Will fit Any 44 Removable Drive)</td>
<td>$94.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Printers

CrystalPrint Publisher
The 1989 MacUser Editor’s Choice Award is lighting fast! If you are looking for a quality laser printer at an affordable price look no more, Qume’s CrystalPrint Publisher is the answer.

Scanners

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scanners</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abaton 300/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abaton 300/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logitech ScanMan Hand Scanner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microtek MS II Sheet Feed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microtek MSF 300GS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microtek MSF 900GS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microtek MSF 900GS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Microtek Scanners
The Microtek 3000GS, 2000GS, and 4000GS scanners include cable, CCR software, Digital Darkroom, and Super Wramt. Outstanding additions for an outstanding scanner.

Monitors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monitors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E-Machines Big Picture Plus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-Machines Z-21 SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-Machines Z-21 SE3DL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-Machines Z-21 IQ Greyscale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-Machines T-16 Color</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-Machines T-19 Color</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnavox 14&quot; Color Mac II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius Full Display W/Card</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius Two Page Display W/Card</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius Gray Scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius 8 Bit 19&quot; Color</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius 16 Bit 19&quot; Color</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius 24 Bit 19&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RasterOps 16&quot; Monochrome SE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Accelerator Boards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accelerator Boards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MacSprint II Cache Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaraThon O20 MCE 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaraThon O20 MCE 2 (1 Meg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaraThon O20 MCE 3 (Math Chip)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaraThon O20 MCE 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius 16 for + or SE with Math Chip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius 25 for SE with Math Chip</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Memory Upgrades

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Memory Upgrades</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MacSnap 524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacSnap 524E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacSnap 524S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacSnap 548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacSnap 548E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacSnap 548S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One Meg SIMMS Call</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Ordering and Technical Support Call 1-800-333-3353 (FAX #602-345-2217)

5006 South Ash Avenue, Suite 101 Tempe AZ 85282 (602) 820-5802

Please circle 50 on reader service card.
Let us configure your system solution!

SYSTEMS
Mac IIcx B&W Full-Page System, 2 Mb RAM, 45 Mb Hard Drive, Mac 101 Keyboard... $5000
Mac IIcx B&W Two-Page System, 2 Mb RAM, 45 Mb Hard Drive, Mac 101 Keyboard... $5600
Mac IIcx 14" Trinitron 24-bit Color, 5 Mb RAM, 90 Mb Hard Drive, Mac 101 Keyboard... $6000
Mac IIcx 19" Trinitron 8-bit Color, 5 Mb RAM, 90 Mb Hard Drive, Mac 101 Keyboard... $6600
Mac IIx 16" Trinitron 8-bit Color, 5 Mb RAM, 90 Mb Hard Drive, Mac 101 Keyboard... $7200
Mac IIx 19" Trinitron 8-bit Color, 5 Mb RAM, 160 Mb Hard Drive, Mac 101 Keyboard... $8000
Mac SE 3030 14" Trinitron 24-bit Color, 5 Mb RAM, 90 Mb Hard Drive, Mac 101 Keyboard... $10450
Mac SE 3030 System, 5 Mb RAM, 90 Mb Hard Drive, Mac 101 Keyboard... $11050
Mac SE w/2-Floppy Drives, FP Display, 2.5 Mb RAM, 45 Mb Hard Drive, Mac 101 Keyboard... $3600
Mac SE w/2-Floppy Drives, 2.5 Mb RAM, 45 Mb Hard Drive, Mac 101 Keyboard... $3000

SOFTWARE GUARANTEE
If it doesn't fit your needs, we will refund the purchase price minus the applicable trial fee. No hassles!

COMMUNICATIONS SOLUTIONS
- Software
  LapLink Mac... $84
  Liaison... $174
  MacLink Plus... $139
  MacNet Starter Kit... $51
  Microphone II... $225
  Quick Mail (10 Users)... $215
  Red Ryder... $56
  Timbuktu... $67
  TOPS (Mac)... $149
- Hardware
  Abatan InterFAX... $329
  Anchor 2400... $169
  Everex 2400... $195
  MacFax... $449
  Practical Peripherals
    2400 Bundle... $235
    Prometheus 2400 Bundle... $199
    Shiva NetModem 2400... $459
    SmartModem 2400 M (Internal Mac II)... $459

ACCELERATORS
- Dove SE Marathon 020... $419
- Maccelerate SCSI Acc... $469
- Orchid MacSprint... $245
- Radius 16SE w/68882... $619
- Radius 25SE w/68882... $1419
- Anchor... $2850
- (w/68882)... $3550
- 1 Megabyte SIMMS... $174

SCANNERS
- Lightning Scan... $459
- Microtek MS II... $1129
- Microtek MS 300QS... $1349
- Microtek MS 300GS... $1679
- Microtek MS 400GS... $2995
- ScanMan... $399
- Sharp JX 300 Color... $4295
- Sharp JX 450 Color... $5895

When you need to return something...
We are true pioneers when it comes to our return policy. In fact, we were the first company to offer returns. We offer a refund of the purchase price on all software except fonts, clip-art and special order items, minus the applicable trial fee (10-day minimum, plus 6 free days for shipping).

Unlike the competition, this offer covers over 1000 products, including those published by Microsoft, Aldus, Adobe, Ashton-Tate, Borland, Broderbund, Claris, Cricket, Letraset, WordPerfect, Mindscape and Caere.
MONITORS w/Cards
E-Mach Z-21 IQ (GS) 2795
E-Mach Z-21 (Mac II) 1995
E-Machines Z-21 (SE) 1919
NEC MacSync 1179
NEC Multisync (15") 1895
PCPC Shadowgraph 1795
Radius Solutions 1259
CALL! Other Monitors Available!

WORD & PAGE LAYOUT
Quark XPress $495
Adobe Postscript Fonts Call
Adobe Type Manager Call
Coach Professional 117
Fluent Laser Fonts 50
Fontographer 215
FullWrite Professional 269
LetraFont 51
More 2.0 255
OmniPage 589
Pagemaker 3.0 389
Quark Style 189
Read It! (OCR) 260
ReadySetGo 4.5 285
Write Now 2 109

GRAPHICS
Adobe Streamline $239
ClickArt EPS Illustrations 75
Canvas 2.0 159
Curator 75
Digital Darkroom 255
Dreams 279
Freehand 349
Illustrator '88 Bundle 289
Image Studio 285
Laser Paint II 359
MacDraft 151
MacDraw II 329
Minicad Plus 593
Pixel Paint Professional 439
Smartscript & The Clipper 47
Studio 9 99
Studio 8 319
Super 3D Enhanced 331
SuperPaint 20.0 133
Swivel 3D 3.1 325
Wet Paint vols. 1-16 45

PRINTERs
Mitsubishi Color Laser 6995
Qume ScriptEN 3395
Qume CrystalPrint 3255
Sharp JX 730 Color 2189

Cutting Edge
CE Int 20 365
CE Int 37 409
CE Int 47 459
CE 65 (II/IX) 509
CE 85 (II/IX) 625
CE Ext 20 439
CE Ext 32 499
CE Ext 47 565
CE Ext 65 625
CE Ext 85 735
800k Ext Floppy 149

Everex
EMAC 20D 495
EMAC 40DL 645
EMAC 60DL 655
EMAC 80DL 1115
EMAC 40 (SE/CX) 645
EMAC 60 (SE/CX) 740
EMAC 80 (SE/CX) 995
EMAC FS140 (external) 1340
EMAC 60T (Tape Back-up) 665
EMAC 150T (Tape Back-up) 1120

Peripheral Land
1.44 Mb Floppy 369
Infinity Turbo 40 1045
Infinity Dual Turbo 40 1979
PL 70 (SE/CX) 729
PL 90 (SE/CX) 959
PL 160 (II/IX) 1350
PL 300 (II/IX) 2520
PL 635 (II/IX) 3250

SAMSUNG
FPD with video card $595

SOFTWARE THAT FITS™
P.O. Box 4028 * Humble, Texas 77347
1-800-972-3018 FAX 713-446-8499
713-540-2300

Please circle 152 on reader service card.

WE'LL BUY IT BACK!

Trade-ins accepted...
we gladly take trade-ins on Mac CPUs and
printers that are in good working order.
For more information, call.

6-month warranty...
on Apple CPUs: 90-
day warranty on other
Apple products. Even
though we aren't an
authorized Apple
company, we'll be glad
to perform any cov-
ered repairs during
the Apple warranty
period.

"We've been mak-
ing Macintosh cus-
tomers happy for four
years! We were the
first Macintosh
mail order
company to
run its entire
operation on
Macs, so we
understand
just how
important
that technical answer
is to those of you
who count on your
Macs every day
to help you earn a living.
Our friendly staff of
experienced Mac
enthusiasts and
computer consultants
are always happy to
answer your
questions.

—Réal Provencen
President

and Hardware

FEATURED ON THE PREVIOUS PAGE ARE SEVERAL MEMBERS OF OUR MANAGEMENT TEAM: (L TO R) Barbara, Jim, Lew, Réal.
**Mac Inker**

*NEVER BUY ANOTHER RIBBON*

Mac Inker™, the original, automatic ribbon re-inker.

Mac Inker (model 234IM) re-inks Imagewriter I/II black & single color cartridges. The Universal Mac Inker re-inks hundreds of cartridge types (including the Imagewriter LQ), with one color and multicolor) with suitable adapters. Proprietary, extra dark, dot matrix, lubricant ink yields better than new print quality and extends printhead life. New fillless reservoir for precise ink metering. Average number of re-inkings per cartridge is 100-200. With the optional Multicolor Adapter (model M422, $40.00) your Mac Inker re-inks 4-color Imagewriter II cartridges. Full range of accessories available, inks & cartridges, indelible ink, heat transfer etc. Colors: red, green, blue, yellow, purple, brown, orange, silver, gold. [Free catalog](#).

**PRICES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Imager Writer I/II Mac Inker (model 234IM)</th>
<th>42.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multicolor Adapter (model M422)</td>
<td>40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal Mac Inker (model 2340)</td>
<td>66.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Heat Transfer Adaptor**

- 25.00 HT cartridge
- 3.15 4-color
- 14.00 4-color LQ
- 3.00 pint
- 4.50 Shipping

**Special Offer:** Order for more than $50.00 and we’ll send you a MacUser and get a free mousepad. Order for more than $100.00 and get a free key-chain with flashlight combination, or get an accurate LCD electronic pedometer/calculator for only $15.00 (a $60.00 value).

---

**LightFax 9624**

9600 BPS Fax and 2400 BPS ModeM

High speed Fax and 2400 baud ModeM in one compact unit. 9600 baud fax (fully Group 3 compatible) for fast transmission and lower telephone bills. Fax directly from your application or from text/graphics editor.

Software features include Scheduled Sending, Broadcasting, NameCard Data Management, File Queueing, Choice of Standard or Fine Mode and much more.

Full front panel controls display precisely the status of the communication and whether you are in fax or modeM mode. Superb quality of transmitted fax, superior to conventional fax machines. ModeM (100% Hayes compatible) available via software toggle switch. 2400/1200/300 baud speeds. Cable and software included for fax and modeM. [Free “Facts on Faxes” bulletin available](#).
Once Is Never Enough...

...Especially when you are featured in MacUser. Custom-designed reprints* can be ordered by calling (212) 503-5447 today.

* minimum quantity 500; 3-4 weeks delivery.
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ADVERTISING RATES AND INFORMATION
MacUser Marketplace is a special economical section for product and service listings.
Advertisements are grouped by category and sold by column inches. Second color option available.
Standard Directory Listings are also available for a minimum of 3 issues at $375.00 per issue ($1,125.00 total).

For additional information call 212-503-5115.
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ACCOUNT MANAGERS
DENNIS M. LEAVEY (212) 503-5111
AK, AL, AR, CO, CT, GA, IA, IL, IN, KS, KY, LA, MN, MS, NB, ND, NH, NM, OH, OK, OR, SD, TN, VA, CA (ZIPS 93000 & UP), CANADA EXCLUDING BRITISH COLUMBIA, ALL OVERSEAS

C. WESLEY WALTON (212) 503-5136
AZ, FL, MA, MD, MI, MO, NJ, NC, NV, NY, TX, UT, VT, WA, WI, CANADA (ONLY BRITISH COLUMBIA)

KAREN A. CASTORINO (212) 503-5140
DC, DE, HI, ID, ME, MT, NH, RI, PA, SC, WV, WY, CA (ZIPS 92999 & DOWN)
**MARKETPLACE**

**HARDWARE**

**BAR CODE**

BAR CODE & MAGNETIC STRIPE READERS FOR MACINTOSH PLUS, SE & II

Connects on keyboard or ADB
Requires no additional program or port
Does not affect keyboard or mouse
Industrial quality, heavy-duty units
Also available
SmartCard encoder/reader
Magnetic encoder
Code 39 UPC & Printing Software
Portable Bar Code Reader

TPS Electronics
4047 Transport Street
Palo Alto, CA 94303
Tel: (650) 358-8833
Telex (Graphnet) 371 9097
FAX: 415-856-3843

**COMPUTER SYSTEMS**

**DISCOUNT MACINTOSH**

Mac Plus $1295
Mac SE 2drive $1995
Mac SE 40mb $2495
Mac SE/30 CPU $3095
Mac SE/30 40mb $3495
Mac SE/30 80/4mb $3495
Mac IIc without monitor $3495
Mac IIc with monitor $5795
Apple 8 bit video card $495
Apple keyboard $100
Apple external keyboard $175
Imagewriter II $450
Imagewriter LO $995
Laserwriter NT $1395
H.P. Deskwriter $895

All items new, 90 day warranty. Most in stock today. Visa and Mastercard add 2%.

KWI COMPUTERS
P.O. Box 67381
Los Angeles CA 90067
(213) 553-4507
Fax (213) 289-9067

**COMPUTER SYSTEMS**

**NEW or USED**

Apple Macintosh
Apple Laser Printers

**SOFTWARE LIQUIDATION**

Call for all Mac dealers.

Apple Illustrator
Adobe Page Maker
Adobe Page Tooker
Adobe Hot Riches
Adobe Insight
Adobe Print Point II
Microsoft Word
Adobe Persuasion
MacWrite
Draw Shop
Delmar 3 Plus
Crutch Chat
Print Point
Omni Page
PC Magic Bridge
Symantec Utilities

**DISKETTES**

FREE Sony® Beach Towel

When you order 50 or more

Sony® 3.5” DSDD (1.0 MB) Diskettes - 50/Pack

87¢ 500+
89¢ Less than 500

You must mention this ad to receive a Free Towel. While supplies last.

3.5” Disk Storage
$2.99 12+
$3.99 Less than 12

Toll Free: 800-258-0028

FREE Catalog. Complete line of security supplies for your computer.

FOREIGN ORDERS INVITED
Minimum Order $25.00. Prices Subject to Change. Terms to well-rated firms.

Precision Data
P.O. Box 8367
Grand Rapids, MI 49518
616-452-3457 • 313-845-4980
FAX: 616-452-4914

**SPRING PIK DISKENCOPER**

HANidiest Ever!

• Everyday Use / HD Backup
• Each Unit holds 14 Disks
• Disk SPRING out for removal
• Custom Disk Labels included
• Fold down front Dust Cover
• Units Nest for greater storage
• Extra Brokers & Labels avail.

Units remove easily from P.S. Brackets

Only $12.95 each + $2.00 Shipping

Computer Extras - P.O. Box 276
Brookport, New York 14420
800-444-2157 • 7-1-0-0

**DATA ACQUISITION**

MACPACO

Use your Mac as a digital oscilloscope & chart recorder. A complete data acquisition & control system. 8 channel A/D, 8 digital I/O, 64K RAM. Optically isolated, line or noise powered. Runs remote or connected to Mac. Great software interface provides for powerful and flexible system. $1195 complete.

Biopic Systems
5900 Mandalin Dr — Suite D5
Goleta, CA 93117
(805) 967-6615

**MacUser Marketplace**

To place your ad
Call (212) 503-5115 or (800) 825-4ADS

**CRA**

700 S. UNIVERSITY PARKS DR.
SUITE 800, SACRAMENTO, CA 95825
(916) 494-1551

WE BUY AND SELL NEW AND USED MACINTOSH COMPUTERS AND PERIPHERALS, ANY QUANTITY. WE PAY CASH.

1-800-950-8212  817-754-2120  FAX 817-754-2345

**Reclaims Desk from Disks**

The VDS 240

Central Disks

• Quick Fast Easy
• Works with any Drive
• Works with any Drive

To Order: 1-800-942-4008

**CIRCLE 216 ON READER SERVICE CARD**
INSURANCE

INSURE YOUR COMPUTER
Salesware provides full replacement of hardware, media and purchased software. As little as $29 a year provides comprehensive coverage. With blanket coverage, no lists of equipment are needed. One phone call does it all! Call 8am to 10pm ET (Sat. 9 to 5) SAFERWARE, THE INSURANCE AGENCY INC. 2929 N. High Street, P.O. Box 92211 Columbus, OH 43202 (614)846-3468 (MIN) or (614)826-0599 (OH)

DISK DRIVES

The Lowest Prices On External SCSI Hard Disk Drives

20 Meg $389
30 Meg $439

Complete With Cables, Manual

Quantum
2 Year Warranty
19ms/12ms With 64K Cache
40 Meg $599
80 Meg $899
100 Meg $999

- Zero Footprint Metal Case
- Twin SCSI Ports
- Formatter With True Partitioning
- Software Selectable SCSI ID

30-Day Money Back Guarantee

Seagate
1 Year Warranty
30 Meg $499

- Fully Tested
- And "Burned-In"

Hard Drives:

External for Mac+, SE/II,Mac+</p>

Seagate 20 Meg SCSI complete $295
Seagate 62 Meg SCSI complete $395
Seagate 80 Meg SCSI complete $595
Int. Hard Drive for SE/II,Mac+</p>

Quantum
2 Year Warranty
19ms/12ms With 64K Cache
40 Meg $599
80 Meg $899
100 Meg $999

- Zero Footprint Metal Case
- Twin SCSI Ports
- Formatter With True Partitioning
- Software Selectable SCSI ID

30-Day Money Back Guarantee

Seagate
1 Year Warranty
30 Meg $499

- Fully Tested
- And "Burned-In"

IEEE 488 Interfaces

MacI488 • NuBus IEEE board for Mac II
MacSCSI488 • SCSI/IEEE controller
Mac4889 • Serial/IEEE controller
MacSerial488 • IEEE plotter interface
MacDriver488 • IEEE disk accessory

Call or send for your FREE Technical Guide

Call 800-541-2318

49 Megabyte SyQuest Removable Cartridges • Box 688, Waitsfield, VT 05673
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ENGINEERING

INSURANCE

INSURE YOUR COMPUTER
Salesware provides full replacement of hardware, media and purchased software. As little as $29 a year provides comprehensive coverage. With blanket coverage, no lists of equipment are needed. One phone call does it all! Call 8am to 10pm ET (Sat. 9 to 5) SAFERWARE, THE INSURANCE AGENCY INC. 2929 N. High Street, P.O. Box 92211 Columbus, OH 43202 (614)846-3468 (MIN) or (614)826-0599 (OH)

DISK DRIVES

The Lowest Prices On External SCSI Hard Disk Drives

20 Meg $389
30 Meg $439

Complete With Cables, Manual

Quantum
2 Year Warranty
19ms/12ms With 64K Cache
40 Meg $599
80 Meg $899
100 Meg $999

- Zero Footprint Metal Case
- Twin SCSI Ports
- Formatter With True Partitioning
- Software Selectable SCSI ID

30-Day Money Back Guarantee

Seagate
1 Year Warranty
30 Meg $499

- Fully Tested
- And "Burned-In"

Hard Drives:

External for Mac+, SE/IIc/cx:
Seagate 20 Meg SCSI complete $295
Seagate 62 Meg SCSI complete $395
Seagate 80 Meg SCSI complete $595
Int. Hard Drive for SE/IIc/cx:
46 Meg with mounting Kit $399
100 Meg with mounting Kit $799

Other Products:
System Saver for Mac+$65, for SE $55
Turbo Mouse ADB or Non-ADB $150
1 Meg SIMM for Macintosh........(Call)
Works180, Word $269, Excel $269

Call or send for your FREE Technical Guide

Call 800-541-2318

49 Megabyte SyQuest Removable Cartridges • Box 688, Waitsfield, VT 05673
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IEEE 488 Interfaces

MacI488 • NuBus IEEE board for Mac II
MacSCSI488 • SCSI/IEEE controller
Mac4889 • Serial/IEEE controller
MacSerial488 • IEEE plotter interface
MacDriver488 • IEEE disk accessory

Call or send for your FREE Technical Guide

Call 800-541-2318

49 Megabyte SyQuest Removable Cartridges • Box 688, Waitsfield, VT 05673
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MEMORY UPGRADES

SIMMS . . . Your Way

Resellers WE BUILD SIMMs... Control your SIMM pricing you supply the RAM-we do the rest! Call For Pricing

End users BUY DIRECT & SAVE One Meg SIMMs in stock Available immediately Fits All MACs Money Back Guarantee Lifetime Warranty

MICRO ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 800-766-SIMM
35 South Street, Hopkinton, MA 01748 FAX: (508) 435-6481
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MEMORY UPGRADES

continued on next page.
MEMORY UPGRADES

- 256k, 1 Meg, 4 Meg
- All low profile
- Japanese manufacturer
- Lifetime warranty
- Same day shipping

SIMMs
(800) 622-1722
(408) 559-8544

Visa, MC, COD and University POs accepted.
PSI
2005 Hamilton Ave. #220
San Jose, CA 95125
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MEMORY UPGRADE

LOWEST PRICE !!!

- 1 Meg SIMMs
- Lifetime Warranty
- 30 Day Money Back Guarantee
- Credit Cards & Personal Checks

FREE Installation Kits

(800) 622-2210

PO FAX#: (512) 794-8520
Same day shipping

UPGRADES!

1 Meg SIMMs

128K - Plus $695
512K - Plus $625
512Ke - Plus $295

Special!

Mac 64K ROMS $35
Mac 400K drive $55
256K SIMs $30

Peripheral Outlet

314 S. Bdwy • Ada, OK 74820
405-332-6581

1 MEG SIMMS

The King of SIMMS

Wholesale Prices

- Low Profile
- In Stock
- Mfg. Chip on Mfg. Board

CICI

Computer Centers, Inc.

WE WILL BEAT ANYONE'S PRICE

CALL

1-602-220-0145
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DON'T LET THIS HAPPEN TO YOU!

COLOR? MULTIFINDER?

MEMORY UPGRADES

FOR THE MAC
PLUS, SE, II

CIRCLES ENTERPRISE (714) 630-4633
2922 Armando Suite D
La Palma, CA 90620
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4030 Braker Lane West
Suite 350
Austin, Texas 78759
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1-800-678-DRAM (678-3726)

©1989, Newer Technology

1117 S. Rock Rd. Suite 4
Phone (316) 685-4964
FAX (316) 685-9383
Wichita, KS 67207
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NOVEMBER 1989 MAC USER 273
Memory Upgrades

Some "experts" are telling us to trash out the 128K and 512K Macs. "They have too little memory for today's applications." Not so. The Classic Macs are far from moribund. Computer Care developed Mac Rescue, a new daughter board that snaps on the Classic Mac motherboard. That's right, it snaps on, no need to fold, spindle or mutilate. Install the board in minutes to get the functionality of a Mac Plus.

System 7.0 will reportedly require 2 megabytes of memory. Mac Rescue has 6 SIMM slots giving you the flexibility to upgrade the Classics to 1 meg, 2 meg, 2.5 meg or 4 meg of RAM. 256K SIMMS will take a 128K Mac to 1 meg. 256K SIMMS will take the 512K Macs to 2 meg. 1 meg SIMMS are required for the next steps. Both SIMMS are available from Computer Care.

You also get a SCSI port to breathe even more life into your faithful servant.

Limited time offer: We'll buy back your old fashioned expansion boards when you order Mac Rescue, call for an exact price.

Limited time offer:

Call MacProducts USA
1-800-622-3475
8303 Mopac Expressway • Suite 218
Austin, Texas 78759
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Call
1(800) 825-4ADS
or
(212) 503-5115
today to reach
300,000 Macintosh Business Buyers

SOUTH COAST ELECTRONICS
700 S. Flower St. #2200, Los Angeles, CA 90017
213-489-7824 Fax 213-489-0266
800-289-8801
CIRCLE 225 ON READER SERVICE CARD

For additional information call Account Representatives;

Karen A. Castorino Dennis M. Leavey C. Wesley Walton
Call (212) 503-5115 or (800) 825-4ADS

Mac Rescue for the Classic Mac

Some "experts" are telling us to trash out the 128K and 512K Macs. "They have too little memory for today's applications." Not so. The Classic Macs are far from moribund. Computer Care developed Mac Rescue, a new daughter board that snaps on the Classic Mac motherboard. That's right, it snaps on, no need to fold, spindle or mutilate. Install the board in minutes to get the functionality of a Mac Plus.

System 7.0 will reportedly require 2 megabytes of memory. Mac Rescue has 6 SIMM slots giving you the flexibility to upgrade the Classics to 1 meg, 2 meg, 2.5 meg or 4 meg of RAM. 256K SIMMS will take a 128K Mac to 1 meg. 256K SIMMS will take the 512K Macs to 2 meg. 1 meg SIMMS are required for the next steps. Both SIMMS are available from Computer Care.

You also get a SCSI port to breathe even more life into your faithful servant.

Limited time offer: We'll buy back your old fashioned expansion boards when you order Mac Rescue, call for an exact price.
MEMORY UPGRADES

One Plus One™ = 4

4 Megabytes of memory for your Mac® Plus

No leftover memory modules to deal with.

Levcos One Plus One™ and two 1 megabyte SIMMs gives your Mac® Plus 4 megabytes of memory for just $600.00

Levcos One Plus One™

1 Megabyte SIMMs $109
100ns. SOJ, 1 Yr. Guarantee, Immediate Delivery.

SIMM ADAPTOR FOR 512E
With SCSI & 1 MEG $299
(8 MEG 326K, 2 MEG 456K, 4 MEG 567K)

DEALERSANTED

150ns. 256K SIMMs $90
Digi-Graphics
764 E. Village Way
Knoxville, TN 37917
(801) 544-2009

SIMM MEMORY MODULES:

FOR MACINTOSH™ PLUS, SE & IIGS
UPGRADE KITS FOR: 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 MEG
MEMORY CHIPS-ALL SPEEDS
1 MEG & 256K MODULES
IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Motorola --- PMMU

68851

$200

Required for all '020 based Mac IIs to run Virtual Memory with Sys 7.0 or A/UX

Bay Tech

1-813-360-8617
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MacUser Marketplace

To place your ad Call (212) 503-5115 or (800) 825-4ADS

Mac is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

$600.00

Levcos Sales
6181 Cornerstone Court East
San Diego, Ca. 92121

Mac is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

256K 4 MEG

SIMMS

LOWEST PRICES POSSIBLE
UNCONDITIONAL LIFETIME WARRANTY
IN STOCK / SAME DAY SHIPPING
VISA MC CODs
EDUCATIONAL AND CORPORATE POs

505-294-2007

MACE INC 7520 ST. CLAIR NE ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87109
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256K 1 MEG 4 MEG

SIMMS

SIMMS

SIMMS

SIMMS

WHILE YOU WAIT SERVICE FOR LOCAL CUSTOMERS
SAME DAY TURN AROUND FOR NON-LOCAL CUSTOMERS.

Simmons Consulting
6417 Market Street
Upper Darby, PA 19082
(215) 352-6883 Ext. 20
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Do More!

Call for pricing on QUALITY Memory!

Free Opening Kit with order!

...with SIMMs in your Mac.

Call (212) 542-7466

$800-542-7466

Turbo Technologies, Inc.

112 Denton Avenue Hyde Park, NY 11104 FAX (516) 877-7784
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N O V E M B E R  1 9 8 9  M A C U S E R  2 7 5
NETWORKING

PhoneNET™ System
The PhoneNET System is a network solution that includes a complete line of hardware and software products to help you build your network, manage them, and use them to their full potential. Components include PhoneNET Connectors, the PhoneNET Repeater, the PhoneNET StarController with StarCommand™ software, Hallowatch™, PhoneNET CheckNET™, DimTalk™, and ScreenRecorder™.

FARALLON COMPUTING
2201 Dwight Way
Berkeley, CA 94704
(415)89-2331

PERIPHERALS

PERIPHERALS

9-Track Tape Subsystem For the Macintosh™

Exchange data files between your Macintosh and any mainframe or mini-computer using IBM compatible 1600 or 6250 BPI 9-track tape.

Unit can also be used for disk backup. Transfer rate is up to 1 megabyte per minute via your SCSI interface. Subsystem includes, tape drive, software, and complete documentation. For more information, call us today!

QUALSTAR
9621 Irondale Avenue
Chatsworth, CA 91311
Phone: (818) 882-5822

Macintosh is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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EXTERNAL DRIVES FOR MAC

EDI 30 MB $199
EDI 50 MB $279
EDI 70 MB $279
EDI 100 MB $469
EDI 150 MB $499
EDI 240 MB $2299
EDI 432 MB $3495
EDI 627 MB $5005

Includes: 60 Watt. P.S., Fans, External Cables, 2 External Connectors for Drive Chain, Software. For your convenience the drives come formatted.
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HARD DRIVES

LIFETIME WARRANTY

20 MEG INTERINTERNAL $299
35 MEG INTERINTERNAL $399
50 MEG INTERINTERNAL $499
60 MEG INTERINTERNAL $599
80 MEG INTERINTERNAL $699
100 MEG INTERINTERNAL $1299
120 MEG INTERINTERNAL $1699
150 MEG INTERINTERNAL $1999
200 MEG INTERINTERNAL $2399

To order or for more information, call
(714) 982-2151
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POWER SUPPLIES

LISA LOST IT’S JUICE??????

AppleLisa Power Supplies Model 630-6103
24Vmps, 150Watts. These power supplies are new only $99.95.

All UPS C/D shipped same day. Limited qty. avail. All MATERIALS SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALES. FOB MPLS. MIDWEST LARGEST ELECTRONICS INVENTORY

EDI
12800 Garden Grove Blvd., WA
Garden Grove, CA 92641

(714) 530-8677
FAX (714) 530-0815
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PERIPHERALS

SCAN MAN
Complete Scanner for Macintosh® Plus, SE, II

$399.95

Complete

Includes:

• Software

• Color Scanner

• Power Supply

• SCSI Interface

• Matching Mac Color

• 4-Port

• 100 BPI

• 30 Gray Shades

• Adjustable Contrast
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OCR Software

Scanner & OCR

$529.95

Mac-True

Hard Drive Case

$119.95

External Hard Drive Kils

For Macintosh Plus SE II available

$239
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TRUE DATA PRODUCTS

115 So Main Street
Uxbridge, MA 01569
Tel: 508-278-6555
1-800-270-0300

HP LASERJET II MEMORY

CALL (800) 782-8297

Sterion Corporation
16231 San Gabriel Valley Dr.
Walnut, CA 91789
(714) 595-4088

SECURITY

Mac Lock/Mac Cables

Mac Lock, fastest security kit for Mac / 1, 2, Mac II, secure Mac, keyboard, mouse, 2nd drive, monitor & printer. Attractive red vinyl-covered steel 3/16" cables. Lock included. No loops req. 5-back guarantee. Also all IBM, Apple II, $49.95. Mac Cables provide any length custom cables for any computer need.

MAD PRODUCTS
20231 San Gabriel Valley Dr.
Walnut, CA 91789
(714) 595-4088

SOFTWARE category

begins on next page.
MacUser Marketplace

Standard directory listings available for a minimum of 3 issues at $375.00 per issue ($1,125.00 total).
SMART ALARMS™ & APPOINTMENT DIARIES™
Personal & Office Scheduling System
$99 & up
by JAM Software
Box 1345, Pt. Reyes Sta, CA 94956 (415) 663-1041
27A Nowataic St., Summer Hill NSW 2130 ALS (612) 799-1888
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EDUCATIONAL

What's Wrong with Me?
A teaching medical diagnostic tool for all ages
- Starting with the main complaint, each succeeding question narrows down the differential diagnosis.
- Over 1000 symptoms and findings and 500 disease illustrations with over 250 pictures.
- Mixture of physicians' diagnostic, scales utilizing techniques of artificial intelligence, fuzzy logic, hyperbolic experts, and probability theory.
- Richly interactive and intelligently tailored to provide information about the diseases and the symptoms and findings related to the diseases.
- Fasted way possible to learn about diseases and all their manifestations.

TECHNICAL TIPS

LKR-TEST™ 4.0 is the most advanced testing system available. Full character styling (tabs, leading), exact graphic placement, database selection, scoring, mastery reporting, item analysis, and much more! Certified question banks available from major exam publishers.

TEST GENERATION & SCORING!
For free presentation disk, call, write, or fax.
Logic eXtension Resources
6651-C Business Center Drive
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
(714) 980-0040 Fax: (741) 987-8706
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EMULATIONS

II in a Mac
An Apple IIe computer...all in software!
Run Apple II software on your Macintosh.
Convert Apple II files to Macintosh files.
$149.95 Add 15% Pay COMPUTER:applications, Inc.
12813 Lindley Drive Raleigh, NC 27614 (919) 846-1414
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ENGINEERING

STRUCTURAL-SURVEYING

NEW VERSION! LANDesign...
for surveying & land & road layout.
- Supports exact data; cadastral; topological; etc...
- All information is displayed graphically at all times.
- Points, lines, curve, coordinates, and terrain data can also be added, deleted, copied, pasted, and duplicated.
- Feature map, BEAM map, BEAM map for structural analysis of 2-D frames, shells, and beams.
- MacPerfect for visualizing structural properties.
- Programs have full Macintosh interface. Money-back guarantee, free support. From $145.50 to $185.00.

Call 1(800) 825-4ADS or (212) 503-5115 today to reach 300,000 Macintosh Business Buyers
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ENGINEERING category continued on next page.
The Right Time System

The Stock, Index & Futures programs generate accurate Buy/Sell signals for individual stocks, indices and commodities. The software was developed by an expert portfolio manager for his own personal use & are now available for any smart trader who wants to make quick profits. Call or write for free info.

BlackJack Tutor

From novice to expert, Blackjack Tutor will increase your winnings. Unlike other games, BJT was designed to create, test and teach complete gambling strategies. Flexible card counting. Auto Play mode. Running statistics. Hint button. Variable house rules. 50 page manual. Plus more! Only $24.95 + 2.5% P&H.

FINANCIAL

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS!

Chart Stocks, Commodities, Mutual Funds and the Market on your Macintosh. Find out why serious investors choose Stock Watcher and Wall Street Watcher. Our programs offer many technical indicators and chart options. Priced from $105 to $495. Call or write for information today. Demo disk available.

FONTS

18 POSTSCRIPT FONTS FOR $63

Architect® - Gendarme® - Palomar™ - Konway™

and others. FontSet 1-18 fonts for $63 FontSet 2-18 fonts for $63.

Orders or samples call (321) 441-6699 or write EmDash. P.O.Box 8256, Northfield, IL 60093

FONTagenix™

4 volumes of dot-matrix display and test fonts

ARTAgcenix™ Collectors of graphic


FOREIGN FONTS EDITION 7

22 foreign language fonts on one disk at $69.90

Customized Fonts & Logos Available

All Orders add $3.50, CA res. add 6% tax

(714) 621-0973

Devonian International

Software Company

P.O.Box 235

Montclair, CA 91763
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HYPERGENE

A genealogy program to store your complete family history. Includes charts, info sheets and will receive scanned-in photos to print your family album. Ancestors and descendants can be viewed or printed in a tree format from the point of view of any subject. For more info call: CompuServe 1921 Corporate Square Saddle Brook, NJ 07663 (800) 272-5553

Beverly Hills

"Best ImageWriter™ font available!"

- "Typeface" look, 11 sizes, 6-36 pts.
- Multi-digit fractions; horizontal lines
- Fine spacing, math/musical symbols
- Includes disc, 70-p. printed manual
- Two comparable versions available:
  - 2.0 (ImageWriter I or II): $29.95
  - 1.0 (ImageWriter I): $39.95
- Direct order, add $3.00 S/H (plus $1.50 S/H for $2.95 sales tax in Calif.)
- Site licenses; dealer inquiries invited

ADH Software

P.O. Box 67129

Los Angeles, CA 90067-0129
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GEOLOGICAL

Family Heritage File

Most powerful yet easy genealogy program on the Mac. Produced by genealogy professionals. Rated "Best" by Macworld® All Macs but 128K.

- hard disks
- lineage search
- Reports: Family Trees, Family Groups, Individuals, Marriages, Summaries, Documentation, etc.

Privacy protected. Price varies depending on how much info is included. For more info call: Family Tree, Inc. 1201 Washington Ave. St. Paul, MN 55105
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GENEALOGY

REUNION

the family tree software

Reunion is the only software that quickly records and graphically displays information about your entire family: all genealogy facts, digital photos, and up to 5000 words of notes per person. Point and click to navigate through generations of ancestors. Create, display and print large, graphic pedigrees and descendant charts. Also family group records, family lines, family histories - mailing lists and labels - holiday calendars - personal histories - index - life expectancies - life spans and much more. $59 plus $4.99. Visa/MC accepted. Call or write for a free brochure and sample printouts.

LEISTER PRODUCTIONS
1446 Erie Blvd., Schenectady, N.Y. 12305
717-697-1375
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GRAPHICS

ENCAPSULATED POSTSCRIPT

FULL PAGE IMAGES

Use as backgrounds and settings to give a professional look to flyers, stationery, brochures - even office memos! Use for presentations or anything you print.

Dimensions: vol. 1 contains five textures in bold illustrations and includes high and low contrast versions for complete versatility. Comes with a total of 20 images that print beautifully on Laser or Lithostar. To order: Call (714) 881-1200 or send $79.95 plus $3.00 shipping to ARTBEATS, PO Box 1904, San Bernardino, CA 92410. CA residents include 6% sales tax.
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Professional Macintosh Graphics Systems

featuring the TRUEVISION™ NuVista™ series Graphics Controllers

Capture and display full screen 32-bit images - Broadcast quality, genlock, and sync generation - Programmable display resolution & scan frequency - Output to video - NTSC and PAL compatible. Complete professional 32-bit graphics systems available including hardware, software and support for more information, call or write:

Videographics Corporation
211 East Ohio Street, Suite 1500, Chicago, Illinois 60611
Telephone: (312) 871-3625
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MAC-ART LIBRARY

Illustrate your ideas with the MAC-ART LIBRARY - a treasure trove of professional MacPaint images:

- Transportation
- Flowers/Plants
- Symbols/Badges
- Greeting Cards
- Farm Life
- Geography
- Buildings
- Animals
- Sports

MAC-ART LIBRARY includes 149 diskettes with 42,900 illustrations - over 8000 value - over 50% off!

ORDER YOUR FREE CATALOG NOW!

ART MAKER COMPANY
500 N. CLAREMONT BLVD
CLAREMONT, CA 91711
Phone: (714) 621-3282 FAX: 714-621-1323
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MAC-ART INTERIORS

Mac Interiors is an easy to use 3D software package for space planning of offices, factories, schools, or homes. It creates a 3D room layout which may be viewed and printed in plan, elevation and perspective. It allows you to design your own library of 3D objects.

ComputerCo
1391 Corporate Square
Skillman, N.J. 08558
(800) 272-5533
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MAC-LANGUAGE TOOLS

Version 2.0

µASM™

Micro Assembler

- 16-bit
- 8-bit
- 68020 Compatibility
- 68020 Assembler family
- 68020 Linker
- 68020 Debugger
- 68020 Editor
- 68020 Simulator
- 68020 Assembler family
- 68020 Linker
- 68020 Debugger
- 68020 Editor
- 68020 Simulator
- 68020 Assembler family
- 68020 Linker
- 68020 Debugger
- 68020 Editor
- 68020 Simulator

US $129.95

FOR U.S. USERS

P.O. Box 70276
Bellevue, WA 98007
(206) 851-6092
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DISTRIBUTORS

Micro Assembler (U.S.A.)
Department of Micro Assembler, Inc.
1900 N.W. 6th Avenue, Suite 200
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33311

Micro Assembler (Europe)
Unit 6, The Business Centre
35-43 Whitley Road
Bexleyheath, Kent DA7 5BQ

Micro Assembler (Japan)
4F Shido Building
8-31-12, Rep. 5-cho
Kodaira-city, Tokyo 187

Micro Assembler (Australia)
27-19 Kangaroo Point Place
Kangaroo Point, Brisbane, Queensland 4169

Micro Assembler (Canada)
2201-1111 Yorkville Avenue
Toronto, Ontario M5N 2N1

Micro Assembler (Taiwan)
193, Sec. 1, Repton
Taipei, Taiwan, Republic of China
Mac to MIDI Made Easy!
**"Make the Right Choices"**
TekCom designs MAC based systems for headline superstars and 1st time users. We offer:
- Expert advice
- Complete systems design. We sell: All MAC interfaces, software, accessories
- All Major synths & samplers
- Discount prices. Why settle for less than the best?
TekCom Corporation
1002 N Delaware Ave
Philadelphia, PA 19125
(215) 426-6760

MacUser Marketplace
Second Color Option Available

ECONO PAKS

**125 Stacks**

**150 Utilities**

**125 Kids**

**150 Games**

**150 Fonts**

**250 DAs**

**260 Sounds**

**250 Pictures**

$19.95 per set!
Any five sets: only $89.95
On double-sided disks. Add $5 per single sided. Add $5 per box/handled per order.

FREE 288-page Software Encyclopedia
Call 1-800-843-9497
EDUCORP
531 Stevens Ave, #8
Solana Beach, CA 92075

RELIGION category continued on next page.
RELIGION

macBible™
formely ThePerfectWORD™
Bible Study Software
for the Apple® Macintosh®

Super Concordance Capability
Search for words and phrases

Texts currently available:
• King James Version
• New International Version
• Revised Standard Version
• Greek New Testament
• Hebrew Bible

Outstanding speed
• AND, OR, NOT logic
• Word count statistics
• Simultaneous viewing of different versions

30 day money back guarantee
Send for our fully featured demo (Genesis-KJV) $5

Zondervan Electronic Publishing 800 727-7759
1415 Lake Dr. S.E. Dept. MU • Grand Rapids, MI 49506
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STACKWARE

Learn French Russian German Spanish!

MacFlash Cards: powerful, yet easy to use vocabulary stacks. Over 2000 words & up to 1000 synonyms. Save word sets to disk. Test noun gender. Use "Look Up" to find just the right word. Extensive user control. 43 pg manual. German I/II, French I/II, Russian I, Spanish I: $25 each. S&H $3, CA Res add 7% tax. Free brochure. Call 8 AM-8PM PT. Available by mail/phone order only.

The Language Quest Software Company
101 First Street, Suite 428. Los Altos, CA 94022
MC/VISA/COD:800-283-4080 X850 Info: 415-941-2879
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SHAREWARE

FREE!
MAC CATALOG
Best Bits & Bytes
P.O. Box, 8256-MACU
Van Nuys, CA 91409

CALL NOW!
TOLL FREE-24 HRS.
1-800-245-BYTE
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MacRecorder® Sound System
When graphics and text are not enough, give your presentations a more dramatic dimension— narration and sound. The MacRecorder sound/digitizer, SoundCard [11], HyperSound Tool Kit and HyperSound [**], software allows you to record and play back live or pre-recorded sound on your Macintosh. Combine with Apple’s HyperCard [**] and Farallon’s ScreenRecorder [**] to create impressive multimedia presentations. The MacRecorder is available separately to create new multimedia platforms to train, educate, and communicate in business.

Farallon Computing
2001 Dwight Way
Berkeley, CA 94704
(415)848-2331
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STATISTICS

RATS Version 3.0
RATS is an integrated environment for data analysis, browsing and graphics. Features Box-Jenkins (ARIMA), exponential smoothing, vector autoregressions, large model and others. Choose from a wide variety of techniques to analyze your data. From stepwise regression to logit and probit, from two-stage least squares to spectral analysis. $300.00
VAR Econometrics, Inc
P.O. Box 1819
Evaston, IL 60204-1818
(312)964-6772. (800)822-6038
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MISCELLANEOUS/ACCESSORIES

DUST COVERS
100% COTTON CANVAS
RECYCLED WITH GREY THUMB BREATHABLE! STATIC-FREE!
FOR
MAC, & PRINTERS
CALL TOLL-FREE
1-(800) 826-5761
Contemporary ComputerWear
1101 San Antonio Road, Suite 308
Mountain View, CA 94043
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MacUser Marketplace
To place your add call
(212) 503-5115 or (800) 825-4ADS

MacUser Marketplace
Listings are grouped by category and sold by column inches.
THE FINEST MACINTOSH LUGGAGE AVAILABLE

The Finest Luggage available for the Macintosh anywhere at any price. Each bag comes with a comfortable professional shoulder carry strap, not a cheap, painful piece of plastic. Dividers and pockets on the inside with two additional pockets on the outside distinguish the MadBag from many "rag bags" on the market now. Available in assorted colors for SE, SE with extended keyboard, and Imagewriter. Also available with backpack straps.

We also manufacture freight cases for shipping or the frequent flyer. The only way to transport a Mac II or Laserwriter. The Best in Custom Cases.

The Goleta Network
643 Industry Drive, Seattle WA 98188
Call Us at 1-800-228-7042 or 1-206-575-1180

DATA CONVERSION SERVICES

WE CAN CONVERT DATAFILES FROM OVER 1,000 SYSTEMS IN VIRTUALLY ANY FORMAT! — ON DISKS OR TAPES!

Systems like:
• Mainframes
• Micros
• Microcomputers
• Typewriters, etc.

Formats like:
• MacWrite* 
• Micros Write/Wri..._..___ .. • dWordPerfect
• WordPerfect
• Excel
• Gymi
• 4th Dimension

Handouts, other request cards.

CompuData Translators, Inc.
3325 Wishbone Blvd. Ste 1000
Los Angeles, CA 90010
800/825-8251 • 213/387-4477

MEDIA COVERSIONS

Hundreds of hardware Formats. Thousands of Software Formats
3 1/2 inch, 5 1/4 inch, 8 inch. Mag Tape
From Actrix to Zorba
We've got you covered!!

MacProducts USA
1-800-622-3475
8801 Mopac Expressway • Suite 218
Austin, Texas 78759

VICES
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

UNBELIEVABLE BUT TRUE

Do you have $25,000 to invest in your own Desk Top Publishing business and must earn $60,000 to $80,000 this year? Established lead er in art market and publishing is expanding. Not a franchise. NO Fees. Call for complete details today!

Blanco Marketing
22 Market Box at 631 Miami Circle
Atlanta, GA 30324
(404) 981-5395

INFO ON DISKS OR

ACCESSORIES

ZERO HALLIBURTON Aluminum Macintosh® Cases:
Plus SE Mac II
Mac II, Mac IIx ImageWriter II
Strength Durability Lightweight Distinctive Styling
TLC 2749 Redwood St.
N. Hollywood, CA 91605
1-800-327-1829

THE MACH-1 MAC CASE

The first SEMI-RIGID LIGHTWEIGHT Mac case with an impact-resistant protective core. Made of Proper Ballistics; a virtually indestructible material frequently used in bulletproof vests. The Mach-1 holds all of your components Available in black/red & black/grey.

Mac Plus/SE Mac IIx
Case Closed
from $299.95

THE BEST CASE SCENARIO

Check Your Mac
Ship Your Mac

Pack your Mac in seconds!
Cordura case has internal padded pockets for mouse, keyboard and drive. Available in six colors. Extended Keyboard version also available. For a dealer near you call toll free 1-800-54&-0053

West Ridge Designs
1249 N.W. Flanders, Portland, OR 97209
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Mouse Pads /Co. Logo Specialist

MOUSE PADS

Custom Printed or Plain Cloth In 13 Colors:
Size: 8 x 7 1/2 8 x 9 1/2 6 1/2 x 11
12 $3.25 $3.89
72 $3.00 $3.35
144 $2.65 $3.30
Fast Pad And View Pad:
12 $5.50 $5.95
72 $5.75 $6.00
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Chocolate Snackware™

MacNACKS™ are solid chocolate floppy disks with your logo/message on each label. Great for promotions, shows, birthdays, etc. Available in 2 pack with reusable case (holds 5 real disks) $14. In bulk 10 box $25 (3.50 each) Qty discounts. Free Catalog. 200+ items. The Chocolate Gallery. Inc.

5700 Cipple Rd.
Eagle, CA 93117
(800) 426-4796 (outside CA)
(1-805) 967-4668 (in CA)

 packs w/ logo NIA
$3.03 w/logo
$2.65 w/logo
$1.65 w/logo
$1.25 w/logo
$2.65 w/logo
$3.25 w/logo
$3.25 w/logo
$3.65 w/logo
$3.75 w/logo
$3.95 w/logo

MOUSE PADS

Green Red Gold Hard Surface Grey
Canvas: Grey Red Gold Hard Surface Grey

Computer Expressions
3800 Cimbor street
Philadelphia, PA 19104
(215) 443-8278

MOUSE PADS

Canvas

6.12 8359/200 A
72 $4.99/200 A
144 $3.70/200 A
6000 $3.30/200 A

Canvas: Grey Red Gold Hard Surface Grey

White, Blue Size: 9.25"x3.8" Multi-Color

 hysterical

5700 Cipple Rd.
Eagle, CA 93117
(800) 426-4796 (outside CA)
(1-805) 967-4668 (in CA)
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MACINTOSH
SLIDE IMAGING
PROFESSIONAL 35mm SLIDES
DIRECT FROM YOUR DISK
OR VIA MODEM
FROM
$650
NO ADDITIONAL SOFTWARE TO BUY!
$5 CUSTOM SLIDES AVAILABLE
$7 CALL FOR INFORMATION:
402-393-1744
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SLIDES!
ATTENTION USERS OF
* POWERPOINT 2.0
* PERSUASION
* STAND OUT!
* MORE II
DIGITAL PHOTO
WILL IMAGE ANY
PICT OR 24 BIT TIFF FILES.
24 HOUR MODERN
2 FREE SLIDES
WITH FIRST ORDER
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LASER SET II TYPESETTING
THE LOWEST PRICES and high quality per- 
sonalized service L100 & VT14300 PostScript 
otypesetting form disk or modem 24 hr service. 
Super volume discounts. (150 pages = $3.50/
page paper, $5.25/page film) Professional type, 
design and consulting services.
LASER SET II
217 Davy Parkway
Stewart Manor, NY 11550
(800) 333-2581, (516) 354-2581
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VARITYPER PostScript OUTPUT
LOWEST prices, modern (2400 dot box or 
FX, twelve years of trade experience, $1.37/
first page, discounts start on 2nd page
(200+) pages $1.95 eu.-film $2 extra). No 
bumper for graphics. Send your output at
1600 DPI (150 L-S). Scans & photos are excellent. Hours
9am to 11 pm Mon - Fri & most weekends.
ENTERGRAPHICS II
R81, 356A Salt Pt 1p.
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33304
(954) 473-4108, Mod/FAX (954) 473-5419
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SAFEGUARD INSURANCE
* Business Computers & Home Computers
* Overseas Computers (Insured Computers)
* Computers Leased to Others (Computers taken to Shows, Computers Held for Sale)
* Computer Users in your Care (Computer users, for complete information)
SAFEGUARD, The Insurance Agency Inc.
2909 N. High St.
P.O. Box 2271
Columbus, OH 43201
(800) 869-3493 (Nat) or (614) 262-0550 (OH)

SERIOUSLY. IT’S NOT A SIN.
Refill your own toner Cartridges. Why buy new when your empty cartridge is still good? You can refill it yourself for only $16! Our step by 
step video shows the simple procedure of refilling your cartridge in just minutes. Reduce the cost of toner to 1/2 a page! Order Now while quantities last.
LASER RESEARCH, INC.
6388 Bedford Ave.
Lithbium, MD 20795
(301) 381-3762

W’S CAN PRINT ENVELOPES!
Print great looking envelopes on your IBM or LG 
printer with DID™ document handling, a sim- 
ple solution for printing envelopes. Uses exist-

ing software. $7.50 + CA sales tax + 2.95/h.
VistaMC accepted. Send for info or to order call:
DID Doc P.O. Box 626
Moss Beach, CA 94038
(415) 728-5402

NEW Toner Cartridges (SAVE)
your empty, non-refilled, toner cartridges are 
valuable as a trade-in. New cartridges retail as 
high as $129. Our price is $89 with your trade-

in. MD residents add 5% sales tax. Send check/ 
money order empty cartridge, name and address to:
New cartridges are shipped promptly.
LASER-script
211 “A” Oregon Ave.
Linthicum, MD 21094
(301) 381-3762

COLOR POSTSCRIPT SLIDES
1-800-366-2782

LASER SET II TYPESETTING
THE LOWEST PRICES and high quality per-
sonalized service L100 & VT14300 PostScript
otypesetting form disk or modem 24 hr service.
Super volume discounts. (150 pages = $3.50/
page paper, $3.5/page film) Professional type, 
design and consulting services.
LASER SET II
217 Davy Parkway
Stewart Manor, NY 11550
(800) 333-2581, (516) 354-2581
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VARITYPER PostScript OUTPUT
LOWEST prices, modern (2400 dot box or 
FX, twelve years of trade experience, $1.37/
first page, discounts start on 2nd page
(200+) pages $1.95 eu.-film $2 extra). No 
bumper for graphics. Send your output at
1600 DPI (150 L-S). Scans & photos are excellent. Hours
9am to 11 pm Mon - Fri & most weekends.
ENTERGRAPHICS II
R81, 356A Salt Pt 1p.
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33304
(954) 473-4108, Mod/FAX (954) 473-5419
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SAFEGUARD INSURANCE
* Business Computers & Home Computers
* Overseas Computers (Insured Computers)
* Computers Leased to Others (Computers taken to Shows, Computers Held for Sale)
* Computer Users in your Care (Computer users, for complete information)
SAFEGUARD, The Insurance Agency Inc.
2909 N. High St.
P.O. Box 2271
Columbus, OH 43201
(800) 869-3493 (Nat) or (614) 262-0550 (OH)

SERIOUSLY. IT’S NOT A SIN.
Refill your own toner Cartridges. Why buy new when your empty cartridge is still good? You can refill it yourself for only $16! Our step by 
step video shows the simple procedure of refilling your cartridge in just minutes. Reduce the cost of toner to 1/2 a page! Order Now while quantities last.
LASER RESEARCH, INC.
6388 Bedford Ave.
Lithbium, MD 20795
(301) 381-3762

W’S CAN PRINT ENVELOPES!
Print great looking envelopes on your IBM or LG 
printer with DID™ document handling, a sim-
ple solution for printing envelopes. Uses exist-

ing software. $7.50 + CA sales tax + 2.95/h.
VistaMC accepted. Send for info or to order call:
DID Doc P.O. Box 626
Moss Beach, CA 94038
(415) 728-5402

NEW Toner Cartridges (SAVE)
your empty, non-refilled, toner cartridges are 
valuable as a trade-in. New cartridges retail as 
high as $129. Our price is $89 with your trade-

in. MD residents add 5% sales tax. Send check/ 
money order empty cartridge, name and address to:
New cartridges are shipped promptly.
LASER-script
211 “A” Oregon Ave.
Linthicum, MD 21094
(301) 381-3762

INSURANCE
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MacUser Marketplace
Standard directory listings available for a minimum of 
3 issues at $375.00 per issue ($1,125.00 total).
Call (212) 503-5115 or (800) 825-4ADS

MACUSER NOVEMBER 1989
Stop Throwing Money Away!
Save your cartridges to be remanufactured by

Black Lightning

24-hour turnaround
Cartridges for over 350 Machines
Apple/Computer LaserPrinters
Heather Paced Laser printers
Carson PC Copiers
20% guaranteed

Call 1-800-252-2599
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DISCOVER HOW TO
SAVE 10%-50% ON TONER CARTRIDGES.

$39.95
Copiers

$59.95
Printers

100% Unconditionally Guaranteed Laser Cartridge Recharging Compatible with
• Printers: HP LaserJet II, Apple, Canon, OKI...
• Copiers: Canon, Xerox etc., 10, 14, 20, 25

Dealerships & Training Available
Send empty Cartridges & Felt Cleaner in original container to:

JASPER, INC.
27403 E. Hwy. 4
Farmington, CA 90230
Phone (209) 886-5440

Add Sales Tax for CA
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Toner cartridges!

Toner Cartridges Recharged

Your laser and PC cartridge SERVICED and recharged to MAXIMUM CAPACITY
• Fully Tested
• 100% Performance Guaranteed
• Shipped within 24 hours
• APPLE • CANON • HP • QMS • OTHERS

WE BUY EMPTIES 1-800-277-3455
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Toner

24 Hour turnaround
100% Satisfaction
Toner for NEC, Ricoh, Panasonic

$44.95

Toner Cartridges

Your Cartridge: Black...
Color...
PC...
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Sell us your empty Toner cartridges $10

From $44.95

The solution for discovering your fonts.

$38.95

Includes fluorescent lights and 5 fonts

$23.95

Prototype keyboard cover with printed fonts

Human Invention Inc.
39 S. Main St., Spring Valley, NY 10977

For additional information call Account Representatives;

Dennis M. Leavy

Karen A. Castorino

Call

C. Wesley Walton

(212) 503-5115 or (800) 825-4ADS

MacUser Marketplace

Second Color Option Available
For the past three years, the front runners in the fast-paced Macintosh market have relied on the MacUser Marketing Conference to give them the winning edge. Ask anyone who's attended. They'll tell you it's made the competitive difference between those who make it to the finish line — and those who bring up the rear.

The 1990 MacUser Marketing Conference will be the biggest and best ever. Two days of sure-footed market analysis. Sound expert advice from three dozen illustrious panelists. Insight that will help you understand Macintosh marketing like never before.

You'll sit in on a variety of panels, each comprising some of the best-known experts and top-level corporate product specifiers in the Macintosh industry. Get answers to your questions on new technology, packaging, pricing, distribution, training, and product development. Find out what motivates large- and small-scale buyers, and how they make their purchase decisions. Discover how the Macintosh market is changing, and how the proliferation of new software applications affects businesses today. Hear the latest intelligence on what Apple is doing now, and what the leading analysts think they'll do in the next decade. It's the kind of information that can determine
into the home stretch?
out of the gate?

whether you'll end up in the winners' circle — or just running around in circles.

Because the Conference brings together distributors, advertising and PR professionals, and some of North America's biggest corporate buyers, you'll come away with plenty of useful new perspectives for developing effective marketing strategies, and gain a clear understanding of how to promote Mac products at both the wholesale and retail levels.

The 1990 MacUser Marketing Conference will be held January 25-26 in Burlingame, CA. Attendance is limited, and the inside track belongs to those who register early. The fee is only $605 ($795 after December 1, 1989) — a small price to pay to ensure that you'll finish several lengths ahead of the competition. For more information, call 800/234-6434, and ask for the MacUser Marketing Conference Coordinator.
ANNOUNCING

FONTSizer II

- Faster
  Up to 100% faster than version 1.7
- Requires Less Storage Space
  Font Files up to 50% Smaller
- Accurate Type Imaging
  Build any type style in sizes up to 127 point
- Precise Character Spacing
  With FontSizer II, you can fine tune headlines, drop caps, leading and kerning, without repeatedly printing proofs
- Enhanced Design Display
  FontSizer II's clean, crisp characters allow accurate visualization of your layout or desktop presentation

FontSizer II-An upgrade of the industry standard Version 1.7 that received:

MACUSER MAGAZINE, MARCH 1989

M NOW Shipping • Still $99.95
Order Today • Toll Free: 1-800-552-7654

SPECIALTY SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT CORP.
110 Wild Basin Road, Suite 270 • Austin, TX 78746
512/317-6628

Texas residents add sales tax • VISA, M/C and COD's accepted • FontSizer is a trademark of U.S. MicroLabs, Inc. • PostScript is a registered trademark of Adobe System, Inc. Macintosh is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

Please circle 127 on reader service card.

COMING SOON

The Best of Everything
MacUser editors' pick of the crop of DAs, INITs, utilities, clip art, fonts, games, stacks, educational and training materials, music software, productivity tools, online services, books, accessories, and even more.

The Hardware of Tape Backup . . .
No more flip-flopping of floppies when you switch to tape backup at a whopping 150 megabytes per cassette. MacUser Labs looks at the most popular types — DC 600 and DC 2000 cartridges and CT-600 cassettes.

. . . And the Software
Third-party applications that offer more speed, network backup features, and other improvements over the basics that come with the drives.

More Power to You
Address SCSI problems, spread your Wingz, and create an audio-visual presentation with the experts in Power Tools.

PLUS

Paul Samerson on the state of the Mac, John Durack on the state of the muck. Robert Wiggins with the corporate perspective. Jim Seymour on the Mac and MIS. Michael Swaine on Beating the System. What’s new in DTP, connectivity, and hypermedia. Reviews of the hottest new hardware and software. Plus more Power Tools, hints and tips from readers, and answers from the Mac team.

MacUser

FINE-PRINT WEASEL

The editors absolutely reserve the right to publish none, some, all, or just the parts we’ve managed to complete of the above, because of the inherent problems that occur when reviewing software, hardware, and the ever-elusive vaporware.
MISSING AN ISSUE OF MACUSER?
HERE'S YOUR CHANCE TO FIND IT!
ORDER YOUR 1988 BACK ISSUES TODAY.

December '88—MacUser
MacUser Labs tests Crystal Ball, DATA, Extend and Milo—programs that transfer numbers into information, LISP neural networks and frames turn your Mac into an intelligence amplifier; Instant Expert Plus, LEVEL 5/Mac and MacSMARTS help you construct an expert system; Make maps with MapMaker 3.0 and GeoQuery; and more.

November '88—Analysis of new word processing systems; Deciphering WordPerfect 10; Four programs that help you type faster; The truth about System 6.0; Mathematica, the Rolls Royce of math programs; Photo retouching with ImageStudio; DTP news and advice on Photo-Mac; Springboard Publisher, Expressionist 2.0; and more.

October '88—The Business of Creativity: A survey of Mac's role in music, art and film; Illustrator 68 and Freehand 1.0—head-to-head comparison; MacUser Lab tests 25 color monitors; Free Hypercard Program listing; Achieve color on screen with OMS ColorScript 100 or Tektronix 46930; and more.

September '88—Roundup of programs and gadgets that connect Mac's with PCs; Excel, Word, WordPerfect and PageMaker—two programs for Mac and DOS; Putting Mac and PC on the same page; Toshiba T1000—the ultimate portable; Getting the most out of the fonts you have; In-depth review of FullWrite Professional; and more.

August '88—Tips and tools for desktop publishing; Roundup of EPS clipart collections; PostScript—three new PostScript utilities; PageMaker 3.0; the standard in page layout; TagIt 2.0; it's even better than its predecessor; MacUser Labs report on biggest monochrome monitors; and more.

July '88—Desktop Engineering, a comprehensive product survey; VersaCard—the ultimate CAD/CAM; EZ-Mill, computer-aided manufacturing for small machine shops; 54 Mac-compatible plotters—specs, prices, charts; Making your Mac print music; Creating Flowcharts; and more.

June '88—Mass Storage—MacUser Labs review 22 hard disks of 10 MB or more; CD-ROM and WORM technology today and tomorrow; Why back-up systems are so important; The 1st Aid Kit—a cure for "unreada­ble" floppies and hard­drives; Inside scoop on Color QuickDraw, How to fix your keyboard; and more.

May '88—Apple's new Laserwriter II series—Which is best for you? Interleaf, a multiluser Macintosh II program for high-volume publishing; Pixelpaint—graphics program for Mac II's 16.7 million colors; Workplus Command increases program power and adds new capabilities; How to produce 35mm print slides on Mac; and more.

April '88—Highlights of the San Francisco Macworld Expo; Double Helix review/tutorial; 4th Dimension power guide; Comparison of MacPoint and Business Class, two new commercial desktop systems; Word 3.01 compared to Word 3.0; VideoWorks II—the sequel; The scoop on Snoop; MacCalligraphy—a touch of the Orient for your graphics; ComServe (software) and NetModem (hardware)—two modem-sharing solutions; and more.

March '88—When speed counts—MacUser Labs report on Accelerator Boards for the SE and the Plus; FullWrite 1.1 gives you more organizational and editing power; The scoop on Snoop; MacCalligraphy—a touch of the Orient for your graphics; ComServe (software) and NetModem (hardware)—two modem-sharing solutions; and more.

February '88—The 1987 Editor's Choice Awards for best hardware and software products; MindWrite 1.1 gives you more organizational and editing power; The scoop on Snoop; MacCalligraphy—a touch of the Orient for your graphics; ComServe (software) and NetModem (hardware)—two modem-sharing solutions; and more.

January '88—QuickKeys turns your keyboard into a command center; Making PostScript special effects work for you; Desktop Express takes the worry out of electronic mail; Apple's Macintosh Programmer's Workshop—the cure for the common code?; Computer Plagues; and more.

ORDER TODAY, QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED. JUST RETURN THE ATTACHED COUPON BELOW.
Other issues available. Call 1-609-354-4975. Mail orders only.

Please ship me the copies I've checked. I am enclosing $ for each issue ordered ($8 in Canada and all other foreign countries, U.S. currency only.)

SEND MACUSER BACK ISSUES:
- Dec. '88 - Sept. '88 - June '88 - Mar. '88
- Nov. '88 - Aug. '88 - May '88 - Feb. '88
- Oct. '88 - July '88 - April '88 - Jan. '88

Send to: Ziff-Davis Publishing Co., P.O. Box 5999, Cherry Hill, NJ 08034, Attn: F. Hunter

☐ Check/Money Order enclosed $

Name ________________________________

Company ________________________________
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Another MacUser Success Story

"MacUser helps us identify and evaluate the product features that are important to our business."

As Director of Product Development Systems, Forrest Jerome helped bring the first microcomputers into Colgate-Palmolive.

"We were one of the earliest companies to adopt the Macintosh," Jerome remembers. "Originally, we bought them just for senior management. Now, almost five years later, the Macintosh is part of Colgate's standard hardware platform."

Jerome views the Mac as an indispensable tool. "It gives people in our company the ability and confidence to make a difference. I call it 'individual innovation.' Individuals throughout the company are discovering that the Mac changes their jobs in many small ways—ways that add up to a substantial competitive advantage for the entire corporation.

There's another tool Forrest Jerome finds indispensable—MacUser magazine.

"Our Information Technology Group makes hardware and software recommendations that affect the entire company. But we can't possibly do an in-depth evaluation of every product out there. That's why we depend on MacUser to give us the information we need.

"The comparative product reviews are probably most important to me—though, actually, it's all important, from the features to the advertising. MacUser tests and reviews every available product in a given category, to make sure we don't miss anything. I count on the Lab Reports to tell me what works and what doesn't, and to help me identify the features that would mean the most to Colgate's business. MacUser helps us understand how useful the product will be once it's installed in our offices around the country."

Rigorous, thorough tests from the best lab in the industry. Credible, easy-to-read editorial content. That's why Forrest Jerome—and 300,000 other Macintosh business buyers—make more buying decisions with MacUser than any other Macintosh magazine.

Contact: Jeff Miller, Publisher
(415) 378-5601
Bobker's Dozen

Good Things and Small Packages

Another month, another carton of programs to try out. Some of the programs on these pages are freeware or shareware. They are available only from user groups, electronic services, and/or bulletin boards. Shareware authors generally have no resources and less time. We usually don't print their phone numbers; don't look a number up and call it if it's not listed here. In some cases, we don't even print a mailing address. If an address is listed and you write for information, enclose a self-addressed, stamped envelope if you expect a reply.

By Steven Bouker

1 SuperGlue II

Long ago (1986) and far away, a unique and useful program came from Solutions International in the wilds of Vermont. The program was Glue, a small gem that allowed users to capture documents to disk, with their graphic images in a standard format. Others could view the files by using a special viewing application or DA, both of which came with the package. Glue rapidly became a standard. It reemerged two years later as SuperGlue—revised, added to, and generally much improved. Now Solutions has released the third generation of Glue, SuperGlue II. This program, with its added features, is clearly at the top of its category. It's also the best new program I've seen in the last 31 days.

The most significant new feature, at least to me, is the One-Timer Fkey, which improves the image-saving function by at least 50 percent. Now only one trip to the Chooser is needed per image, and the Fkey also pulls up the Chooser for you, saving more time. Another great new feature is Glue Notes, text notes that can be attached to any place on an image file and hidden when not in use. They can be printed out along with the image and a key to the notes.

SuperGlue II does far more than merely print to disk. It saves files in its native format, PICT; as Scrapbook files; and as text. And, yes, it can extract text and numbers from images for use in word processors and spreadsheets. Getting used to the many features in SuperGlue II takes some time and effort, but you'll benefit from doing so.

$119.95. Solutions International, 30 Commerce St., Williston, VT 05495; (802) 658-8808.

2 TopDown

Kaeuron's wonderful, versatile planning tool, TopDown, can make every user a better planner. The program offers elegant tools that easily create organizational and work-flow charts, procedure diagrams, business plans, flowcharts (traditional and free-form), and graphic outlines.

TopDown's basic graphic orientation is hierarchical, so levels of detail that do not need to be seen can be hidden yet easily accessible (generally by double-clicking). Note cards can be attached to any specific part of a document, and user-drawn icons help make things attractive and clear. The Help file is one of the best designed and most useful I've ever seen.

Overall, the design is slick and the execution excellent, although creating nice output can take a bit of work and some functions are less than immediately obvious. TopDown is the kind of program in which an organized person will want to spend most of the working day.

$249. Kaeuron, 11318 Erichson Drive, Houston, TX 77070; (713) 520-0278.

3 MugShot Deluxe

Good news follow-up: Two months ago, I mentioned a small freeware program called MugShot. At that time, I was unaware of the author's plans for this neat little gem.

MugShot is near the end of its transformation into MugShot Deluxe (MSD), a commercial program with the bells and whistles you expect from an author who is asking you to lay out cash in advance.

Take my word on this: If you care about pening inside your Macintosh (I realize in the results always been processed oriented) and what's doing it, get MugShot Deluxe. It's a slick, useful program. If you beta-test software — or wonder what two (or three or four) INITs might have caused that new megabucks presentation program to crash — check things out with MSD. Even in its current late-beta version, it's on my Indispensable-in-an-Emergency floppy, which stays taped to the side (away from the power supply) of my Mac.

No firm price yet. Mi Concepts, P.O. Box 8822, Kentwood, MI 49508.
It's sad but true. All it takes is a few minutes with your back turned, and an intruder could walk away with your most confidential data. And you'd never even know it!

Now the leader in hard disk security announces the ultimate data protection system for your Macintosh. DiskLock works with any SCSI hard disk to provide foolproof password protection for individual files, folders, or your entire hard disk. You can even protect all three levels with different passwords for absolute maximum security. DiskLock automatically locks your files when you shut down or leave your Mac unattended, and alerts you to any unauthorized access attempts.

DiskLock lets you give each user password access to just the files you choose (word processing files for your secretary, accounting files for your bookkeeper, etc.). The master password gives you access to all files and folders.

50% Off Introductory Offer

For a limited time only, you can own DiskLock for 50% off the retail price, or just $94.50. That's a small price to pay for peace of mind. But please order immediately, this offer expires December 30, 1989.

Call about our Introductory Offer.
1-800-873-4384

FIFTH GENERATION SYSTEMS
The Publishers of Suitcase II
10049 N. Reiger Rd. Baton Rouge, LA 70809-4559 (504) 291-7221

Please circle 164 on reader service card.
**Set Clock**

Two handy tools can help you keep track of time. The first is Jim Leitch’s Set Clock. It sets the Mac’s clock to within one-second accuracy. The clocks in the Mac are silicon-chip-based; some of them are clunkers that lose or gain a second or two per week. Set Clock keeps all Mac clocks equal and accurate.

Set Clock works by placing a ten-second telephone call to Leitch Video’s master clock driver, which constantly synchronizes itself (to within one-millisecond accuracy) with an identical unit maintained by the Canadian government that is referenced to an atomic standard. In other words, it’s very exact. You need a modem (300 bps will do) that can deal with a basic Hayes command set. The phone numbers are provided primarily for Leitch Video customers whose equipment must be precisely calibrated, but Set Clock gives you access to them at no cost beyond the tariff for the phone calls (about 20¢, if you call at night).

Free (available from electronic services, bulletin boards, and user groups). Leitch Video International, 10 Dyas Road, Don Mills, Ontario M3B 1V5, Canada.

---

**SuperClock!**

Productivity can be defined as the efficient and profitable use of time. To achieve it, you need to be aware of the current time, and you must be able to set your time-keeping devices to match a recognized standard.

The other utility in this pair of Mac time programs, Steve Christensen’s SuperClock!, is a Control Panel device, or cdev, that puts a programmable time display at the right end of the menu bar. It is by no means the first program of its kind, but it is by far the best behaved, existing peacefully in all sorts of strange environments and avoiding conflict with INITs and other cdevs.

The display, which can be turned on and off, can appear in any size of any currently loaded font. The latest version includes versatile timer and alarm functions. Both SuperClock! and Set Clock are free, although copyrights and other rights are retained by the authors. Indeed, SuperClock!’s major drawback is that there always seems to be a new, slightly better, but still free, version to upgrade to.

Free (available from electronic services, bulletin boards, and user groups only). Steve Christensen, CompuServe: 76174,1712; AppleLink: Christensen.

---

**Sound Manager**

If you know you wrote a memo discussing widget sales months ago but can’t remember in which of hundreds of cryptically named documents this information resides, you’ve got a problem. Fortunately, Microlytics has come up with a solution: a nifty DA that lets you find the electronic equivalent of a needle in a haystack without digging into every haystack individually.

GOfer was one of the first DAs that could search through all the text on a hard disk looking for text strings as well as filenames. Boolean searches on multiple criteria were also possible, and GOfer worked in both the background and the foreground, which was necessary because search speed was a little less than a megabyte a minute.

Now there’s a new version (2.0) of GOfer. Its feature set is not much different from version 1.0, but its performance has been greatly improved. The complex interface has been simplified a bit and is now far more intuitive, with powerful new search options. Search speed has also been noticeably increased.

I don’t use search programs like this as much as I thought I would before I got one, but sometimes having one on call is vital. With this new release, GOfer has moved to the head of its class.

$78.95. Microlytics, Two Tobey Village Office Park, Pittsford, NY 14534; (716) 248-8150.
CompuServe is offering inside information on these companies.

MICROSOFT • BORLAND • FOX • ADOBE
WORDPERFECT • SYMANTEC • CLARIS
NANTUCKET • AUTODESK • MAINSTAY
CE SOFTWARE • SUN MICROSYSTEMS
BRODERBUND • MEDIAGAINIC • NOVELL
T/MAKER • FIFTH GENERATION • JASIK
MICRO SEEDS • SURVIVOR SOFTWARE
BEAGLE BROTHERS • DENEBA • ACIUS
STONE EDGE • ALDUS • AND MANY MORE

Product support for your Mac.

Access CompuServe's forums, and you'll find invaluable product support maintained by all these companies. Often, company decision makers are online to discuss the next generation of products, or to put software updates on CompuServe before they hit the market.

When you run into a problem, there's a good chance you can quickly find the solution online in one of CompuServe's many forums. Or, you can leave a message. You'll get answers fast, often from the person who actually developed the product you are using. Either way, you save yourself time and frustration finding the answers you need when you need them.

To join CompuServe, see your computer dealer. To order direct or for more information, call 800-848-8199.

CompuServe®
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Exstatix

Select MicroSystems' imaginatively named Exstatix is a high-quality statistics program with a few unexpected extras. The most important is its extensibility. Exstatix is built to easily integrate plug-in modules written in a high-level language. Thus, there is virtually no statistical function that Exstatix can't handle. It might not be easy, but the job can always be done.

Other Exstatix strengths include excellent graphing, color support, and decent calculation speed. Although it's not the speed champion among Mac stats programs (the StatView family seems to have that distinction wrapped up), it is a respectable performer, outpacing the other stats program covered here this month, Fastat.

Data-entry ease is average — no stats program is really great at data entry. The documentation is extensive — as it must be for a program this complex — and very well written. The more statistically adept will find this an easy program to get acquainted with, and programming statisticians will find it an absolute delight.

S349. Select MicroSystems, 322 Underhill Ave., Yorktown Heights, NY 10598; (914) 245-4670.

Fastat

Fastat offers a subset of the feature set of the most feature-laden Mac statistics package, Systat. More importantly, it costs a third as much and replaces Systat's outdated command-line interface with a decent Mac interface. Data entry, which uses the same spreadsheetlike model all stats programs seem to favor, is of average ease. The documentation is adequate but uninspired. The range of possible analyses will satisfy all but the most demanding statisticians.

Fastat is easy to learn, especially when compared with Systat. It's good at data analysis and range testing and can display results graphically as well as numerically. The graphing abilities, although adequate for most services, are not of presentation quality and can be difficult to manipulate.

Fastat is slower than Exstatix and every other roughly comparable program. That, apparently, is the cost of imposing a Mac interface on Systat. Still, unless your demands are extreme, Fastat's speed should prove acceptable.

I liked this program more than the recitation of pros, cons, and details seems to imply. It has a pleasant working feel and, given its power, is light on the wallet.

$195. Systat, 1800 Sherman Ave., Evanston, IL 60201; (312) 884-5670.

Ft. Knox

Ensuring microcomputer data security is a thorny problem; there are no sure solutions. Files can be encrypted with essentially unbreakable algorithms, but encoding and decoding are slow and entail a slight risk of corruption and irrecoverable data. That does not mean you should throw your hands up and ignore the problem, though.

I prefer common-sense solutions, but sometimes software help is valuable. Ft. Knox, from Transfinite Systems, is an excellent security utility. It doesn't pretend to lock up files and volumes, since most locking schemes can be readily bypassed or broken. It does offer some powerful encryption schemes, including a nice implementation of the DES encryption algorithm. (DES, which stands for data encryption standard, is a widely used high-level security cryptographic protocol supported by the National Bureau of Standards and other government agencies.) Encryption and decryption are relatively fast.

Ft. Knox also lets you check various drives and volumes for errors and can access SCSI devices at their most primitive levels. Files and volumes can be deleted, overwritten for security, or "sanitized" to meet U.S. national standards for declassifying top-secret information. If you compete for government contracts that involve classified materials, software such as this is mandatory.

Ft. Knox has proven stable and reliable and does exactly what it claims to do. The manual frequently runs to overbearing prose, but it contains excellent information. This is a well-designed, intelligent, and — most importantly — useful security package.

$195. Transfinite Systems Co., P.O. Box N, MIT Branch Post Office, Cambridge, MA 02139-0003; (617) 968-9570.

MacInvoice

MacInvoice is a simple invoice creator that prints very well and handles basic chores with no fuss. If you need an invoice that involves fancy graphics and fonts, MacInvoice is not the program for you. But if your income depends on getting lots of invoices out, MacInvoice will do the job for you quickly and handsomely.

MacInvoice also saves the invoice data and can print a summary journal. Its sole invoice form can be edited to suit virtually every user. A limited macro ability helps speed data entry. MacInvoice is an excellent solution to a common small-business need.

$69.95. Synex, 692 Tenth St., Brooklyn, NY 11215; (718) 499-6293.

Word Wrapper

Word Wrapper's sole purpose is to break the lines — to your specifications — of text files received by or to be sent by modem. Other programs do similar work, but they bury this function so deeply that it can be hard to find. Word Wrapper comes as both an application (for MultiFinder users) and a DA (for everyone else). The only difference between the two versions is that the application has a brief built-in Help file. In this age of feature overload, a small program such as this that identifies a need and solves it elegantly is like a breath of fresh air. Word Wrapper qualifies as a cooling breeze. And, as the program declares when it finishes wrapping another file, "That about wraps it up."

Introducing MICRO PLANNER X-Pert

While MacProject II can be an effective tool for modeling a project, many users are frustrated trying to use it to manage their many ongoing, sometimes interrelated projects. Especially if they need to report cost and schedules to different levels of management. Micro Planning International, the leading international project management consulting firm, now addresses these needs with a sophisticated new product MICRO PLANNER X-Pert.

Designed for Organizational Project Management

X-Pert is not just designed to manage a project or a few projects. It is designed for the department, division or corporate manager to "put it all together." Combine MacProject II or MICRO PLANNER Version VI projects to determine your organization wide resource requirements. Resource leveling across all your projects will allow you to avoid costly delays, set strategic priorities and optimize scarce resources. You can even "Hot Link" projects so that projects in diverse locations automatically update the master.

Earned Value Costing, Work Breakdown Structure

X-Pert calculates payments and manages budgets and cash flow to accommodate corporate and government requirements. This includes standard C/SSR reporting, Earned Value costing, and job costing. With a WBS, you can roll up costs and schedules to any level. This allows the proper amount of detail to be presented to different levels of management. And a report designer feature allows you to supplement the dozens of standard reports with custom reports that present the information you want in precisely the way you want it.

Works with MacProject II

The beauty of X-Pert is that everyone in your organization need not use it. Since X-Pert reads MacProject and MICRO PLANNER files, you may decide to have many of your people continue to use these tools. Projects can simply be gathered up by X-Pert for consolidated analysis and reporting.

Special Introductory Offer

Act now and you can trade in your MacProject II for a $495 credit towards the purchase of MICRO PLANNER X-Pert, The Ultimate in Project Management!

For more information or a free demonstration, contact:
MICRO PLANNING INTERNATIONAL
East Coast: 34 Elm Street
North Andover, MA 01845
508 686-1780

West Coast: 655 Redwood Hwy, Ste. 311
Mill Valley, CA 94941
415 788-3324

Please circle 114 on reader service card.

MICRO PLANNER X-Pert is a registered trademark of Micro Management, Inc. MacProject II is a registered trademark of Claris Corporation.
I

f there has ever been a computer surrounded by dubious mystique, it’s the Macintosh. In this month’s column, I’ve managed to isolate the top-ten current misconceptions about the Macintosh.

Myths Taken

Myth #1: The Mac is a general-purpose business computer and not a niche machine.

Yeah, right. Get real. The Mac is anything but a general-purpose machine designed for boring data entry in a multiuser business environment. Mac marketers and other promoters know there is a lot of money to be made in this dull arena. So what? This arena is a niche unto itself, better filled by cheap IBM PC clones and terminals.

The Macintosh is the prestige machine. The executive machine. The machine for those who want to be on the cutting edge. It’s a machine for the art department, the desktop-publishing front end, the creative people. To use a computer like this for mundane tasks like order entry and invoicing is stupid and a waste of money.

Myth #2: Apple has lost its technological edge.

I keep hearing this, and everyone blames John Sculley. Sculley is a dud compared with good old Steve Jobs, say the critics. These same critics, years earlier, were saying that Jobs was a dud compared with good old Steve Wozniak. Maybe all these guys are duds, OK?

In fact, Apple can just let the microprocessor chips get faster, and the machine will get more and more functional on its own. Apple is surfing the technology wave; there’s a big wave coming in, and Apple’s in a perfect position for a long ride.

Myth #3: The IBM world is catching up; soon there will be no difference between a PC and a Mac.

This idea comes from naive PC users who have never used a Macintosh and from dopey Mac users who believe everything the naive PC users say.

Reality check: Only in a crude sense has the PC world approached the Macintosh. Real chicard PC users (including the Windows fiends) still avoid the mouse and are genuine keyboard fanatics. The Macintosh completely baffles them. Folks, these two worlds will never collide.

Myth #4: Mac developers are poised to jump into the DOS world when OS2 takes off.

The intellectual investment needed to learn the OS/2-Windows environment and the intellectual investment needed to learn the Mac are too intense for the same person to commit to both environments. Therefore, to move from one camp to the other means hiring specialists who do these so-called ports. The developers themselves never change sides. Once a Macintosh developer, always a Macintosh developer. The same is true with the PC crowd. Nobody changes sides; they just moan and groan.

Myth #5: The Mac isn’t a game machine.

Anyone who plays games knows that the Mac is a great game (and educational!) computer. Too bad Apple promotes the order-entry/invoicing/business side of the machine, as cited above.

Myth #6: The Mac could be sold cheaper; there should be a low-end Mac.

Well, maybe it could be sold cheaper if you wanted to lowball the machine for no particular reason. But it’s not as though the company has to knock off a competitor. Actually, Apple is run as a quality company with every intention of being in business a hundred years from now.

There doesn’t need to be a low-end Macintosh as long as people move from the PC to the Macintosh and not back. This is the pattern, you know. Apple is letting the PC lowbidders get people involved with computers. Once they’re involved, then these people can choose the Macintosh. Why should Apple be responsible for mollycoddling newcomers?

Myth #7: The Mac will be cheaper when the Taiwanese clones arrive.

There is no Taiwanese clone coming. It’s like waiting for Godot.

Myth #8: Apple will fail because it bucks the trend toward “open” systems.

There is no trend toward open systems. This is a myth perpetuated by Sun Microsystems, some idealistic writers, and the whining IBM clone makers. The idea of open systems is the biggest crock ever foisted on the public in the entire history of Western Civilization. Congratulations to the high-tech PR firms for this one.

Myth #9: The Mac is easier to use than the PC.

Who says this? Mac promoters, that’s who. Once you learn how to use the Mac, it’s certainly easier to move from application to application — but it’s not easier to use. In fact some aspects of the Mac are much harder to deal with than they are on the PC.

Take undeleting a trashed file, for example. It’s easy to do with the PC; not so with the Macintosh. (If you think the Symantec utilities do a good job of it, then you haven’t used a PC.) Actually, the basic MS-DOS operating system is much simpler and easier to use than the complex Macintosh operating system. The Macintosh operating system, on the other hand, is much more powerful. The two characteristics are connected.

Myth #10: Someday all computers will be like the Mac.

Dream on. Everyone would be sued by Apple! ☁
So you wanna be in pictures. Well, with our ColorSpace II videographics card we'll put you one step closer to creating your own multimedia masterpiece. ColorSpace II allows you to produce full color, professional quality videotapes and multimedia presentations in-house, inexpensively, in minutes. Cecil B. should have had it so good! It's easy to install, uses only one slot in your Mac II and is fully compatible with all standard Macintosh II applications including HyperCard, SuperCard and Director. Use the ColorSpace II card with or in place of your Apple Video card, and in conjunction with other Macintosh II cards. ColorSpace II is fully NTSC-compatible and works with a wide range of standard consumer and professional NTSC and RGB video equipment. In addition, it supports 256 color, flicker-free graphics on RGB multisync-type monitors.

ColorSpace II's genlocking lets you synchronize your Macintosh graphics to almost any VCR, videodisc, or other standard video signal. Then overlay titling or graphics — mix the two signals together — and display or record the results. In no time you'll be creating eye-popping fly-through logos and animations over live video. Other advanced features such as translucent graphics and dimmed video background are readily selectable with ColorSpace II's easy-to-use software. And, unlike the competition, ColorSpace II has full RGB-quality mixing of the video and graphics for superb, simultaneous RGB and NTSC video output. ColorSpace II can also capture digitized video images from standard NTSC or RGB video sources in as little as 1 second for full color. So if you want to be in pictures get ColorSpace II, get an agent and get famous!

Call 800-522-7979 for a dealer near you and to order your video of ColorSpace II: Hints and Secrets of Desktop Video for only $19.95.

Actual untouched screen shots

550 Del Rey Avenue • Sunnyvale • California 94086 • In Canada call: 604/276-2326

ColorSpace II and MASS Microsystems are trademarks of MASS Microsystems, Inc. Macintosh, Macintosh II and HyperCard are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. SuperCard is a trademark of Silicon Beach Software, Inc. Director is a trademark of Macromind, Inc.
The best color is right here in black and white.

When InfoWorld evaluated 19-inch color display systems for the Macintosh II family of computers, SuperMac's Spectrum/8 Series II system came out right on top.

Here's what the panel at InfoWorld had to say:

"Color duplication on the Spectrum/8 was exceptional. Black was jet black, and white was paper white. Dense purples, true grays, and lemon yellows are characteristic of its vibrant color palette. Brilliant, clear colors that match the Pantone color guide earn this monitor an excellent score in color duplication."

Not only did the Spectrum/8 rank high in every category, but it was the only system tested to offer built-in Virtual Desktop™ and pan & zoom capabilities. So you can display a small area of your document, zoom in up to 2X to work on the fine details, then pan to the next area you need to finish.

Of course we've always thought the Spectrum/8 was a great deal. But don't take our word for it. Call 408 245-2202, Dept. 300 for a reprint of the InfoWorld color display report. And once you've read about it in black and white, make the color display comparison for yourself at your authorized SuperMac dealer.